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1 Introduction 

1.1 This document has been prepared to set out the response 

of the Westminster Property Association (WPA) to the draft 

Westminster City Management Plan. 

 

1.2 WPA is the leading property group representing 

landowners, developers and property professionals active 

within the City of Westminster.  A full list of members as of 

March 2012 is enclosed as Appendix 1.  The WPA 

membership accounts for a significant proportion of 

development activity within the City.  WPA was founded in 

large part to coordinate the response of the development 

industry to the evolution of planning policy, and to enable 

the industry to speak with a coordinated voice on matters of 

mutual interest and concern.   

 

1.3 WPA therefore represents a very significant number of key 

private sector stakeholders with an interest in the direction 

of planning policy within Westminster. 

 

Background to Representations  

1.4 WPA has been actively engaged in the preparation of the 

City Management Plan.  This has included its initial 

representations on the Policy Options Document from 

March 2011.  Following the publication of the current 

document a number of meetings have been held between 

WPA members and City Council officers, at which the City 

Council’s aspirations for the document and WPA members 

concerns have been discussed.   

 

1.5 The WPA attendees at these meetings are listed at 

Appendix 2. 
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1.6 As a consequence of these meetings it is understood that 

the City Council is minded to make some changes to the 

document prior to the next stage of consultation.  WPA’s 

understanding of the changes the City Council has 

indicated it is willing to make is set out in Appendix 3, on a 

without prejudice basis. 

1.7 WPA welcomes the positive approach to engagement with 

the WPA that the City Council has adopted during the 

consultation process.  This has reduced the areas of 

contention on the City Management Plan considerably, 

although inevitably, given the length of the document, 

several areas of concern remain. 

 

Format of representations  

1.8 WPA has sought to make its representations as concise as 

possible.  The representations take the form of a “tracked 

change” version of the relevant City Management Plan 

chapter, which has been changed to reflect WPAs 

suggestions.  These form Appendices 6 - 9. 

 

1.9 Sections 3 to 6 sets out the reasons for the changes to the 

text, to which each change is cross-referenced.  The 

explanations for the changes are grouped by topic/issue, 

rather than ordered sequentially, in order to prevent 

repetition. 

 

1.10 Explanations of minor textual changes for emphasis or 

clarity are not provided, for brevity.  Instead the reason for 

the change is noted in the track change document. 

 

1.11 WPA recognises that the City Council has already 

expressed its intention to simplify the CMP by both 

reconsulting on an integrated CMP and Core Strategy, and 

be reducing the amount of overlap and duplication between 
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policies.  WPA also recognises that the City Council has 

expressed its intention to revise some policies in response 

to the concerns of stakeholders, including WPA. 

1.12 WPA’s understanding of the changes agreed, not agreed, 

and areas for further consideration, following the detailed 

meetings is scheduled in Appendix 3. Where WPA 

understands that the principle of the changes suggested 

has already been accepted by the City Council, as a result 

of the series of meetings held between December 2011 

and January 2012 we have noted this and have not set out 

an extensive justification for the change itself. 

1.13 Subject to consideration of the detail, the principle of these 

changes is welcomed.  However, by necessity, these 

representations respond to the CMP as published for 

consultation.   WPA reserves the position to submit 

additional representations should the next version of the 

document not reflect the changes that it had understood to 

be agreed. 

 

1.14 The representations are without prejudice to any additional 

representations that may also be submitted by individual 

members of WPA in their own name. 
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2 Executive Summary 

2.1 Having reviewed the draft City Management Plan WPA has 

very serious concerns that, as drafted, it would significantly 

reduce the amount of development coming forward. 

 

2.2 The CMP is a lengthy and complex document. It very 

significantly increases the evidential burden on developers 

considering submitting planning applications within the City.  

The burden of evidence required is frequently 

disproportionate to the size of the development. 

 

2.3 The CMP makes substantial adverse changes to the 

delicate balance between competing land uses struck in the 

UDP.  In particular it adopts a punitive approach to 

commercial development.  It seeks to impose a system of 

quasi-taxation based on land values, through a series of 

land value areas, tiered payment-in-lieu costs, and 

multipliers, rather than assessing development proposals 

on the basis of their land use planning outputs.   

 

2.4 The evidence of financial viability on which this approach 

relies is out-of-date and has not been prepared on a 

transparent, open-book basis.  Nor does it properly reflect 

the costs on development created by other aspects of CMP 

policy. 

 

2.5 The policy support for mixed use and affordable housing 

credits in the CMP is welcome but the document does not 

fully realise opportunities these mechanisms create to 

optimise land use outputs, especially housing and 

affordable housing.  The limitations on their use should be 

removed. 

 

2.6 The policy requirements throughout the CMP are set at a 

aspirational level which will very frequently be unachievable 
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in the highly constrained context of Central London.  This is 

particularly true of sustainability and amenity policies.  The 

purpose of the planning system is to provide certainty to 

developers; by creating a wide range of unachievable 

targets developers are reliant on discretion on a scheme-

by-scheme basis at the development management stage.  

As they approach the planning system developers will have 

no certainty that they will be able to negotiate a mutually 

acceptable compromise development.  This increased risk 

has a cost and will mean that some proposals do not come 

forward because of the range of planning risks created. 

2.7 It is the Government’s clearly expressed intent to speed up 

the planning system to assist in delivering economic 

growth. The combination of aspirational targets and the 

range of controls and standards proposed by the CMP will 

create an additional burden on development management 

staff that will slow down the planning system in 

Westminster.  This will have an economic and social cost. 

 

2.8 WPA recognises that the CMP will operate in a uniquely 

challenging context.  If Westminster is to continue to be a 

successful place to live, work and visit it is vital that 

planning policy provides clarity, certainty and simplicity, and 

that planning decisions can be made swiftly and 

consistently.  We hope that the changes proposed by WPA 

will contribute to creating a plan that goes some way to 

providing this. 
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3 Part 1:  Sustainable Economic Growth 

Justification Change Reference 

General  

3.1 The CMP should be proactive, rather than reactive.  It 

should actively support sustainable economic growth in 

accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework 

and London Plan. 

WPA1, WPA2 

3.2 The CMP should be unequivocal, in language and tone, 

that sustainable economic growth will be supported.  

Sustainable economic growth includes both residential and 

commercial development.  This should be reflected in the 

text. 

 

Taxation and value capture  

3.3 The CMP fundamentally changes the balance struck by the 

UDP on the provision of residential development as part of 

mixed use buildings.  Rather than basing the system 

around assessing the acceptability of land use outputs, the 

draft CMP seeks to create a system that will capture value 

increases realised by developers where there are value 

differentials between main and secondary development 

sites. 

WPA3 

3.4 The CMP stated intent is to create a system that is value 

neutral, ie that the potential financial benefit to developers 

of locating residential development on a less valuable site, 

or providing a payment in lieu instead, is “captured” by the 

City Council.  WPA considers that this is an inappropriate 

use of the town planning system, which is established to 

consider the acceptability, or otherwise, of land use 

proposals.  The planning system should not be seeking to 
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distort the development market by making it impossible to 

follow market signals that allow for the efficient allocation of 

development across sites of differing value.  Rather it 

should be considering whether the outcome of this process 

proposed by the market meets public policy objectives. 

3.5 The use of multipliers, set out in Table 1.1, and banded 

payments in lieu, in Policy CMP1.3, is based on viability 

evidence that is now outdated, and which did not consider 

the full extent of other planning requirements that will be 

sought by the City Management Plan.  WPA has requested 

that this viability evidence be comprehensively updated on 

a transparent, open book basis, so that it can be properly 

demonstrated that the proposed approach is justifiable and 

properly founded on a robust evidence base. 

WPA18, WPA19 

3.6 WPA understand that this work has not yet been 

undertaken. 

 

3.7 A significant number of approved, and implemented, 

development proposals would not comply with the revised 

policy requiring the use of multipliers in assessing the 

quantum of off-site residential provision required. 

 

3.8 In the absence of an agreed, up-to-date, evidence base 

WPA proposes that the use of multipliers to establish the 

quantum of off-site residential accommodation required 

should be removed.  For example, the reference to 

avoiding creating outcomes that are financially 

advantageous to the developer in Paragraph 1.1.4 should 

be replaced by by a requirement that the outcomes are 

“equivalent or better”.  If the planning outcomes are better 

the degree to which this is financially advantageous to a 

developer is not relevant. 

WPA3, WPA66, 

WPA67, WPA68 
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Mixed Use Cascade  

3.9 Paragraph 1.1.7 of the CMP explains that the City Council 

considers that mixed use policy results in successful and 

diverse locations in Westminster that were more resilient to 

recession.  WPA strongly disputes this statement.  The 

2009 Drivers Jonas report into the Westminster office 

market, commissioned by the City Council, demonstrated 

that the West End office stock, uniquely amongst major 

European office markets, had contracted over the study 

period.   

WPA26 

3.10 In order to ensure that the West End office market is able to 

contribute to economic growth it is vital that strategic mixed 

use policy is operated with flexibility and pragmatism.  WPA 

does not consider that the workings of the mixed use policy 

cascade, contained in Policy CMP1.1, provides sufficient 

flexibility.  The WPA changes seek to introduce flexibility.  

The key changes sought are summarised in the following 

paragraphs. 

 

3.11 The language of the mixed use policy should relate to 

developments, rather than to buildings.  Producing mixed 

use buildings that include residential is frequently an 

inefficient use of land, because of the requirements for 

separate cores, plant systems, acoustic separation, etc.  

Developments can span two or more buildings, either on 

one site or across several, delivering better quality and 

more efficient space that better serves meets land use 

objectives.  This can be achieved whilst providing an equal, 

or greater, contribution to the mixed use character of areas 

or neighbourhoods than would be realised from a mixed 

use building.  No land use objective is served by requiring 

mixed use policy to be delivered through the horizontal, 

rather than vertical, separation of uses in buildings. 

WPA24, WPA29 
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3.12 The mixed use policy cascade should allow for the 

provision of residential floorspace either in the vicinity or 

elsewhere within the Core CAZ, with provision elsewhere 

beyond the Core CAZ and named streets as an alternative 

where this cannot be achieved.  This would introduce 

additional flexibility to deliver residential accommodation, 

especially in conjunction with developments at or close to 

the edge of the Core CAZ. 

WPA4, WPA9, WPA14, 

WPA25, WPA27, 

WPA28 

3.13 The policy cascade should allow for the draw-down of 

residential mixed use credits as a first alternative to on-site 

provision, as explained below in relation to mixed use 

credits. WPA understands that the City Council has agreed 

to allow draw-down of residential credits “in the vicinity” of 

the main site as a preferential alternative to drawdown in 

the wider area, which is welcomed, without prejudice to 

WPA’s view that the draw-down of residential credits 

should be an acceptable first alternative. 

WPA5 

3.14 WPA understands that the City Council intends to clarify 

the following points in relation to the function of the mixed 

use cascade: 

 That an off-site residential solution can be outside of 

the Core CAZ where it is within the vicinity of the 

main site; 

 That when an off-site residential solution is in a 

lower value area than the main site, but is within the 

vicinity, the Table 1.1 multipliers (if retained) will not 

be applied. 

WPA13 

3.15 WPA supports these changes.  This is without prejudice to 

its view that the cascade should allow for provision off-site 

elsewhere in the Core CAZ as a first preference, and that 

the use of multipliers should be removed altogether. 
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3.16 The restriction in paragraph 1.1.10 preventing the use of 

sites that have a previous planning permission for 

residential development, or are identified in the Council’s 

housing land supply, as off-site residential sites, should be 

removed, as it is not justified.  That a planning permission 

has historically been granted for the residential 

redevelopment of a site, potentially in very different market 

circumstances, does not in any way guarantee that a site is 

now suitable for residential development, or financially 

viable for such development, without the potential cross-

subsidy that can be provided by developing a site as a 

residential off-site solution.  Similarly, identifying a site as 

suitable for residential development in the 15 year housing 

land supply does not, in itself, necessarily make residential 

development on that site viable in isolation.  Such sites may 

never come forward for residential development in isolation. 

WPA10, WPA11, 

WPA15, WPA16 

3.17 Excluding these sites from providing off-site residential 

solutions is not therefore the most suitable policy as it could 

actually prevent, rather than encourage, such sites coming 

forward for residential development.  Given the lifespan of 

the City Management Plan it should not assume that 

residential development on such sites will always be viable 

without cross-subsidy from commercial development and 

thus exclude them from use as off-site residential solutions.   

 

3.18 WPA suggests removing these restrictions, although 

recognises it may be appropriate to prevent sites with pre-

existing extant planning permissions for residential 

development from being used as off-site solutions. 

 

3.19 Similarly, requiring the main development site and 

alternative site to be within the same ownership is 

counterproductive.  WPA recognises that, in the majority of 

cases, such sites will be in the same ownership as the main 

WPA12, WPA17 
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development site, but this restriction would prevent a 

commercial developer from cross-subsidising through a 

private arrangement a residential development that would 

otherwise not be delivered.  Again, this restriction assumes 

that, throughout the lifespan of the plan, that residential 

development will always be viable in isolation.  This is 

neither realistic nor sufficiently flexible, and WPA 

recommends this restriction be removed so that the 

benefits of cross-subsiding residential development can be 

realised. 

Residential Mixed Use Credits  

3.20 The draft WCC City Management policies are, in principle, 

supportive of the creation and draw down of residential 

mixed use credits. 

WPA31 

3.21 The process for establishing credits, as with Land 

Securities’ pioneering development at Wilton Plaza, is 

accepted.  WPA recognises that there should be an 

assessment of creating mixed and balanced communities 

and not having an overly dominant residential use or tenure 

concentration, especially in areas of multiple social 

depreciation. 

 

3.22 Many large land owners, whilst potentially well placed to do 

so, would not commit to substantial investment decisions to 

establish mixed use housing credits on the basis of the 

policies as drafted, for the reasons set out below 

 

3.23 The experiences of the draw down by Land Securities at 

Wilton Plaza demonstrate the need for flexibility in the use 

of mixed use credits. Without this flexibility and the other 

issues raised in the draft CMP by restricting draw down, the 

forward investment and funding to deliver early residential 
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development will not be generated. 

3.24 The deliverer of the residential mixed use credits is 

penalised in accepting the costs for the residential in 

advance of planning requirements.  This is a substantial 

benefit in planning terms. The quid pro quo is that 

developers require certainty in being able to draw down 

from the established credits. 

 

3.25 Policies CMP1.1 and 1.2, as drafted, require an 

assessment of why residential development cannot be 

provided on-site and off-site (in the vicinity and elsewhere) 

before considering off-site residential mixed use credits. 

They also require additional mixed use credits housing 

floorspace if the principal site is not within the vicinity of the 

credit site. 

WPA4 

3.26 This approach undermines the certainty which would be 

required by landowners and developers to invest in a credit 

development because it creates significant additional and 

unnecessary risk as it does not provide any certainty that a 

developer, having created mixed use credits, will be 

permitted to draw down against them in future commercial 

scheme. 

 

3.27 WPA understands that the City Council has agreed to allow 

draw-down of residential credits “in the vicinity” of the main 

site as a preferential alternative to drawdown in the wider 

area, which is welcomed, without prejudice to WPA’s view 

that the draw-down of residential credits should be an 

acceptable first alternative. 

 

3.28 Preventing the trading of credits will very significantly limit 

the extent to which credits can contribute to providing early 

delivery of residential accommodation.  This will prevent 

commercial developers from cross-subsidising residential 

WPA41 
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development elsewhere in the city, so preventing 

residential developers from accessing a funding source that 

could contribute to additional residential development. 

3.29 It is critical that reasonable certainty is factored in to the 

original investment decision to proceed with a residential 

mixed use credit development. The experience of public 

realm credits being undermined by CIL illustrates further 

unpredictable risks. 

 

3.30 WPA also object to the requirement that the drawdown of 

credits be subject to the multipliers set out in Table 1.1.  As 

with off-site provision in kind, the acceptability of the land 

use planning output  should be the subject of consideration, 

rather than the financial implications for the developer of 

one kind of provision as opposed to another. 

WPA33 

3.31 WPA does not accept that credit drawdown schemes 

should, as a matter of principle, be required to deliver 

additional residential floorspace beyond that which would 

be required on-site or off-site.  Residential credit schemes, 

such as Wilton Plaza can deliver an enhanced quality of 

residential provision, better housing outcomes, including 

affordable housing delivery, and early delivery, which is a 

major beneficial outcome. Residential credit sites should 

not need to provide more floorspace since there will be an 

enhanced rather than reduced housing outcome, and the 

City Council benefits from the early delivery of this land use 

priority. 

WPA38, WPA48 

3.32 WPA does not accept that sites in the 15 year housing land 

supply, or with former planning permission for residential 

development, cannot create residential credits, for the 

same reasons as set out at paragraph 3.16 above. 

WPA32, WPA43 
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3.33 The requirement that developers that have land use credits 

must draw down on them, rather than provide a payment in 

lieu, unfairly penalises developers that have invested to 

create credits.  Whilst the time limits on the use of credits 

provide strong incentives to use credits as soon as possible 

developers that bring forward multiple sites in parallel, and 

which may have planned to use extant credits in connection 

with one particular scheme, should not be forced to use 

credits elsewhere in the meantime or forced to artificially 

delay their development programme. 

WPA37, WPA40 

3.34 The policy should be flexible in allowing the City Council to 

use credits already associated with one site with an 

alternate development before the permission for the first 

site has expired when that first development is unlikely to 

be delivered. 

WPA39 

3.35 Paragraph 1.1.36 envisages that credits are denominated 

in units, and that the requisite credit drawdown is 

established by dividing the amount of commercial 

floorspace for which a mixed use credit is required by a 

nominal unit sixe of 100sqm.  The rationale for this is 

unclear and this approach seems needlessly complex, 

given that the rest of the CMP has adopted an area, rather 

than unit, basis for measurement.  Similarly, the 

requirement that the drawdown of credits be tenure neutral 

is unnecessary. 

WPA35, WPA42 

3.36 WPA suggest that this paragraph be written to clarify that 

residential mixed use credits are denominated in square 

meters, rather than units.  In this way credit drawdown 

would be simplified, as the commercial area for which 

credits are required would be deducted from the residential 

area of the credit site.  By keeping the measurement of 

credits only in square meters possible aberrations arising 
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from fractions of units, etc, would be avoided. 

3.37 An acceptable unit mix in the credit site would be secure at 

development management stage for that proposal and 

there is no requirement for the credit policy to seek to 

impose a second layer of controls over unit size/mix in the 

credit scheme. 

 

3.38 Credits should be used within 10 years of practical 

completion, and should be capable of being drawn down 

once development has commenced.  In this way 

developers could be reasonably satisfied that the lifespan 

of credits created was long enough that they would have 

time fully draw them down, especially where full draw down 

would require multiple market schemes to be completed.   

WPA34, WPA36, 

WPA47 

3.39 Areas of the CAZ outside of Core CAZ, such as 

Marylebone and Pimlico, also contain a range of residential 

and commercial uses and development of residential mixed 

use credit sites within the North CAZ should be recognised 

as appropriate. 

WPA45 

Treatment of existing commercial floorspace  

3.40 Paragraph 1.1.8, as drafted, would require that, where 

mixed use policy is to be satisfied by use swaps and 

changes of use across multiple sites, the loss of 

commercial floorspace from the proposed residential 

property be discounted from the calculation of overall land 

use change. 

WPA8 

3.41 WPA is very seriously concerned about this proposed 

alteration, which has been the subject of extensive 

discussion with officers.  This approach would negate the 

long-established purpose of mixed use policy, which is to 

allow the recycling and renewal of office accommodation 
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that has reached the end of its lifecycle by relocating it to 

new development sites, so that an increase in both 

residential, and new, high quality office, space can be 

provided.  Disregarding the loss of existing office space in 

land use packages would effectively prevent this space 

from being recycled and renewed, and very significantly 

increase the residential burden on commercial developers. 

3.42 WPA understands that the City Council intends to amend 

this paragraph so that the loss of existing commercial 

space can continue to be discounted.  This is strongly 

supported.  Should this not be the case WPA reserves the 

right to submit additional evidence demonstrating that the 

approach in the CMP is seriously unsound. 

 

Mixed use in the Primary Shopping Frontages  

3.43 The relaxation of mixed use policy in the primary shopping 

frontage in paragraph 1.1.13 should apply equally to all 

retail-type land uses which are otherwise acceptable in 

principle in the primary retail frontages.  The scope of this 

relaxation should not be restricted to Class A1 retail. 

WPA23 

Payment in Lieu  

3.44 As set out at paragraphs 3.3 to 3.8 above, WPA is seriously 

concerned with the approach to value capture, will is 

effectively seeking to establish a form of taxation on 

development, albeit on an ostensibly value-neutral basis, 

rather than consider the outcome of development against 

land use and wider public policy objectives. 

WPA49 

3.45 The UDP based formula under COM 2 already provided for 

an uplift in payment to reflect the residential not being 

provided on or off site and WPA considers that this 

approach, rather than the revised approach based upon the 

WP50  
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DTZ analysis is the correct one.  

3.46 WPA is not satisfied that the evidence base on which the 

per sqm charges are based are robust, as explained at 

paragraph 3.5 above.  WPA wishes to discuss further the 

DTZ analysis underlying this approach having received and 

reviewed this. 

WPA51 

3.47 The serious concern is that this approach, for example in 

relation to extensions to existing office buildings, would 

render them unviable and actively discourage economic 

investment in the City of Westminster. 

 

Land Use Swaps  

3.48 As described above in connection with the treatment of 

existing commercial floorspace in use swap sites, it is vital 

that policy on land use swaps is flexible to allow existing 

commercial accommodation that is reaching the end of its 

life cycle to be recycled and redeveloped into new office 

space, through relocation into new development sites. 

 

3.49 WPA is concerned that the proposed use swap policy could 

disincentivise developers from pursing residential 

development schemes in isolation, as achieving such as 

permission, or having the site included on the 15 uear 

housing land supply list – which frequently occurs when a 

residential development is granted planning permission – 

would effectively sterilise the future redevelopment of that 

site as part of a wider land use package, or relocation of 

floorspace to facilitate a future wider redevelopment.  

Having achieved a residential planning permission such a 

land use package, with cross-subsidy, could be exactly 

what is necessary to make residential development viable. 

WPA52 
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3.50 This would create a very significant disincentive effect, 

reducing housing delivery.  This would be contrary to the 

strategic aims of the policy. 

 

3.51 Use swaps should be permitted between the Core CAZ and 

wider CAZ, particularly in the north CAZ where there is a 

considerable mix of uses, including both residential, 

commercial and medical, which could be supported and 

enhanced by use swaps that may straddle the boundary of 

North CAZ and the Core CAZ. 

WPA53 

3.52 Without prejudice to WPA’s view that land use swaps 

should be permitted within the wider CAZ, the policy should 

clarify that use swaps between properties within the same 

vicinity will be permitted even where they straddle the Core 

CAZ border. 

 

Creative Businesses  

3.53 WPA suggest clarifying this policy to allow for the 

redevelopment or conversion to residential of light industrial 

floorspace, as residential is the priority land use across the 

City. 

WPA55 

3.54 WPA also suggest that this section be clarified to explain 

that existing B1 space currently in creative use cannot be 

protected for future creative use through the planning 

system unless it is currently controlled by conditions or 

s106 agreement, as the planning system does not 

otherwise distinguish between “creative” B1 occupiers and 

other occupiers within Class B1.  Landowners should be 

reassured that, in letting space to a “creative” occupier, the 

potential future redevelopment of that building will not be 

resisted on the basis of the loss of that creative occupier.  

Buildings that are approaching the end of their life cycle are 

often let on a short term basis to creative occupiers, 
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providing a useful source of cheaper, and sometimes 

interesting or unusual, working space.  Planning policy 

should not work to prevent this by creating a risk that 

buildings let in this way will then be protected as this would 

be counterproductive and reduce space available to 

creative uses. 

Commercial Uses in predominantly residential areas  

3.55 WPA considers that some additional flexibility should be 

provided for the extension of existing commercial uses in 

predominantly residential areas.  Policy should allow for 

locally based businesses to undertake reasonable 

expansion of their premises, in order to grow their 

businesses or otherwise respond to commercial 

requirements, without being forced into the cost and 

uncertainty of relocating. 

WPA56, WPA57, 

WPA58 

Retail Uses and Shopping Centres  

3.56 The CMP should be clear that the Core Strategy supports 

new retail floorspace throughout the Core CAZ.  It would 

provide useful clarity for Policy CMP1.10 to recognise this. 

WPA65 

3.57 Given the policy support for new retail in the Core CAZ 

references to the need for the sequential approach should 

be amended to be clear that, as a sequentially preferable 

location, sequential assessments are not required for 

proposals for new retail floorspace in the Core CAZ.  

Paragraph 1.2.10 in particular is currently ambiguous and 

could be interpreted as requiring sequential assessments 

for retail development within the Core CAZ, which is 

contrary to PPS4. 

WPA59, WPA60, 

WPA61 

3.58 The reference to “not reducing the attractiveness of a 

centre to shoppers” is not sound and should be removed as 
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it is not possible to define.  A different mix of tenants or 

retail offer will inevitable attract a different mix of shoppers.  

Trying to prevent changes in the make up of shopping 

areas is not possible through the planning system, and the 

policy already contains adequate protection for shopping 

areas, through both the protection of local convenience 

stores and through the well-understood vitality and viability 

tests. 

3.59 WPA suggests the UDP approach to the change of use of 

second floors of buildings in the International Shopping 

Centres to uses that are compatible with the retail function 

of the store should be retained, as a balanced approached 

to the use of these stores. 

WPA62 

3.60 Part (2) of Policy CMP1.9 requires alteration as, at worded, 

it would also protect Class A1 use at third floor level and 

above, which would be inconsistent with the intent of Part 

(1). 

WPA63 

3.61 The reasoned justification to the policy should explain that 

the protection of department stores will not be applied so as 

to prevent department stores reconfiguring themselves to 

respond to changing market conditions.  This may include 

creating larger spaces or subdivisions for new franchisees 

or concessions opening directly onto the street, and so 

requiring planning permission. 

WPA64 

Hotels  

3.62 Policy CMP 1.24 and its reasoned justification do not reflect 

the strategic policy support for new hotels and hotel 

extensions provided in Policy CS22.  The tone of the policy 

and reasoned justification should be clear that new hotels 

are supported so long as amenity issues arising from them 

can be satisfactorily addressed, so that the policy supports 

WPA65 
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rather than constrains hotel development. 
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4 Part 2: Sustainable and Unique Places 

Justification Change Reference 

General  

4.1 WPA is concerned that the sustainable design, renewable 

energy and carbon reduction targets set out in the draft City 

Management Plan are highly aspirational, unrealistic and 

unviable in the majority of cases, and not supported by an 

adequate evidence base.  WPA members fully recognise 

their collective responsibility to delivery sustainable 

development of the very highest quality. In order to provide 

developers with certainty, however, it is vital that the 

sustainable design standards that are set are achievable, 

both in isolation and when considered in the context of the 

other requirements of the plan.  Having policies that are 

realistic and achievable goes to the heart of the soundness 

of the plan.  Achievable, rather than unrealistic aspirational 

standards, also provide developers with certainty as they 

approach the development management process, rather 

than relying on discretion and flexibility on a case-by-case 

basis. 

 

Design and Heritage  

4.2 It is important that consistent language is used in the 

setting of design standards.   

 

4.3 WPA suggests that requiring “exemplary” architectural 

design quality is the most appropriate standard.  This is 

more objective and measurable.  References to “excellent” 

or “the highest quality” design should be avoided as it is 

difficult to measure against such objectives.  Requiring all 

new development to be of “equally high” quality to 

Westminster’s legacy is unrealistic as it will not be 

WPA1, WPA6, WPA25, 

WPA39 
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achievable or appropriate to expect all development in the 

city to be of that standard in all locations. 

4.4 This section should also be consistent with national 

guidance and statutory tests.  In particular, development 

should be required to  

“preserve or enhance” context, setting, etc, rather than to 

protect or preserve it.  This is consistent with the City 

Council’s statutory duty in determining applications for 

conservation area consent, and should be reflect in the 

CMP more consistently. 

WPA1, WPA24, 

WPA33, WPA36, 

WPA39 

4.5 WPA suggests that Policy CMP2.6(A)(1) be amended so 

that alterations are required to not visually dominate 

existing buildings. This would clarify that the intent of the 

policy is to ensure that existing architectural character is 

respected, whilst providing additional flexibility for larger 

alterations that still do not visually dominate the existing 

building. 

WPA25 

4.6 Where development proposals involve heritage assets or 

designated heritage assets an assessment of the 

significance of the asset is required by PPS5.  The CMP 

should be clear that the significance assessment should be 

proportionate to the degree of change/potential loss of 

significance involved.  Due to the nature of the historic 

environment in Westminster the range of works for which 

involve heritage assets in some way is extremely wide, with 

some applications being necessary, for procedural reasons, 

even where the intervention to a heritage asset is extremely 

limited.  The evidence base required should be clearly 

proportionate to the level of change in order to ensure that 

a disproportionate burden is not created on applicants. 

WPA34, WPA38 

4.7 It is important that conservation and heritage policies not 

set out blanket restrictions on certain types of development, 
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but contain flexibility to allow the public benefit of proposed 

developments, and opportunities for enhancing the 

significance of heritaqe assets, to be weighed against loss 

of significance and other aspects of development 

considered undesirable.  Treatment of developments 

affecting the setting of listed buildings, and development 

within Conservation Areas, are sources of particular 

concern. 

4.8 WPA recognises that the effect of development on the 

setting of a listed building is a material consideration in the 

determination of applications.  However the concept of 

setting is amorphous and hard to define.  Consequently the 

setting of a listed building can extend some distance, but 

the degree of impact of new development on that setting 

will usually decline with distance.  The statement in 

paragraph 2.3.10 that “any development that has an  

adverse impact on the setting of a listed building will be 

refused” is therefore considered to be too crude.  WPA 

suggests an alternative wording that would support 

development that improves setting, and enable a balancing 

exercise to be undertaken weighing the public benefits of 

development against any harm caused to settings of listed 

building. 

WPA35 

4.9 In a similar way, WPA considers the blanket restrictions 

proposed in CMP2.14(C)(1-3) are too crude, and suggests 

that these be identified as elements of development the 

City Council is particularly keen to avoid, so they can be 

given appropriate weight when considered against the 

merits of proposed development. 

WPA37 

4.10 WCC strongly objects to the wording of Policy CMP2.15.  

The effect of the proposed policy would be to provide the 

same protection to an unlisted building that makes a limited 

positive contribution to a Conservation Area as applies to a 

WPA40 
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Grade II listed building, by requiring the policy criteria of 

PPS5 Policy HE9.2 to be applied to the demolition of 

unlisted “positive contributors” within Conservation Areas.  

4.11 This approach arises from an incorrect interpretation of 

Policy HE9.2.  Policy HE9.2 relates to proposals which 

would cause “substantial harm to” or “total loss of” 

significance to a designated heritage asset.  This therefore 

applies to conservation areas and listed buildings.  It does 

not apply to (undesignated) heritage assets.  The loss of 

positive contributors to conservation areas will not usually 

result in substantial harm or total loss of significance to a 

conservation area.  It is not therefore appropriate to protect 

positive contributors in the same way as listed buildings, as 

this is not the intent of PPS5. 

 

4.12 This has been accepted by inspectors at appeal.  Appendix 

B contains two recent appeal decisions on sites in Islington 

and Camberley, Surrey, in which Inspectors upheld this 

interpretation of PPS5 Policy HE9. 

 

4.13 In both cases the Inspectors noted (at paragraph 8 of the 

Islington decision and paragraphs 17 and 18 of the 

Camberley decision) that where a heritage asset within a 

Conservation Area is proposed for demolition, the harm to 

the designated asset (ie the conservation area) can be less 

than significant, depending on the characteristics of both 

the conservation area and non-designated asset.  Both 

found, in these circumstances, that Policy HE9.4, rather 

than HE9.2, was the appropriate policy test.  Paragraph 

HE9.4 requires the public benefit of the proposals to be 

weighed against the harm caused, but does not require the 

more exhaustive tests set out in HE9.2, to be met.  The 

Inspector in the Camberley decision considered that 

treating an unlisted building of merit in a conservation area 

as a listed building was not an interpretation that flows from 
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a reading of PPS5. 

4.14 A building can make a positive contribution to a 

conservation area whilst being of relatively limited 

significance.  It is therefore inappropriate to automatically 

provide that building with the same level of protection as a 

Grade II listed buildings.  Rather, policy should allow for the 

public benefit of the proposed development to be weighed 

against the loss of significance, as provided for at Policy 

9.4 of PPS5. 

 

4.15 Subsequent paragraphs should be explicit that the 

redevelopment of buildings that make a negative or neutral 

contribution to the character and appearance of the area 

will be supported.  The redevelopment of neutral 

contributors has the potential to enhance the significance of 

conservation areas and other heritage assets, and improve 

the character and appearance of the area.  Replacing 

inefficient and outdated buildings can also improve their 

sustainability.  These improvements would be prevented by 

introducing a presumption against the redevelopment of 

neutral contributors. 

WPA41 

Sustainable Design Standards   

4.16 WPA recognises that the City Council is planning to amend 

the sustainable design standards set out in Table 2.1, and 

Policy CMP2.2, extensively.  It understands that the key 

changes proposed are: 

 Removing the sustainable design standards for 

residential extensions 

 Introducing a BREEAM New Construction 

“Excellent” standard for all non-residential 

extensions above 100sqm 

 Integrating the zero-carbon requirements in Policy 
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CMP2.2 into Table 2.1 by providing CO2 reduction 

targets based on achieving the following BREEAM 

credits: 

o + 9 ENE1 in residential new build over 

200sqm 

o +15 ENE in commercial new build over 

200sqm, and extensions over 500sqm. 

4.17 Notwithstanding this WPA has several detailed concerns 

about the approach proposed to sustainability targets.  The 

evidence base supporting the targets is inadequate and 

does not demonstrate that they are achieveable.  The cost 

of compliance has not been included within the wider 

viability assessments.  In some cases the standards rely on 

methodologies which are unclear or have not yet been 

published.  It is vital that there is sufficient flexibility within 

policy to allow targets to be achievable. 

WPA9 

4.18 These comments have been made on the basis of Table 

2.1 as published, except where noted otherwise. 

 

4.19 WPA supports the removal of BREEAM requirements for 

residential extensions. 

WPA2 

4.20 The requirements for water credits referred to in the 

published version are extremely onerous and are likely to 

push developers into grey water recycling or other such 

systems in order to achieve the credits even where this is 

not the most sustainable or environmentally friendly 

response. 

WPA3 

4.21 WPA understand that City Council will clarify that BREEAM 

requirements will apply only to extensions and not to the 

whole building, including original parts.  WPA does not 

consider BREEAM can effectively distinguish between 

original and new build areas and produce a score that fairly 

WPA5 
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reflects the relative sustainability of the extension, 

especially where the scope of the extension is relatively 

limited and does not include intervention in plant and 

services from where a number of BREEAM credits can 

achieved.  The targets as proposed are most unlikely to be 

achievable in smaller extensions where main plant is not 

proposed for replacement.  WPA is particularly concerned 

that retail extensions are not included within this 

requirement because of the very real difficulties in 

delivering BREEAM Excellent retail extension, where many 

of the available credits are contained within the fit out, 

which is generally provided by the retailer rather than by 

the developer. 

4.22 The RICS SKA methodology would be a more appropriate 

measure of the sustainability of extensions, as it can be 

used to measure the relative sustainability based on the 

scope of the works actually being undertaken, rather than 

considering proposals against an absolute target which 

may be unachievable when the scope of works is limited. 

WPA4, WPA11, 

WPA12 

4.23 The Non-Domestic Refurbishments BREEAM methodology, 

proposed for both refurbishments and, in the published 

version, extensions, has not yet published (and is not now 

expected to be finalised until spring 2013).  Consequently 

its suitability for this scale of development, and effects on 

deliverability, cannot be tested.  The costs of compliance 

cannot be included in any viability testing.   

WPA4, WPA5 

4.24 A 500sqm threshold should be applied so that minor 

commercial development, which may be carried out by 

SMEs rather than commercial developers, is not affected 

by these requirements, which could otherwise be 

disproportionate to both the development being undertaken 

and the sustainability benefits that can be realised.  This 

would also be consistent with other parts of the CMP, such 

WPA10 
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as mixed use policy, which does not apply to small 

amounts of floorspace.  The proposed threshold for zero 

carbon policy in CMP2.2, should be similarly lifted to 

500sqm. 

4.25 It is disproportionate to require small commercial 

developments to provide the full range of ecology, acoustic, 

daylighting and water reports simply to demonstrate 

compliance with BREEAM standards when the overall 

sustainability gain would be extremely small.  These reports 

would not otherwise be automatically required as part of the 

planning process. This requirement could add £60,000 to 

consultants fees for a small development (£15,000 

assessor fees, plus c. £45,000 for additional consultants to 

gain specific credits).  This is a significant additional cost 

for small developments and could be particularly prohibitive 

for SMEs. 

 

4.26 Major refurbishments are likely to struggle to meet Excellent 

if located in a Conservation Area due to heritage restrictions 

which make alterations to the external appearance of the 

building particularly sensitive. This will add to planning risk 

as such schemes will be forced to negotiate an appropriate 

site-specific target.  

4.27 Making sustainability requirements on refurbishments so 

onerous that they are unachievable and generate significant 

planning risk creates a further risk that landowners will shy 

away from refurbishing tired, inefficient and environmentally 

poor office stock because of the uncertainties and costs 

surrounding the planning process, preferring to do very 

minor internal refurbishments that will – as a point of law – 

remain outside the scope of planning control, thus 

preventing the sustainability benefits that would accrue from 

a full refurbishment that sought to comply with realistic and 
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achievable sustainability targets. 

4.28 The requirements for post-completion certification should 

recognise the commercial reality that developments, 

especially, larger ones, are often completed, commissioned 

and occupied on a phased basis.  Construction or 

commissioning of M&E equipment (necessary before 

certification can be completed) may be going on in one part 

of a building whilst other parts are occupied by tenants.  

Requiring post completion certification prior to occupation 

would prevent this which would cause unnecessary delay, 

with the associated effects on cash-flow.  Also, particularly 

in retail, there is no time delay between completion and 

occupation, and requiring a post construction review 

certificate prior to occupation from a 3rd party such as BRE 

creates an unnecessary and unreasonable burden on 

developments. 

 

4.29 WPA recommend that if further certification past a design 

stage certificate is desired, post construction certificates 

could be required within 6 months of occupation or 

uncertified post construction assessments could be 

submitted.  WPA also notes that if a post construction 

assessment is not undertaken on a building, the Design 

Stage Certificate would become invalid, and the building 

would then not be built in conformance with the granted 

planning permission. 

 

4.30 WPA further note that BRE are reviewing their conditions 

guidance in light of recent discussions and that the City 

Council should consult with them on this subject.   

 

Zero Carbon and renewable energy  

4.31 WPA has serious concerns over the soundness of Policy WPA14, WPA15, 
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CMP2.2 as proposed.  In summary these are: 

i. The proposed definition of zero carbon development 

in Policy CMP 2.2 is not consistent with national 

standards, and is technically incorrect.   

ii. The thresholds for sustainability appraisal and zero 

carbon are not consistent; 

iii. The shift towards zero carbon development is 

adequately addressed in national building 

regulations 

iv. No evidence has been produced assessing the 

implications of the zero-carbon offset payments on 

overall viability.  It is not possible to undertake this 

assessment in the absence of a £ / CO2 cost.  This 

is an example of a cost not considered in the DTZ 

viability analysis, and which remains undefined. 

WPA16, WPA17 

4.32 The proposed removal of Policy CMP2.2 and the inclusion 

of zero carbon standards based on BREEAM in Table 2.1 is 

welcome and addresses (i) and (ii), notwithstanding that the 

thresholds for sustainability appraisal in general in the 

revised Table 2.1 are too low.  WPA reserves the right to 

expand on these concerns, and respond in more detailed to 

the reasoned justification to Policy CMP2.1 should it not be 

integrated into Table 2.1. 

 

4.33 Significant concerns remain over the soundness of the 

approach, however.  The targets proposed are highly 

aspirational and, to our knowledge, the ENE15 target for 

commercial development has not been achieved within 

Westminster to date.  Current industry analysis suggesting 

that achieving 10 ENE credits would result in an extra cost 

of over £6, on a medium sized central London office 

development.  Even highly carbon efficient residential 

developments that have achieved high Code for 

Sustainable Homes ratings within central London still have 
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residual regulated carbon emissions.  The zero carbon 

targets may, therefore, not be realistically achievable within 

the very constrained context of Central London, where other 

environmental and amenity considerations must also be 

balanced, as well as market expectations.  Imposing 

unachievable zero carbon targets at this stage in the plan’s 

life is not sound. 

4.34 The need for the targets is most unclear in any case, as 

these targets are addressed by the increasing (and 

challenging) be requirements of building regulations.  By 

reproducing them as planning requirements, the CMP adds 

an additional layer of design and documentation 

requirements onto developers, and creates additional 

planning risk by reducing certainty of outcomes, whilst not 

adding to the overall carbon performance of the buildings 

which would be secured by building regulations in any case.  

The planning system should not be used to duplicate 

controls that already existing in other statutory regimes. The 

draft NPPF is clear on this point. 

WPA18 

4.35 The cost of carbon and the use of off-set payments and/or 

allowable solutions is also unclear.  It is not possible to fully 

assess the implications of this policy until: 

i. The WCC cost of carbon is published; and 

ii. The functioning of any offset payment scheme, and 

its relationship with the allowable solutions permitted 

by the building regulations is clarified. 

WPA18 

4.36 WPA would be most concerned were a scheme to emerge 

that was not consistent with the national price of carbon and 

the approach to allowable solutions adopted in the building 

regulations, in which offset payments can be paid by 

developers to national carbon reduction schemes, based on 

a UK price of carbon.  WPA understands that it is the City 

WPA19 
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Council’s intention to established a price of carbon specific 

to Westminster, on which off-set payments will be based.  

These offset payments will then be collected by the City 

Council through s106 and spent within the City, rather than 

being spent by the developer in nationwide carbon 

reduction schemes.  This would not be consistent with the 

approach emerging within the building regulations, and 

would not result in the most efficient carbon reductions.  

4.37 Any carbon off-set payments should be based on the actual 

post-completion carbon performance, rather than modelled 

performance at design stage. 

WPA19 

4.38 WPA suggests that energy use could be further reduced by 

allowing, at the discretion of developers, reductions in non-

regulated energy use to be offset against residual regulated 

energy use. 

WPA20 

4.39 The low thresholds proposed are also of concern.  The cost 

of demonstrating compliance alone (through modelling and 

assessors fees) is disproportionately high, on a £/sqm 

basis, for small amounts of floorspace.   

 

4.40 Policy CMP2.4 should also be amended to clarify that it will 

apply to minor developments where there is an increase in 

floorspace of over 200sqm.  This could potentially otherwise 

affect all types of development even where there is no 

increase in floorspace.  The policy should also only require 

such provision where appropriate technologies are feasible.  

Given the number of heritage assets in the City, and other 

constraints, the circumstances in which on-site renewable 

technologies are not appropriate are likely to be quite 

common, rather than exceptional. 

WPA21, WPA22 

4.41 Where renewable energy technologies are provided there 

should be no ongoing planning requirement to monitor 

WPA23 
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output.  Ongoing monitoring would introduce a continuing 

potential planning risk that could complicate leasing and 

investment sales, due to the risk that the actual 

performance of renewable technologies could differ from 

that predicted at design stage.  This could be as a result of 

weather conditions, etc, that is outside the control of the 

eventual occupier. 

4.42 WPA would be concerned about an onerous requirement to 

assess the embodied energy when justifying the demolition 

of buildings.  Buildings have a natural life cycle, after which 

they require renewal and replacement.  This process of 

constant change is a key characteristic of the urban 

environment.  The CMP should not seek to restrict or slow 

down the operation of this cycle.  Doing so could prevent 

the replacement of tired, inefficient and unsustainable 

buildings with modern and sustainable alternatives. 

WPA8, WPA43, 

WPA44 

4.43 Attempting to assess embodied energy is fraught with 

difficulty.  Consistency, to ensure compatibility of 

assessments, is vital, to prevent double counting and other 

such inconsistencies.  However, there is no agreed 

methodology for such assessments.  Consequently, a 

requirement for the assessment of embodied energy would 

create significant planning cost and risk due to additional 

assessment and consultants fees, potential disagreements 

over methodology, as well as uncertainty over whether the 

eventual outcome of this process would be acceptable.  It 

would also create significant additional demands at 

development management stage where adequate 

resources and technical knowledge may not be available. 

 

Subterranean Development  

4.44 A 1.5m soil depth is excessive, not required for conventional 

garden planting, and increases loadings on basement 

WPA27, WPA29 
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structures below.  A shallower soil depth with deeper tree 

pits and planters is adequate. 

4.45 If the other criteria of this policy to prevent visual impact, 

structural and flood risk effects are met, a limit on the 

number of floors to be created is not necessary. 

WPA28 

Waste  

4.46 CMP waste policy should only require developments to 

demonstrate that they provide adequate waste and 

recycling storage where there is actually likely to be a 

significant change in either the amount or type of waste 

being created.  For example, the change of use of a bank 

(Class A2) to a shop (Class A) is unlikely to cause a 

significant change in waste requirements.  This would 

prevent an unnecessarily onerous requirement arising for 

approval of internal layouts in otherwise relatively simple 

change of use applications. 

WPA30, WPA31 

4.47 The circumstances in which EIA is required are set out, on a 

national basis, in the Environmental Impact Assessment 

Regulations. 

WPA32 
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5 Part 3: Quality of life, health and well being 

Justification Change reference 

General  

5.1 WPA is concerned that many of the proposed amenity and 

quality of life policies are highly aspirational and unrealistic.  

As with the sustainable design and construction policies, it 

is vital that standards that are set are achievable, both in 

isolation and when considered in the context of the other 

requirements of the plan.   

5.2 Achievable, rather than unrealistic aspirational standards, 

also provide developers with certainty as they approach the 

development management process, rather than relying on 

discretion and flexibility on a case-by-case basis. 

 

Social and Community Floorspace  

5.3 The CMP defines private facilities such as gyms, health 

clubs etc, as social and community floorspace.  As worded, 

Policy CMP 3.1 would require former private health clubs, 

etc, to be marketed at a discount to the public sector before 

a change of use could be permitted.   

WPA1 

5.4 Should attempts to find an occupier be unsuccessful only a 

change of use to residential would then be acceptable.  

This would restrict the potential to provide other uses in 

locations that may not be suitable for residential 

accommodation.  

WPA2, WPA3 

5.5 This would also affect the asset value of such uses and 

disincentivise landowners from renting accommodation to 

such uses in the first place because of the risk that would 

be created that they would be unable to change or remove 
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that use later. 

Overheating / Air Conditioning  

5.6 The proposed policy framework for managing overheating, 

ventilation and cooling is overly complex and unachievable.  

In its present form WPA does not consider it to be sound.  

The WPA amendments propose encouraging the use of 

passive ventilation, rather than mechanical ventilation and 

cooling, where possible, without creating an unnecessarily 

onerous framework that does not recognise the reality of 

the office market. 

WPA5, WPA6, WPA7 

5.7 For commercial floorspace in particular, there exists a 

genuine market expectation, and demand, for buildings to 

provide mechanical ventilation and cooling. 

 

5.8 In order to allow Westminster to contribute maintain 

London’s World City role, “including its international 

business, retail cultural and educational functions” (Core 

Strategy Strategic Objective 1) there must be flexibility in 

allowing buildings to come forward that meet the 

expectations and demand of the market. It would be 

unsound for detailed policy requirements to fundamentally 

undermine the ability of the development industry to 

contribute to achieving this objective by preventing it from 

delivering buildings that meet market demand. 

 

5.9 The proposed requirement for all developments to be 

designed to comply with the CIBSE standards is an 

arduous requirement to be applied to all developments.  

Meeting the CIBSE standards and the achievability of such 

has not been assessed in detail in the specific case of 

Westminster and has not been addressed in the supporting 

evidence base. 
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5.10 The evidence base does not demonstrate that the CIBSE 

standards, which are national, are actually achievable 

within Westminster.  Nor have the specific circumstances of 

Westminster and the effect of achieving the standards on 

build costs been assessed.  The deliverability of a scheme 

in seeking to accord with this policy requirement is 

therefore questionable. 

 

5.11 Ventilation and solar shading strategy is key in this matter. 

Where it is not possible to open windows or use shading, 

for either amenity or design/conservation reasons, the 

scheme is likely to have to implement active cooling. 

 

5.12 This is likely to give rise to particularly major implications on 

developments that are single aspect or near a noise 

polluted area as windows are likely to be too small or to be 

kept shut thereby not providing adequate ventilation to 

control over-heating.  

 

5.13 The requisite modelling and procedure for compliance with 

these standards is expensive and arduous for small scale 

development. The modelling required to demonstrate 

compliance with this policy is significant and is over and 

above the Building Regulations requirements for a new 

build. 

 

5.14 The application of this policy would increase the costs 

associated with the preparation and submission of 

additional application documents and material for small 

scale developments in particular, as it would effectively 

require the completion of an energy strategy for schemes 

that do not otherwise require them.  This would not be 

consistent with other design standards in the plan, 

specifically those in the proposed replacement Table 2.1. 
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5.15 The process of assessing and reviewing this information 

could also further delay the assessment of applications 

given the current resourcing issues facing the City Council 

and the technical nature of much of the information that will 

be required. 

 

5.16 Notwithstanding WPA’s objections to the principle of this 

policy and proposed amendments, it should only, in any 

case, be applied to developments of 200 sq m and above.  

This would ensure that the complex and extensive work 

required to demonstrate compliance would be proportional 

to the increase in area. 

WPA6 

5.17 Passively ventilating and cooling shops is particularly 

challenging, because of high footfall and occupancy, and 

the nature of retailers fit-outs.  Preventing the use of air 

conditioning in shops would effectively preclude high quality 

new retail space being developed and would compromise 

the City’s long term health as the leading retail destination 

in the country. 

WPA6 

Air Quality  

5.18 There are three policies that set out to deal with Air Quality 

(CMP 3.12, CMP 3.13 and CMP 3.14). The detail and 

requirements set out across these policies is 

overcomplicated and further increases the burden and 

costs on the applicant, and the complexity and time 

involved in development management.  In addition, the 

existing requirements for achieving BREEAM “Excellent” 

cover this in full.  A more simplified policy position should 

be sought, including thresholds that would exclude minor 

development (< 200sqm additional floorspace) from the 

scope of this policy. 

WPA8, WPA9, WPA10 
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5.19 It is understood from discussions with the City County that 

this topic will be incorporated into the sustainable design 

standards set out in Part 2, based on the BREEAM 

methodology.  WPA would welcome this, subject to detail.  

In particular the use of BREEAM NOx credits, which have 

recently changed, should be clarified. As BREEAM credit is 

not in relation to on-site NOx emissions, but all NOx 

emissions, the credits now cover emissions from NOx from 

grid electricity.  This results in the credits (and the policy) 

being nigh on impossible to achieve with air conditioned 

buildings, and the policy covering emissions which are 

generally emitted at locations far from Westminster.  

Therefore the policy has no reference to local air quality 

and is unsound as it is unachievable. 

 

5.20 Under Policy CMP 3.14 there is a requirement to undertake 

an Air Quality Assessment (AQA) where the development 

may expose new Air Quality Receptors to poor air quality. 

The evidence base to support this requirement does not 

define ‘poor air quality’ and unacceptable levels. There is 

also no evidence of where the unacceptable levels are 

located within the context of Westminster. 

5.21 As such, it is not possible to assess the extent to which this 

policy requirement may stifle the delivery of residential 

development across the City. Neither is it able to 

demonstrate how it will operate within the context of 

seeking the provision of natural ventilation measures as 

opposed to the provision of mechanical ventilation. 

 

5.22 Policy CMP 3.12 stipulates that where CHP systems are 

specified, only the heat related emissions will be 

considered for the emissions statement.  This is sensible 

and pragmatic, but a methodology for apportioning 

emissions between heat and power (in view of how CHP 
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works) should be provided. 

5.23 Neither does Policy CMP 3.12 define ‘off-site generated 

electricity’ which powers space heating systems 

 

Noise and Vibration  

5.24 WPA understands that agreement has been reached on a 

range of minor technical issues with the City Council. [Hann 

Tucker to expand/mark up draft CMP] 

 

5.25 Part B of Policy CMP 3.16 is largely covered by Part C of 

the same policy. 

5.26 The requirements set out under Part B are overly onerous 

on the applicant and cannot be realistically achieved on all 

developments. Frequently achieving these standards would 

require sealable windows which would, in turn, require 

mechanical ventilation in order to meet overheating 

standards. 

5.27 It is also counterproductive, in that it would create an 

internal environment that received so little external noise 

that it would be susceptible to complaints of internally 

transmitted noise from neighbouring apartments, because 

this noise would be more noticeable. 

5.28 The proposed standard of development could be largely 

achieved by Part C, whilst encouraging natural ventilation 

and cooling and being achievable in facades with external 

doors. 

WPA11, WPA12 

Construction Waste  

5.29 The requirements set out under Policy CMP 3.21 regarding 

construction waste are  already covered by other 

legislative, BREEAM, and construction industry standard 

WPA18 
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practice. They are therefore unnecessary in addition to the 

requirements that are already set out under legislation 

5.30 The planning system should not duplicate controls that 

already exist in other regulatory regimes.  Doing so does 

not improve actual outcomes, but adds delay and cost in 

compliance, whilst generating additional unnecessary 

development management work. 
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6 Part 4: Good Quality Housing 

General  

6.1 As described at paragraph 3.2 above it is vital that the CMP 

is unambiguous in supporting development that delivers 

sustainable economic growth.  The CMP, in setting the 

general context to specific policies, must reflect the 

overarching spatial objectives which include supporting 

London’s World City role, as well as supporting residential 

development. 

 

Affordable Housing  

6.2 WPA has very serious concerns about the approach being 

adopted in the CMP to the application of affordable housing 

policy.  These concerns particularly relate to off-site 

provision of affordable housing and payment in lieu. 

 

6.3 As with mixed use policy, the CMP marks a very significant 

conceptual change in the application of affordable housing 

policy.  It moves from assessing the acceptability, in land 

use terms, of the output of the development process to an 

attempt to capture development value, in the pursuit of an 

arbitrarily defined concept of value neutrality. 

WPA13, WPA14, 

WPA15, WPA17, 

WPA18, WPA26, 

WPA30, WPA31, 

WPA33, WPA35, 

WPA38 

6.4 This approach manifests itself in the form of multipliers that 

seek to increase the amount of affordable housing required 

where affordable housing is provided off-site in a different 

value zone (or via a credit), and £/sq m payment in lieu 

charges that are based on various value areas.  This is 

similar to residential mixed use policy. 

 

6.5 The use of affordable housing multipliers is notably not 

justified or explained within the CMP, beyond reference to 

map 4.4 which shows residential prices (£/sq ft) across the 
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City’s Lower Super Output Areas. 

6.6 The very significantly increased payment in lieu (PiL) 

charges in Policy CMP 4.13 are clearly expressed as being 

an attempt to capture: 

 

“the difference in residual land value between the 

developer providing 100% private units on site (as 

opposed to providing the policy compliant 

affordable housing percentage).” 

 

6.7 WPA objects to the premise of this approach which 

effectively seeks to tax developers where they provide off-

site affordable housing, either through a £/sq m charge, or 

by increasing the amount of affordable housing required.  

Instead policy should seek to ensure that the land use 

output of development proposals is acceptable against 

affordable housing policy by considering the quantum of 

affordable housing produced.  This should be both through 

provision in kind, and through payments in lieu based on 

the cost of providing the requisite amount of affordable 

accommodation, rather than based on charges that seek to 

capture the effects on development value of variations in 

land value. 

 

6.8 The use of multipliers and the payment in lieu charges is 

based on viability work undertaken by DTZ.  As explained 

at paragraph 3.5 above WPA does not accept that this 

provides a sufficiently robust evidence base for the policy 

position being adopted, notwithstanding its conceptual 

concerns with it.  WPA has requested that this work is 

comprehensively updated, on an open book basis, to 

ensure that it properly reflects both currently prevailing 

market conditions and the additional costs that will be 

created by compliance with policy elsewhere in the CMP. 

WPA12 
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6.9 WPA has analysed the effect of the proposed payment in 

lieu on recent approved and constructed developments in 

Westminster that have, or could have, made a payment in 

lieu.  This is attached as Appendix C.  This illustrates that 

the effect of the new payment in lieu charges will very 

substantially increase the payment in lieu required beyond 

that sought even under the current interim policy guidance.  

In all cases the payment in lieu required will increase by at 

least 50% over that sought under the interim guidance.   

 

6.10 This illustrates the very real effect that the proposed policy 

will have on the s106 contributions being sought, which will 

have an impact on scheme viability and overall delivery 

levels. 

 

6.11 Notwithstanding WPA’s strong objection to the use of 

multipliers, Policy CMP4.13 should be clear that multipliers 

will not be required where off-site affordable 

accommodation is delivered within the vicinity of the main 

site even if the affordable site is in a different value zone.  

This would make the application of affordable housing 

policy consistent with mixed use residential policy. 

WMP14 

6.12 The restriction on the use of sites on the 15 year housing 

land supply list and/or with extant residential planning 

permissions will unnecessarily disincentivise or prevent 

schemes with extant residential planning permission 

coming forward to provide additional affordable housing, by 

benefitting from the cross-subsidy released by being 

delivered as part of a wider market led development. 

WPA16 

6.13 When off-site affordable provision is permitted there should 

be flexibility in how improvements to the accommodation 

delivered are defined.  Policy should accept that increases 

in either quality of accommodation or the amount of 

WPA13 
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accommodation can satisfy this objective. 

6.14 WPA objects to the use of either overage provisions or 

viability reassessment as part of s106 packages, as 

suggested by 4.5.11.  Such mechanisms perpetuate 

planning risk and do not provide developers with the 

certainty needed to deliver developments.  Such 

arrangements are only appropriate in the form of 

reappraisals prior to implementation for the very largest 

urban regeneration proposals that are phased over several 

years or decades.  

WPA11 

6.15 The London Plan at Policy 3.12(B) states that reappraisals, 

where appropriate, should be undertaken prior to 

implementation.  

 

6.16 Developments within Westminster are, almost without 

exception, not of this scale and are delivered in a relatively 

short time period in single phases.  Requiring viability 

reassessment between grant of planning permission and 

construction/occupation is not therefore appropriate. 

 

6.17 Furthermore, should viability reassessment be included it 

would also be necessary to provide for the possibility that 

affordable housing provision be reduced, in response to 

deteriorating economic conditions.  This would also expose 

the City Council to additional risk and uncertainty.  

 

6.18 The affordable housing illustrations in Appendices 4.3 and 

4.4 are incorrect.  

i. The formula for establishing the multiplier by which to 

increase the affordable housing requirement to 

reflect the increase in market housing from not 

providing on-site affordable is incorrect.  The 

fraction should be increased by +1, rather than 

WPA30, WPA32, 

WPA34, WPA36, 

WPA37, WPA39 
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multiplied by 100. 

ii. Example 4, Appendix 4.3, is incorrect.  The correct 

multiplier in Step 2 is 1.14, based on the 14% 

increase achieved by providing 8,000sq m of market 

residential onsite rather than 7,000sq m (ie 

1,000/7,000). 

iii. Example 8, Appendix 4.4 is incorrect as the floorspace 

figures used are inconsistent. 

Affordable Housing Credits  

6.19 The draft WCC City Management policies are, in principle, 

supportive of the creation and draw down of affordable 

housing credits. 

 

6.20 The process for establishing an affordable housing credit, 

as with Land Securities’ pioneering development at Wilton 

Plaza, is accepted.  WPA recognises that there should be 

an assessment of creating mixed and balanced 

communities and not having an overly dominant tenure 

concentration, especially in areas of multiple social 

depreciation. 

 

6.21 Many large land owners, whilst potentially well placed to do 

so, would not commit to substantial investment decisions to 

establish affordable housing credits on the basis of the 

policies as drafted, for the reasons set out below 

 

6.22 Capping the maximum affordable housing draw down at 10 

units would undermine the objective of providing affordable 

housing off-site for a medium or large residential scheme 

as only a proportion of the affordable housing requirement, 

although already built, could be drawn down.  This would 

significantly reduce the utility of credits to developers, 

disincentivising their creation, as they could only be a 

partial solution to the affordable housing requirement of 

WPA21, WPA24 
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another medium or large scale scheme. 

6.23 Capping the draw down at 10 units would also mean that 

the affordable housing credit could take numerous open 

market residential development schemes to draw down the 

established credits, creating uncertainty and a significant 

delay until the credits can be full drawn down because of 

the time needed to bring forward sufficient market 

residential schemes to draw down extant credits, despite 

the early funding of the credit site.  

 

6.24 Paragraph 4.5.37, operating in conjunction with the 10 unit 

limit to credit drawdowns, would require that in some cases 

developers with extant credits were required to make a 

payment in lieu rather than draw down on further credits.  

This is inconsistent with the following sentence of the 

paragraph which goes on to prevent developers from 

otherwise using payment in lieu as an alternative to credits. 

WPA24 

6.25 The experiences of the draw down by Land Securities at 

Wilton Plaza demonstrate the need for flexibility in the 

amount of affordable housing units to be drawn down to 

match the levels with residential schemes. Without this 

flexibility and the other issues raised in the draft CMP by 

restricting draw down, the forward investment and funding 

to deliver affordable housing credits will not be generated. 

 

6.26 The deliverer of the affordable housing credits is penalised 

in accepting the costs for the affordable housing in advance 

of planning requirements which is a substantial benefit in 

planning terms. The quid pro quo is that developers require 

certainty in being able to draw down from the established 

credits. 

 

6.27 Policies CMP4.13 and 4.14, as drafted, require an 

assessment of why the affordable housing cannot be 

WPA20 
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provided on-site and off-site (in the vicinity and elsewhere) 

before considering off-site affordable housing credits. They 

also require additional affordable housing floorspace if the 

principal site is not within the vicinity of the affordable 

housing credit site. 

6.28 This approach undermines the certainty which would be 

required by landowners and developers to invest in an 

affordable housing credit development because it creates 

significant additional and unnecessary risk and uncertainty 

in defining when an affordable housing credit could be 

drawn down and the amount of credit to be drawn down. 

 

6.29 It is critical that reasonable certainty is factored in to the 

original investment decision to proceed with an affordable 

housing credit development. The experience of public 

realm credits being undermined by CIL illustrates further 

unpredictable risks. 

 

6.30 Preventing the trading of credits will very significantly limit 

the extent to which credits can contribute to providing early 

delivery of affordable housing.  This would be 

counterproductive.  The funding stream generated by the 

private residential scheme, that could support affordable 

residential development, would only be available to a single 

landowner, preventing opportunities for cross-subsidy of 

schemes proposed by other land owners. 

WPA24 

6.31 The restriction on the use of sites on the 15 year housing 

land supply list and/or with extant residential planning 

permissions will unnecessarily disincentivise or prevent 

schemes with extant residential planning permission 

coming forward to provide additional affordable housing, by 

benefitting from the cross-subsidy released by being 

delivered as part of a wider market led development. 

WPA19 
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6.32 Credits should be used within 10 years of practical 

completion, and should be capable of being drawn down 

once development has commenced.  In this way 

developers could be reasonably satisfied that the lifespan 

of credits created was long enough that they would have 

time fully draw them down, especially where full draw down 

would require multiple market schemes to be completed.   

WPA22 

6.33 Permitting draw down of credits from the start of 

development on the credit site would also assist with early 

delivery of market residential accommodation.  This would 

allow construction of market residential accommodation 

relying on credit draw down, and credit sites to run in 

parallel, or at least overlap, rather than requiring credit sites 

to be completed before construction on market sites could 

begin. 

 

6.34 The requirement that developers that have affordable 

housing credits must draw down on them, rather than 

provide a payment in lieu, unfairly penalises developers 

that have invested to create credits.  Whilst the time limits 

on the use of credits provide strong incentives to use 

credits as soon as possible developers that bring forward 

multiple sites in parallel, and which may have planned to 

use extant credits in connection with one particular 

scheme, should not be forced to use credits elsewhere in 

the meantime or forced to artificially delay their 

development programme. 

WPA23 

6.35 Paragraph 4.5.41 envisages that credits are denominated 

in units, and that the number of credits created is calculated 

by dividing the affordable floorspace by the average unit 

size.  This is unnecessarily complicated and inconsistent 

with the method for establishing residential mixed use 

credits. 

WPA27 
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6.36 As with residential mixed use credits, the rationale for this 

methodology is unclear and this approach seems 

needlessly complex, given that the rest of the CMP has 

adopted an area, rather than unit, basis for measurement 

 

6.37 WPA suggest that this paragraph be written to clarify that 

affordable housing credits are denominated in square 

meters, rather than units.  In this way credit drawdown 

would be simplified, as the deficit of affordable housing, for 

which credits are required, would simply be deducted from 

the affordable housing area of the credit site.  By keeping 

the measurement of credits only in square meters possible 

aberrations arising from fractions of units, etc, would be 

avoided. 

 

6.38 An acceptable unit mix in the credit site would be secure at 

development management stage for that proposal and 

there is no requirement for the credit policy to seek to 

impose a second layer of controls over unit size/mix in the 

credit scheme. 

 

Housing Density  

6.39 WPA suggests that the current policy wording on housing 

density is insufficiently flexible, requiring compliance with 

the density standards without providing scope for 

considering whether this is an appropriate use of the site, 

having regard to its particular circumstances.  WPA 

suggests that adapted policy wording from London Plan 

Policy 3.4 would be more appropriate, as this seeks to 

optimise housing density, rather than simply requiring 

compliance with relatively crude density standards. 

WPA2 

Housing Design and Quality  
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6.40 The CMP is seeking to impose significantly more arduous 

standards for outdoor amenity space and playspace than 

are currently required  in the UDP.  It does not include any 

recognition that, in many cases, especially in Central 

Westminster, it is not possible to provide on-site outdoor 

amenity space.  This is because of the constraints of the 

surrounding urban environment. 

WPA3, WPA4, WPA5 

6.41 Balconies and terraces, which in some cases can otherwise 

be a valuable source of external amenity space, are often 

not appropriate because of either design and heritage 

considerations, or because they cause or exacerbate 

amenity and overlooking issues.   

 

6.42 These constraints are recognised in paragraph 4.2.6.  

Nonetheless, it is important that policy itself contains 

flexibility.  Policy should recognise that such provision will 

not be possible in some instances. 

 

6.43 Policy CMP4.5 and Appendix 4.1 should be clear that that 

the space standards in Appendix 4.1 are minima, which 

development should seek to meet or exceed.  At present 

the policy would effectively require all new residential 

development to be exactly the same size.  WPA 

understand that this not the City Council’s intention and that 

this change is agreed. 

WPA3 

6.44 The final row of Appendix 4.1 sets out a number of 

standards for internal storage space within dwellings.  WPA 

consider this level of policy is too detailed for inclusion in 

the CMP.  It should be removed.  These standards are 

included in the London Housing Design Guide, compliance 

with which is required by the CMP in any case.  

Reproducing the standards in the CMP gives them 

unnecessary weight, whereas they should be more 

appropriately considered when assessing schemes against 

WPA28 
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the LHDG. 

Housing Mix  

6.45 The CMP requirements for housing mix are more 

prescriptive than those contained in the UDP.  Policy CMP 

4.6 and Appendix 4.2 have the effect of creating a matrix of 

different housing mix requirements, based on size, location 

and tenure.  This is summarised in Table 6.1, below. 

WPA6, WPA7, WPA29 

 < 20 units / 2,000sqm > 20 units / 
2,000sqm 

Social Rent Intermediate 

 Core CAZ Outside Core 
CAZ 

1 bed Up to 30% Up to 25% 20%  5% 34% 

2 bed 50% At least 50% 50% 40% 33% 

3 bed (+) 20% - 30% At least 30% 15% 40% 33% 

4 bed +   At least 15% 15%  

Table 6.1 

6.46 WPA is concerned that this matrix may be to complex and 

potentially inflexible.  When setting strategic targets it is 

important to ensure that there is adequate flexibility 

contained within policy to allow developments to respond to 

local circumstances.  This also ensures that residential 

output can be optimised as required by the London Plan. 

 

6.47 The UDP approach to requires 33% of units to be of three 

bedrooms or larger, with 5% of that total having five 

habitable rooms.  This policy is simple and well-understood.  

WPA considers it should be retained.  This contributes to 

realising the requirement for larger units, whilst providing 

sufficient flexibility to respond to site circumstances.  It also 

allows for the requirement to be adjusted in response to 

other factors, for example where this would lead to the 

delivery of innovative intermediate or affordable housing 

that would otherwise not be either practical or viable were 
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the full requirements of the complex unit mix policy 

currently proposed to be met.    

Hostels and Affordable Housing  

6.48 Hostels and other forms of non-self contained residential 

accommodation should not automatically be classed as 

affordable housing.  The hostel and HMO sector cover a 

wide range and type of accommodation.  These can range 

from homeless shelters and other forms of low cost housing 

to hostel accommodation used as short term 

accommodation by temporary and visiting employees, 

which can attract significantly higher values.   

WPA8, WPA9 

6.49 Automatically classing all such accommodation as 

affordable housing, thus creating a presumption against its 

loss and a requirement to reprovide affordable 

accommodation, would effectively prevent the loss of any 

hostel use.  Hostel operators would be prevented from 

funding the relocation and renewal of hostel stock by 

moving facilities from higher to lower value areas, thus 

releasing capital for investment and renewal.  This would 

lead to a long-term decline in the standard of the hostel 

accommodation based in the City.  

 

6.50 WPA understands that the City Council intends to introduce 

some value indicators to establish when hostel 

accommodation is to be treated as fully affordable. 

 

Student Accommodation  

6.51 Policy CMP4.11 is not currently consistent with the London 

Plan.  Paragraph 3.53 of the London Plan is clear that 

student accommodation that is secured for occupation by 

students of an identified higher educational institution will 

not be required to provide affordable housing.  The London 

WPA10 
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Plan does not distinguish between self-contained and non-

self contained accommodation for the purposes of 

affordable housing liability.  The CMP should similarly not 

require student accommodation, regardless of type, to 

provide affordable housing where it is part of the provision 

for students of an identified institution. 
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7 Other matters 

Planning Obligations  

7.1 Policy CMP7.1 should recognise that the planning 

obligations sought will be reduced in response to viability 

evidence that demonstrates the combination of s106 

requirements, including affordable housing, Community 

Infrastructure Levy (both Mayoral and City Council), and 

other requirements would make development unviable. 

 

Rights of Light  

7.2 WPA welcomes the City Council’s intention, expressed in 

Section 7.4, to consider making use of powers under 

Section 237 of the Town and Country Planning Act to over-

ride third party rights which could otherwise prevent the 

development of that land from proceeding. 

 

7.3 This is a pragmatic response to an issue of growing 

concern, that has evolved as a result of pragmatic joint 

working between the City Council and WPA. 

 

Treatment of external floorspace in entertainment use  

7.4 It is proposed that the Glossary definition of Gross External 

Floorspace Area includes “open areas within the 

curtilage of the premises, such as forecourts, which 

are to be used for as [sic] the positioning of tables and 

chairs for customer’s use.” 

 

7.5 The effect of this would be to bring such areas within the 

scope of mixed use policy, requiring residential 

accommodation to be provided.  This is not reasonable and 

should be removed.  External areas cannot accommodate 

anywhere near the same intensity of use as enclosed 
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floorspace.  For example they cannot be used throughout 

the day, or throughout the year, because of weather 

conditions.  Requiring mixed use contributions from this 

space on the same basis as built floorspace would be 

entirely disproportionate.  It could discourage activities that 

contribute to activity and interest outside existing uses and 

discourage the provision of new external space in new 

developments, if such space is still to give rise to a mixed 

use requirement. 
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Appendix 1 
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Appendix 2 

 

Attendees at WPA Meetings with Westminster City Council. 

Meetings 1 & 2, Mixed Use and Affordable Housing Policy, Other Housing and Residential 

Amenity Policies, (Friday 25 November 2011) 

 Adrian Penfold (British Land) 

 Keith Hearn (CBRE) 

 David Silverman (Derwent London) 

 Brian Ham (Dolphin Square Foundation) 

 Nigel Hughes (Grosvenor) 

 Andrew Wilson (Howard de Walden Estate) 

 Colette O’Shea (Land Securities) 

 Simon Loomes (The Portman Estate) 

 Hugh Bullock (Gerald Eve) 

 James Wickham (Gerald Eve) 

 

Meetings 2 & 3, Design, Heritage and Sustainability, Economy and Retail (Monday, 12 

December 2011) 

 Sarah Cary (British Land) 

 Andrew Wilson (Howard de Walden Estate) 

 Simon Loomes  (The Portman Estate) 

 Keith Hearn (CBRE) 

 Nigel Hughes (Grosvenor) 

 David Silverman (Derwent London) 

 Brian Ham (Dolphin Square Foundation) 

 Colette O’Shea (Land Securities) 

 Dan Van Gelder (Exemplar) 

 Hugh Bullock (Gerald Eve) 

 Nick Brindley (Gerald Eve) 

 Paul Houston (Westminster Property Association) 
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Housing and Mixed Use Workshop Session, Monday 23 January 2012 

 Keith Hearn (CBRE) 

 Robin Blackburn (CBRE)  

 Hugh Bullock (Gerald Eve) 

 Nick Brindley (Gerald Eve) 

 James Wickham (Gerald Eve) 

 

Design and Sustainability Workshop Session, Friday 27 January 2012 

 Keith Hearn (CBRE) 

 Robin Blackburn (CBRE)  

 Sarah Cary (British Land) 

 Jean-Pierre Wack (Eight Associates) 

 Hugh Bullock (Gerald Eve) 

 Nick Brindley (Gerald Eve) 

 James Wickham (Gerald Eve) 

 Simon Hancock (Hann Tucker, part) 

 

Sustainability Technical Session, Monday 20 February 2012 

 Sarah Cary (British Land) 

 Jean-Pierre Wack (Eight Associates) 

 James Wickham (Gerald Eve) 

 

Acoustics Technical Session, Thursday 23 February 2012 

 Simon Hancock (Hann Tucker) 
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Appendix 3 

City Management Plan – WPA/WCC Schedule of Issues 
 
WITHOUT PREJUDICE 
 

 

 

 Topic Position Action 

 General  

1  Tone and balance Agreed:  WCC alter tone and balance of document to actively 

promote commercial development. 

 

2  DTZ studies Hope to agree:  All DTZ evidence base studies (including on PiL, 

multipliers and viability) to be redone from first principles, to reflect 

current policy and obligations environment and market.  Scope of 

work to be jointly agreed with WPA and undertaken on open book 

basis, with full release of DTZ development appraisals. 

WCC to consult 

WPA 

 Mixed Use and Commercial Development  

3  Treatment of 

existing 

commercial 

floorspace 

Agreed:  Existing commercial space to be included in land use 

calculations for off-site mixed use provision, as with land use 

swaps.  Paragraph 1.1.8 to be removed.  

 

WCC to reference need to recycle / renew commercial space as 

objective of land use swaps. 

 

4  Mixed Use 

Cascade 

Agreed: Merge policies CMP 1.1 (mixed use cascade) and 1.4 

(land use swaps).  

 

Amend mixed use policy cascade to following priorities: 

a. On-site residential provision; 

b. Off-site residential provision “in the vicinity”, 

including use swaps, provision across Core 

CAZ/CAZ boundary, and no  multipliers; 

c. Draw down of mixed use credits “in the vicinity”, 

without multipliers; 

d. Off-site residential provision in wider CAZ, 

including use swaps.   

[WCC continue to seek multipliers – In dispute] 

e. Draw down of mixed use credits (not in the 

vicinity)  

[WCC continue to seek multipliers – In dispute] 

f. Payment in lieu 

[WCC seek contribution equivalent to all 

residential requirement, not just affordable 

housing even though appropriate and practical 

tests satisfied – In dispute] 

 

5  Multipliers Note:  LOD to amend wording to establish that multipliers do not 

apply to off-site provision “within the vicinity”, even where sites 

straddle value zones. 

 

6  Treatment of other 

CAZ land use 

priorities 

Not agreed:  WCC to prevent alternate uses that contribute to 

CAZ functions from contributing to meeting the mixed use 

requirement. 
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7  Payment in Lieu Not Agreed:  WCC noted that it is its clear intent to seek payment 

in lieu (PiL) for 100% of the housing requirement arising from 

commercial development, rather than for affordable housing 

element only (43%) as under the UDP. 

 

8  Mixed use 

“buildings” / 

“developments” 

For consideration:  WCC to consider amending references to 

mixed use “buildings” to mixed use “developments”. 

 

9  Commercial uses 

in predominantly 

residential areas 

For consideration:  WCC to consider whether CMP1.7(A) should 

be more flexible on circumstances in which extensions to 

commercial uses are acceptable.   

WPA to provide 

examples of 

schemes 

permitted 

despite this 

policy. 

 Mixed Use Credits  

10  Mixed Use Credits 

– units 

Hope to reach agreement:  WCC to consider treating floor area, 

rather than units, as the basis on which credits are denominated, 

consistent with approach to land use swaps. 

 

11  Mixed Use Credits 

– trading 

For consideration:  WCC discussing internally the possibility of 

credits being traded, to increase supply. 

 

12  Mixed Use Credits 

– loss of existing 

commercial 

Not Agreed:  WCC do not accept that the loss of commercial 

space brought about by the creation of mixed use credits can be 

used to offset new commercial space created in a scheme drawing 

down mixed use credits. 

 

 Housing  

13  Housing Mix Hope to reach agreement:  WCC to amend “will require” in Policy 

CMP4.6 to alternate verb, to provide flexibility. 

 

14  Housing size Agreed: WCC to amend CMP4.5 and Appendix 4.1 to confirm that 

Appendix 4.1 standards are minima. 

 

15  Amenity Space Hope to reach agreement:  WCC to consolidate amenity space 

policies and introduce flexibility to per sqm standards in Policy 

4.5(C). 

 

16  Wheelchair 

Housing 

WCC to explain requirement for commuted sum for fitout of 

wheelchair housing at 4.2.9. 

 

17  Student Housing For consideration:  WCC to consider amending CMP 4.11 so that 

self contained student accommodation secured for occupation by 

an identified institution does not require affordable housing 

provision. 

 

 Affordable Housing  

18  AH multipliers  Hope to reach agreement:  WCC to delete use of multipliers for 

off-site affordable housing provision within the vicinity. 

 

19  AH and other land 

use priorities 

Not Agreed:  WCC committed to removing UDP wording which 

allows for delivery of other “other substantial planning advantages”  

 

20  AH Payment in 

Lieu 

Not Agreed:  The value of AH PiL remains in dispute pending new 

DTZ studies. 

 

21  Hostels and 

affordable housing 

Hope to reach agreement:  WCC to provide some indicators in 

CMP of when hostels and C2/sui generis uses are fully affordable 

and therefore subject to policy protection as affordable housing, 

and when they are not, to establish that not all hostel uses are 
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equivalent to affordable housing. 

 Affordable Housing  (AH) Credits   

22 A

f 

AH Credits – 

treatment in 

financial viability 

For consideration:  WCC to consider whether the cost incurred of 

subsidising affordable housing provision, in cash or kind, should be 

included in viability assessment of subsequent/future residential 

development, subject to indexation. 

 

23  AH Credits – 10 

unit maximum 

drawdown 

Hope to reach agreement:  WCC to reconsider this point as it 

prejudices the use of credits. 

 

24  AH Credits – 

timescales 

For consideration:  WCC to consider extending lifespan of credits 

to 10 years, c.f. seven years for public realm credits. 

 

25  Trading For consideration:  WCC to reconsider position on trading to 

allow, for example, registered provides access to a wider range of 

capital investment through traded credits. 

 

 Sustainable Design & Amenity  

26  Sustainability 

standards 

Hope to reach agreement: WCC to merge Policies CMP2.1 

(sustainable design) and CMP2.2 into a single Table 2.1, with 

additional column setting out CO2 reduction.   

 

 

27  Non-residential 

new-build threshold 

For consideration:  WCC to consider position regarding BREEAM 

assessment for non-residential new-build of < 200sqm.  

. 

28  Residential new 

build threshold 

Not agreed:  WCC of the view that new-build stand alone 

residential development of less than 200sqm can achieve Code 

Level 4, notwithstanding the assessments required to achieve this, 

when Westminster land values are considered. 

 

29  Residential 

extensions 

threshold 

Agreed:  Residential extensions not to be within scope of 

sustainability policy 

 

30  Non-residential 

extensions 

threshold 

Hope to agree:  WCC to seek clarification from BRE on extent to 

which extension space can be assessed under BREEAM 

independently of existing build, and circulate/amend policy as 

necessary, eg possible reference to extensions involving 

intervention in existing plant.  WCC to also consider increasing 

new build threshold from 200sqm. 

 

31  Use of SKA Not agreed:  WCC reluctant to use SKA methodology due to 

concerns over self-assessment, transparency, and approach to 

energy that is inconsistent with the building regulations. 

 

32  Treatment of retail For consideration:  WCC to consider treating extensions to retail 

space more flexibly. 

 

33  Evidence base Note:  WCC to demonstrate in evidence base that requiring 

BREEAM Non-Domestic Refurbishments “Excellent” standard in 

advance of publication of methodology is sound. 

 

34  Water credits Note:  WCC considering possible subsequent SPGs on water 

efficiency and water offset payments. 

 

 Carbon Reductions & Renewables 

35  Zero Carbon 

Targets 

Not agreed:  WPA considers that the proposed Zero Carbon 

targets (+ 9 / + 15 ENE1 BREEAM Credits for residential/non-

residential development, respectively) are not achievable. 
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36  Evidence base Agreed:  Second report on Westminster-specific cost of carbon to 

be undertaken on open-book basis and shared with WPA. 

 

37  Cost of Carbon Note:  WCC recommend that WPA assume that the price of 

carbon will be similar to that in Islington, for the purposes of 

drafting representations (£1000/ tonne). 

 

38  Payment of carbon 

offsets 

Agreed:  Without prejudice to discussions on principles and 

targets, value of resulting carbon payments to be based on actual 

post-completion carbon performance. 

 

39  Recipients of 

carbon offset 

payments 

Not agreed:  JPW indicated that building regulations allow 

contributions to be made by developer to nationwide carbon offset 

schemes.  WCC will require contributions to Council by s106, to be 

spent by WCC within City. 

 

40  Energy Note:  Officers considering allowing reductions in non-regulated 

energy to offset residual regulated emissions, subject to internal 

discussions. 

 

41  Renewable energy 

in small schemes 

For consideration:  WCC to review wording to clarify intention 

and consistency in Table 2.1.  Also to note that Level 4 / Excellent 

may be achievable, and more appropriate, without renewable 

technology. 

 

42  Ongoing post-

occupation 

monitoring 

Agreed: WCC to review requirement for post-occupation 

monitoring of renewables output at paragraph 2.1.56. 

 

 Overheating 

43  Thresholds Hope to agree:  Officers to consider introducing thresholds at 

which overheating standards will be applied, noting arduous 

assessment and modelling required for demonstrating compliance 

for small schemes. 

 

44  Methodology For consideration:  WCC to consider need for additional 

guidance on methodology to ensure consistency. 

 

45  Schools/retail Hope to agree:  Exclude schools, and potentially retail, from 

overheating standards. 

 

46  Offices Not agreed:  WCC consider that policy should be forward looking, 

forcing commercial developers to actively incorporate sustainable 

design measures at early design stage, as per European practice. 

 

47  CIBSE 99% <28° 

design standard 

For consideration:  WCC to provide evidence that the CIBSE 

99% <28° standard is achievable, and therefore sound, in WCC 

context. 

WCC 

48  Other Amenity   

49  Air quality Agreed:  WCC to review thresholds to ensure proportionality and 

ensure consistency with other minimum design standards, and to 

consider integration with Table 2.1. 

 

Hope to reach agreement:  WCC to reconsider relationship with 

mandatory credits in relevant design assessment regimes. 

 

50  Noise Agreed:  WCC to review CMP3.15 (structurally transmitted noise 

and vibration) to ensure adequate standards. 

 

Agreed:  WCC to amend paragraph 3.6.5 to note that Building 

Regs do not “adequately” address noise and vibration. 
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Agreed:  3.6.8 should refer to a 50dBLAmax not 45dBLAmax level. 

 

Not Agreed:  Use of criteria CMP3.16(C) for new residential 

development, to encourage natural ventilation.  Alternatively, 

criteria for new naturally ventilated accommodation in limb (C).  

 Design  

51  Consistency of 

language 

Hope to reach agreement:  WCC to consider 1) using 

“exemplary” rather than excellent throughout Part 2, 2) adjusting 

policies CMP2.1, 2.5, 2.13 and 2.14 to reflect statutory tests. 

 

52  Alterations and 

extensions 

Hope to reach agreement:  WCC to consider amending 

CMP2.6(A)(1)  to “not visually dominate the existing building” 

 

53  Subterranean 

development  

Agreed:  WCC to review policy wording to clarify intention 

specifically regarding basement development in commercial 

buildings. 

 

Hope to reach agreement:  WCC to review 1.5m soil depth 

requirement at CMP 2.7(A)(2) with tree officer. 

 

54  Waste and 

recycling storage 

Not agreed:  WCC wish to retain requirements for all new 

development creating new floorspace or causing a change of use 

to demonstrate adequate waste and recycling facilities.  WPA 

suggest that this policy should be subject to thresholds and/or that 

changes of use not creating significant changes in waste streams 

should not be covered by this policy, to reduce burdens on 

applicants. 

 

55  Tall Buildings Note:  If policy adopted WCC intends to updated its views SPD. 

 

Action:  WPA to reserve position and provide comments on policy 

details in written submission if necessary. 

 

 

WPA 

 Heritage  

56  Listed Buildings Hope to reach agreement:  WCC review to policy wording and 

adjust to reflect statutory tests (depending on content of final 

NPPF). 

 

57  Conservation 

Areas 

Hope to reach agreement:  WCC to review CMP2.14(C) to 

ensure that policy allows for assessment of balance between 

merits of development and harm to significance. 

 

58  Demolition Not agreed:  WCC consider it appropriate and consistent with 

PPS5 that the same tests be applied to the loss of designated 

heritage assets and positive contributors to Conservation Areas, 

albeit that the level of significance of positive contributors is likely 

to be less than that of a designated asset.  WCC to review against 

final NPPF. 

 

Action:  WPA to provide relevant recent appeal decisions from 

Islington and Camberley on application of PPS5 HE.9. 

 

For consideration:  WPA suggest removing (C) from this policy 

as it provides little extra guidance. 

 

Agreed:  Without prejudice to the WPA position on (C) WCC to 

provide clearer guidance on the assessment of embodied energy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WPA 
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in neutral contributors. 

 

Action:  WPA to providing briefing note / examples on existing 

embodied energy assessments, illustrating that replacement of old 

building stock can lead to carbon savings over life cycle. 

 

 

WPA 

 Other  

59  Post-completion 

viability 

reassessment/over

age. 

For consideration:  WCC to delete reference to re-appraisal and 

adopt London Plan approach, allowing it only in exceptional 

circumstances on large sites with phased, long-term, delivery 

timescale and always predevelopment. 

 

60 A Hotels Agreed:  WCC to review reasoned justification to hotels policy to 

provide encouragement for hotel delivery. 

 

61  Sequential tests & 

CAZ 

Agreed:  LOD to delete apparent requirement for sequential test 

for retail developments within CAZ but outside International 

Frontages from policies CMP 1.9 & 1.10. 

 

62  Protection of 1
st
 

floor A1 in CAZ 

Hope to reach agreement:  WCC to delete protection of first floor 

A1 uses in CAZ but outside of International Centres from Policy 

CMP1.10(A)(1). 

 

63  Department Stores For consideration:  WCC to consider introducing additional 

flexibility to protection of department stores (CMP 1.9)(3) eg 

subdivision of part. 

 

64  Calculations and 

examples 

Agreed:   Calculations and presentation of examples to be 

reviewed for accuracy, clarity and consistency of approach. 

 

65  Viability Agreed:  WCC will include reference in implementation chapter to 

reductions in payments/contributions sought in response to viability 

evidence. 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

Appeal Decisions 
 Inquiry held on 20 to 23, 27 & 28 April 

2010 

Site visits made on 20 & 28 April 2010 

 
by John Papworth  DipArch(Glos) RIBA 

 

 

The Planning Inspectorate 

4/11 Eagle Wing 

Temple Quay House 
2 The Square 

Temple Quay 

Bristol BS1 6PN 

 

� 0117 372 6372 
email:enquiries@pins.gsi.g

ov.uk 

 an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State 

for Communities and Local Government 

Decision date: 

20 May 2010 

 

Appeal A: APP/V5570/E/09/2118167 

The Turnmill, 63 Clerkenwell Road, London EC1M 5NP 

• The appeal is made under sections 20 and 74 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas) Act 1990 against a refusal to grant conservation area consent. 

• The appeal is made by Derwent Valley Property against the decision of the Council of 
the London Borough of Islington. 

• The application Ref P091484, dated 20 July 2009, was refused by the Council by notice 
dated 26 November 2009. 

• The demolition proposed is of the existing building and structures. 
 

 

Appeal B: APP/V5570/A/09/2118166 

The Turnmill, 63 Clerkenwell Road, London EC1M 5NP 

• The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 
against a refusal to grant planning permission. 

• The appeal is made by Derwent Valley Property against the decision of the Council of 
the London Borough of Islington. 

• The application Ref P091493, dated 20 July 2009, was refused by the Council by notice 
dated 26 November 2009. 

• The development proposed is demolition of the existing building and erection of a part 5 
to 7 storey building, plus basement with mezzanine level and roof top plant enclosure to 

provide for 7,717 sqm (GEA) of business (Class B1) floorspace and 2,820 sqm(GEA) 

flexible shop/restaurant/cafe/drinking establishment (Class A1/A3/A4) floorspace 
together with associated works 

 

Procedural Matters 

1. The reasons for refusal and the Proofs of Evidence, along with written 

submissions from English Heritage and others, referred to Planning Policy 

Guidance Note 15 “Planning and the Historic Environment” the guidance extant 

at the time of the Council’s decision and preparation of documents for the 

Inquiry.  Shortly before the Inquiry this document was superseded by Planning 

Policy Statement 5 “Planning for the Historic Environment”.  Supplementary 

Proofs of Evidence were produced and I accepted further representation from 

English Heritage and others.  My decision is based on this new guidance, whilst 

acknowledging that the statutory provision remains unchanged. 

Decision Appeal A 

2. I dismiss the appeal. 

Decision Appeal B 

3. I dismiss the appeal. 
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Main Issues 

4. I consider the main issues to be; 

• In Appeal A, the effect of the demolition on the character and appearance of 

the Clerkenwell Green Conservation Area. 

• In Appeal B, the effect of the development on the character and appearance 

of the Clerkenwell Green Conservation Area, on the setting of listed 

buildings, and on a protected Local View of St Paul’s Cathedral. 

Reasons 

Character and Appearance, the Effect of Demolition 

5. The building has been the subject of policy and comment as follows; 

• The site is now within the Clerkenwell Green Conservation Area, but that has 

not always been so.  When the area was designated in 1969 the building was 

not including, nor was it included at a later amendment of the boundary.   

• The Council operates Policy D42 on locally listed buildings and the appeal 

building is not on this list.  Whilst being in a conservation area affords the 

protection of there needing to be consent for demolition, it is clear that there 

are other buildings in the same conservation area that are locally listed. 

• English Heritage has advised on the building’s suitability for listing, finding 

that it did not meet the criteria, and a subsequent Certificate of Immunity 

from Listing was issued.  The author of the report did express the view that 

the exterior of the building ‘…clearly makes a valuable contribution to the 

Conservation Area’ and referred to a ‘…strong streetscape presence…’ and 

‘…strong historic interest in its setting…’.  Their later submissions to the 

Inquiry confirm and expand on these views. 

• The building is included in Schedule 14 of the Unitary Development Plan, 

further to Policy CS3 as a building that the Council wish to retain.  I note 

that there is the alternative in that policy of buildings not on the schedule 

being identified where the Council will ‘insist’ they should be retained, which 

appears a stronger statement to me.  Nevertheless, a wish has been 

expressed in respect of the appeal building. 

• A Council map of the conservation area identifies that the facade only is 

worthy of retention, whereas other buildings are shown ‘blocked’ as 

complete buildings to be retained. 

As the building is now in the conservation area the provisions of Section 72(1) 

of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 apply, 

requiring special attention to be paid to the desirability of preserving or 

enhancing the character or appearance of the conservation area.  The lack of 

local listing is not a significant point in my opinion, particularly where only the 

facade has been identified as being of value.  The refusal to list is consistent 

with this approach to the facade as is the building’s inclusion in Schedule 14. 
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6. My analysis of the value of the building, having regard to the above and the 

English Heritage publication “Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance for 

the Sustainable Management of the Historic Environment” is as follows; 

• Evidential value is limited; this is not an ancient building or site and there is 

written record of its development, use and subsequent alterations which are 

part of its historical value. 

• Historical value is high in my opinion.  The building was designed and 

erected for a particular purpose connected with what must have been a 

momentous change with the coming of the railway.  It was built for a use 

that was current but later declined and is now non-existent; the stabling of 

horses close to their place of work and taking the least amount of ground 

area.  I consider a multi-storey stables to be of particular historic interest as 

a building form linked with a growing metropolitan area dependent on that 

means of transport.  It appears that two floors of stabling over ancillary 

areas such as a smithy and storage was a feature of similar buildings, as 

was the access ramps.  However, that view must be tempered by the later 

loss of the ramps and the other internal alterations which have severely 

eroded the structural form.  That structure furthermore, does not appear to 

have been as elegant as at the listed stables that I visited at Garrett Street, 

and the ramps are still discernible there.  The structure has been further 

altered and lacks visual coherence.  However, notwithstanding the works to 

the interior, I consider the building to be a valuable reminder of the area’s 

development and to have a continuing association with the importance of the 

railway to the immediate vicinity.  Later use by the gin trade adds to this 

local association. 

• Aesthetic value I find ambiguous and I concur with others that it is possible 

to be critical of the architectural quality of the building.  It is low by reason 

of its original function.  Later and higher nearby development has 

emphasised this and made this into a negative aspect within the townscape.  

It appears to me however that the building’s main problem under this 

heading is that it has architectural pretensions that do not succeed.  It does 

not have the solid, mostly unadorned, workmanlike character and 

appearance of a warehouse and the designer has attempted to give the 

building more of a presence than a warehouse.  The proportions are poor, 

but some of the individual parts of the detailing are fine and well executed.  

Compared with the design of the Whitbread stables, this is clearly a building 

designed to be seen and appreciated.  Despite the failings, I find the building 

of interest aesthetically, to be an attractive part of the wider street scene 

and one that shows the aim of the designer to produce something more than 

a utilitarian building, reflecting the importance of its function to the 

operation of the transport system.  I do not discount its aesthetic value to 

any great extent due to the failings. 

• Communal value beyond this earlier history is limited.  There is the episode 

of a shooting and the memory of the nightclub, but I cannot identify much 

else about the building that can truly be said to be part of the communal 

memory. 

7. I turn now to consider in more detail the contribution of the building to the 

character and appearance of the Clerkenwell Green Conservation Area.  That 
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area is large and contains a variety of building types and forms.  There are a 

number of warehouse buildings that have been put to new uses and which 

continue to contribute positively to the character and appearance of the area.  I 

find much of the area to be small scale and intimate in the width of streets and 

spaces, and also in the width of buildings.  In that respect, the situation of the 

appeal building is not typical.  It is low and wide, and faces the large space of 

the railway cutting.  In that context I find the low height to lack presence which 

is mitigated only somewhat by the higher development behind, into which it 

tends to be subsumed in these more distant views.  It forms an element in the 

appreciation of the listed former Sessions House, in common with the buildings 

to the north of that structure, and signals the beginning of the smaller grain 

parts of the designated area.  However, it is not a strong marker of that entry 

and part of its value is that it does not stand out.  I conclude on this section 

that the building makes a positive but limited contribution to the appearance of 

the conservation area but that its historical value is higher than its townscape 

value.  In the terms of PPS5 it does contribute to its significance. 

8. That recently published statement refers to the degree of harm to a designated 

heritage asset.  The conservation area is a designated heritage asset and the 

appeal building is an element of the conservation area as referred to in 

paragraph HE9.5.  It is, in addition and as agreed by the two main parties, a 

heritage asset in its own right.  In view of my findings on its contribution, I 

consider that harm to the conservation area would result from its demolition.  

However, having mind to the nature of the building and its stature, the 

intimate spaces and streets that characterise the area and the uncharacteristic 

nature of the building’s location, I cannot see that harm as reaching the level of 

paragraph HE9.2, substantial harm.  Neither would removal of the building 

result in a loss of significance of the designated heritage asset.  There are 

shortcomings in the building and I can envisage that re-development could, at 

the least, preserve the character and appearance of the area.  It is my view 

that the harm amounts to no more than that referred to in paragraph HE9.4.  

That paragraph requires me to weigh the public benefit against the harm and 

states that the greater the harm, to the significance of the heritage asset, the 

greater the justification needed. 

9. I consider it pertinent to address the likely future for this element, the appeal 

building.  As it presently stands I consider the accommodation poor in quality 

and badly arranged.  It appears to suit, to a degree, the current types of use 

but the density of those uses did not appear great in terms of employment and 

there were empty units.  It is apparent that this arrangement is not able to 

generate funds for the long term wellbeing of the building.  The next 

proposition is the refurbishment of the building to allow higher rental incomes 

but the high window cills and the nature of the structural metalwork militate 

against this being successful.  It appears that to even approach being viable 

additional accommodation is required.  That is the 2007 consented scheme, 

and whilst I do not doubt the balanced decision that the Council came to on the 

acceptability of the roof extension in order to retain the building, it is my view 

that harm occurs to the visual integrity of the appeal building. 

10. Facade retention would be in line with the stated wish to retain the building, or 

the facade, for its contribution to the conservation area, but the problems over 

floor heights and the need to gain extra space make this currently unviable 
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also.  On this consideration I find the building is not suitable for high value 

uses without much change where there would be a risk in my estimation of 

eroding that which is of interest.  I am not persuaded of the availability of 

grant or the ability of some other use of lower value than Class B1 office that 

would be capable of providing a sustainable long term future for the building as 

it stands. 

11. In summary my findings on the demolition of the building are; its loss would 

cause appreciable harm to the character and appearance of the conservation 

area, but less than substantial harm; the building does not have a secure long 

term future in its present condition and form of use and to even approach 

viability works are required that could affect the visual integrity of the building 

and its contribution to the conservation area.  In conclusion I consider that 

demolition and replacement could be justified under PPS5 Policy HE9, as set 

out in paragraph HE9.4, and I will now proceed to the second main issue on 

the merits of the proposed replacement building. 

Character and Appearance, the Effect of Redevelopment 

12. I fully acknowledge the skill of the designer and the quality of work carried out 

by this practice and this client, as well as the esteem that they are held in by 

other architects.  I also consider the plan form of the proposed building and the 

treatment of the ground floor relative to the street frontage and corner to be 

appropriate to the location.  There are benefits in opening up the ground floor 

and the one-sided nature of the street places greater emphasis on this building 

providing a lively street-level face.  The mix of office and other use is 

appropriate and in line with policy, and the use of the indented atrium would 

reduce the apparent length of the building.  The choice of materials and the 

arrangement of openings would resonate with that of the many warehouses 

without appearing as a copy.  The amount of accommodation would make good 

use of land in a highly sustainable location and this location’s travel 

accessibility will improve significantly with the enhancement of Thameslink 

services and the construction of the Crossrail scheme.  It is a fact that other 

architects with knowledge of the site have commented favourably on the 

proposals for the replacement building. 

13. The proposal accords with requirements in Unitary Development Plan Policy D1 

on making the best use of the site and in Policy D4 on appropriate window 

arrangements, relationship to the street and the mix of uses.  The site is 

described as being associated with the ‘Farringdon/Smithfield Area of 

Intensification’ although it remains to be seen whether it becomes part of that 

area or not.  At present I can attach limited weight to this possibility. 

14. The Council refer also to Policy D17 on local views and view LV1 of parts of St 

Paul’s Cathedral is relevant.  My opinion is that the view encompasses a 

sufficient zone either side of the dome to ensure the recognition of the 

landmark and that this zone reduces the need to protect further to either side.  

Whilst it might be possible to imagine a situation where a building at the edge 

of the zone could have a detrimental effect, I do not see that as being the case 

here.  I consider Policy D17 to be satisfied. 

15. Whilst therefore I have found the replacement building to accord with various 

aspects of policy, and find the design to be of quality in itself, there are other 
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considerations affecting this development that need to be judged.  These 

concern the location within the conservation area, close to listed buildings, 

whether seen from within the conservation area or across the open space of 

the railway cutting.  There is the same statutory test in Section 72(1) of the 

Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 as previously 

referred to concerning the effect on the conservation area, and Section 66(1) 

of the same Act requires special regard to be had to the desirability of 

preserving the listed buildings or their setting or any features of special 

architectural or historic interest which they possess.  In this case one of the 

listed buildings, now known as the Old Sessions House, is close by and is listed 

at Grade II*, and as such represents one of less than 6% of all listed buildings.  

PPS5 contains policies on the effect of development within the conservation 

area and within the setting of listed buildings, and in a more general 

consideration, PPS1 “Delivering Sustainable Development” advises on the 

quality of new buildings and their relationship to the existing fabric. 

16. The Unitary Development Plan contains various policies referred to; 

• Policy D1 requires proposals to be appropriate to the overall streetscape and 

to respect the scale, form and character of its surroundings;  

• Policy D4 requires proposals to create a positive and appropriate relationship 

with surrounding buildings and spaces, with the Council encouraging 

architectural innovation and imaginative design solutions;  

• Policy D5 requires new building to respect the form, scale and grain of the 

surrounding townscape;  

• Policy D22 is specific to conservation areas and normally requires new 

buildings to conform to the height, scale and massing of existing buildings 

and spaces;  

• Policy CS5 concerns the Clerkenwell/Smithfield Special Policy Area and 

contains a similar need for new buildings to conform to the height of existing 

buildings in the immediate area; and  

• Policy CS7 requires that new development conform to the scale of existing 

buildings in the area.  

17. I consider the appeal site to be in an important and sensitive location.  It is at 

a gateway to the Clerkenwell Green Conservation Area, it is seen from a 

significant distance across the railway cutting and it is within the setting of a 

listed building of more than local significance.  The replacement building would 

be significantly taller than the existing building, and taller than the 2007 

consented extension to the existing building.  I find that to be a substantial 

change in the balance of the quantity of built form in relation to the present 

situation and the nearby buildings, and a significant change in the degree of 

dominance from the present lack of it.  I consider that whilst the present 

building now appears somewhat low and squat, the replacement would over 

compensate for this failing, a failing which to my mind is explained, and partly 

justified, by its history.  The proposed building would, I consider, dominate the 

corner, accentuated by the rise at this point.  This may well be appropriate in 

some instances as delineating one side of a gateway, but in this case the other 
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side is low and in the middle, as the focal point of that gateway, there is the 

Old Sessions House. 

18. It is my judgement that this listed building requires space around it and to 

appear as the centre-piece of the composition, whereas as proposed the 

balance of the view would shift to the appeal site, unbalancing the composition 

and undermining the importance both historically and visually of the listed Old 

Sessions House.  I cannot agree with the architect’s view that the proposal 

would be recessive or a background building; it would in my opinion appear to 

dominate its neighbours and draw the eye by reason of its height and hence 

bulk.  It has been said in evidence that the proposed building would suffer 

through being either one storey higher or one storey lower.  I understand the 

rationale behind the proportions rising up the building, and merely taking a 

floor away is likely to do harm, but taken as a whole, I consider the effect of 

this, in isolation well designed and attractive building, to be harmful in this 

location. 

19. The view across the open space of the railway cutting would allow this 

incongruous relationship to be seen and the degree of harm appreciated.  The 

present situation of the Old Sessions House dominating the view, flanked by 

buildings that appear supporting, would be replaced by that of a large building 

with considerable areas of glazing, no matter set-in and within a masonry skin, 

topped by the glazed upper areas.  The result would be an assertive building 

taking the balance of this longer view away from the historic buildings and 

towards the range of more recent buildings along Turnmill Street.  This latter 

effect would, I find, result from the sloped parapet proposed to reconcile the 

higher corner with the lower general levels along the frontage towards 

Farringdon Station. 

20. I have looked at the aerial view denoting buildings over five storeys.  Whilst 

there are various of these, it is notable to me that in the vicinity of the appeal 

site the only stated examples are the 4+2 of Fleet House, which would be 

exceeded by these proposals, and a series at 5+1.  The 6+3 on the corner of 

Britton Street and the 6+1 on Clerkenwell Green are further away and have 

only a limited effect on the appeal site, and I accord very limited weight to the 

existence of higher buildings to the west of the cutting, even where in the 

same conservation area.  With regard to each of the three attributes of the 

site’s location that I identified, I find real and serious harm to the character and 

appearance of the conservation area through the effect on its entrance, to the 

setting of the Grade II* listed Old Sessions House, and to the middle range 

view across the railway cutting. 

21. With regard to the requirements of the Unitary Development Plan, I consider 

that the proposed new building would fail to respect the scale, form and 

character of its surroundings as sought in Policy D1; would fail to create a 

positive and appropriate relationship with surrounding buildings and spaces, as 

sought in Policy D4; notwithstanding the architectural quality of the building in 

isolation, it would not respect the form, scale and grain of the surrounding 

townscape as set out in Policy D5; it would not conform appropriately to the 

height, scale and massing of existing buildings and spaces in the Conservation 

area, and hence would not satisfy the aims of Policies CS5 and CS7.  As a 

result it is my judgement that the statutory tests in the 1990 Act with regard to 

the setting of a listed building and the character and appearance of the 
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Clerkenwell Green Conservation Area are not met.  Finally, PPS5 sets out at 

Policy HE10 the considerations over the setting of a designated heritage asset, 

and I find the setting of the Old Sessions House would be harmed.  Section 

HE7.5 mentions considerations of scale, height and massing for new 

development, and in this case I find these attributes to cause harm to the 

conservation area.  A feature of the PPS is that of proportionality and balance 

between harm and benefits, in particular, as stated earlier, Policy HE9 at 

paragraph HE9.4 provides for that balance to be struck on the particulars of 

this case.  I will carry out that balancing exercise in my Conclusions. 

Other Considerations 

22. The Council and appellant had agreed a series of conditions to be attached in 

the event of planning permission and conservation area consent being granted.  

I consider these conditions, either as presented or as discussed at the Inquiry, 

to satisfy the tests of Circular 11/95 “The Use of Conditions in Planning 

Permissions”; they would be necessary, relevant to planning, relevant to the 

development to be permitted, enforceable, precise and reasonable in all other 

respects.  Paragraph 2 of that Circular states that used properly, conditions can 

enable many development proposals to proceed where it would otherwise have 

been necessary to refuse planning permission.  I will address this in my 

Conclusions. 

23. A completed obligation under Section 106 of the 1990 Planning Act was 

presented together with a commentary from the Council.  I am satisfied that, 

having regard to the nature of the development the obligation satisfies the 

statutory tests in the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010. It 

would be necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms, 

directly related to the development and fairly and reasonably related in scale 

and kind to the development.  In line with the tests in Circular 05/05 “Planning 

Obligations” I find this to be relevant to planning, necessary to make the 

proposal acceptable in planning terms, directly related to the development, 

fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development proposed, 

and reasonable in all other respects.  I shall consider this also in the balance of 

my Conclusions. 

24. I heard evidence on the effect on the neighbouring building at Fleet House, and 

have visited the upper floors affected.  I understand that there is no actionable 

loss of light.  Whilst I acknowledge that there would be an effect, there is no 

Development Plan policy to protect commercial properties and I do not consider 

the effect to be so much greater than at present, nor as consented, as to 

represent an unacceptable un-neighbourly effect.  The occupiers of that 

property have applied for an extension, claimed to be as a result of the 

proposal to increase the height on the appeal site, but that carries very little 

weight in my consideration.  It is for the Council to determine that as they see 

fit and with regard to policy and the circumstances of that case.  Similarly I 

visited internal rooms in the Old Sessions House facing onto the appeal site and 

noted the present effect and that of both the consented scheme and the appeal 

proposal.  Again, there would be no actionable loss of light and I cannot 

describe the result of either scheme as being unacceptable. 
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Conclusions 

25. The existing building has strong historic connections with its location and 

despite its pretensions to architecture that do not succeed, it has features of 

interest.  It makes a contribution to the conservation area and its loss would 

cause appreciable harm, but less than substantial harm.  However, it does not 

appear to have a sustainable long term future without intervention which could 

itself cause harm.  I conclude that the building has reached, or is reaching, the 

end of its viable life and that replacement may be acceptable. 

26. The proposed replacement building would be taller than the present one and 

taller than its immediate surroundings.  That height would, I find, appear out of 

place and harm the conservation area, the setting of a Grade II* listed building 

and fail to respond appropriately to the townscape and to the character of 

adjoining buildings. 

27. There are matters in favour of this proposed re-development.  The obligation 

would provide financial contributions to transport and public realm, public open 

space and affordable housing.  These are necessary to mitigate the effects of 

development and are in line with policy requirements.  The intensification of 

use through an increase in floor area is appropriate to this well-serviced 

location.  The proposed mix of uses is in line with Development Plan 

requirements and the new building would perform better in its use of energy 

and in the quality of usable spaces than retention of the present out-dated 

building and would improve the adjacent street-level experience. 

28. In the balance required of these decisions, having regard to S72(1) of the 1990 

Act and the judgment of the Court of Appeal on the South Lakeland case, I 

consider the benefits of the scheme insufficient to overcome the harm, and that 

the justification fails to overturn the harmful effect on the significance of the 

Clerkenwell Green Conservation Area and the setting of the Grade II* listed 

building, both designated heritage assets, all as set out in PPS5.  The statutory 

tests in the 1990 Act are not accorded with and the proposals fail to satisfy 

important aspects of Development Plan policies designed to ensure that 

buildings respond to their surroundings.  Conditions are not capable of making 

the proposals acceptable.  For the reasons given above I conclude that both 

appeals should be dismissed. 

 

S J Papworth 
 

 

INSPECTOR 
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WESTMINSTER CITY COUNCIL PAYMENT IN LIEU ANALYSIS

20-Feb-12

Address Date of decision / analysis

Affordable Housing calculation 

under UDP Policy

Affordable Housing calculation 

under Interim Guidance

Affordable Housing calculation 

under CMP Policy

Multiplier change 

from UDP Policy to 

CMP Policy

Multiplier change 

from interim 

guidance to CMP 

Policy Comment

Marcol House, 289-293 Regent Street, 

295 Regent Street and 33 Margaret 

Street - Option A

03 April 2008 Below threshold (8 units) £684,433 £1,215,200 N/A 1.78

AH contribution was calculated on a per unit basis and agreed to be 

£147,000
Marcol House, 289-293 Regent Street, 

295 Regent Street and 33 Margaret 

Street - Option B

03 April 2008 Below threshold (7 units) £693,166 £1,131,900 N/A 1.63

AH contribution was calculated on a per unit basis and agreed to be 

£147,000

Audley Street Garage

19 November 2009 £2,569,412 £20,549,028 £36,513,400 14.21 1.78

Committee resolved to grant planning permission on the basis of a PiL of 

£6,127,921;

The UDP calculation equated to £2,360,000 but the committee agreed 

that the site could accommodate circa 60 units and thus a greater PiL 

should be sought.

Duke Street / Binney Street

28 May 2009 £286,000 £3,427,667 £6,090,700 21.30 1.78

The original planning permission did not require an affordable housing 

contribution as calculated on a per unit basis - committee agreed that 

the provision of one required affordable unit would not be sustainable

Russell Chambers 19 July 2011 Below threshold (4 units) £210,205 £543,900 N/A 2.59

Metropole Building 16 October 2008 £460,909 £4,455,479 £6,717,900 14.58 1.51

AH contribution was calculated on a per unit basis (13 units) - 

requirements of two affordable units and PiL of £423,156 agreed

Kingsgate House 03 November 2011 £8,684,366 £12,109,229 £18,257,400 2.10 1.51

The MU policy requirement was off-set by the provision of residential 

floorspace on-site over and above the policy requirement;

The AH contribution was agreed at circa £9,000,000 given provision at 77-

79 Fermory Road and a contribution to the sub-station.

80-82 Park Lane 29 September 2011 Below threshold (2 units) £585,979 £1,370,600 N/A 2.34

Considered impractical to provide AH on site;

PiL sought for £586,000 in accordance with interim guidance

Site Bounded by 5-10 Denman Street, 

33-36 Great Windmill Street, 14-18 

Ham Yard and 1-7 Smith's Court 14 April 2011 £455,000 £2,236,814 £3,371,200 7.41 1.51

Committee resolved that the benefits of developing this long vacant site 

outweigh a commuted sum of £431,000 based on UDP policy rather than 

a payment of £2,114,000

Paramount House, 162-170 Wardour 

Street 26 January 2012 £731,250 £947,904 £1,553,300 2.12 1.64

Two schemes brought together separately;

City Council were of the view that they were seeking to avoid an AH 

contribution thus both applications combined to consider a PiL;

Applicant offered £413,000;

Application deferred for applicant to consider contribution further

119-122 Bayswater Road 08 December 2011 £1,608,750 £2,595,695 £3,186,000 1.98 1.23

Applicant proposed £280,000 contribution;

Officers considered this acceptable given viability evidence;

Resolved to grant at committee on this basis

1-6 Clay Street 13 October 2011 Below threshold (5 units) £208,941 £588,000 N/A 2.81 PiL considered acceptable on basis of provision of 1 unit (£211,000)
Westminster Palace Gardens, 2-4 

Artillery Row 20 January 2011 £1,279,688 £1,202,937 £1,522,800 1.19 1.27 Contribution of £1,233,000 agreed at committee
Fenton House, 54 and 55-57 Great 

Marlborough Street and 47 and 49-50 

Poland Street 14 July 2011 Below threshold (6 units) £436,812 £916,300 N/A 2.10

Faber House, 77 South Audley Street 21 July 2011 Information not available

107-109 Charing Cross Road 04 August 2011 £460,909 £2,509,814 £3,782,800 8.21 1.51

Committee resolved to grant subject to PiL of £2.3m in accordance with 

interim guidance calculations

17-19 Bedford Street 11 August 2011 £1,002,857 £1,213,095 £1,999,200 1.99 1.65

Application deferred at committee to resolve mix and disabled access 

issues;

PiL of £625,000 considered adequate following viability evidence

27 Albermarle Street 18 August 2011 Below threshold (6 units) £1,249,177 £2,579,500 N/A 2.06

HJWB/JCW/SGP/J5152 20 February 2012



Address Date of decision / analysis

Affordable Housing calculation 

under UDP Policy

Affordable Housing calculation 

under Interim Guidance

Affordable Housing calculation 

under CMP Policy

Multiplier change 

from UDP Policy to 

CMP Policy

Multiplier change 

from interim 

guidance to CMP 

Policy Comment

20 Grosvenor Square 03 November 2011 £3,838,095

Calculations based on the 31 unit scheme proposals - no floorspace 

information available

105-109 Oxford Street 10 November 2011 Below threshold (7 units) £437,201 £911,400 N/A 2.08 PiL of £437,000 considered acceptable

Site A 01 January 2012 £460,028 £678,600 £1,255,380 2.73 1.85

Site B 01 November 2011 £6,715,350 £7,873,600 £12,612,600 1.88 1.60

Site B/2 01 November 2011 £6,435,000 £7,627,550 £12,088,300 1.88 1.58

Site C 01 September 2011 £5,620,588 £6,903,723 £12,266,100 2.18 1.78

Site C/2 01 September 2011 £5,224,880 £6,500,000 £11,550,000 2.21 1.78

Site D 01 October 2011 £3,081,481 £3,466,667 £6,160,000 2.00 1.78

Site E 01 December 2011 £3,051,352 £3,485,000 £6,290,900 2.06 1.81

Archetype A £15,697,500 £24,400,446 £43,357,716 2.76 1.78

Archetype B £13,131,646 £19,439,819 £34,543,062 2.63 1.78

Archetype C £9,790,345 £13,589,644 £24,147,752 2.47 1.78

Archetype D £11,967,123 £17,185,194 £30,536,767 2.55 1.78

Archetype E £8,625,000 £12,893,141 £22,910,120 2.66 1.78

Archetype F £6,685,714 £10,314,513 £18,328,096 2.74 1.78

Archetype G £5,283,871 £7,735,885 £13,746,072 2.60 1.78

Archetype H £4,227,826 £5,844,891 £10,385,921 2.46 1.78

Archetype I £3,058,824 £4,297,714 £7,636,707 2.50 1.78

Archetype J £975,000 £1,954,049 £4,127,200 4.23 2.11

Archetype K £914,214 £1,894,200 N/A 2.07

HJWB/JCW/SGP/J5152 20 February 2012
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APPENDICES 67 

 

Westminster’s Strategic Objectives 

1. To accommodate and encourage sustainable growth and change that will contribute to enhancing 

London’s role as a sustainable world class city, including its international business, retail, cultural and 

entertainment functions within the Central Activities Zone; whilst maintaining its unique and historic 

character, mix, functions, and townscapes. 

5. To manage the pressures on the city from its national and international roles and functions, business 

communities and tourism, including the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games and their legacy, and to ensure a 

safe and enjoyable visitor experience.   

1.0.1 It is the wide range of commercial uses which sit side by side with residential accommodation and its 

locally distinct neighbourhoods which help make Westminster so unique. Sustainable economic growth is 

evident in Westminster’s well established, robust and diverse economy which contains both businesses of 

national and international importance and fledgling companies, all of which are attracted to the city by its 

central London location, high quality environment, range of facilities including accessible transport and links to 

other businesses. The residential population, internationally famous arts and cultural uses and visitor 

attractions provide Westminster with character and vibrancy. 

1.0.2 The economy in Westminster has not been immune from the impact of recession. However, research
i
 

shows that tThe mix of uses in Westminster means it is better protected than other locations dominated by 

one commercial main use. The council has had long standing planning policies to achieve sustainable 

development by meeting economic, social and environmental needs in a balanced and integrated way. The 

Core Strategy (Adopted January 2011) and City Management Plan will together continue to fully support future 

sustainable economic growth and jobs in Westminster in accordance with the government’s overarching 

objectives as set out in Planning Policy Statement 4 (PPS 4) and in the emerging National Planning Policy 

Framework. 

1.0.3 This chapter provides policy detail for the diverse range of economic uses within Westminster which 

are grouped under the following overarching headings: Commercial Uses; Retail Uses and Town Centres; 

Tourism, Arts and Culture; and Entertainment. It also provides additional policy detail on the Special Policy 

Areas and the North West Westminster Economic Development.  

1.0.4 The Economic Development Strategy is a key driver of economic growth, in particular in the North 

Westminster Economic Development Area and for creative Industries, and will be used alongside land use 

policies to further align the aspirations of the council in terms of sustainable economic development, 

enterprise and worklessness. 

 

1.1 Commercial Uses 

1.1.1 Westminster is an important world centre for commercial activity and contains the largest number of 

businesses of all London Boroughs, representing almost 12% of the London total
ii
. It is the council’s aim to 

encourage the growth of a diverse range of commercial uses and ensure that commercial uses are located in 

the best possible location. However, commercial growth needs to be balanced with the provision of residential 
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floorspace, to ensure a sustainable mixed use environment and to maintain sufficient residential 

accommodation for those who want to live in the centre of our city.  

 

Mixed Use Cascade 

1.1.2 Core Strategy Policy CS1 (Mixed Use in the Central Activities Zone) states that where proposals 

increase the amount of commercial floorspace by 200 sqm (gross external floorspace) or more, or in the case 

of A1 retail or private educational, health and leisure facilities (D1 or D2) by 400 sqm (gross external 

floorspace) or more, an equivalent amount of residential floorspace must be provided on site, where the 

council considers this to be appropriate and practical. The 400 sqm (gross) floorspace threshold set out above 

will also apply to the specialist commercial floorspace in the Savile Row Special Policy Area (CMP 1.22) and to 

floorspace used as private members’ clubs in St James’s Special Policy Area (CMP 1.23). 

1.1.3 When the council considers that on-site provision of housing is not appropriate and practical, a 

‘cascade’ of other options as set out in CMP 1.1 -1, 2, 3 and 4 must be explored in turn. 

1.1.4 Policy Aim: To increase residential floorspace at least commensurate with increases in commercial 

floorspace in order to enhance the mixed character of different parts of the Central Activities Zone, and ensure 

that when on-site provision is not appropriate and practical, other options will contribute to the mixed use 

character of the Central Activities Zone. None of these options should be advantageous to the developer in 

comparison with on-site provision. and deliver equivalent or better outcomes. 

 
Policy CMP 1.1: Mixed Use Cascade 

A) Where the council considers it is not appropriate and practical to provide an equivalent amount of 

residential floorspace on site in accordance with Core Strategy Policy CS1, the following cascade will apply. 

Applicants are required to demonstrate to the council’s satisfaction that they are unable to comply with each 

part of the policy before they can move to the next. 

1. The draw-down of Residential Mixed-Use Credits.; or 

1.2. The required residential accommodation will be should be on another site in the vicinity of 

the commercial development site or elsewhere within the Core CAZ. 

2.3. Where it is not possible to provide residential accommodation on a site in the vicinity of the 

development site or in the Core CAZ or Named Streets in accordance with (21), residential 

accommodation will be required on a site elsewhere within the Core CAZ or the Named Streets.  The 

housing provided must be greater at least an equal amount, orand of a higher quality, than would be 

possible on- site or off-site in the vicinity. In the vicinity or Core CAZ or Named Streets. 

3.4. Where it is not possible to provide residential accommodation in accordance with (1) to (2) 

above, the council will consider the drawdown of Residential Mixed Use Credits. 

4.5. Where it is clearly not appropriate or practical or viable possible to provide residential 

accommodation in accordance with 1 to 3 above, the council will require an appropriate Payment in 

Lieu of residential provision (see Policy CMP 1.3). 

B) In the Paddington, Victoria and Tottenham Court Road Opportunity Areas, part (2) of the cascade will not 

Comment [WPA3]: Taxation and value 
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apply. Off-site provision of residential accommodation will be within the Opportunity Area. 

C) In all cases the council will expect appropriate planning obligations and benefits, in addition to these 

requirements. 

Policy Application 

1.1.5 A) In assessing whether the residential requirement is appropriate and practical on the development 

site as required by Core Strategy Policy CS1 the following will be taken into account: 

a) the size and nature of the development, 

b) the physical constraints of the site and building, 

c) the relationship of the site to adjoining properties, 

d) The viability of the development. 

1.1.6 The required residential accommodation will be self contained, with a separate access where 

physically possible, unless the residential provision is in association with an increase in higher educational 

floorspace and the residential is for student accommodation. 

1.1.7 Where the additional residential accommodation is 1,000 sqm or more, affordable housing should be 

provided in accordance with Core Strategy Policy CS16 Affordable Housing and CMP Policies 4.12, 4.13 and 

4.14. Where affordable housing is being provided a Registered Social Landlord (RSL) Partner (RP) partner 

mustshould be involved at the very earliest stage of the design process.  

1.1.8 Floorspace calculations will be based on Gross External Floor Areas. Existing commercial floorspace in 

the proposed off-site residential provision property, will not be included in the calculation to determine the 

amount of residential floorspace required.and in the case of land use swaps mixed-use policy calculations will 

consider the changes in commercial and residential floor areas across both sites.  

1.1.9 Where the council considers it is not appropriate and practical to provide the residential 

accommodation on site, the above policy sets out the cascade (1 to 4) whereby applicants are required to 

demonstrate to the council’s satisfaction that they are unable to comply with each part of the policy before 

they can move to the next. 

1.1.10  1. The provision of the residential floorspace should be on an alternative lawful commercial site in 

the vicinity of the commercial development site or elsewhere in the Core CAZ or Named Streets, and will 

only be acceptable where:  

a) at least an equivalent amount of required residential floorspace to the commercial floorspace 

increase on the host development site is provided, 

b) the commercial site is not protected by other Core Strategy or City Management Plan polices, 

c) the commercial property (where it is intended to locate the residential accommodation) does not 

have an extant previous planning permission for residential use, and is not included in the council’s 5-

15 year list of identified sites for housing delivery, 

the development site and the alternative lawful commercial site is in the same ownership, and 

d) the provision of the residential accommodation is secured by conditions or legal agreement. 
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Option 1 will mainly be available to land owners with large property portfolios within central Westminster or 

within the Opportunity Areas where there is more scope for co-ordinated development.  For the avoidance of 

doubt, where off site residential is located within the vicinity of the development site, but in a lower value 

zone, the floorspace multipliers set out in Table 1.1, below, will not be applied. 

2. Where it is not possible to provide the residential floorspace off-site in the vicinity of the development 

site or elsewhere in the Core CAZ, in accordance with (1), then the provision of the residential floorspace will 

be required elsewhere within the Core CAZ or the Named Streets in the City. This will only be acceptable in 

the hierarchy where: 

a) at least an equivalent amount of  required residential floorspace as the commercial floorspace 

increase on the host development site is provided, 

b) the commercial site is not protected by other Core Strategy or CMP polices, 

c) the commercial property (where it is intended to locate the residential accommodation) does not 

have an extant previous planning permission for residential use, and is not included in the council’s 5-

15 year list of identified sites for housing delivery, 

d) the development site and the alternative lawful commercial site will be in the same ownership, 

e) the provision of the residential accommodation is secured by conditions or legal agreement, and 

f) in cases where the off-site residential is located in an area with a lower land value than the 

development site a greater quantity of residential floorspace will be required by applying multipliers 

in accordance with Table 1.1 below. 

Table 1.1: Multipliers to be applied to off-site provision 

Land Value 
Band (Map 
1.1 below) 

Commercial sites 
in Value Band 1 

Commercial sites 
in Value Band 2 

Commercial sites 
in Value Band 3 

Commercial sites 
in Value Band 4 

Band 2 1.5    

Band 3 1.8 1.2   

Band 4 2.0 1.4 1.2  

Band 5 2.6 1.7 1.5 1.3 

Source: Affordable Housing Viability Study (July 2010) 

 

Map 1.1: Residential Value Zones 
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Examples 

Example 1: 1,000 sqm uplift in B1, 50 sqm of A1, 200 sqm of private leisure facility – would need to include 

1,250 sqm residential.  

Example 2: 150 sqm uplift in C1 and 300 sqm of A1 –would need to include 450 sqm of residential.  

Example 3: 250 sqm uplift in B1, 150 sqm increase in A3, and 60 sqm increase in A1 – would need to include 

460 sqm residential. 

Example 4: 150 sqm uplift in A3 and 200 sqm increase in A1 – Core Strategy Policy CS1 does not apply. 

 

3. The Policy Application for Residential Mixed Use Credits is contained in Policy CMP 1.2. 

4. Payments in Lieu will be deposited in the council’s Affordable Housing Fund. The Policy Application for 

Payments in Lieu is contained in Policy 1.3.  

B.  The Policy Application for the Opportunity Areas  

1.1.11 Within the Paddington, Victoria and Tottenham Court Road Opportunity Areas the residential 

floorspace will be provided on the commercial development site, or where the council agrees this is not 

appropriate or practical, ‘in the vicinity’ will normally be taken to be on another site within that Opportunity 

Area. In the case of Tottenham Court Road Opportunity Area, this must be within that part of the opportunity 

area in Westminster. In exceptional circumstances in smaller commercial schemes, the council may accept off-

site provision of residential accommodation outside the opportunity area, a mixed use credit draw down, or a 

payment in lieu to meet the residential requirements of the mixed use policies. 
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1.1.12 C) Planning obligations and benefits will be required in addition to the residential requirement above 

(see Core Strategy Policy CS32 Planning Obligations and Delivering Infrastructure and Policy CMP 1.3). 

Policy Application for the Primary Shopping frontages  

1.1.13 In accordance with Core Strategy Policy CS6 Core Central Activities Zone, an exception to the 

provision of on-site residential provision may apply for retail developments fronting the Primary Shopping 

Frontages. In such cases, the residential floorspace may be provided off-site in the vicinity rather than on site, 

where the council is satisfied that the off-site provision would better contribute to the vitality of the West End 

Special Retail Policy Area or Knightsbridge International Shopping Centre. This exception only applies to the 

additional retail (A1) floorspace and not to other commercial floorspace provided in such schemes. 

1.1.14 In accordance with Core Strategy Policy CS7 West End Special Retail Policy Area the requirement for 

residential floorspace as part of new commercial development may be applied more flexibly at the eastern end 

of Oxford Street Primary Shopping Frontage (east of Oxford Circus) where the council considers this to be 

necessary in order to deliver substantial planned transport and/or public realm improvements (set out in Core 

Strategy Policy CS7) and are also of benefit to the local community. 

 

Reasoned Justification 

1.1.15 In accordance with the London Plan, Core Strategy Policy CS1 sets out the policy for Mixed Use in the 

Central Activities Zone. This aims to ensure that the residential accommodation is provided where possible 

within the development site itself, giving rise to a mixed use building development. Mixed use buildings 

developments have long been a key to successful and sustainable city centres .However, in accordance with 

London Plan policy, the City Council’s mixed-use policy needs to be applied flexibly in the complex CAZ land 

market to ensure that commercial developments are encouraged and residential outcomes secured.  

1.1.16 The provision of residential accommodation on the development site to meet mixed-use policy is the 

highest priority. and oOnly where the council considers thatis is not appropriate andnor practical will the 

above policy cascade be applicable, with a preference for the residential accommodation to be provided on a 

site in the vicinity or elsewhere within the Core CAZ or Named Streets, to ensure that the overall balance of 

uses enhance the character and function of that part of the Core CAZ or the Named Streets. The mix of uses in 

these areas helps create diversity and vitality by providing residential accommodation in the vicinity of the 

commercial development. 

1.1.17 The provision of a mix of uses in Central Westminster has been a long standing planning policy and 

the success of this approach in terms of sustainable economic growth in accordance with PPS 4 is evidenced in 

the 2009 Drivers Jonas Report
iii
, which found that the mixed use policy resulted in successful and diverse 

locations in Westminster, which appear to be better protected from the impacts of the recession than other 

locations dominated by one (commercial) main use.  

1.1.18 It is recognised that the ability to provide residential accommodation on a site in the vicinity, Core 

CAZ or Named Street may only apply where the applicant is a major land owner with a large property portfolio 

in central Westminster; or in the Opportunity Areas where there is scope for co-ordinated new development. 

For this reason, outside the Opportunity Areas, Part 32 of the policy cascade allows for the provision of the 

residential floorspace beyond the vicinity of the development site, Core CAZ and Named Streetselsewhere in 

the Core CAZ or in the Named Streets. Provision of the residential floorspace outside these areas will not 

generally be permitted because they are predominantly residential and the provision of additional residential 

floorspace in these areas will not significantly benefit the mixed use character and function of Central 
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Westminster. It is considered that given that the Opportunity Areas allow for place shaping and have 

significant development capacity, then the mixed use cascade should be generally restricted in these areas to 

ensure seek mixed use buildings developments and the creation of mixed use areas. 

1.1.19 The City of Westminster Affordable Housing Viability Study (DTZ 2010) mapped residential sales 

values per sqft in each Lower Super Output Area 
iv
(2001 Census) and used this data to divide Westminster into 

16 ‘Value Geographies’  Each value geography area was then allocated into 5 Land Value Bands according to 

their average residential values. These ranged from £460 per sq ft in Band 5 to £1,213 sq ft in Band 1 (figures 

based on Hometrack data Dec 07/08).
v
  These are set out in Table 1.1 and Map 1.1 above. 

1.1.20 The ‘multipliers’ to be applied where the credit site is in an area with a lower land value than the host 

commercial site are based on research as part of the Affordable Housing Viability Assessment carried out in 

2009/10. Map 1.1, taken from this assessment, shows the city’s Lower Super Output Areas (LSOAs) and 

allocates one of five value bands to each, based on their residential land values. Table 1.2 below shows the 

different land values in these 5 value bands. The midpoint values were then used to calculate the multipliers in 

table 1.1 above. The multipliers will be reviewed periodically. 

Table 1.2 

Land Value Area Band 

 

Average LSOA residential values (price 
£ per sq ft Dec 07/08) 

1.   Highest    (11 LSOAs) £1,213 

2.       ↓          (30 LSOAs) £801 

3.       ↓          (36 LSOAs) £674 

4.        ↓         (19 LSOAs) £584 

5.  Lowest      (24 LSOAs) £460 

Source: Affordable Housing Viability Study 2010. 

1.1.21 Where the residential accommodation required by Core Strategy Policy CS1 Mixed Use in the CAZ, 

cannot be provided on-site, and off-site provision is not possible, the use of Residential Mixed Use Credits can, 

in some circumstances, provide a beneficial outcome for both the council and the developer. This option is 

considered to be preferable to a Payment in Lieu because it provides actual homes, rather than contributing to 

the provision of new homes. When all the other parts of the cascade have been explored and discounted, 

Payments in Lieu will be required as this will ensure that all mixed used use schemes will make a contribution 

to housing delivery in the city. 

Residential Mixed Use Credits 

1.1.22 A residential mixed use credit is where new off-site residential is provided in advance by a developer 

on the basis that it can be used in the future to satisfy the residential requirements of a commercial scheme. 

Residential mixed use credits can provide a beneficial outcome for both the council and the developer in some 

circumstances where the residential accommodation required by Core Strategy Policy CS1 Mixed Use in the 

CAZ cannot be provided on-site, and off-site provision is not possible. The council gains Better outcomes are 

secured by getting more residential accommodation than would otherwise have been achieved, and it gets 

that accommodation earlier. By agglomerating the residential requirement from several mixed use schemes 
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into one residential development, affordable housing will be provided where it may not have been provided in 

individual mixed use schemes. However, a land use credit system must not undermine the purpose of Policy 

CS1 which is to retain the balance of uses and mixed use character of localities in the CAZ by ensuring that 

residential uses share space with other uses in buildings, streets and localities within the CAZ. Residential 

credits created for fulfilling the requirements of the Mixed Use policies are termed ‘Residential Mixed Use 

Credits’ in this document. 

1.1.23 Policy Aim: To achieve a substantially better planning outcome, including the provision of more and 

higher quality new homes, when other options higher in the cascade for meeting the requirements of the 

mixed use policies have been discounted. 

Policy CMP 1.2: Residential Mixed Use Credits  

A) Proposals for residential development intended for use as a residential mixed use credit site must: 

1. be agreed as a residential mixed use credit site at application stage; 

2. be a commercial building/site which has no extant residential planning permissionprevious 

applications for change of use to residential  and is not on a site included in the council’s 5 – 15 

yr list of housing sites; 

3. be in the vicinity of the commercial development site, Core CAZ or Named Streets; 

4. achieve the highest standards of sustainable design and amenity provision; 

5. provide affordable housing on sites of 10 additional units or 1000sqm of additional residential 

floorspace;  

6. accord with housing mix and sustainable living policies and be within the appropriate housing 

density range, and 

7. fund the development and maintenance of a monitoring database for each mixed use credit site.  

B) When it is agreed that a land use credit is an acceptable way of complying with Policies CS1 and 

CMP1.1, more homes and residential floorspace should result than would have been possible on-site. 

This will be achieved by: 

1.          applying an ‘uplift’ to the amount of residential floorspace to reflect that the host commercial 

site will be able to provide more commercial floorspace (as set out in CMP1.1 Mixed Use 

Cascade); and 

2. applying the multipliers set out in Table 1.1 where the credit site is in a lower value area than the 

host mixed use site. 

Policy Application 

The residential mixed use credit development 

1.1.24 In considering if a proposal should be agreed as a Residential Mixed Use Credit scheme, the council 

will take into account the scheme’s location, scale, and quality; the number of residential units to be provided; 

the probability of the site coming forward for residential use in any event; and the likelihood of the applicant 

requiring the site in connection with its own commercial developments.  
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1.1.25 Once planning permission is granted for a residential scheme agreed as a Residential Mixed Use 

Credit site, that credit should be used up within 810 years of the date of permission.the completion of the 

credit development.  However, a residential credit cannot be taken into account when assessing planning 

applications until the residential development is ‘practically completed’. Within the 108 year period, 

applications for use of those land use credits may be submitted.   

1.1.26 Residential schemes to be used as Residential Mixed Use Credit sites can be a combination of market 

dwellings and affordable housing or solely affordable housing. Draw downs of ‘credit units’ will be tenure 

neutral. Affordable housing in agreed Residential Mixed Use Credit sites can only be drawn-down in lieu of 

residential requirements arising from Core Strategy Policy CS1 Mixed Use in the CAZ. It cannot be drawn down 

in lieu of affordable housing required from Affordable Housing policies. Policy CMP 4.14 sets out how a system 

for credits in lieu of affordable housing policy requirements will be applied. 

1.1.27 In market housing led schemes, the provisions of Core Strategy Policy CS16 Affordable Housing and 

CMP Policies 4.12, 4.13 and 4.15 will apply. Payments in Lieu of affordable housing provision will not be 

permitted in connection with residential mixed use credit developments.  

1.1.28 Any credits not used or allocated to a mixed use planning permission will cease to be considered as 

Residential Mixed Use Credits after  108 years from the date of planning permission the development 

completion for the Residential Mixed Use Credit development. 

1.1.29 This policy will also apply to partial on-site or off-site provision and partial land use credit draw down, 

so that if a mixed use development contains some, but not the full residential requirement, the cascade set 

out in policy CMP 1.1 will apply and if off-site provision is not possible and that developer has available land 

use credits, these credits must be used (rather than a payment in lieu).  

Use of Residential Mixed Use Credits 

1.1.30 Use of residential credits should deliver a substantially better planning outcome than an on-site 

residential solution in quantative, qualitative and/ or delivery terms.irrespective of the financial viability of the 

commercial development or the credit site, or housing units within the credit site, and the full draw down will 

apply in all cases. 

1.1.31 Once a credit unit has been attached to a particular scheme it will be unavailable for use in 

connection with other proposal sites until the permission has expired or unless the council has agreed 

otherwise.   

1.1.32 If it has been agreed that on-site or off-site provision of the housing is not appropriate or practical, 

and a land use credit or credits are available, that developer must draw down the required credits, they cannot 

provide a Payment in Lieu as an alternative.  

1.1.33 Residential units agreed as Residential Mixed Use Credits can only be used as residential mixed use 

credits by that developer. They cannot be traded to another developer. 

1.1.34 Any off-site provision of affordable housing in connection with a market led Residential Mixed Use 

Credit site cannot be drawn down in lieu of affordable housing required under Affordable Housing policy. 

Calculation of credit draw down 

1.1.35 The financial viability of Residential Mixed Use Credit schemes or units will not be taken into account 

when calculating the required credit draw down in association with a mixed use scheme. The financial value of 

a residential land use credit should be agreed with the Council when the development is permitted.  
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1.1.36 Credits are denominated in sqm.  Thus the number of credits to be drawn down will be equal to the 

increase in commercial space in the mixed use development, less any residential space provided on-site or off-

site.The number of residential units to form the basis for the draw down will be calculated as follows: 

the total amount of additional commercial floorspace in the mixed use development; plus where the credit site 

is in an area with a lower land value than the host commercial site; 

an amount of residential floorspace to reflect the difference in land values between the commercial site and 

the proposed residential site (see ‘multipliers to be applied’ below). 

1.1.37 The residential floorspace to form the basis for the drawn down, (i.e. i. and ii. above), is then 

converted to a unit figure using the following formula: 

Number of credit 
units  

to be drawn down = 

The amount of residential floorspace to form the basis for the drawn down( i and 
ii

vi
) 

100 sqm 

The multipliers to be applied when the residential mixed use credits are in an area with a lower land value than 

the host commercial site are set out in Table 1.1 of Policy CMP 1.1.  

Four example calculations are set out in Part 1: Appendices. All floorspace calculations are Gross External Area. 

Reasoned Justification 

1.1.38 Proposals for residential development intended for use as a residential mixed use credit site must be 

a commercial building/site, because residential and surplus social and community uses could only be 

redeveloped for residential use in any event, so there would not be a substantially better planning outcome.  

1.1.39 The proposed Residential Mixed Use Credit site must not be on a site which already has an extant 

residential planning permission included in the 5 – 15 yr list of housing sites, or have a previous permission for 

change of use to residential, in order to maximise the number of new homes. To allow otherwise would mean 

that sites that would have come forward anyway as commercial to residential schemes would be used to fulfill 

the Mixed Use policy and therefore result in a reduction in overall housing supply.  

1.1.40 For the same reason the residential development intended for use as a residential mixed use credit 

site must be agreed as a residential mixed use credit site at application stage in order to prevent residential 

schemes which have already got planning permission being used as credits, thereby leading to a reduction in 

the number of new homes. 

1.1.41 The proposed residential mixed use credit site must should be in the Core CAZ, or Named Streets and 

North CAZ in order to reflect the objective of Core Strategy Policy CS1 Mixed Use in the CAZ which is to 

maintain and enhance the character and function of the CAZ in Westminster. The Core CAZ, and Named 

Streets and parts of the North CAZ are the parts of CAZ characterised by a mix of commercial, residential, and 

other uses reflecting London’s Global city status. Parts of the CAZ outside these areas are largely residential so 

off-site provision of the residential requirement arising from the mixed use policies would not contribute to 

the mixed use character of the CAZ.  

1.1.42 Use of residential credits should deliver a substantially better planning outcome than other 

options in the ‘Mixed Use cascade’ and therefore the residential mixed use credit development must be of an 

exceptionally the highest quality in terms of sustainable design and amenity standards. This will ensure that 

the housing created in this way is of a higher quality than would normally have been possible on-site. 
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1.1.43 In accordance with Core Strategy Policy CS16 Affordable Housing, all residential developments will 

provide affordable housing on sites of 10 additional units or 1000sqm of residential floorspace. Affordable 

housing provided as a Mixed Use Credit cannot be drawn down in lieu of Policy CS16 Affordable Housing 

requirements because this would reduce the amount of affordable housing overall. 

1.1.44 A residential mixed use credit system is complex to manage and needs to be monitored effectively 

and transparently. The council will therefore require applicants to bear the cost of creating and maintaining 

the monitoring database. Details of mixed use credit developments and use of credits will be published in the 

Annual Monitoring Report.  

1.1.45 Eight Ten years is considered a reasonable amount of time to allow for draw down of the Residential 

Mixed Use Credits, as it allows for construction time and an additional five or more number of years for 

applications to draw down the credits.  

1.1.46  A Residential Mixed Use Credit scheme should deliver more homes and residential floorspace than 

would have been possible on-site or off-site in the vicinity, to compensate for the potential overall reduction in 

housing supply that would otherwise result from the use of a credit system. In addition to a greater amount of 

residential floorspace, more homes will be achieved by the use of a 100sqm notional floorspace for one 

residential unit. This will encourage the provision of homes of a size that better meet Westminster’s known 

housing needs. Applying a multiplier where the credit site is in a lower value area than the host mixed use site 

will also ensure that there is no financial advantage to developing Residential Mixed Use Credits in the lowest 

value areas, and will achieve more residential floorspace than would have been provided on site or off-site in 

the vicinity in cases when the credit site is in a lower value area than the mixed use site.  The provision of 

higher quality homes than would have been possible on-site will contribute to achieving a substantially better 

planning outcome.  

 

Payment in Lieu of Residential Provision in Mixed Use Schemes 

1.1.47 When the cascade of options 1 to 3 set out in policy CMP 1.1 have been discounted and the council 

agrees to accept a commuted sum in lieu of all or some part of the Mixed Use requirement, the payment will 

reflect the cost in providing the affordable housing that would otherwise have been sought .  the uplift in value 

between a policy compliant mixed use scheme and a 100% commercial scheme or a mixed use scheme with 

less than the policy compliant amount of residential floorspace.  

 

1.1.48 Policy Aim: To ensure that commercial developments contribute to housing in the city, and that it is 

not financially advantageous for developers to make payments in lieu rather than providing residential 

floorspace to meet the requirements of the Mixed Use policies.  

Policy CMP 1.3: Payment in Lieu of residential provision in Mixed Use schemes 

The council will require a payment in lieu of residential floorspace required by Mixed Use policies CS1 and CMP 

1.1 as set out below:  

(i) Zone 1High value area - £2,300 x per sqm* 

(ii) Zone 2  Low value area - £1,450x per sqm 
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(iii) Zone 3  £500 per sqm 

Policy Application 

1.1.49 Where it is agreed that none of the other policy options in the mixed use policy ‘cascade’ can be 

pursued, or that these options can only provide part of the residential requirement, the appropriate payment 

in lieu will be required. 

1.1.50 The 'per sqm' sums refer to Gross External Area of the residential floorspace requirement.  

1.1.51 The moneys received from the application of Policy CMP 1.3 will be placed in the council’s Affordable 

Housing Fund. This fund will be used to enable the delivery of affordable homes in Westminster. 

Reasoned Justification 

1.1.52 To ensure that commercial developments in the CAZ above the thresholds set out in Core Strategy 

Policy CS1 Mixed Use in the CAZ, contribute to housing in Westminster. Where it is agreed that none of the 

other policy options in the mixed use policy ‘cascade’ can be pursued, or that these options only provide part 

of the residential requirement, the payment in lieu will ensure that ensure that all commercial developments 

in the CAZ above the thresholds set out in Policy CS1, contribute to housing in the city. The per sqm sums are 

intended to be a value neutral option in comparison with the other options, to ensure that it is not  financially 

advantageous for developers to make payments in lieu rather than providing residential floorspace to meet 

the requirements of the Mixed Use policies. 

1.1.53 The per sqm sums above are based on the draft recommendations of ‘Payment in Lieu of Mixed Use’ 

study currently being undertaken  by DTZ and due for completion in early November. 

1.1.54 The PiL figures per sqm, are based on the difference in residual land value between the developer 

providing 100% offices on site, as opposed to providing the policy compliant mixed use floorspace (including 

any applicable affordable percentage on site). The figures take into account the full range of development 

costs and revenues involved (for example, sales values and build costs), rather than being based on a single 

factor. Therefore they do not need updating or inflating annually in line with changes in any single factor. The 

figures are only likely to need reviewing if the broad balance of factors changes substantially – for example if 

build costs are inflating consistently faster than sales values or vice versa.  The council will monitor and review 

as necessary. 

 

 

Map 1.2: Mixed Use Payment in Lieu Bands 
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Land Uses Swaps  

1.1.55 Policy Aim: To ensure good quality commercial and residential accommodation to sustain and 

enhance the mixed use character of Central Westminster. 

Policy CMP 1.4: Land Use Swaps 

Planning permission for the swapping of uses between sites which are located in the Core Central Activities 
Zone or in the Named Streets will be granted where:  

1. the swap is of lawful commercial and residential accommodation;  
2. the swap is between sites which are in the vicinity of each other or elsewhere in the Core 

CAZ or Named Streets; 
3. the mixed use character of buildings and the area around the commercial site is maintained;  
4. at least the equivalent amount of residential floorspace is provided; 
5. the new residential accommodation is of a higher standards in terms of quality and amenity; 
6. the commercial site is not protected by other Core Strategy or CMP polices; 
7. the commercial site does not have an previousextant  permission for residential purposes; 
8. the commercial property is not on the 5-15 year list of identified sites for housing delivery; 

and 
9. the lawful commercial site and the residential site are in the same ownership. 

 
 

 

Policy Application 
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1.1.56 In considering applications for land use swaps, the council will expect the quality and quantity of 

housing to be maximised. The new residential accommodation will be self contained and have separate access, 

be of a higher standard and result in improved levels of privacy and/or daylighting.  

1.1.57 The policy applies to the swap of uses in their entirety, for example a swap between a flat and office 

accommodation. A swap between a residential extension with office floorspace will not be acceptable. 

1.1.58 In most instances the swap will be between lawful office accommodation and residential 

accommodation. However, proposals for the swap of residential accommodation with other land uses, such as 

hotels may be acceptable. Proposals for the swap between commercial uses will be considered on their merit 

having regard to the character and function of the area and all other policies in the Core Strategy and City 

Management Plan. 

1.1.59 Swaps will not be allowed between properties in the Core CAZ and Named Streets and properties in 

areas which are outside these locations. This is because the loss of residential accommodation in the Core CAZ 

and Named Streets would undermine their mixed use character and new commercial uses are not generally 

appropriate outside the Core CAZ and Named Streets except in the Shopping Centres or NWEDA.   

1.1.60 Applications for land use swaps outside the Core CAZ and the Named Streets will be taken on their 

merit but must comply with the criteria set out in Policy CMP 1.4 above.  

Reason Justification 

1.1.61 It is important that the land use swaps policy does not undermine other policies in the Core Strategy 

and CMP to encourage mixed use buildings developments and mixed use areas. However, the transfer of uses 

between buildings can facilitate a better arrangement of uses within buildings and therefore greater efficiency 

and sustainability of the building stock by ensuring long-term suitability and continued occupation. The overall 

effect is to enhance the quality of both commercial and residential accommodation, and can result in 

improvements to access, servicing, security and quality of residential accommodation. 

 

Creative Businesses 

1.1.62 Policy Aim: To maintain economic diversity and encourage innovation by ensuring that the creative 

sector continues to thrive in Westminster. 

Policy CMP 1.5: Creative Businesses 

Creative businesses will be supported and encouraged, and will be protected where possible and appropriate. 

 

 

 

Policy Application 

1.1.63 Creative businesses in Westminster occupy a variety of premises, within a range of uses classes, 

including A1 retail and B1 business premises. The diversity of the creative sector in Westminster including a 

large number of media companies, the geographical distribution of its businesses and the limitations inherent 

Comment [WPA53]: Land use swaps 
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in the Use Classes Order 1987 (as amended) for B1 uses means that a customised approach to the application 

of policy is required, as follows: 

(i) Policies for uses within the creative sector are threaded throughout the Core Strategy and CMP and 

will be used to protect and encourage individual creative uses.  These uses are mainly in the ‘Creative 

Experiences’ category and involve arts and cultural uses such as museums, art galleries, cinemas, live 

music venues, concert halls and theatres (Core Strategy Policy CS21 Tourism, Arts and Culture and 

CMP 1.26). However, the bespoke tailors in Saville Row (Core Strategy Policy CS2 Special Policy Areas 

and CMP 1.22) are creative uses which also afford policy protection and encouragement. Policy CMP 

1.8 for retail uses provides the potential for the temporary use of long-term vacant premises for 

creative small businesses. 

(ii) The North Westminster Economic Development Area is the part of Westminster where existing 

commercial floorspace including all B1 floorspace, is both protected and encouraged. In this area the 

council places a high priority on the provision and retention of small, flexible and affordable units and 

encourages the clustering of small businesses, including those in the creative sector and for digital 

enterprises (Core Strategy Policy CS12 NWEDA and CMP 1.6). NWEDA has the potential to expand 

opportunities for commercial activity that cannot afford to locate in more central areas of 

Westminster. 

(iii) Core Strategy Policy CS19 Offices and Other B1 Floorspace requests new workshops and studios 

are provided as part of the overall mix of uses because of the location or existing use of a 

development site. This policy will apply to the Millbank Strategic Cultural Area (Core Strategy Policy 

CS6 Core Central Activities Zone), the Paddington Opportunity Area (Core Strategy Policy CS3) and the 

North Westminster Economic Development Area (Core Strategy Policy CS12). New workshops and 

studios will also be requested, as part of the overall mix of uses, where the existing property is used 

for creative purposes such as ancillary office accommodation in theatres. 

(iv) Where appropriate, new workshops and studio floorspace will be secured through legal 

agreement to ensure its long-term retention.  

(v) Existing light Industrial floorspace will be protected where this has been secured by condition or 

legal agreement unless the proposals are for residential development, the City’s priority use.. 

(vi) The council will work in partnership with businesses in Westminster to support creative industries 

in accordance with the actions set out in the Economic Development Strategy. 

 

Reasoned Justification 

1.1.64 Creative Industries are a leading sector in London’s economy and according to the Mayor’s Cultural 

Strategy (November 2010) the Gross Value Added (GVA) of the creative industries in London in 2007 was 

£18.545bn. The London Plan seeks the provision of a diverse and innovative economy. London Plan Policy 4.1A 

f states that the Mayor will work in partnership to emphasise the need for greater recognition of the 

importance of enterprise and innovation. 

1.1.65 Westminster is at the heart of the national creative sector and contains, by far, the highest number of 

creative industry jobs in London. New businesses are attracted to Westminster because of its unique 

environment and prestige. Between 1999 and 2009 creative industries in Westminster grew by 29%, compared 
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to the rest of London with a lesser growth of 20%.
vii

 Although the creative sector is well established in 

Westminster, its businesses thrive on innovation, with many at the cutting edge of technology.
viii

 

1.1.66 The council values creative businesses in terms of the diversity, innovation and creativity they provide 

for Westminster. In order to gain a better understanding of how the creative sector operates, the council 

commissioned a study of Westminster’s Creative Industries, published in October 2007 and updated March 

2011.
ix
 The report categorises the creative industries sector into four sub-groups as follows.

x
 

Creative Content: Businesses involved in the distribution of intellectual property, usually copyright 

protected, to customers and audiences through sales advertising or subscription, such as broadcasters 

and publishers.  

Creative Experience: Companies based around the viewing of specific activities, performances or 

locations, such as theatre or live music. 

Creative Originals: Enterprises or sole traders involved in the manufacture, production or sale of physical 

goods, such as bespoke tailoring and designer fashion.  

Creative Services: Companies involved in the provision of creative services and intellectual property to 

clients, such as new media design and post production. 

1.1.67 The sheer range of creative activity in Westminster, with businesses occupying a variety of premises, 

means that a number of policy strands are required to support and encourage the creative sector in the city. 

Creative businesses are distributed throughout Westminster, with the primary cluster in Soho and Mayfair and 

secondary clusters around Covent Garden and the Strand (including Theatreland), Victoria and North Pimlico, 

the Exhibition Road, Paddington, Bayswater and Westbourne.  

1.1.68 Creative industries tend to be smaller than businesses in other sectors and in Westminster 90% of 

creative businesses have ten or less employees.
xi
  The policies for the North Westminster Economic 

Development Area aim to facilitate the growth of creative businesses by the provision of floorspace for new 

small and emerging businesses. 

1.1.69 The Town and Country Planning (Use Classes Order) 1987 (as amended) removed the distinction 

between two former classes of ‘office’ and ‘light industrial’ use and therefore planning permission is not 

required for a change of use between these B1 uses.  While it is acknowledged that only a very small 

percentage (1%) of creative industries actually occupy light industrial floorspace (B1c),
xii

 over the years the 

council has attached conditions to planning permissions seeking to retain light industrial floorspace (B1c).  This 

is to ensure the ongoing provision of this specialist B1 floorspace, which meets the needs of niche uses such as 

recording studio in Soho
xiii

. This floorspace adds to the range of commercial floorspace for creative businesses 

in the centre of Westminster. 

1.1.70 It is recognised that support for creative businesses cannot be achieved by land use policies alone, 

and the council will continue to work in partnership with businesses and support the creative sector through 

Westminster’s Growth Strategy (2012-2015). 

 

Commercial floorspace in North Westminster Economic Development Area 

1.1.71 The council wants to encourage more economic activity and enterprise in the North Westminster 

Economic Development Area.  
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1.1.72 Westminster contains residents at both ends of the wealth spectrum, being home to some of the 

richest and most deprived communities in England.  The North Westminster Economic Development Area 

(NWEDA) is an area within which there are substantial areas of deprivation.  

1.1.73 The London Plan recognises that there is an important role for the planning system in ensuring that an 

adequate mix of businesses and employment opportunities are provided close to those communities who 

would particularly benefit from local jobs. In order to improve the local economy, and the skills and prospects 

of residents within NWEDA, the key priority is to maximise opportunities that promote sustainable economic 

growth and create jobs.  Benefits to the economy will be an important consideration when development 

proposals in NWEDA are being determined.  

1.1.74 The provision of flexible and affordable commercial floorspace within NWEDA will create economic, 

social and environmental benefits by including new opportunities for business start ups, development of small 

and medium sized enterprises and growth and employment at a range of skills levels.  

1.1.75 The council’s Local Economic Area Baseline Study (2011) is used to monitor the performance of the 

economy of Westminster.    Encouragingly, despite the majority of wards in the city losing employees through 

the 2008/9 recession, both the Little Venice and Harrow Road Wards within NWEDA enjoyed employee 

growth.  These policies aim to continue this growth in these and other NWEDA wards. They will support the 

implementation of Westminster’s Core Strategy Policy CS12 NWEDA by helping to maintain the economic 

renewal of the area. 

1.1.76 Policy Aim: To protect existing, and encourage the delivery of new commercial floorspace in the 

North Westminster Economic Development Area. 

 

Policy CMP 1.6 : Commercial Floorspace in North Westminster Economic Development 

Area 

A) Within the North Westminster Economic Development Area floorspace classed as having a lawful 

commercial use will be protected, and the delivery of new commercial floorspace will be encouraged.   

B) Any development should include the retention or re-provision of at least the existing amount of 

commercial floorspace unless it can be demonstrated that the proposed commercial floorspace 

provided in the development better meets the employment demands of the local area. 

C) Where there is existing floorspace for small business within the B use class, this should be re-provided 

in any redevelopment or, where agreed by the council, elsewhere in the NWEDA.  

D) Developments creating more than either 25 residential units or 2,500sqm of residential floorspace will 

be required to provide new commercial floorspace on site or, where agreed by the council, elsewhere 

within the North Westminster Economic Development Area. This shall be in addition to the required 

social and community uses.   

E) In all developments that propose commercial floorspace high priority will be given to the provision of 

space for small business.  

Policy Application 

Protection of existing commercial floorspace 
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1.1.77 Proposals that involve the loss of commercial floorspace within NWEDA will generally not be 

acceptable.  

1.1.78 Where it is proposed to redevelop land occupied by commercial floorspace, the council will seek to 

maximise the amount of commercial floorspace that can be accommodated on the site. Applicants will 

therefore be required to retain or re-provide at least the existing amount of commercial floorspace on the site. 

Applicants must also demonstrate that the commercial element of the proposal is appropriate to meet the 

likely needs of the end user. Applicants are therefore advised to work collaboratively with the council (see 

Westminster’s Growth Strategy 2012-2015) and other local stakeholders to identify the appropriate uses for 

their site and to address the needs and priorities of the area to ensure the commercial space is productively 

used.  

1.1.79 In exceptional circumstances the council may allow the loss of some commercial floorspace on a site. 

However, this may only be permitted where the applicant can demonstrate to the council’s satisfaction that 

the proposed commercial use on the site better meets the demands of the local area through the provision of 

any of the following: 

 the potential to create more jobs that would benefit local people; 

 flexible and affordable workspaces that are both suitable and affordable for small commercial uses 

including start-up companies, micro businesses studios, workshops, or creative and cultural uses; 

 the improvement of a Shopping Centre by introducing an active frontage. 

 

1.1.80 Existing small business units will be protected and therefore floorspace suited to their needs will be 

required to be re-provided in association with any redevelopment.  

 

 

Provision of new commercial floorspace 

1.1.81 Proposals for new commercial floorspace in NWEDA will be encouraged subject to the full range of 

other planning policies and considerations set out in Westminster’s Local Development Framework.  For 

example, new retail should be directed to the Local and District Shopping Centres, in accordance with Core 

Strategy Policy CS20 Retail. 

1.1.82 Within NWEDA residential developments creating more than 25 residential units or 2,500 sqm of 

residential floorspace will be required to provide new commercial floorspace. Where practical and viable this 

commercial floorspace should be provided on site as part of a mixed use development. The amount of 

commercial floorspace that is deemed appropriate will be determined on a case by case basis.  

1.1.83 The requirement for provision on site may be applied more flexibly where applicants are able to 

demonstrate that the use would be more appropriate on an alternative site within NWEDA. The council 

recognises that in some cases the co-location of commercial floorspace can provide the opportunity for 

improved local economic benefits.  

Map 1.3: North West Westminster Economic Development Area 
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1.1.84 For instance providing floorspace for small businesses in close proximity to other similar uses could 

help to create a cluster of enterprises which grouped together in networks provide modes of communication, 

knowledge exchange, business support and learning, and the potential for reducing overheads through shared 

resources. Applicants should therefore work collaboratively with the council and local stakeholders to ensure 

that these types of commercial uses are provided in the best possible locations within NWEDA. 

1.1.85 Given the need to ensure the availability of sufficient and suitable workspaces in terms of type, size 

and cost the council will work closely with applicants and its partners to ensure that all commercial 

developments include the provision of flexible and affordable commercial floorspace that is suitable, for 

example, for start-up companies, micro businesses, higher and further educational institutions, and creative 

and cultural uses. Provision for business incubator and co-working style small business spaces will also be 

strongly encouraged. These latter types of workspaces are generally open plan, encouraging peer to peer 

learning, and host support for start-up and micro businesses.  

1.1.86 Where the provision of commercial floorspace on site is not considered appropriate due to the nature 

of the site, conflicts with other policy requirements or on the grounds of viability, the council will require the 

applicant to contribute towards new commercial floorspace in NWEDA, for example through the council’s 

‘Business Incubator Programme’.  

1.1.87 Business incubation facilities are a highly effective mechanism for supporting start-up and micro 

businesses. Business incubation facilities provide affordable space and other forms of support for start-up and 

micro businesses, for example on-site training programmes, a peer-to-peer learning environment, access to 

shared facilities, and access to investment. The two facilities created to date under the council’s Business 

Incubator Programme are experiencing high levels of demand. The council will seek to use its Business 

Incubator Programme to facilitate more facilities in Westminster. The council is particularly keen to realise 

opportunities identified in the Church Street and Westbourne Green Masterplans, and elsewhere in NWEDA.    
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1.1.88 Applicants must demonstrate that the commercial element of their proposal is appropriate to meet 

the likely needs of the end user. This includes ensuring on completion that the premises are marketed at a 

price that reflects the type of use, quality and location of floorspace.  

1.1.89 In accordance with the London Plan where appropriate the council will use planning conditions and 

planning obligations to secure the long-term use of a range of commercial floorspace in NWEDA.  Where 

appropriate the council will use planning conditions and planning obligations to secure the long-term use of a 

range of commercial floorspace in NWEDA.  For example, it may require small business units to remain under 

250sqm, and not be amalgamated to create large units. 

Reasoned Justification 

1.1.90 Core Strategy Policy CS12 seeks to tackle deprivation in NWEDA by encouraging developments that 

promote and increase economic activity. With only 2% of jobs in Westminster located in the four main wards 

of NWEDA, the council seeks to encourage employment growth in the area to improve employment prospects 

for local people. The protection of existing commercial floorspace is therefore an essential component of 

meeting this objective. 

1.1.91 NWEDA is a primarily residential area, with a high proportion of social rented affordable housing.  The 

City of Westminster Local Economic Area Baseline Study (2011) identifies that 42% of Westminster’s Deprived 

Population
xiv

 live in the four Wards that make up most of NWEDA:  Church Street, Westbourne, Queen’s Park 

and Harrow Road. 40% of Westminster’s Job Seekers Allowance claimants reside in those same four wards.  In 

order to address the deprivation and unemployment issues in the area, it will be necessary to ensure that 

employment opportunities are provided alongside any significant increases in the residential population.  

1.1.92 Many large multi-national businesses from a variety of sectors have their headquarters and are 

therefore major employers in Westminster, but there are many more small businesses that are important to 

the city’s economic health. Small businesses make up the vast majority of Westminster’s enterprises, with 85% 

of Westminster’s VAT registered businesses having fewer than 10 employees.    

1.1.93 A variety of commercial space plays an integral role in a sustainable local economy and the Mayor of 

London seeks to promote and enable the continued development of a strong and diverse economy across all 

parts of London, ensuring the availability of sufficient workspaces suitable in terms of type, size and cost. 

Workspaces that are both suitable and affordable are key concerns when deciding where to locate a small 

business and therefore it is imperative that there is sufficient capacity to accommodate their needs.  It is 

therefore important within an economic renewal area like NWEDA, where land values and therefore rents are 

historically lower than within the Central Activities Zone, to ensure that the supply of commercial floorspace 

for small businesses is maintained.  

1.1.94 Creative Industries are a growth sector in Westminster, currently employing approximately 90,000 

people in the city
xv

.  81% of creative industries occupy less than 280sqm, and 55% occupy less than 90sqm
xvi

.  

The study recommends that Westminster continues to require an appropriate amount of small office/business 

units in new and redeveloped premises, and strongly advocates the need for the council to help protect and 

grow its creative economy. Encouraging clusters of flexible space for small business units including creative 

industries in NWEDA could provide a valuable catalyst for local regeneration.   

 

Commercial uses in predominantly residential areas 
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1.1.95 Policy Aim: To protect and support the character of predominantly residential areas of Westminster. 

Policy CMP 1.7: Commercial Uses in predominantly residential areas  

A) New commercial uses are not generally appropriate, except where they provide a service to support 
the local residential community.  
 

B) Extensions to existing lawful office use will only be allowed in order to improve access for those with 
disabilities or in other circumstances where the Council is convinced that the extension of the existing 
office use can be justified.  

 
C) The loss of A1 or non-A1 retail uses to residential uses will only be allowed where: 

1. the unit has been vacant for 12 months; 
2. the council is satisfied that attempts to let the unit at reasonable rent levels have been 

unsuccessful; and 
3. the change is a use that supports the local residential community. 

 

Policy Application 

1.1.96 This policy applies to those predominantly residential areas outside the Core Central Activities Zone, 

the ‘Named Streets’ in Marylebone and Fitzrovia, the Designated Shopping Centres, the Paddington 

Opportunity Area, the Strategic Cultural Area in Knightsbridge, and the Special Policy Areas (SPAs).  This does 

not necessarily mean that there are no predominantly residential areas within those areas – but rather those 

areas are covered by other tailored policy approaches set out in this Chapter, and within Core Strategy Policies 

CS1-6 amongst others. In particular, this policy is intended to support Core Strategy Policy CS13 (Outside the 

CAZ and NWEDA), as well as Policies CS8-10 (covering non Core CAZ areas Marylebone and Fitzrovia, 

Knightsbridge, and Pimlico).  

1.1.97 Uses to support the residential community could include community or health facilities such as a 

crèche, nursery or dentists surgery, or business uses such as workshops and training centres, which would 

benefit the local area.  In all cases applicants will need to demonstrate how the new use will support the 

residential community in that part of Westminster. 

1.1.98 The potential for the provision of new office floorspace outside the main office locations (and town 

centres) is limited and apart from improving access for people with disabilities and in other appropriate 

circumstances such as extending existing commercial operations which are considered appropriate within the 

location, should be for the purposes of supporting the local residential population in that part of Westminster, 

for example, offices for local charities or offices for the co-ordination of private or public health or community 

services. 

1.1.99 This does not prevent the redevelopment of a site in commercial use for the same commercial 

purposes, provided there in no increase in floorspace or limited extension in appropriate circumstances. In all 

cases residential floorspace will be protected. 

1.1.100 There may be instances where existing established small office occupiers may wish to intensify 

employment and build small extensions. In such cases, these may be acceptable as an exception to policy.  

1.1.101 Any new commercial uses will not be allowed at the expense of existing residential uses. New retail 

uses will be assessed against the principles set out in Policy CMP 1.8.  

Reasoned Justification 
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1.1.102 Outside the main commercial locations the council wishes to sustain and enhance residential areas by 

limiting commercial development which can undermine the character of these areas and by promoting the 

provision of services to support the local community. 

1.1.103 London Plan Policy 2.12 supports the need for predominantly local activities within residential parts of 

the Central Activities Zone. The above policy supports the long standing residential communities in 

Westminster and protects, sustains and enhances its distinctive localities. In particular, the policy ensures that 

development outside the main office locations and the town centres reinforces their residential character by 

allowing new office floorspace where it can be shown to support the local residential population in that part of 

Westminster. 

1.1.104 Isolated shops are important for serving the needs of local residential communities, often providing 

convenient and accessible local food shops. They are therefore given protection to ensure that every effort is 

made to bring them back into use before accepting the permanent loss of the use.  
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1.2 Retail Uses and Shopping Centres 

1.2.1 Retail uses play an important role in Westminster’s economy through meeting the needs of local 

residents and visitors and contributing to the local character and identity of local neighbourhoods. The Core 

Strategy recognises the contribution that retail uses can make, and contains an overarching strategic policy 

(Core Strategy Policy CS20 Retail) which protects existing A1 and non-A1 retail uses. 

1.2.2 Westminster’s designated hierarchy of shopping centres ranges from the International Centres of the 

West End and part of Knightsbridge, through the CAZ Frontages and other shopping areas within the CAZ, to 

the Major, District and smaller scale Local Shopping Centres spread throughout the city.  

Retail Hierarchy CMP Policy 

International Shopping Centres CMP 1.9 

CAZ Frontages and other shopping centres within the 

Central Activities Zone 

CMP 1.10 

Major Shopping Centre CMP 1.11 

District Shopping Centres CMP 1.12-1.15 

Local Shopping Centres CMP 1.16 

 

1.2.3 Alongside this hierarchy the Mayor of London and the council have designated the West End Special 

Retail Policy Area covering Oxford Street, Regent Street, Bond Street, Soho and Covent Garden. The approach 

set out in Core Strategy Policy CS7 aims to support the West End as a global shopping destination and help to 

provide an enhanced shopping environment through, amongst other priorities, an improved pedestrian 

environment, better access and public transport provision, and an improved retail space.   

1.2.4 The current role of town centres is tested through use of town centre Health Check Surveys, carried 

out regularly by the council most recently in 2002 and 2008. These contain information on the mix of uses, 

environmental quality and general economic health of each shopping centre.  The Health Checks provide 

baseline information against which future Health Checks can be measured, so that changes in shopping areas 

can be monitored and acted upon where necessary.  They also indicate which centres would benefit from 

environmental or other improvements.  The Health Check Surveys enable the council to plan positively, and set 

flexible policies that are able to respond to changing economic circumstances and promote competitive town 

centre environments.  

 

Retail Uses 

1.2.5 Core Strategy Policy CS20 directs new retail floorspace to the designated Shopping Centres. It also 

protects existing A1 retail throughout Westminster except where the council considers that the unit is not 
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viable, as demonstrated by long-term vacancy despite reasonable attempts to let. Furthermore, the Core 

Strategy also protects existing non-A1 retail uses and uses occupying shop-type premises within the 

designated shopping centres from changing to non-active uses which do not contribute to the retail character 

and function of the area. The retail uses policy below contains more detail and additional direction in support 

of these overarching Core Strategy policies.   

1.2.6 Policy Aim: To ensure that new retail development is appropriate for its location, and to promote the 

vitality and viability of town and other centres as important places for communities. 

 

Policy CMP 1.8 : Retail uses  
 
A) All A1 and non-A1 retail developments should: 
 

1. be of a scale, type and nature compatible with the character and function of the shopping centre 
upon within which it is located;  

2. where appropriate outside of the Core CAZ, demonstrate that a sequential approach has been 
adopted to site selection; 

3. not be detrimental to the character and function, vitality and viability of a shopping frontage or 
locality, or residential amenity; and 

4. not reduce the range of local convenience shops or shopping facilities, or reduce the attractiveness of 
the centre to shoppers.  

B) Where appropriate the council will require the provision of a range of unit sizes, including a proportion of 
smaller units. 

C) Small shops and especially convenience shops which provide for people’s day to day needs, will be 
protected from non-retail use and encouraged throughout Westminster. The council may attach conditions 
to planning permissions for small retail units to prevent amalgamation into larger premises. 

D) The change of use of a vacant shop-type premises will only be allowed in exceptional circumstances 
provided that: 

1. it is located on the secondary frontage of a Major, District or Local Shopping Centre; 
2. the shop unit has been vacant for at least twelve months;  
3. the council is satisfied that attempts to let the unit at reasonable rent levels have been unsuccessful; 

and 
4. the change is to another appropriate town centre use or including to a community-based arts or 

cultural use, or creative small business use for a temporary period. 
 

Policy Application  

1.2.7 This is an overarching policy that will be applied to all retail uses at all locations throughout 

Westminster. This includes retail and town centre uses within the shopping centres, and mixed use retail 

developments that may contain A2 and A3 uses. Non-A1 ‘retail’ uses include professional and financial services 

(mainly A2 uses) such as banks, building societies, estate agents; premises serving food and drink (A3 – A5 

uses) such as restaurants, cafes, public houses, bars and hot food takeaways.  

1.2.8 Other town centre uses which attract visiting members of the public include cultural and leisure uses 

such as libraries, museums, sports centres; and health uses such as doctors and dentist surgeries.  

1.2.9 It is essential that the scale of development is in keeping with the role and function of the centre 

within the retail hierarchy. The council will also assess applications for retail developments against the relevant 

locational retail policies CMP 1.9 to CMP 1.16.  

Comment [WPA59]:  
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1.2.10 Demonstration of the sequential approach will always be required in large retail developments 

(defined in PPS4 as over 2,500sqm)outside of the Core CAZ and may be required in instances where the council 

considers that there will be a considerable potential impact. However, within many shopping frontages in 

Westminster outside of the Core CAZ, retail developments below this threshold would still have potential to 

have a major impact. This will particularly be the case if the development is likely to have a large impact on a 

District or Local Shopping Centre if the proposal is considered to be large, or unsuitable for other reasons, in 

relation to the size or character of the centre.    

1.2.10A  New retail floorspace is encouraged with the Core CAZ, CAZ Frontages, and the Named Streets in 

Marylebone and Fitzrovia.  A sequential assessment will not usually be required for new retail development 

within the Core CAZ, CAZ Frontages, and the Named Streets in Marylebone and Fitzrovia but outside of the 

designated shopping centres. 

1.2.11 When assessing proposals for retail developments the council will follow national guidance, which 

states that the preferred location for retail development is in existing town centres. Where no suitable sites or 

buildings are available, edge-of–centre sites should be considered, followed by consideration of out-of-centre 

sites.  

1.2.12 When assessing the detrimental effect on the vitality and viability of an area, or on an area’s 

character and function, the following criteria will be taken into account: 

a) if the number and range of shops, particularly local convenience shops, is reduced; 

b) if a concentration of specialist shops is reduced; 

c) if the viability of the remaining shops in a frontage or street is reduced; 

d) if a dead frontage is created; and 

e) if unacceptably high levels of late-night activity are likely to result or already 

unacceptable levels of late-night activity exist. 

1.2.13 The council places a high priority on protecting A1 use from other non-retail uses throughout the city. 

Shops that are, or were last used as local convenience shops such as bakers, butchers, fishmongers, grocers, 

newsagents amongst others are considered particularly important.  Small shops are generally classified as 

those under 150sqm, although this will be applied with a degree of flexibility, taking into account the character 

of the relevant shopping frontage. There are some locations in Westminster (for example the Harrow Road) 

where the amalgamation of smaller retail units into a larger retail store may improve the retail offer by 

providing accommodation for an anchor store. These locations are likely to need improvement in the quality of 

the retail offer and environment. 

1.2.14 The council will make effective use of planning conditions to implement retail policies and proactively 

manage the impacts of development by imposing planning conditions where appropriate to the character of 

the area, to prevent developments from being amalgamated into larger shops or units, and in all instances to 

control the mix of convenience and comparison goods, or resolve issues relating to the impact of the 

development on traffic, such as timing of servicing, noise, cooking smells etc. 

Reasoned Justification 

1.2.15 Planning for a strong retail mix is essential to ensure that the range and quality of the comparison and 

convenience retail offer meets the requirements of the local catchment area. 

1.2.16 The policy takes into account the approach set out in the Core Strategy, and in particular the 

approach to large scale retail development in Core Strategy Policy CS6 which directs large scale retail 
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development to the West End International Shopping Centre’s Primary Shopping Frontages, the CAZ Frontages 

and the Opportunity Areas.  

1.2.17 The provision of a range of unit sizes would enable a variety of shop sizes in keeping with the 

character of the many varied shopping frontages in Westminster. It also recognises that smaller shops can 

significantly enhance the character and vibrancy of a shopping centre and offers opportunities for smaller, and 

potentially local and independent retailers and start-up businesses.  

1.2.18 Long-term vacant or derelict shop-type units have a detrimental effect on the appearance of an area 

or shopping street and can reduce informal surveillance and add to fear of crime. Long-term vacant units in the 

Harrow Road area may particularly benefit from conversion to an employment or community use. 

Employment or community uses on the periphery of District or Local Shopping Centres or local parades could 

also help to support neighbouring shops and services by attracting members of the public.  

1.2.19 There is also potential for the use of long-term vacant shop type units for a community based arts and 

cultural use for a temporary period agreed with the council. 

1.2.20 The policy introduces the potential for the use of long-term vacant shop type units by a creative small 

business use or community based arts and cultural use for a temporary period. This reflects not only the 

concern over the slow take up of retail units in locations such as the Paddington Opportunity Area, but also the 

success of venues such as Westbourne Studios. The approach is in line with Core Strategy Policies CS3 

Paddington Opportunity Area and CS12 NWEDA, and greater emphasis on flexible workspaces and 

employment opportunities. 

 

International Shopping Centres 

1.2.21 The Primary Shopping Frontages in the West End International Centre are Oxford Street, Regent 

Street and Bond Street; and in the Knightsbridge International Centre are Knightsbridge/Brompton Road 

(mainly in the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea).   

1.2.22 Core Strategy Policy CS6 Core Central Activities Zone directs large scale retail development to the 

West End International Shopping Centre and requires development in Knightsbridge to support the character, 

function and vitality of the wider International Shopping within the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea. 

Furthermore Core Strategy Policy CS7 West End Special Retail Policy Area requires A1 retail provision along the 

Primary Shopping Frontages at least at basement, ground and first floor levels. Policy CMP 1.9 below supports 

this approach.   

1.2.23 Policy Aim: To maintain and enhance the West End and Knightsbridge International Shopping 

Centres. 

Policy CMP 1.9: International Shopping Centres 

In International Shopping Centres: 
1. Planning permission will not, except in the most exceptional circumstances, be granted for a change 
of use from A1 use at basement, ground floor, first floor or second floor level within the Primary 
Shopping Frontages.  
2. Change of use from A1 on second floor level of large stores will be acceptable if the new uses 
are compatible with the retail function of the store by providing facilities for visiting members of the 
public. 
2. Change of use from non-A1 or other town centre uses on third floor level and above will be 

Comment [WPA62]: Retail and 
Shopping Centres 

Comment [WPA63]: Retail and 
Shopping Centres 
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acceptable. 
3. Department stores will be protected. 

Policy Application 

1.2.24 Development schemes will need to provide an appropriate number of A1 retail premises, and 

maintain a coherent shopping frontage. The units must be of a type and size appropriate to the character and 

function of the frontage. Schemes should provide at least the same amount of A1 retail floorspace that 

previously existed.  

1.2.25 The council wishes to ensure that the first and second floor level stay in A1 use, in line with the 

character of shopping in the Primary Shopping Frontages. Offices, hotels, and residential uses may be 

acceptable on third floor level and above, subject to other policy considerations.  

Map 1.4: Westminster’s International Shopping Centres 

 

 

Reasoned Justification 

1.2.26 These are major concentrations of specialist and comparison shopping which have significant 

international appeal.  These two centres form the top of London’s shopping hierarchy. Central London’s 

national importance as a shopping area is chiefly based on the shopping facilities in the West End and 

Knightsbridge.  Oxford Street, Regent Street, Bond Street, and Knightsbridge/Brompton Road are the most 

important shopping frontages in the International Centres. These Primary Shopping Frontages have a strong 

predominance of A1 activities at basement and ground floor levels, and significant A1 presence on upper 

floors. These include specialist and fashion shops, major department and national chain stores, as well as 
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prestigious international stores. Over half the A1 floorspace in Oxford Street is at basement and first floor level 

and above. The predominance of multi-floored shops in the Primary Shopping Frontages contributes to the 

shopping strength and vitality of the West End and Knightsbridge International Centres. 

1.2.27 Department stores and other flagship stores are characteristic of the International Centres. Often 

occupying key locations in the Primary Shopping Frontages, they act as magnets attracting other A1 uses, and 

are a substantial customer draw. They offer a wide range of goods and complementary services such as 

restaurants and banking facilities, reducing the need for such services at ground-floor level in the Primary 

Shopping Frontages.  This policy will not be applied so as to prevent the subdivision of existing department 

stores to create space for franchisees or branded concessions operating in connection with the main store. 

 

Retail in the Central Activities Zone 

1.2.28 Policy Aim: To maintain retail function and mixed use character of the Central Activities Zone (CAZ). 

Policy CMP 1.10: Retail in the Central Activities Zone 

A) In the Core CAZ, CAZ Frontages, and the Named Streets in Marylebone and Fitzrovia: 

1. A1 uses at ground, basement or first floor level in the CAZ and CAZ Frontages will be 
protected.  New A1 uses will be encouraged. 

2. A2 or other non-A1 town centre uses will only allowed where the council considers that the 
proposal will not: 

i. reduce the range of local convenience shops, or have a detrimental effect on local 
shopping facilities; 

ii. result in more than three non-A1 units located consecutively in a frontage; and  
iii. undermine the balance of A1 to non-A1 uses within the frontage or centre as a 

whole or result in more than 50% of frontage in non-A1 use. 
 

B) In all other parts of the CAZ: 
 

1. New commercial uses are not generally appropriate, except where they provide a service to 
support the local residential community.  
 

2. The loss of A1 or non-A1 retail uses to residential uses will only be allowed where 
i. the unit has been vacant for 12 months; 

ii. the council is satisfied that reasonable attempts to let the unit for A1 purposes at a 
reasonable rent have been unsuccessful; and 

iii. the change is to a use that supports the local residential community. 

Policy Application 

1.2.29 This policy will be applied in all parts of the CAZ outside the International Centres’ Primary Shopping 

Frontages. It includes the CAZ Frontages designated in the London Plan, and the Core Strategy’s Named Streets 

in Marylebone and Fitzrovia.  

1.2.30 The loss of an A1 use will not normally be permitted at basement, ground or first floor levels. In the 

case of department or other large stores the change of use from A1 at second floor or above should be to a 

use which attracts the general public and complements the shopping facilities in the remaining parts of the 

building. 

Comment [WPA64]: Retail and 
Shopping Centres 
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Map 1.5: CAZ Shopping 

 

1.2.31 The number of consecutive non-A1 uses will be calculated by counting the number of non-A1 uses 

occupying shop-type units running consecutively at ground floor level. This will include those that continue 

around a corner or past an alleyway but will not include those separated by a road. If the proposal would 

result in three or more consecutive non-A1 uses, it will not be permitted.  

1.2.32 An over-concentration of A3 and entertainment uses occurs when the numbers and size of these 

types of uses begin to dominate a street or area and the consequential effects of their operations, including 

the numbers of people attracted, begins to have a detrimental effect on the local environment and residential 

amenity. If such a concentration already exists, additional A3 and entertainment uses will not be permitted as 

this would just exacerbate the existing situation. 

1.2.33 Loss of A1, A2, A3, or sui generis uses to uses which do not serve visiting members of the public, such 

as B1 office will not normally be permitted at ground floor or basement levels.  

Reasoned Justification 

1.2.34 The council wants to protect the character and unique variety of shopping in the West End 

International Centre and other areas in central London, and the overall service shops provided to residents, 

workers and tourists.  

1.2.35 The Primary Shopping Frontages in the West End are predominantly A1 shop use, but beyond these 

streets the land use is more mixed, containing a greater variety of uses, especially banks, pubs, bars and 

restaurants. The A3 uses, together with theatres, cinemas and other entertainment venues, provide central 

London with its nightlife. These uses make a major contribution to London’s role as a sustainable world class 
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city, as well as providing rest and refreshment for workers and shoppers. The policy aims to limit further loss of 

A1 uses and manage the introduction of non-A1 uses for the following reasons: 

a) to preserve speciality shopping areas in the West End, for example, Jermyn Street, Carnaby 

Street, and Covent Garden because of the contribution these areas make to the character and 

function of central London; 

b) to protect individual shops because they provide a service to residents, workers, visitors and 

businesses in the Core CAZ; 

c) to maintain the attraction of the West End as a shopping destination. Reduction in the 

concentration of shops in shopping areas in the West End make areas less attractive to 

shoppers and threaten the viability of individual shops and shopping streets; 

d) to manage the concentration of cafes, bars, restaurants and hot food take-aways to limit any 

deterioration in the quality of the environment, in terms of litter, waste disposal, smells, noise 

and pavement soiling. Increasing numbers of such premises exacerbate the problems for the 

council in its role of managing environmental quality. Deterioration in environmental quality 

reduces the attraction of an area as a shopping destination particularly when it is contrasted 

with the environment of purpose built shopping centres which are direct competitors to the 

West End; 

e) to maintain the attractiveness of central London living. Excessive noise, disturbance and 

environmental degradation make areas unpleasant and unsustainable. Homes in the centre of 

London as well as being beneficial in terms of sustainability criteria also make a major 

contribution to the character and function of the West End.  

1.2.36 In order to ensure that residents in the Core CAZ have easy access to a range of convenience and 

other local shops, a high priority is given to the protection of local shops in the Core CAZ. Of particular 

importance are the shopping streets that provide concentrations of convenience shops for both residents and 

workers in the Core CAZ and the Named Streets. Concentrations of local shopping facilities can be found in 

Berwick Street, Broadwick Street, Brewer Street, Gerrard Street, Shepherd Market, Marylebone High Street, 

Great Titchfield Street, Great Portland Street, Mount Street and parts of North and South Audley Street 

amongst other locations.  

 

Queensway/Westbourne Grove Major Shopping Centre 

1.2.37 Policy Aim:  To enhance the vitality and viability of the Queensway/Westbourne Grove Major 

Shopping Centre 

Policy CMP 1.11: Queensway/Westbourne Grove Major Shopping Centre 

In the Major Shopping Centre, A2 or other non-A1 town centre uses will only be allowed where the proposal 

will not lead to, or add to, a concentration of non-A1 units in any individual frontage or parade, or result in 

more than two non-A1 units located consecutively in the Core Frontage, or result in more than 50% of the 

Core Frontage in non-A1 use. 

Policy Application 
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1.2.38 The number of consecutive non-A1 uses will be calculated by counting the number of non- A1 uses 

occupying shop-type units running consecutively at ground floor level. This will include those that continue 

around a corner or past an alleyway but will not include those separated by a road. If the proposal would 

result in two or more consecutive non-A1 uses, it will not be permitted.  

1.2.39 The most important shopping frontages in this centre have been designated as Core Frontages. In 

these frontages, the council wishes to maintain the existing concentration of shops because of the service they 

provide to local people, and attraction of visitors from elsewhere, or because of the special character of parts 

of the city.  

Reasoned Justification 

1.2.40 Queensway/Westbourne Grove is the largest designated shopping centre in Westminster outside the 

Central Activities Zone.  

1.2.41 It serves local residents, visitors staying in the local hotels, and workers. Its shopping and 

entertainment facilities also attract people from other parts of London. The Major Shopping Centre contains a 

mix of national multiples and a range of specialist and independent retailers. The Whiteleys indoor shopping 

centre provides high quality comparison shopping and has a relatively extensive catchment area.   

1.2.42 In the Queensway/Westbourne Grove Major Shopping Centre, the number of A3 uses and growth in 

night-time activity is considered to have reached a high level of environmental stress and has had an 

unacceptable impact on residential amenity. In order to prevent this situation worsening the council has 

designated the Queensway/Westbourne Grove Stress Area.  

1.2.43 The council has formed a Business Improvement District partnership with local businesses to promote 

a partnership approach to town centre management in Queensway/Westbourne Grove.  

 

District Shopping Centres 

1.2.44 Westminster contains four District Shopping Centres at Church Street/Edgware Road, St. John’s 

Wood, Harrow Road, and Praed Street. These centres are all very different in character and are the focus for 

shopping and other town centre activities outside the CAZ.  

1.2.45 Policy Aim: To provide an area-specific approach to enhancing the vitality of the District Shopping 

Centres. 

Policy CMP 1.12: Church Street/Edgware Road District Shopping Centre 

A) In the Core Frontage, A1 uses will be protected. A2 or other non-A1 town centre uses will only 
allowed where the proposal will not lead to, or add to, a concentration of non-A1 units in any 
individual frontage or parade, or result in two or more non-A1 units located consecutively in the Core 
Frontage, or result in more than 30% of the Core Frontage in non-A1 use 

B) In the Secondary Frontage, the council will encourage greater flexibility of town centre uses which 
complement the existing range of shops, provided the active frontage is maintained at ground floor 
level.  

C) The council will support applications for new comparison and specialist shop uses and new small 
restaurant uses where these do not undermine the vitality and viability of the shopping centre or 
reduce the range of convenience shops.  
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D) Church Street Market will be protected. 
 

Church Street/Edgware Road 

1.2.46 The Church Street/Edgware Road District Shopping Centre primarily functions as a shopping centre for 

local residents in Lisson Grove and Paddington. Compared to other District Shopping Centres, it has a higher 

than average proportion of vacant units.  Church Street/Edgware Road Shopping Centre has a good selection 

of food shops and cafes but does not have the same range of comparison and specialist shops found in other 

District Shopping Centres.  

1.2.47 The North Westminster Economic Development Area covers the Church Street/ Edgware Road District 

Shopping Centre.  

1.2.48 Church Street Market is the largest in Westminster and has 250 stalls which provide a further range of 

food and grocery products and other general retail products. The council will ensure that the Church Street 

Market continues to complement the surrounding shops.  

1.2.49 The council has produced a Church Street Master Plan which provides additional guidance for the 

enhancement of this area. 

Policy CMP 1.13: Harrow Road District Shopping Centre 

A) In the Core Frontage, A1 uses will be protected. A2 or other non-A1 town centre uses will only be 
allowed where the proposal will not lead to, or add to, a concentration of non-A1 units in any individual 
frontage or parade, or result in two or more non-A1 units located consecutively in the Core Frontage, or 
result in more than 25% of Core Frontage in non-A1 use 

B) In the Secondary Frontage, the council will encourage greater flexibility of town centre uses which 
complement the existing range of shops, provided the active frontage is maintained at ground floor 
level.  

C) The council will support applications for appropriate new small restaurant uses where these do not 
undermine the vitality and viability of the shopping centre. 

D) Applications for new takeaway A5 uses will generally be resisted.  

Harrow Road 

1.2.50 The Harrow Road District Shopping Centre functions as a shopping centre for the local residential 

population.  It is one of the smaller District Shopping Centres and does not provide the range and selection of 

shops and services found in other District Shopping Centres. Harrow Road contains a high proportion of A1 

convenience retail uses and takeaway uses and also has a high number of vacancies. 

1.2.51 The council is keen to improve both the retail offer in this centre and the general appearance of the 

centre. The North Westminster Economic Development Area covers the Harrow Road District Shopping Centre.  

1.2.52 The aim here is to consolidate and strengthen the Harrow Road District Shopping Centre by focusing 

on a wider range of uses, and by bringing vacant units back into active use to encourage more visitors to the 

centre to shop and provide natural surveillance to help keep crime levels down. 
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Policy CMP 1.14: Praed Street District Shopping Centre 

A) A1 uses will be protected. A2 or other non-A1 town centre uses will only be allowed where the proposal 
will not lead to, or add to, a concentration of non-A1 units in any individual frontage or parade, or result 
in two or more non-A1 units located consecutively in a frontage. 

B) The council will support new independent convenience stores which improve and complement the 
existing range of shops. 

Praed Street District Shopping Centre 

1.2.53 Due to its proximity to Paddington Station, Praed Street District Shopping Centre caters for visitors 

and workers in addition to functioning as a shopping centre for the local residential population. It is on the 

edge of the Paddington Opportunity Area and is therefore subject to a large amount of redevelopment on its 

northern boundary. The amount of retail floorspace and shoppers is increasing as a consequence. At present 

the centre mainly serves visitors, tourists and workers. Increasingly it will also serve the residents of the new 

housing developments to the north. The council wishes to balance the uses within this centre so that it best 

serves the needs of current and future shoppers. Small or medium-sized supermarkets will be encouraged. The 

current mix of uses in Praed Street and its character and function mean that the normal hierarchy of Core and 

Secondary Frontages does not apply to Praed Street. Therefore the whole of Praed Street District Shopping 

Centre has been designated as a Secondary Frontage. 

Policy CMP 1.15: St John’s Wood District Shopping Centre 

A) In the Core Frontage A1 uses will be protected. A2 or other non-A1 town centre uses will be only 
allowed where the proposal will not lead to, or add to, a concentration of non-A1 units in any 
individual frontage or parade, or result in two or more non-A1 units located consecutively in the Core 
Frontage, or result in more than 25% of the Core Frontage in non-A1 use. 

B) New retail development must be compatible with, and support, the Shopping Centre’s range of high 
quality specialist and independent shops. 

St John’s Wood 

1.2.54 St John’s Wood functions as a shopping centre for the local residential population. It contains a mix of 

high quality shops and services, many of which are specialist and independent retailers. The shopping centre 

has a low vacancy rate and limited scope for expansion.  

Policy Application 

1.2.55 The District Shopping Centre policies will be assessed alongside the key principles set out in the 

overarching retail policy CMP 1.8 and Core Strategy Policies including CS20 Retail, CS3 for Praed Street, CS12 

for Harrow Road, Church Street and Praed Street, CS13 for Queensway, CS18 Commercial Development and 

CS23 Entertainment Uses.  

1.2.56 The most important shopping frontages in the District Shopping Centres have been designated as 

Core Frontages. In these frontages, the council wishes to maintain the existing level of shops because of the 

service they provide to local people or because of the special character of parts of Westminster.  

1.2.57 The introduction of non-A1 uses into the District Shopping Centres will not be permitted if they would 

have a detrimental effect on the vitality or viability, or character and function of the centre or any part of the 

centre. Examples of detrimental effects include: creating a concentration of non-A1 uses, weakening a 

concentration of specialist shopping; weakening the provision of local convenience shopping; creating dead 
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frontages; reducing the attraction of the centre to shoppers; threatening the viability of individual shops by 

isolating them from other shopping facilities; and introducing unacceptably high levels of detrimental activity. 

The balance of A1 uses and non-retail uses should be such as to maintain the attractiveness of the centre to 

both shoppers and retailers. 

1.2.58 The number of consecutive non-A1 uses will be calculated by counting the number of non-A1 uses 

occupying shop-type premises (not units) running consecutively at ground floor level. This will include those 

that continue around a corner or past an alleyway but will not include those separated by a road. If the 

proposal would result in two or more consecutive non-A1 uses, it will not be permitted.  

1.2.59 When assessing whether a proposal would harm residential amenity or local environmental quality, 

the impact on adjoining residential properties will particularly be taken into account.  

1.2.60 This policy approach removes the non-A1 threshold for secondary frontages in order to increase 

flexibility, as the policy criteria would still prevent a concentration of non-A1 units.  

1.2.61 The loss of A2, A3 and other non-A1 retail uses or floorspace, to uses that do not provide a service to 

visiting members of the public or which have a detrimental effect on the vitality or viability of shopping areas, 

will not be permitted in the District Shopping Centres. The main such uses are B1 offices, residential, and 

private members’ clubs. Though residential uses are appropriate in town centres, they do not provide a service 

to the public and are therefore not included in the list of ‘town centre uses’ above and should not be 

introduced at the expense of existing retail uses. Residential uses are often located on upper floors above 

retail floorspace, where they provide additional housing units, and add vitality to town centres.  

Reasoned Justification 

1.2.62 The viability of the District Shopping Centres depends on their vitality and attractiveness. It is the 

concentration and range of shops that attract shoppers. It is therefore important to retain a high level of A1 

uses at the core of these centres. The maintenance of a high concentration of A1 shops in the Core Frontages 

is fundamental to ensuring that the needs of shoppers are met and the retail character and function of centres 

are protected.  

1.2.63 Maintaining the vitality and viability of the District Shopping Centres ensures that valuable services to 

residents and other shoppers are provided, and the need to travel is reduced. 

1.2.64 Non-A1 uses such as restaurants, pubs, cafés, and banks can also attract people into a centre and can 

complement its retail character and function. However, the council is concerned that increasing numbers of 

non-A1 uses in shopping streets has reduced the number of shop units available to accommodate both 

specialist and local shops. This has put particular pressure on local convenience shops and, in some cases, 

restricted the number and range of A1 shops available to local residents. While the council considers that 

provision must be made for the accommodation of non-A1 uses, the need to maintain an adequate 

distribution of local shopping facilities is of overriding importance and takes precedence over other town 

centre uses. 

1.2.65 The streets and frontages around or off the Core Frontages are often more mixed in character, 

accommodating a range of town centre uses. These ‘secondary’ areas of the District Shopping Centres have 

been designated as Secondary Frontages. These are considered to be the most suitable locations for non-A1 

town centre uses such as restaurants and bars, banks, estate agents, or advice centres. In such locations, these 

uses can provide a service and contribute to the vitality of the centre without compromising the centre’s retail 

character and function. In the Secondary Frontages the aim is to balance the shopping and non-A1 uses, and 

avoid harmful concentrations of non-A1 uses in order to maximise the vitality and viability of the Centre. 
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Map 1.6: Westminster’s Major and District Shopping Centres 

 

 

Local Centres 

1.2.66 Policy Aim: To enhance the vitality and viability of Westminster’s local shopping centres and protect 

their local shopping functions, primarily providing for local residents and reducing their need to travel. 

Policy CMP 1.16: Local Shopping Centres:   

A) In the Core Frontages at ground floor level, planning permission for change of use from A1 use will only 

be granted in the most exceptional circumstances. 

B) Outside the Core Frontages, or where a Core Frontage is not defined, the loss of an A1 use will only be 

allowed where the council considers that the proposal will not: 

1. reduce the range of local convenience shops, or have a detrimental effect on local shopping 
facilities; 

2. result in more than three non-A1 units located consecutively in a frontage; and  
3. undermine the balance of A1 to non-A1 uses within the frontage or centre as a whole or result in 

no more than 45% of units in non-A1 use. 

C) At basement and first floor level, A2, A3 or other non-A1 uses will be permitted if the proposal will 

not: 

1. harm the vitality or viability, or character or function of the parade, frontage or centre; 
2. have a detrimental effect on the environment or residential amenity; 
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3. unacceptably intensify an existing use or existing concentration of uses; and 
4. jeopardise the long-term A1 use of the ground floor. 

D) Residential uses are acceptable above first floor level. 

Policy Application 

1.2.67 Local Centres are smaller than the District Shopping Centres, most are between 1,000-10,000 sqm.  

Local Centres normally have a purely local function, but in Westminster, though most are mainly comprised of 

convenience shops with some A3 and service uses, some are also speciality centres which attract shoppers 

from outside Westminster.  Others reflect their proximity to the CAZ by meeting the needs of workers and 

tourists as well as local residents.  

1.2.68 The maintenance of a concentration of shops in the Core Frontages is paramount. Only in the most 

exceptional circumstances will permission be given for loss of A1 use at ground-floor level in the Core 

Frontages. Outside the Core Frontages, exceptions to policy may be made in centres that have high levels of 

long-term vacancy. If a long-term vacant shop
xvii

 is on the periphery of a Local Shopping Centre, that is, at the 

end of a parade, the preferred replacement use will usually be residential. In some circumstances educational, 

health or community uses may be appropriate. 

1.2.69 Introduction of non-A1 uses should not have a harmful effect on the vitality or viability of the centre 

or have a detrimental effect on character and function. Such effects include but are not limited to the 

following: weakening local convenience goods offer, weakening a concentration of specialist shopping, 

creating dead frontage, threatening the viability of individual shops by effectively isolating them from other 

shopping facilities, or introducing unacceptably high levels of activity. The balance of A1 uses and non-retail 

uses should be such as to maintain the attractiveness of the centre to both shoppers and retailers. 

1.2.70 When assessing planning applications affecting shops and services in local centres, the council will 

take into account the importance of the shop or service to the local community or the economic base if the 

proposal would result in its loss or change of use. The council will refuse planning applications which fail to 

protect existing facilities which provide for people’s day-to-day needs.   

Reasoned Justification 

1.2.71 Local shopping centres vary in size from large centres providing a range of shops and services to small 

parades providing a limited number of convenience uses. The council wants to retain shops in Local Centres, in 

order to maintain a range of convenience shops and access to fresh produce and protect the character and 

function of these centres. They also have health benefits and can act as a focal point for community activity. 

1.2.72 The most important shopping frontages in the Local Centres have been designated as Core Frontages. 

In these frontages, the council wishes to maintain the existing level of shops because of the service they 

provide to local people or because of the special character of parts of Westminster.  

1.2.73 The council wants to ensure an adequate stock of units for local shops and to accommodate specialist 

shops, which contribute to the retail character and function of the Local Centres.  

1.2.74 The council acknowledges the role of service uses in local shopping streets. The policy allows for 

greater flexibility of uses on the non-core frontages. Services such as banks, advice centres, doctors’ surgeries 

and cafés are frequently visited in conjunction with a shopping trip, whilst others, such as local pubs, provide 

valuable services which need to be located near to residential areas.  
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Map 1.7: Westminster’s Local Shopping Centres (north) 

 
 
Map 1.8: Westminster’s Local Shopping Centres (south) 
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1.3 Special Policy Areas and associated uses 

1.3.1 Core Strategy Policy CS2 designates the Special Policy Areas (SPAs) in Westminster to protect and 

promote their rich concentration of specialist uses and functions. These locally distinct areas contain either 

one or a number of specialist, and often world famous commercial uses, which provide the Special Policy Area 

with its character and add to the overall diversity of economic uses in Westminster. All of the policies in this 

section contribute towards achieving the strategic priorities and functions identified in Policies 2.10 and 2.11 

of the London Plan. Each of these areas have clusters of ‘special uses’ which add to Westminster’s rich mix of 

uses and contribute to London’s role as a sustainable world class city. The following section sets out detailed 

policies for each of the Special Policy Areas and for associated specialist uses to ensure that these specialist 

clusters and uses are not eroded by pressure from other commercial uses. 

 

East Marylebone Special Policy Area  

1.3.2 Policy Aim: To protect and promote wholesale showroom uses in the East Marylebone Special Policy 
Area. 

 

Policy CMP 1.17: East Marylebone Special Policy Area 

In the East Marylebone Special Policy Area: 

1. New wholesale showroom uses will be encouraged and existing wholesale showroom uses will be 
protected at basement and ground floor except where the council is satisfied that the premises have 
been vacant and actively marketed for wholesale showroom purposes for at least 12 months at a 
reasonable market rent and attempts to find an occupier have been unsuccessful.  

2. In redevelopment schemes existing basement and ground floor wholesale showroom floorspace will 
be replaced with the same amount of wholesale floorspace at basement and ground floor level.  

Policy Application 

1.3.3 A wholesale showroom consists of premises where goods are sold in bulk to retailers or their agents, 

and are not open to the general public. The East Marylebone Special Policy Area (SPA) has long been 

associated with ‘the rag trade’ and the majority of wholesale showrooms in the area are still associated with 

clothing.  

1.3.4 Wholesale showroom uses will be protected at basement and ground floor in the East Marylebone 

SPA unless there is no demand for the use of the premises for this purpose. Demand will be demonstrated by 

long-term vacancy and the active marketing of the premises for wholesale showroom purposes for at least 12 

months. The premises should be marketed widely and thoroughly with regard to the specialist nature of the 

use and at a reasonable rent. 

1.3.5 Wholesale showrooms can operate with a small amount of retail sales to the public provided this does 

not reach a level which materially changes the use and an application for a change of use of the premises for 

retail purposes is required.  

1.3.6 Where the council accepts the loss of a wholesale showroom at basement and ground floor level 

retail (Class A1) would be an appropriate replacement throughout the SPA.  
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Map 1.9: East Marylebone Special Policy Area 

 

Reasoned Justification 

1.3.7 The East Marylebone SPA contains the largest concentration of wholesale showroom uses in 

Westminster, which contribute to the character and function of the SPA and provide a focused destination for 

their customers. The policy aims to ensure that the existing cluster of these sui generis wholesale showroom 

premises are not eroded by other commercial uses and to encourage the provision of additional wholesale 

showroom uses in the area, by ensuring the ongoing supply of floorspace.  

1.3.8 Protecting wholesale showroom uses in the East Marylebone SPA adds to economic diversity and as 

such contributes to Westminster’s role in London as a sustainable world class city. Many of the wholesale 

showroom businesses are small, employing an average of ten members of staff. Ensuring a range of business 

sizes maintains economic diversity in Westminster. 

1.3.9 The SPA has been the subject of a number of studies most recently in 2008 (published in 2009). This 

found that there has been a reduction in the number of wholesale showrooms and as a consequence the 

boundary of the SPA was reduced in the Core Strategy to reflect the most significant cluster/concentration of 

wholesale showroom uses in the area. However, the study also showed that the market for wholesale 

showrooms in the area is still fluid and although some wholesale showroom users had moved out of the area 

others had moved in. The period of 12 months represents a fair and reasonable period for the vacant premises 

to be actively marketed, whilst providing protection of the wholesale uses at basement and ground floor and a 

continuation of a stock for new wholesale showroom occupiers in this SPA. 

1.3.10 As a replacement use retail (Class A1) at basement and ground floor is considered to be in keeping 

with the character and function of the East Marylebone SPA, with many showrooms occupying shop type 
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premises. The majority of the SPA is inside the Core CAZ. The most northerly part is within Marylebone and 

Fitzrovia, with Great Portland Street designated as a Named Street within this part of CAZ. Core Strategy Policy 

CS6 encourages retail floorspace throughout the Core CAZ.  

 

Wholesale Showroom uses outside the East Marylebone SPA, within the Central Activities 

Zone 

1.3.11 Policy Aim: To maintain economic diversity in Westminster and protect wholesale showroom uses 

where they contribute to the character and function of an area. 

Policy CMP 1.18: Wholesale Showroom uses 

Outside the East Marylebone Special Policy Area a change of use from a wholesale showroom at ground floor 

will normally be acceptable except where the showroom contributes to the character and function of the area. 

Policy Application 

1.3.12 Wholesale showroom uses are a sui generis use, and as such require permission for a change to any 

other use. Wholesale showroom uses are not generally protected outside the East Marylebone SPA, except 

where the use is considered to make a positive contribution to the character and function of an area. For 

example, the upper part of Berwick Street, between Broadwick Street and Oxford Street in particular, contains 

a number of jewellery wholesale showroom premises which are considered to add to the character and 

function of this part of the Core CAZ. However, there may be other parts of Westminster where showrooms 

also make a positive contribution to the character and function of the area and applications involving their loss 

will judged on their merits.  

1.3.13 Where the council accepts the loss of a wholesale showroom use, a retail (Class A1) use or a use 

appropriate for a street level location, generating passing trade and providing a direct service to customers 

would be an appropriate replacement. 

Reasoned Justification  

1.3.14 Wholesale showrooms add to the variety of uses inside the Central Activities Zone and can make a 

positive contribution to the character and function of an area. The diversity of economic activity contributes to 

Westminster’s role in London as a sustainable world class city.  

1.3.15 Wholesale showrooms normally occupy shop type premises and therefore it is reasonable to request 

that a similar ground floor use is provided, if this is not an A1 retail use then character and function and 

amenity considerations will be applied to any other proposed ground floor use. 

Portland Place Special Policy Area  

1.3.16 Policy Aim:  To protect and promote institutional uses in the Portland Place SPA 
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Policy CMP 1.19: Portland Place SPA 

A. In the Portland Place Special Policy Area: 

1. New institutional uses  will be encouraged and existing institutional uses will be protected except 

where the council is satisfied that the premises have been vacant and actively marketed for 

institutional use for at least 12 months at a reasonable market rent and attempts to find an 

occupier have been unsuccessful.  

2. New diplomatic and allied uses will not result in the loss of institutional uses in the Portland Place 

SPA. 

B. Applications for extensions to existing lawful Institutional uses inside the Portland Place SPA will 

generally be acceptable, and outside the Portland Place SPA may be acceptable. 

Policy Application 

1.3.17 The Portland Place Special Policy Area (SPA) contains a long established concentration of institutional 

uses including headquarters of professional, charitable, cultural and learned institutions, associations and 

trade federations, many of which have Royal status and/or charitable status. Examples of these uses include 

the Royal Institute of British Architects, the Royal College of Midwives and the Institute of Physics. The 

principal of protecting and promoting Institutional uses within the Portland Place SPA is set out in Core 

Strategy Policy CS2. 

1.3.18 Institutional uses primarily provide for education/research and professional development, and as 

such they occupy premises with lecture halls, libraries, meeting facilities for large groups and some include 

overnight accommodation. As a sui generis use planning permission is required for a change from an 

institutional use to any other use. Institutional uses will be protected unless it can be demonstrated to the 

council’s satisfaction that there is no demand from other Institutional users for the premises. This will be 

demonstrated by the long-term vacancy and active marketing of the premises for institutional purposes for at 

least 12 months. The premises should be marketed widely and thoroughly with regard to the specialist nature 

of the use and the area, and at a reasonable rent. 

1.3.19 Extensions to existing institutional uses and works to improve the functioning of establishments will 

usually be supported in the Portland Place SPA, and may be supported outside the SPA, subject to all other 

policy considerations. 

1.3.20 Diplomatic and allied uses, including Embassies and High Commissions, have also become established 

in this location and are considered to be an appropriate use throughout the Portland Place SPA, but only 

where they do not result in the loss of an existing institutional use. 

1.3.21 Core Strategy Policy CS8 designates Portland Place as a Named Street within Marylebone and 

Fitzrovia, as such where the loss of an institutional use is accepted, Portland Place is an appropriate location 

for residential and a range of commercial uses, including B1 office use. However given the character of the SPA 

the range of commercial uses may be somewhat limited, in particular for Class A uses, which are not 

considered to be part of the character and function of Portland Place. Elsewhere in the Portland Place SPA, 

where the council accepts the loss of an Institutional use, new commercial uses will not generally be 

appropriate unless they provide services to support the local residential community in that part of Marylebone 

and Fitzrovia. 
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1.3.22 Core Strategy Policy CS14 protects residential use throughout Westminster, and there is no exception 

to this policy, within the Portland Place SPA. 

Map 1.10: Portland Place Special Policy Area 

 

Reasoned Justification 

1.3.23 Such learned professional and cultural Institutes are renowned throughout the UK and beyond. They 

add cache to the local area, bring educational benefits and add to economic diversity. As such, they make a 

valuable contribution to Westminster’s role in London as a world class sustainable city. 

1.3.24 This long established concentration of institutional uses, contributes to the character and function of 

the SPA. London Plan Policies 2.10 and 2.11 support the clusters of ‘special uses’ within the Central Activities 

Zone. 

1.3.25 Most institutional uses are located in listed buildings and are well suited to these buildings, with the 

prestige of the use commensurate with the grandeur of the listed buildings in the area. 

1.3.26 It is recognised that the market for institutional uses is not particularly fluid and premises do not 

become vacant that often. A period of 12 months vacancy and marketing is considered to represent a fair and 

reasonable period to secure an alternative institutional use for the premises, whilst ensuring that these 

premises are not lost to commercial use. 

1.3.27 Diplomatic and allied uses complement the character of the Portland Place SPA and sit comfortably 

alongside the existing institutional uses in the area.  
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1.3.28 Although the main cluster of Institutional uses is within the Portland Place SPA, these uses can also be 

found in other parts of Westminster. To ensure the long-term retention of institutional uses in Westminster, 

applications for their expansion may be acceptable, in areas where the extension of commercial premises in 

not normally accepted. 

 

Diplomatic and Allied Uses  

1.3.29 Policy Aim: To ensure that new diplomatic and allied uses are located in the most appropriate parts of 

Westminster. 

Policy CMP 1.20: Diplomatic and allied uses 

New diplomatic and allied uses are appropriate in the Core CAZ and the Portland Place SPA. 

Policy Application 

1.3.30 This policy will be applied to encourage diplomatic and allied uses to locate in the most appropriate 

parts of Westminster. Diplomatic and allied uses, which include Embassies and High Commissions, are not 

considered to be a commercial use. However, where the Embassy involves a consulate office the intensity of 

this use has the potential of adding to parking pressure and cause disruption to nearby residential occupiers. 

Such disruption is not normally associated with the chancery use where access is by invitation only. 

Reasoned Justification 

1.3.31 Diplomatic and allied uses contribute to Westminster’s important international role within London. 

These uses have become established in certain parts of Westminster, principally in Mayfair, Belgravia, within 

the Core Central Activities Zone and in the Portland Place Special Policy Area. Diplomatic and allied uses are 

most appropriately located in these areas to ensure the retention of the residential character and function of 

other parts of the CAZ and the areas outside CAZ and NWEDA. These uses can help preserve the special 

character of buildings and areas, especially within conservation areas, through the maintenance of historic and 

other buildings of prestige.  Diplomatic and allied uses benefit from a central Westminster location, being close 

to the offices of Government and to other diplomatic establishments.  

 

Harley Street Special Policy Area 

1.3.32 Policy Aim: To protect and promote private and public medical facilities in the Harley Street Special 

Policy Area. 

Policy CMP 1.21:  Harley Street Special Policy Area   

A) In the Harley Street Special Policy Area: 

1.  Private and public medical facilities, particularly consultation rooms and related professional 
and support services, will be protected. 

2. New private and public medical facilities will be encouraged within the Harley Street SPA.  
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B) The loss of medical facilities within the Harley Street SPA will only be allowed in exceptional 
circumstances where: 

1. The relocation to an alternative site in the vicinity of the SPA is required in order to 
accommodate larger medical facilities; and  

2. The loss does not significantly alter the balance of medical and residential uses in the SPA. 

Policy Application 

1.3.33 The Harley Street Special Policy Area contains a long established concentration of medical uses. In 

applying this policy the council will try to retain medical uses within the Special Policy Area.  

1.3.34 Private clinics, consulting rooms and diagnostic facilities will be protected and encouraged to ensure a 

range of specialisms are secured. Change of use to non-residential uses will not be acceptable as these do not 

contribute to the character and function of the area.   

1.3.35 In this area there is demand for private clinics, consulting rooms and specialist medical diagnostic 

facilities. Listed buildings create attractive locations for clinics and consultation rooms, these uses help to 

retain listed buildings. However, due to the character and architectural quality of buildings in the SPA the 

council will not support conversions where these adversely affect the significance of any heritage asset. Some 

specialist medical equipment is too large to accommodate in these buildings and existing medical facilities may 

need space to expand. In these exceptional circumstances the council will encourage medical uses to locate 

within the vicinity of the Special Policy Area. Land use swaps between premises in the SPA and the surrounding 

streets may therefore be acceptable to allow appropriate buildings to be developed for diagnostic facilities. In 

these proposals there should be a balance of medical and residential uses. 

1.3.36 Medical and residential uses work well together, ensuring a balance between commercial activities 

and the residential community. When determining planning applications the council will consider the current 

balance of uses in the area to ensure medical and residential floorspace is maintained.  

Reasoned Justification  

1.3.37 Harley Street requires a special policy approach to support the area as a centre for medical excellence 

and specialised medical facilities. Ensuring the on-going availability of appropriate accommodation supports 

the continued importance of the area as a centre for medical excellence within London, and the UK. 

1.3.38 This area is internationally famous for its concentration of medical uses, and in particular clinics, 

consulting rooms and specialist treatments. It is important to protect these uses to ensure the special 

character and function of this area is maintained. This established concentration of medical uses is specifically 

supported in London Plan Policy 2.11 which supports clusters of healthcare facilities. The uses in the Harley 

Street SPA add to the economic diversity of the area, and the area provides over 3,000 jobs in the medical 

sector. 

1.3.39 There is also a long established residential community evident in the area, which contributes to the 

character of the Harley Street Special Policy Area and this will be taken into consideration when determining 

planning applications in this area.  

1.3.40 Private medical uses are encouraged throughout Westminster as set out in Core Strategy Policy CS33 

Social and Community Infrastructure. 
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Map 1.11: Harley Street Special Policy Area 

 

 

Savile Row Special Policy Area 

1.3.41 The Savile Row Special Policy Area is the internationally renowned home of British bespoke tailoring 

and contains several tailoring houses with a number of well respected tailors.  

1.3.42 Policy Aim: To protect and promote bespoke tailoring in the Savile Row Special Policy Area.  
 

Policy CMP 1.22: Savile Row Special Policy Area   

A) In the Savile Row Special Policy Area: 

1. There will be no loss of existing bespoke tailoring uses; 

2. New bespoke tailoring will be allowed across the Special Policy Area, especially at basement and 
ground floor levels and, these will be secured by legal agreements; 

3. Land use swaps will only be acceptable within the Special Policy Area if: 

(i) there is no net loss of bespoke tailoring floorspace; 

(ii) the accommodation offered provides higher quality bespoke tailoring space; 

(iii) bespoke tailoring uses are encouraged at the basement and ground floor level;  

(iv) the character and function of Savile Row is maintained and there is no harm to bespoke 
tailoring uses; and 
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(v) the uses are secured by legal agreement. 

4. The council will work with landowners to encourage retail units to be occupied by bespoke, 
niche and luxury retail shops, which are complementary to the Savile Row Special Policy Area. 

5. All development proposals will need to demonstrate that they do not have a negative impact on 
the character and function of the Savile Row Special Policy Area and should contribute to public 
realm improvements. 

B) Where proposals increase the amount of bespoke tailoring floorspace by 400 sqm or more, the provision of 

an equivalent amount of residential floorspace will be required on-site, where the council considers this to be 

appropriate and practical. 

 

Policy Application  

1.3.43 New bespoke tailoring will be protected and encouraged to locate at the basement or ground floor 

level. The principle of protecting and promoting tailoring in Savile Row is set out in Core Strategy Policy CS2 

Special Policy Areas. Protecting and encouraging uses at basement and ground floor level will maintain an 

active frontage onto Savile Row. The tailoring houses benefit from being located close to the street as this 

location provides good access for vehicles transporting materials or finished garments and encourages passing 

trade. 

 

1.3.44 Land use swaps should be applied in accordance with all the criteria detailed in the policy. If the 

proposal does not meet these criteria it will not be permitted. Requiring higher quality space standards for 

businesses will ensure continued occupation in the area. New bespoke tailoring floorspace should provide 

natural daylight. In most of the buildings in Savile Row basement and ground floor locations offer better 

natural light levels. Protecting bespoke tailoring uses by a legal agreement is essential to ensure the amount of 

existing or new tailoring floorspace is protected.  

 

1.3.45 The council has no powers to secure bespoke, niche and luxury shops, although by working with 

landowners the council will try to protect the character of this area. A retail policy and estate management 

strategy for Savile Row has been established between the main landowners, The Pollen Estate and Savile Row 

Bespoke Association (association representing skilled craftsmen and associated artisan businesses), to manage 

uses and support the area’s unique character. The strategy supports applications in the following categories 

British bespoke tailoring, bespoke, individual and/or luxury goods and services (consistent with Savile Rows 

heritage and values) and other men’s clothing, shoes and grooming.  

14.3.46 The policies contained in CMP 1.1 – CMP 1.3 will apply in the residential requirement for proposals 

involving an increase of 400 sqm or more of gross external bespoke tailoring floorspace.  

Map 1.12: Savile Row Special Policy Area 
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Reasoned Justification  

1.3.47 This policy approach encourages and protects bespoke tailoring on Savile Row, which the council has 

worked in partnership with the principal landowner and tailors to develop. Savile Row is the largest cluster of 

bespoke tailoring uses in the UK. Many of London’s principal bespoke tailoring houses are located on the 

eastern side of this street. These once residential properties have large basements with windows and light 

wells which create light and bright spaces for tailors to work. Encouraging bespoke tailoring uses in the SPA 

will continue to support this cluster of bespoke tailoring activities and the wider bespoke tailoring industry in 

Westminster and the UK. 

 

1.3.48 Encouraging bespoke tailoring uses to be re provided at ground and basement levels will maintain an 

active frontage onto the street and will enhance its character and function. These uses can help preserve the 

special character of buildings in the area. The use of land use swaps will enable some flexibility to allow 

movement between properties in Savile Row and will provide land owners greater efficiency of building stock. 

This approach will help to maintain bespoke tailoring floorspace on Savile Row. Working with landowners, the 

council will encourage luxury retailers, particularly of bespoke goods.  This will support the bespoke tailoring 

industry on Savile Row, and protect the unique activities and character of this street. 

1.3.49 In the Savile Row SPA the council wishes to protect and promote bespoke tailoring. Therefore the 

higher mixed use threshold of 400 sqm applies to these specialist commercial uses, which contribute to the 

character and function of the area. This higher threshold than required for other commercial uses will help 

encourage the location of bespoke tailoring use and further enhance the specialist nature of the SPA.  

 

St James’s Special Policy Area 
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1.3.50 Policy Aim: To protect and promote the unique character of the St James’s Special Policy Area. 

 

Policy CMP 1.23: St James Special Policy Area 

In the St James’s Special Policy Area: 

A) Existing private members’ clubs (sui generis uses) and art galleries (D1 Uses) will be protected.  The 

council will work with landowners to protect the existing niche luxury and specialist retail floorspace 

(A1 uses) at basement, ground and first floor level and encourage new niche luxury and specialist 

retail development.  

B) Where proposals increase the amount of private members clubs by 400 sqm or more the provision of 

an equivalent amount of residential floorspace will be required on-site, where the council considers 

this to be appropriate and practical. 

Policy Application 

1.3.51 Private members’ clubs and art galleries will be protected. The principle of protecting and promoting 

the unique character of St James’s is set out in Core Strategy Policy CS2 Special Policy Areas. The council has no 

powers to secure niche retailing, although by working with landowners in the area, it will try to protect the 

character of this area. Niche retailing includes internationally renowned specialist retailers providing luxury 

goods related to the prestigious character of the area, including gentlemen’s outfitters in Jermyn Street, art 

galleries in Bury Street, perfumeries, wine merchants and food outlets. The policies contained in CMP 1.1 - 

CMP 1.3 will apply to the residential requirement for proposals involving an increase in 400 sqm or more of 

gross external private members clubs floorspace. 

Reasoned Justification  

1.3.52 St James’s is a unique part of Westminster with a cluster of private member’s clubs, niche retail and 

art galleries. The balance of existing uses closely relates to the area’s historic functions and high-end retail 

offer. Maintaining this range of uses will protect the special character of the area.  The area has many 

famous historic members clubs, focused around St James’s Street and Pall Mall, including the Athenaeum, 

Reform and Travellers Club, the Carlton Club and the RAC. There are also several famous subscription clubs 

including Boodles, Brooks and Whites.  The area has a visual rich townscape with grand formal buildings 

including private palaces, formal open spaces and the West End’s first square. 

1.3.53 St James’s contains excellent examples of arcade development, including Piccadilly and Princes 

Arcades and original shop fronts that add to the unique character and attraction of the area. Large buildings 

are mainly located around Pall Mall, Waterloo Place and Carlton House Terrace. The mix of uses works well 

within the historic street pattern comprising of alleys, courts and mews. The range of uses and historic 

buildings in this area are detailed in the St James’s Conservation Area Supplementary Planning Document. 

Map 1.13: St James’s Special Policy Area 
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1.4 Tourism, Arts, and Culture  

1.4.1 Westminster is at the heart of London’s visitor economy with an unrivalled range and combination of 

visitor attractions and hotel accommodation. The council wishes to maintain Westminster’s position as an 

internationally renowned tourism, arts, culture and entertainment centre offering a wide range of facilities. 

The council also wants to ensure local arts and cultural facilities continue and flourish. Core Strategy Policies 

CS21 and CS22 protect existing tourism, arts and cultural uses and hotels, and direct new development to 

appropriate areas. Further development of this sector can create pressures, particularly for Westminster’s 

residents. The following policies set out the detailed policies for consideration alongside the Core Strategy 

policies.   

New hotel and extensions to existing hotels 

1.4.2 Policy Aim: To support hotel development to ensure a range of good quality visitor accommodation is 

available to support London’s role as a world visitor destination whilst protecting the quality of life of local 

residents and the surrounding environment.  

Policy CMP 1.24: New hotels and extensions to existing hotels  

A) New hotels and extensions to existing hotels in the appropriate areas defined in Core Strategy Policy CS22 

will be acceptable supported.   

B) New development should proposing significant amounts of visitor accommodation should provided that 

adequate on-site facilities are incorporated within developments proposing significant amounts of new 

visitor accommodation, appropriate to the nature of the accommodation provided, to avoid adverse effects 

on residential amenity, the environment and traffic.  This may, including include spaces for the setting down 

and picking up of visitors by coaches and taxis serving the hotel. 

B) Extensions to existing hotels outside the appropriate areas defined in Core Strategy Policy CS22 will be 

expected to: 

1. be linked to the upgrading of the hotel; 

2. not include facilities that can be used by non-residents of the hotel; and 

3. not result in intensification of use of existing facilities by non-residents. 

C) All new hotels and extensions to existing hotels must: 

1. be of an appropriate scale to their surroundings; 

2. not adversely affect residential amenity; and 

3.1. not create adverse environmental and traffic effects. 

Policy Application 

1.4.3 The policies for hotels also cover a range of visitor accommodation, including apart-hotels and other 

purpose-built short term accommodation for visitors. Hotel developments are usually promoted with an 

operator in mind and specific details of their expected operation will be required to assess their impact. Apart-

hotels incorporate greater amounts of self contained and self-catering accommodation than traditional hotels. 
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They may operate in different ways from traditional hotels and therefore their impacts may be different. 

Apart-hotels normally have less on-site management. They will be considered on their merits and restrictive 

conditions or agreements may be applied in appropriate cases. ‘Pod’ hotels provide accommodation in form of 

small, usually windowless rooms often requiring air conditioning. They can provide a large number of rooms 

and can have greater environmental impacts because of the intensive nature of use.  Opportunities for pod 

hotels are likely to be limited given the environmental and design criteria that they would be required to meet. 

1.4.4 In defining what constitutes a significant amount of new visitor accommodation, the location of the 

site, its physical characteristics and the relationship to neighbouring uses will be taken into account as well as 

the extent of the accommodation and facilities proposed. 

1.4.5 Larger hotel developments will be expected to provide for coaches and taxis, to provide parking and 

to have adequate servicing arrangements. 

1.4.6 New hotels and extensions should be carefully designed to be sensitive to the character and scale of 

the surrounding area.  Requirements for servicing and deliveries are set out in Core Strategy Policy CS41. 

1.4.7 Where appropriate, the council will attach conditions to planning permissions for hotel development 

to ensure that functional areas within hotels, such as restaurants, bars, conference and banqueting facilities, 

are restricted to use by resident hotel guests only and that such areas are used only in conjunction with the 

main use of the building as a hotel. 

1.4.8 In applying part (B), extensions that improve facilities without increasing the expected number of 

hotel residents or people using facilities at the hotel will generally be acceptable, subject to the proposed 

extension being of a scale which is appropriate to its surroundings. Such upgrading could involve proposals 

such as providing additional bathrooms, lounges, lifts or other facilities for visitors or restoring original 

features of buildings. The introduction of additional facilities that could be used by non-residents of the hotel, 

such as bars, restaurants and meeting rooms, will not be acceptable. 

1.4.9 London Plan Policy 4.5B seeks that 10% of new hotel bedrooms are wheelchair accessible. It is usually 

possible to achieve this but it is recognised, in some limited circumstances, involving the conversion of listed or 

other historic buildings, site constraints may limit the ability to achieve this target. Measures to improve 

accessibility should be outlined in the design and access statement and applicants are also encouraged to 

submit Accessibility Management Plans with their proposals.  

Reasoned Justification 

1.4.10 As part of its role as a sustainable ‘world class city’ sufficient, suitable, good quality accommodation 

must be provided for visitors. Tourism is important both to the local and the national economy. Hotels can 

generate significant activity, it is important to ensure they do not adversely affect the quality of life of local 

residents and the surrounding environment.  

1.4.11 Noise is a particular concern, especially that caused by increased activity outside hotels and close to 

residential properties. Increases in the number of bedrooms and increased use of facilities by non-residents 

can intensify the use and as a result adversely affect the quality of life of local residents. Increased activity 

associated with hotels which can be disruptive to residential amenity includes taxi, car and coach movements 

during the night as visitors arrive and depart. Restaurant, banqueting or conference facilities exacerbate the 

problem by attracting visitors in addition to those staying at the hotel. Coaches can cause particular problems 

leading to traffic congestion as they manoeuvre along narrow streets and stop in the road outside hotels. They 

also cause disturbance and air pollution by parking with engines running. People and their luggage, whilst 

waiting outside hotels for their coach to arrive, may block pavements.  
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1.4.12 Other impacts hotels can have on the local environment include traffic generated by servicing of hotel 

developments. Advertisement signs and floodlighting can be out of character for properties in residential 

streets. The provision of ducting and ventilation for dining rooms or restaurants can have adverse effects on 

the architectural character and detailing of the original building, and can cause adverse local environmental 

effects such as smells, noise and vibration. Plant for air conditioning can have an adverse visual impact and 

increase noise levels. Hotels can generate greater volumes of waste compared to residential accommodation 

and require more storage facilities for waste and recycling materials. Hotels can also change the character of 

residential areas in less obvious ways, including changes to the kinds of shops in local shopping centres. 

 

Conference and Related Facilities 

1.4.13 Policy Aim: To support Westminster as a destination for business visitors, whilst protecting the quality 

of life of local residents and the surrounding environment. 

 

Policy CMP 1.25: Conference and Related Facilities in the Core Central Activities Zone and 
Opportunity Areas 
 
A) New conference and related facilities and extensions to existing conference and related facilities will 

only be granted where: 
 

1. there would be no adverse effects on residential amenity; and 
2. no adverse environmental and traffic effects would be generated. 

 
B) Outside these areas planning permission for new or extended conference and related facilities will not 

be granted and existing facilities will not be allowed to intensify. 

 

Policy Application 

1.4.14 Conference and related facilities includes exhibition halls, banqueting halls, ballrooms and meeting 

rooms. Transport assessments will be required to be submitted with all applications for proposals for 

conference and related facilities. 

Reasoned Justification 

1.4.15 Most conference facilities in Westminster are associated with hotels and are located in the Core CAZ 

or the Opportunity Areas. The council considers these are the best locations for such facilities in Westminster, 

as these areas have excellent national and international public transport connections and have a range of 

attractions nearby for delegates. Business visitors are particularly good for the local economy as on average 

they spend more than leisure visitors. 

1.4.16 Conference and banqueting facilities can create specific environmental problems including the traffic 

generated by large numbers of people arriving and leaving together and servicing vehicles. Off-street parking 

for coaches and places for picking up and setting down are often needed. Other environmental effects such as 

noise and waste generation may also be significant. 

 

Arts and Cultural Uses 
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1.4.17 Policy Aim: To safeguard arts and cultural uses. 

Policy CMP 1.26: Arts and cultural uses 

A) Extensions to arts and cultural uses will be allowed where they would be compatible with the 

character and function of the area. In addition, outside the Core Central Activities Zone, the North 

Westminster Economic Development Area and the Strategic Cultural Areas extensions to arts and 

cultural uses will only be granted where they are of a local scale and benefit the local community. 

B) Commercial developments associated with an arts or cultural use may be allowed in exceptional 

circumstances where the council considers that they would be of clear and lasting benefit to the arts 

or cultural use. 

Policy Application 

1.4.18 Extensions to arts and cultural uses should be carefully designed to be sensitive to the character and 

scale of the surrounding area. It may be possible for part of the revenue generated by commercial 

development associated with a building in cultural use to be put towards the repair and maintenance of the 

building. However, for any scheme the applicant will need to demonstrate that there will be clear and lasting 

benefits to the cultural use which could not otherwise be achieved, as well as complying with other policies in 

the Plan, particularly those on design. In some instances, the council may seek to enter into a planning 

obligation by agreement with the applicant for the provision of a new cultural use or additional space or 

facilities for an existing cultural use, or, for the repair of a listed building. 

Reasoned Justification 

1.4.19 The arts and cultural uses, such as museums, art galleries, cinemas, concert halls and theatres, within 

Westminster represent a major part of the nation’s cultural heritage. These all represent a valuable amenity 

for residents, workers and visitors to the city, and make an important contribution to London’s role as a World 

City. Enabling the growth of arts and cultural uses where appropriate will strengthen Westminster’s role within 

the tourist industry and strengthen local opportunities to experience arts and culture. Associated commercial 

development may help to maintain arts and cultural uses in Westminster, by using revenue generated by 

commercial development associated with a building in cultural use to be put towards maintaining the arts and 

cultural use for example, the repair and maintenance of the building. 

 

Theatres 

1.4.20 Policy Aim: To protect theatres in Westminster. 

Policy CMP 1.27: Theatres 

A) Planning permission will not be granted for a change of use of buildings built, or previously used as 

theatres but not currently in theatre use, other than to a theatre use. 

B) In those exceptional circumstances where it is necessary to redevelop a theatre, a suitable 

replacement theatre will be required to be provided within a stated period. 
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C) Proposals to improve theatres will be encouraged subject to heritage protection. 

Policy Application 

1.4.21 In exceptional circumstances, where the council accepts that an existing theatre can be redeveloped, 

a suitable replacement theatre will be required and must be provided within a stated period. Generally the 

replacement theatre must be able to seat at least the same number of people as theatre which is to be 

replaced and be fully equipped to cater for live theatrical productions. However, the council will take into 

account the particular circumstances of individual proposals and may consider a reduction in seating capacity 

if that is demonstrated to be necessary to enable accessibility and visibility improvements or to enable 

qualitative improvements to the standard of seating, performance space and related operational areas. These 

may include rehearsal and education space, and necessary front and back of house facilities. 

1.4.22 The council will seek to secure the reversion to theatre use of any theatre no longer used as such, 

when opportunities occur. The council will consult widely, including the Theatres Trust and the Society of 

London Theatre, on any significant applications relating to theatres. Where theatres are protected by heritage 

designations, works will be considered in relation to their impact on the building’s significance. Guidance in 

relation to heritage assets can be found in the next chapter along with specific guidance on theatre signage in 

the advertisements policy. 

Reasoned Justification 

1.4.23 London’s theatres are a unique part of the city’s heritage, unmatched anywhere in the world. They 

are a great attraction for British and overseas visitors and are an important amenity for Westminster residents 

and other Londoners. They are also important economically. The Society of London Theatre’s Wyndham 

Report (1998) estimated that the total economic impact of West End Theatre was over £1 billion and 

supported over 40,000 jobs. 

1.4.24 Within Westminster there are 38 theatres: these have total seating capacity for over 40,000 people. 

The concentration of the majority of London’s theatres in the West End has formed the traditional focus of its 

entertainment offer since Victorian times and is a unique asset. Most of theatres occupy listed buildings: three 

are Grade I, eleven are Grade II* and fifteen Grade II. This contributes to part of their attraction as venues, and 

adds immeasurably to the special character of different parts of Central London. A trip to theatre is often 

combined with shopping trips or visits to restaurants in the locality and so theatres help support these and 

other functions in the West End. 

1.4.25 The council’s Theatreland Action Plan highlights the importance of London’s ‘Theatreland’ and 

recognises some of the environmental problems which affect the area and which, if not adequately resolved, 

may discourage visitors from going to theatre. It also recognises the difficulties which can be faced in 

upgrading theatre facilities to meet the needs of modern theatregoers whilst minimising adverse effects on 

theatrical heritage. The council will continue to work closely with theatre industry and other agencies to seek 

to resolve these issues whilst ensuring the Westminster’s unique theatrical heritage is maintained. 

1.4.26 It is vitally important to protect theatres for their importance to the cultural life of the country and for 

their valuable contribution to the character and function of Westminster.  
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1.5 Entertainment and Licensed Premises  

1.5.1 The council closely manages entertainment uses in Westminster in order to ensure that their adverse 

effects do not outweigh the positive social and economic benefits they can bring. There are local areas of 

Westminster where small scale entertainment uses can add to the character and ‘feel’ of the neighbourhood. 

The Core Strategy already sets out the need for entertainment uses to demonstrate their appropriateness 

based upon: 

 Type and size of use 

 Scale of activity 

 Relationship to existing concentrations of entertainment uses 

 Residential amenity 

 Health and safety 

 Local environment quality 

 Character and function of the area. 

1.5.2 Area based policies in the Core Strategy identify those parts of Westminster where entertainment 

uses may be considered to be appropriate. These include the Core Central Activities Zone and shopping 

frontages.  This entertainment section builds upon the policies in the Core Strategy, and provides more 

detailed guidance based upon size, location and type of use in relation to restaurants and cafes, pubs and bars, 

and hot food takeaways. 

 

Entertainment Uses 

1.5.3 Policy Aim: To support entertainment uses in appropriate locations 

Policy CMP 1.28: Restaurants, cafes and other A3 Uses 

In locations where commercial and town centre uses are directed: 

1. Small A3 uses will generally be acceptable. 

2. Medium A3 uses will generally be acceptable within the Core Central Activities Zone (not including the 
West End Stress Area). 

3. Medium A3 uses will generally be acceptable within the Harrow Road and Church Street/Edgware 
Road District Shopping Centres provided that it does not result in more than 20% of the frontage in A3 
use. 

4. Medium sized A3 uses may be acceptable within the Stress Areas or in locations outside the Core 
Central Activities Zone where the council is satisfied that the proposal meets the assessment criteria.  

5. Large A3 uses will not generally be acceptable. 
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Policy CMP 1.29: Pubs, Bars and other A4 Uses 

 A) In locations where commercial and town centre uses are directed: 

1. Small and medium A4 uses may be acceptable outside the Stress Areas may be acceptable where the 
council is satisfied that the proposal meets the assessment criteria.  

2. Medium A4 uses and all other A4 uses will not generally be acceptable within the Stress Areas. 
 
B) The council will protect traditional public houses throughout Westminster where possible. The loss of a 
traditional public house to residential use will only be allowed where: 
 

1. the unit has been vacant for 12 months; 
2. the council is satisfied that reasonable attempts to let the unit have been unsuccessful; and 
3. the change is to a use that supports the local residential community. 

 

 

Policy CMP 1.30: Hot Food Takeaways and other A5 uses 

In locations where commercial and town centre uses are directed: 

1. Small A5 uses may be acceptable where the council is satisfied that the proposal meets the tests of 
appropriateness. 

2. Medium A5 uses may be acceptable within the Core Central Activities Zone (not including the West 
End Stress Area) where the council is satisfied that the proposal meets the assessment criteria.  

3. All other A5 uses will not generally be acceptable. 

4. All A5 uses will not generally be acceptable in the Harrow Road District Shopping Centre. 

 

 

Policy CMP 1.31: Other Entertainment Uses 

In locations where commercial uses and town centre uses are directed: 

1. Small and medium sized ‘other entertainment’ uses outside the Stress Areas may be acceptable 
where the council considers is satisfied that the proposal meets the assessment criteria.  

2. Medium sized ‘other entertainment’ uses will not generally be acceptable within the Stress Areas. 
 

3. Large ‘other entertainment’ uses will not generally be acceptable. 

 
 

Policy Application 

1.5.4 The policies take a tailored approach dependent upon size, location and type of entertainment uses, 

and utilise a sliding scale of ‘three levels’ of acceptability: 
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 uses that will generally be acceptable, but will still be subject to an assessment of potential negative 

impact and other relevant planning policies;  

 uses that may be acceptable  taking into account a detailed and thorough assessment of criteria set 

out in Table 1.3; and  

 uses that will not generally be acceptable.  

Size 

1.5.5 Small uses are classified as uses less than 150sqm; medium sized uses are between 150sqm and 

500sqm, whilst large uses are classified as larger than 500sqm. 

Map 1.14: Entertainment Stress Areas 

 

Location 

1.5.6 The locations where commercial and town centre uses are directed to include the Core CAZ (and 

including the ‘Named Streets’), the Opportunity Areas and all designated shopping frontages within 

Westminster. The Core Strategy identifies three ‘stress areas’ in the West End, Edgware Road, and 

Queensway/Westbourne Grove where the number of intensive entertainment uses has reached a level of 

saturation that significant harm is being caused to the character and environment of the areas.  In line with 

retail policies CMP 1.12 and CMP 1.13, the council will take a more flexible approach to medium-sized 

restaurants and cafes in the Harrow Road and Church Street/Edgware Road District Shopping Centres, but will 

apply a 20% frontage threshold to ensure the uses do not predominate.  The council will also have regard to 

the thresholds for non-A1 uses set out in policies CMP 1.10, CMP 1.12 and CMP 1.13. 
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Type 

1.5.7 Entertainment uses comprise the following: 

a) restaurants and cafés (A3): uses where the primary activity is the preparation and sale of food for 

consumption on the premises. In some cases these uses will involve the sale of alcohol to customers 

for consumption with their meals; 

b) public houses and bars (A4): uses where the primary activity is the sale by retail of alcohol for 

consumption on the premises; or the supply of alcohol by or on behalf of a club, or to the order of a 

member of the club for consumption on the premises. Traditional public houses are often the focus of 

a local community with a special distinct historic character. The A4 use class category also includes 

food and drink premises where the primary activity varies during opening hours, for example, from 

restaurant or café during the day to the sale of alcohol in the evening and at night;  

c) takeaways (A5): uses where the primary activity is the sale of hot food for consumption off the 

premises, or where there is a dual use comprising partly restaurant or café and partly takeaway;  

d) other entertainment uses: it is essential to have a policy approach which encapsulates those 

entertainment uses which do not fall within the ‘A’ Use Classes. ‘Other entertainment uses’ include 

those entertainment uses not within the A use classes, and include uses where the primary activity is 

a nightclub, dance venue, discotheque, entertainment centre, dance hall, casino or bingo hall. These 

are mostly uses where the greatest attendances occur during the evening or at night. Some of these 

uses fall within Use Class D2 (Assembly and Leisure) and others are sui generis. 

1.5.8 Based upon the principles set out in Core Strategy Policy CS23, new entertainment uses will need to 

demonstrate that they are appropriate and have no negative impact, in terms of the assessment criteria set 

out in Table 1.3 below:   

Table 1.3: Entertainment Use Assessment Criteria 

 the type and size of use: taking into account the type of use proposed (e.g. restaurant, bar or 

combination of uses), gross floorspace to be occupied by the proposed use, its capacity in terms of 

covers, standing customers etc; 

 scale of activity: taking into account: the proposed opening hours; servicing arrangements, positioning 

of tables and chairs (if applicable) in open areas within the curtilage of the premises, increased 

parking and traffic etc; 

 relationship to any existing concentrations of entertainment uses (and any cumulative impacts): 

taking into account the number, type  and distribution of entertainment uses in the vicinity; 

 residential amenity: taking into account the number and proximity of residential uses and potential 

for disturbance; 

 health and safety: taking into account negative impact on health including obesity and effects of 

smoke inhalation, and including existing levels of crime, anti-social behaviour and night-time 

disturbance; 

 local environmental quality: the provision of effective measures to prevent noise and vibration 

disturbance, light pollution, smells, effluvia prejudicial to health, including extract ventilation/plant; 
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 the character and function of the area: Including potential negative impact upon vitality or viability of 

shopping centres, or  adverse effect on community uses such as places of worship, or schools etc; 

 

1.5.9 In considering applications for planning permission for such uses the council will take into account the 

need for conditions and where relevant, necessary and appropriate, will impose them to control  

1 the number of customers who may be present on the premises; 

2 the opening hours; 

3 the arrangements to be made to safeguard amenity and prevent smells, noise and vibration 
disturbance (including that from the use of ventilation and air conditioning plant) from the 
premises; 

4 servicing arrangements; 

5 arrangements for the storage, handling and disposal of waste, recyclable materials and customer 
litter; 

6 expansion onto the public highway, including the positioning of tables and chairs in open areas 
within the curtilage of the premises; and 

7 changes of use to other uses and activities within the same Use Class. 

 
Enforcement 

1.5.10 The council will strictly enforce against any unauthorised entertainment uses, breaches of planning 

control, and venues where harm is being caused to residential amenity. The council will take into account 

relevant legislation to enforce against illegal activities within venues, including the prevention of smoking 

within enclosed public places as governed by Health Act 2006.  

1.5.11 The council’s approach to planning enforcement is set out in Policy CMP 7.2.  
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Reasoned Justification 

1.5.12 The entertainment industry makes an important contribution to London as a ‘world city’. 

Westminster and the West End (including Covent Garden and Soho) in particular, has long had an 

acknowledged role as the nation’s largest entertainment centre and a strategically important cluster of 

entertainment activity for London 

1.5.13 The council recognises that the great variety of the city’s restaurants and cafés, pubs and bars, music 

and dance facilities and casinos forms an important and valuable feature of life in Central London, and that this 

variety is an attraction for residents, workers, tourists and visitors.  Entertainment and related cultural uses 

have both strategic and local importance in addressing the needs of London's diverse communities.  These 

entertainment uses are closely linked to other functions of the city centre. For example, restaurants, cafés, 

pubs and bars are often visited by people making shopping, theatre and cinema trips and they thus support 

the shopping and traditional entertainment functions of the West End. 

1.5.14 The council’s view is that a balance has to be struck between protecting and encouraging residential 

uses in the city centre, its importance as a location for business uses, and the role that parts of Westminster 

perform as places of late night entertainment. 

1.5.15 The council considers that larger entertainment uses can have a disproportionate impact on 

residential amenity and local environmental quality and can contribute to the loss of local character and 

unacceptably change the function of areas. Broadly speaking, the largest entertainment premises (those with 

over 500 sqm of gross floorspace) generate the largest attendances. They thus have the greatest potential to 

generate noise and disturbance in streets nearby, to affect adversely the living conditions of residents and 

local environmental quality, and to bring unacceptable changes to the character or function of areas. 

1.5.16 The council recognises that there can be considerable variation between the uses within a Use Class 

in terms of their effects on the local environment and residential amenity. In Use Class A3, for example, 

restaurants with a waiter service tend to have fewer adverse effects than bars used by large numbers of 

customers. Nightclubs and casinos are now sui generis uses, the latter currently contribute little to disorder 

and other adverse effects though there can be issues with late night noise. The council will have regard to 

these matters in reaching decisions on planning applications. 

1.5.17 In some parts of the city, and particularly within the Stress Areas, there are significant numbers of 

entertainment premises close together. In such circumstances the council will consider whether any additional 

entertainment proposal, when taken alongside others nearby, will adversely affect residential amenity, local 

environmental quality, or the character or function of the surrounding area.  

1.5.18 The growth in night time activity and its associated environmental ‘stress’ is most evident in the West 

End, in parts of the Edgware Road and in parts of Queensway and Bayswater. In these areas there are high 

levels of night time noise and vibration from premises, noise from pedestrians and vehicles, degradation of the 

local environment from refuse and litter and from street fouling, and at times significant levels of street 

disorder after dark. 

 

1.5.19 The council considers that the West End, Edgware Road and Queensway/Westbourne Grove areas 

have become saturated with entertainment uses and their environment and character is being adversely 

affected. In order to prevent further deterioration, the council has designated a West End Stress Area, an 

Edgware Road Stress Area, and a Queensway/Westbourne Grove Stress Area. In these areas the council will 

seek to control the growth of entertainment uses carefully, particularly larger uses which attract large 

numbers of people, as these have potential to contribute most to any adverse effects. There are areas 
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adjoining these Stress Areas, such as the core area of St James’s, which may experience pressure for growth in 

entertainment uses, and will therefore be kept under review.   

 

1.5.20 Within the Harrow Road and Church Street/Edgware Road District Shopping Centres the council is 

keen to consolidate and strengthen areas by focusing on a wider range of uses, including appropriate 

restaurant and café uses. Further guidance is provided in retail Polices CMP 1.12 and 1.13. The 20% frontage 

threshold allows for additional A3 uses whilst still maintaining the retail character of the district shopping 

centres.  Both district centres currently contain A3 uses which comprise less than 10% of the frontage
xviii

.   

Harrow Road District Shopping Centre in particular is not considered to be suitable for the location of 

additional A5 takeaway uses, due to proliferation of such uses in the area, and potential for negative health 

impacts (see also Core Strategy Policy CS28 Health, Safety and Well-Being).  

 

Sex related uses 

1.5.21 Policy Aim: To ensure that sex-related uses are confined to a limited area within Westminster  

 

CMP Policy 1.32:  Sex Related Uses   

A) Sex-related uses will not generally be acceptable.  In exceptional circumstances they will be considered 
within the Core CAZ where the council is satisfied that there will be no adverse effects on: 

1. residential amenity, taking into account the number and proximity of residential uses; 

2. social and community facilities, such as places of worship, schools, community centres; 

3. the local environmental quality;  

4. the character or function of the area, including potential negative impact upon vitality or viability of 
shopping centres;  

5. health and safety, including levels of crime, anti-social behaviour and night-time disturbance; or 

6. perception of the area by different sectors of the community. 

 

Policy Application 

1.5.22 The policy will operate alongside relevant licensing policies contained within the council’s Statement 

of Licensing Policy. Sex-related uses are not distinctly defined in land use planning terms and may fall within 

Use Class  A1 (Shops), D2 (Assembly and leisure), A3 (Restaurants and cafés) or A4 (Drinking establishments), 

depending on the nature and type of activity carried out on the premises. Furthermore, many sex-related uses 

may operate within a permitted use (such as a nightclub) for just one night per week, or many not involve a 

change of use and would therefore not require planning permission. This may limit the ability of the council to 

control such activities under planning legislation, and they will therefore be controlled through the licensing 

regime.   

1.5.23 In relation to sexual entertainment venues (for example lap dancing venues), the council has resolved 

that the provisions of the amended Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982, will apply in 

Westminster from 1
st

 October 2011. This gives the council the discretion to limit the overall number of licenses 

for sexual entertainment venues and to restrict their location to the Core Central Activities Zone (North). The 
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approach in Policy CMP 1.32 utilises the same geographic area for controlling all sex-related uses when 

applicable to do so, within the planning regime.  

Map 1.15: Sex related uses area 

 

Reasoned Justification 

1.5.24 Because of the sexual nature of the services they offer, some uses, including certain bars, and some 

book and video shops, require a sex establishment licence under the Local Government (Miscellaneous 

Provisions) Act 1972. The sexual nature of the activities associated with these uses means they can have a 

significant impact on the character and function of an area and residential amenity and can adversely affect 

those living nearby. The nature of many premises used for sex-related activities is often evident from the 

exterior of the premises despite the council imposing conditions restricting window displays. Such premises 

partly because of the imposition of conditions often have obscured windows. These can result in ‘dead 

frontages’ which degrade the visual amenity of streets and can undermine the vitality and viability of shopping 

streets. These uses lead to the attraction of customers from outside the local area and this can result in 

increased fear of crime and personal safety amongst local residents.  For these reasons the council considers 

that sex-related uses are inappropriate outside the Core CAZ and in the more residential streets within the 

Core CAZ. They are also generally incompatible with certain other uses particularly those used by families and 

children such as schools, youth clubs, community and sports centres and places of worship.  

1.5.25 The Core CAZ was designated in the Core Strategy as an appropriate location for a range of 

commercial and cultural uses. Analysis of the location of sex related uses indicates that despite a 

concentration of these uses in Soho (centred on Brewer Street/Wardour Street/Walkers Court) there is also a 

wider geographic spread across the north area of Core CAZ, including within Mayfair.  
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Part 1: Appendix 

Appendix 1:  Calculation of Residential Mixed Use Credits 

Example 1: 

The council agrees that a mixed use development of 700sqm of additional floorspace cannot provide the 

350sqm of residential on site and that the use of Residential Mixed Use Credits is appropriate. The commercial 

site in Value Band 2 is to draw down credits from a site in Value Band 3. 

i) the amount of residential floorspace that would have been required under Policy CS1  = 700 sqm (i.e. 

the amount of residential floorspace equivalent to the commercial uplift) 

multiplied by 1.2 (to reflect that residential land values in Band 2 areas are 1.3 times higher than in 

Band 3 – see Table 1.1). 

700 sqm X 1.2  = 840 sqm 

ii) Divide by 100  = 8.4 

Therefore, draw down = 8700 residential unitssqm. 

 

Example 2: 

The council agrees that a mixed use development of 800 sqm of additional floorspace in Value Band 1 is to 

draw down credits from a site in Value Band 4. 

i) the amount of residential floorspace that would have been required under Policy CS1 = 800 sqm (i.e. 

the amount of residential floorspace equivalent to the commercial uplift) 

Multiplied by 2 (to reflect that residential land values in Band 1 areas are 2 times higher than in Band 

4 – see Table 1.1). 

800 sqm X 2 = 1,600 sqm 

ii) Divide by 100  = 16 

Therefore, draw down = 16 residential units. 

 

Example 32: 

The council agrees that a mixed use development of 1,200 sqm of additional floorspace cannot provide the 

600sqm of residential on site and that the use of Residential Mixed Use Credits is appropriate. Both the 

commercial site and the credit site are in Value Band 1. 

i) the amount of residential floorspace that would have been required under Policy CS1  = 1,200 sqm 

Comment [WPA66]: Residential Mixed 
Use Credits 

Comment [WPA67]: Residential Mixed 
Use Credits 
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(i.e. the amount of residential floorspace equivalent to the commercial uplift) 

ii) Only 1000 sqm can be fulfilled using Residential Mixed Use Credits so 200 sqm needs to be subject to 

a Payment in Lieu (see Policy CMP 1.3)  

iii)ii) Divide 1000sq  m by 100  = 10 

Therefore, draw down = 1200 residential units.sqm 

 

Example 4   

In a mixed use development of 5,500 sqm additional floorspace, the council agrees that it is only practical to 

provide 2,000 sqm of residential floorspace (rather than policy compliant 2,750 sqm) allowing 3,500 sqm of 

commercial floorspace. This leaves an outstanding residential requirement of 1,500 sqm (3,500 sqm 

requirement – 2,000 sqm provided on-site), to which the cascade set out in Policy CMP 1.1 will then apply. If 

options CMP 1.1 Parts  1. and 2. are not possible, and the developer has Residential Mixed Use Credits 

available, these must be used for 1,000 sqm of this floorspace.  

The mixed use site is in Value Band 2 and is to draw down a credit from a site in Value Band 3. The multiplier is 

therefore 1.2 (Table 1.1). 

i) the amount of residential floorspace that would have been required under Policy CS1 (i.e. the amount 

of residential floorspace equivalent to the commercial uplift minus 2,000 sqm of residential floorspace 

provided on-site) = 1,000 sqm 

multiplied by 1.2 (to reflect that residential land values in Band 2 areas are 1.3 times higher than in 

Band 3). 

1,000 sqm X 1.2 = 1,200 sqm 

ii) Divide by 100  = 12 

Therefore, draw down = 12 residential units. 

 

Comment [WPA68]: Residential Mixed 
Use Credits 
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Westminster’s Strategic Objectives 

2. To sensitively upgrade Westminster’s building stock to secure sustainable and inclusive exemplary 

design which minimises energy and resource consumption and the production of waste, reduces the impacts 

of local environmental pollution and meets both today’s needs and those of the future, including the effects of 

a changing climate; creating attractive places that function well whilst ensuring that the historic character and 

integrity of Westminster’s built fabric and places is protected and enhanced.   

2.0.1 Sustainability and local distinctiveness are two key strands which permeate through the spatial vision 

set out in the Core Strategy. Building on this vision, this chapter focuses on integrating these two key issues, 

providing detail on how we will manage the design of new development to ensure a sustainable future for 

Westminster’s distinctive places and communities. It includes the policies and standards that the council will 

use when assessing the design of new buildings and of alterations to existing buildings. It sets out how we will 

assess works which affect heritage assets and how we will manage the public realm. In particular it will help to 

implement Strategic Objective 2 from the Core Strategy, as set out above. 

2.0.2 Much of what makes Westminster unique derives from its extraordinary built environment and 

ensuring exemplary standards of design in all new development is crucial if we are to maintain this 

distinctiveness. At the heart of this, the exceptional historic environment represents an irreplaceable asset for 

the city, which should be protected for future generations and evolve to reflect changing demands. Yet, 

Westminster is also unique in its diversity. High quality design therefore needs to respond to local 

circumstance and be contextual, reflecting the locally distinctive character found across the city and its 

differing roles as heart of the capital, business and commercial centre and home to diverse local residential 

neighbourhoods. To do this, design should also be collaborative, understanding the differing aspirations of its 

many users and communities in creation of a sense of place.  

2.0.3 Although the need for sustainable design and construction is not specific to Westminster, our 

extensive heritage assets and highly built-up environment present particular challenges in how we implement 

sustainable development and address environmental issues such as poor air quality, surface water flooding 

and minimising our carbon emissions The measures taken to minimise the impacts of climate change and 

adapt to its effects need to consider, and be appropriate to, Westminster’s densely developed and historic 

character and sensitive environments.  

2.0.4 Responding to the above, this chapter seeks to bring these two important issues together to provide 

integrated policies for design which will ensure that development across the city reflects Westminster’s 
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uniquely diverse character and will continue to meet the future needs of local communities and businesses. It 

provides detail on:  

 Principles and standards we expect developers to meet to achieve exemplary sustainable design; 

 Reducing carbon emissions and providing low carbon energy generation; 

 Criteria we will use in assessing design of new buildings, extensions and alterations to existing 

buildings including to roofs and basements; 

 Conserving Westminster’s unique character and exceptional heritage; and 

 Managing the wider townscape and public realm 

 

2.0.5 High quality sustainable design is a cross-cutting issue and plays a powerful role in achieving a higher 

quality of life, contributing to equality of opportunity and greater economic vitality. These policies should not 

therefore be read in isolation but read in conjunction with other chapters in this plan and the Core Strategy. 
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2.1 Design 

2.1.1 The council is committed to maintaining the exceptional quality of Westminster’s built environment 

through high quality, innovative and sustainable design and the design policies below will assist in the 

implementation of Core Strategy Policies CS27 Design and CS28 Health, Safety and Well-Being. These set out 

the approach the council will take when assessing design of new development, including overarching principles 

and standards for all development, specific criteria used to assess architectural and urban design quality of 

major schemes and new infill development, as well as criteria to assess more small-scale works of alteration 

and extension to existing building stock and basement excavations. 

Design Principles and Standards 

2.1.2 Policy Aim: To ensure that all development is of exceptional design quality, and provides an 

attractive, sustainable, healthy and safe environment which is accessible to all.  

 

Policy CMP 2.1: Design Principles and Standards  

A)  All development will: 

1. be of excellent exemplary architectural and urban design quality and protect, respond creatively to, 
and conserve or enhance, its context including : 

i. the character of adjacent buildings, the spaces around and between them and the character 
and appearance of the local area;  

ii. materials, building lines, scale, height and massing;  
iii. the character, scale and pattern of historic squares, streets, lanes, mews and passageways;  
iv. the form, character and ecological value of parks, gardens and planned open spaces; and 
v. the riverside or canalside settings. 

2. specify high quality, durable and recyclable materials which are appropriate to their context and 
minimise environmental impact.  In specifying materials, all developers are expected to ‘re-use, 
reclaim and recycle’ to minimise waste and the whole life cycle impact of materials. 

3. adopt design measures to reduce the opportunity for crime and anti-social behaviour including: 

i. avoiding recessed areas, preventing hiding places around buildings and facades; 
ii. ensuring all access routes have clear sight lines and are well-lit; and 

iii. maintaining a clear distinction between spaces that are open to the public and those that are 
not and ensuring the informal surveillance of public space. 

4. be designed to meet the needs and convenience of all, not introducing new barriers to access and, 
wherever practicable, removing existing barriers to access and use of buildings and spaces by all 
users, particularly those with mobility and sensory impairments. 

5. be designed to minimise its environmental impact and be adaptable to climate change and reduce 
solar gain considering issues such as orientation, shading, provision of green infrastructure, natural 
ventilation, insulation and depth of floorplates.  

B)  The following development: 
i.  all subterranean development, 
ii. development involving new or additional gross external floorspace of 100sqm

 
or more, or 

iii. changes of use or refurbishment of 1,000sqm or more  
will meet  the minimum sustainable design standards set out in Table 2.1 below and submit the relevant 
design stage assessment and post construction certificate to demonstrate compliance. 
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In exceptional circumstances, where it has been demonstrated that it is not appropriate or practicable to 
meet the minimum sustainable design standards on-site, the development will meet the highest standard 
achievable and make a payment to offset any unmet CO2 emissions to the level of the zero carbon standard 
set out in Policy CMP 2.2 below.  The payment will be calculated in accordance with the calculation in that 
policy.  

 

TABLE 2.1: SUSTAINABLE DESIGN ASSESSMENTS AND STANDARDS 

Type of development Development 
size (GEA) 

Sustainable Design 
Assessment required 
(Policy CMP 2.1 B)) 

Minimum Sustainable Design 
Standard (Policy CMP 2.1 B) 
(2)) 
 

Residential New build All Code for Sustainable 
Homes  

Level 4  

Extensions > 1200sqm
 

 Ecohomes or 
equivalent BREEAM 
Domestic 
Refurbishments to 
replace 
 [WPA understand this 
is to be removed.] 

‘Very Good’ or equivalent 
BREEAM Domestic 
Refurbishments to replace 
(including 50% of water and 
energy credits) 

Extensions – 
subterranean 
development 

All BREEAM Domestic 
Refurbishments to 
replace  

Zero net emissions 

Change of use 
to residential/ 
refurbishment 
requiring 
planning 
permission and 
involving 
intervention in 
fabric/services 

Major  
(> 1,000sqm) 

Ecohomes or equivalent 
BREEAM Domestic 
Refurbishments to 
replace  

‘Excellent’ or equivalent 
BREEAM Domestic 
Refurbishments to replace 
(including at least 40% water 
and energy credits) 

Non 
Residential 

New build All   BREEAM New 
Construction  

‘Excellent’  

Extensions > 2100sqm
 

Ecohomes or equivalent 
BREEAM Non-Domestic 
Refurbishments to 
replace  
[RICS SKA methodology 
should be applied.] 

‘Very Good’ or equivalent 
BREEAM Domestic 
Refurbishments to replace 
(including 50% of water and 
energy credits) 
SKA Silver rating 

Extensions – 
subterranean 
development 

All BREEAM Non-Domestic 
Refurbishments to 
replaceRICKS Ska Rating  

Zero net emissionsSKA Silve 
Rating 
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Change of use 
to non-
residential / 
refurbishment 
requiring 
planning 
permission and 
involving 
intervention in 
fabric/services 

Major  
(> 1,000sqm) 

BREEAM or equivalent 
BREEAM Non-Domestic 
Refurbishments to 
replace 

‘Excellent’ or equivalent 
BREEAM Non-Domestic 
Refurbishments to replace 

 

Policy Application 

2.1.3 The council will expect applicants to demonstrate a comprehensive and integrated approach to 

design of all development. Early engagement in pre-application discussions with all affected parties will help 

ensure all relevant issues are addressed from the project inception. The design and access statement and, 

where relevant, sustainable design assessment and energy statement, should demonstrate how the above 

principles and standards have been addressed. Specific design principles apply to alterations and extensions, 

infill development, heritage assets and tall buildings. 

Architectural quality and responding to context 

2.1.4 Westminster’s distinctiveness derives from its exceptional built environment and all new 

development should be equally high of exemplary quality and respond to and build upon this legacy. Proposals 

for new development will be expected to demonstrate how the design responds to the existing townscape and 

the character and constraints of its site. All development should relate to the established pattern, density and 

scale of surrounding townscape, taking into account the impact on existing rhythms, symmetries and degree of 

uniformity, the composition of elevations including building lines and corner treatment, the suitability of the 

proposed design to its intended use, its contribution to public realm, and its impact on views and heritage 

assets.  The river and canalside environment are particularly important to the city's distinctiveness and 
 
Blue 

Ribbon policy sets out more detail on how the architectural and urban design quality of new buildings and 

major development should address this in Policy CMP 6.10.  

Sustainable Design 

2.1.5 Buildings should be adaptable to future climate change and it is important that this is considered at 

design stage. Design considerations will include orientation to best maximise the daylight and warmth from 

the sun, incorporation of green infrastructure and measures to reduce flood risk and careful design of 

elevations to capitalise on solar gain, whilst minimising risks of overheating. Passive ventilation should also be 

used wherever possible to reduce the reliance of a building on active coolingThe use of passive ventilation is 

encouraged where this will allow new development to have a high quality internal environment that meets 

market expectations. Further advice on these issues can be found in Chapter 3 and in the Green Infrastructure 

Policy CMP 6.5.  

2.1.6 The council will also consider the waste and carbon emissions which result from demolition and 

construction, along with the embodied energy and the energy and water efficiency of the existing and 

proposed buildings. The possibility of sensitively altering or retro-fitting buildings should always be properly 

evaluated before demolition is proposed. Reference should also be made to the demolition policy at CMP 2.14 

and the waste policy at CMP 2.9. 

Appropriate detail and materials 
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2.1.7 The variety of materials and quality of architectural detail in Westminster’s built environment make a 

significant contribution to the character and attractiveness of the city. All schemes should incorporate 

materials of an appropriately high quality, and their texture and colour should respect existing materials and 

adjoining townscape.  

2.1.8 Wherever possible, Mmaterials should be sustainably sourced. The council will encourage greater use 

of natural, non-toxic materials as they have both environmental and health benefits.  

2.1.9 Wherever possible, the council will expect either the re-use of materials on-site or the salvage of 

appropriate materials to enable their re-use off-site.  Existing fabrics should also be repaired rather than 

replaced wherever feasible.  This will be particularly important for historic buildings where valuable 

components of historic fabric should be salvaged, carefully stored on-site and re-used. 

2.1.10 The durability of materials and ability to withstand weathering must be considered to ensure that 

buildings do not deteriorate in appearance because of inadequate detailing and materials and to ensure they 

have to be replaced less frequently and prolong the life of the development.  Applicants should provide detail 

of the reasons for the selection and sourcing choices made, as well as which existing materials on the site are 

to be re-used as part of the development or made available for re-use elsewhere. 

Ensuring inclusive design 

2.1.11 The council will expect all proposals, whether they relate to new buildings, public realm works, 

changes of use or alterations to existing buildings, to adopt inclusive design principles and be accessible. The 

needs of different user groups should be considered from the project inception. This should include the widest 

possible range of users - those with mobility difficulties, sensory impairment, the elderly, and people with 

small children, heavy luggage or shopping.   

2.1.12 Inclusive design principles must be incorporated within all new buildings and spaces, and include such 

issues as provision of level circulation, door widths, surface finishes, provision of signs and information, 

provision of lifts, toilets and other facilities and access to transport and secure car parking for disabled people 

where appropriate. 

2.1.13 Within existing buildings, service providers are required by law to make reasonable adjustments to all 

areas where the public can expect physical access. The most obvious area where physical alterations may be 

required are at access/egress points to buildings, but when other alterations and changes of use are 

undertaken to existing buildings these should be designed to consider the needs of all users.  

2.1.14 Providing access to existing buildings can be challenging, especially in historic buildings. Where the 

principles of inclusive design and best practice standards cannot be strictly adhered to, the design and access 

statement should explain the constraints of the scheme and the solutions introduced to overcome the issue 

and provide a satisfactory outcome. However, there will almost always be scope to improve access without 

compromising the character of an existing building or significance of a heritage asset. Access to the 

environment in this context may not just be about physical access but should also consider the ways in which 

services and information can be provided to meet the needs of all users. 

Making development safe and secure 

2.1.15 Good urban design can provide many of the elements that make places feel safe. The relationship 

between buildings and their surrounding spaces strongly influence people’s sense of personal safety. New 

development should incorporate active frontages to ensure natural surveillance and large areas of blank walls 
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in street facades should be avoided, as they reduce the potential for surveillance. Clear sight lines should be 

provided and recessed areas avoided. The design of street frontages and enclosure of space by development 

should clearly define private and public areas to ensure a clear sense of ownership and responsibility. 

Incorporation of property numbering and identification in designs will also help to ensure ownership is clear.  

2.1.16 Wherever possible security measures, including railings and fences, should be integrated into the 

overall design concept. Where they are added at a later date, such measures must be sensitively designed to 

ensure they do not have an adverse impact on the townscape. In considering applications, the council will have 

regard to guidance set out in ‘Safer Places: The Planning System and Crime Prevention’ (ODPM, 2004) and 

Secure by Design (Association of Chief Policy Officers Project and Design Group, 1994). The council will consult 

police crime prevention design officers in considering applications where they have security implications. More 

specific advice on security measures and counter-terrorism can be found in Chapter 3. 

Functional and healthy environments 

2.1.17 Sustainable design also embraces principles of social sustainability which can be addressed by new 

development which provides comfortable, safe, healthy and accessible space for its users. All development 

should provide sufficient amenity space for the promotion of health and well-being and should be fit for 

purpose but able to accommodate future flexibility of use. The design and layout should seek to promote 

healthy lifestyles. Further advice and policy on these issues is contained in the next chapter and in the housing 

policies. 

Sustainable design assessments 

2.1.18 The requirement for an independent sustainable design assessment of the performance of proposed 

development applies to the following development: 

 all subterranean development, 

 new buildings with a gross external floorspace of 100sqm or more,  

 extensions of 1500sqm
 
or more, 

 major refurbishments of existing buildings which require planning permission (and involve 

intervention in the building fabric/services) and comprise at least 1,000sqm or more, and 

 changes of use which involve a gross floor area of 1,000sqm or more.     

In the case of extensions, the 1500sqm is the increase in gross additional floorspace and only covers the CO2 

emissions associated with the extension, and not the existing building.  

2.1.19 The minimum sustainable design standards use the Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH), the RICS SKA 

Rating or the Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) standards. These 

assessment tools contain several categories (such as energy, water, materials, waste, surface water, 

management, transport, land use, ecology, health and well-being, and pollution).  Each category contains 

credits that can be obtained by implementing a sustainable design or construction measure.  All the credits 

obtained are weighted and added together to achieve the overall score, which relates to the final rating. These 

are independently assessed and verified.  New build residential development will be assessed through the 

Code for Sustainable Homes and residential conversions or refurbishments will be assessed by BREEAM 

EcoHomes or Domestic Refurbishments.  Non-domestic buildings, including conversions and major 

refurbishments of existing buildings will be assessed through BREEAM. It is noted that there are separate 

requirements for energy/CO2 reduction (Policy CMP 2.2) which also need to be achieved in addition to the 

minimum overall rating. 
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2.1.19A  For extensions of 200 – 1,000sqm the RICS SKA methodology will be used.  This is more suitable for 

assessing the sustainability of small and medium sized extensions. 

2.1.20  It is important that the assessment process includes provision to ensure the standards are achieved 

in the final development. For this reason a post-completion certificate isn necessary.  A condition will be 

imposed requiring the building to be built to this level, to be certified within a set period from occupation. 

prior to occupation.  

2.1.21 The council accepts that there will be some exceptional circumstances where it has been 

demonstrated and agreed that it is not appropriate or practicable to meet Westminster’s minimum sustainable 

design standards on-site.  This might apply, for example, where a particular listed building has unusually 

limited potential to accommodate sustainability measures.  However, even in these cases, every effort should 

be made to achieve as much as possible on-site.   

N.B. The Ecohomes standards for residential refurbishment is due to be replaced by BREEAM Domestic 

Refurbishments at the end of October 2011.  These will be reviewed and incorporated into the final policy 

document. 

 

Reasoned Justification 

2.1.22 New development is necessary to adapt the fabric of Westminster to present and future needs and to 

ensure the economic well-being of central London as a whole. Westminster’s exceptional built environment is 

key to its success and contributes to its attractiveness to residents, business and visitors alike. This policy 

builds upon the requirements of the Core Strategy policy, setting out detailed principles and standards for 

achieving exemplary design in all new development.  

2.1.23 All new development should take an integrated approach to design from its inception, addressing the 

issues of energy, water, materials, pollution, waste, amenity, environmental quality and biodiversity; 

responding to local character and context; conserving our heritage assets; and protecting important strategic 

and local views.  

2.1.24 Good design is well integrated with its site and context. The character and interest of the townscape 

depends on the layout scale, architectural quality, detailing and materials of individual buildings.  

2.1.25 Exemplary design extends beyond aesthetic and environmental considerations and the council is 

committed to creating a high quality, inclusive environment which values diversity and difference and 

encompasses both current and future users needs. All development should ensure a safe, convenient and 

legible environment which can be enjoyed by all, irrespective of age, gender or impairment. Good design can 

also minimise the opportunities for crime to occur and help to reduce the fear of crime. 

2.1.26 The minimum sustainable design standards comprise specific BREEAM and Code for Sustainable 

Homes targets. Setting specific standard levels in terms of Code for Sustainable Homes and BREEAM targets is 

a good practice method of ensuring developments meet a range of sustainability objectives including those for 

which national and London targets exist, i.e. carbon emissions and water use
i
 . These independent appraisal 

methodologies are well established and well understood tools to measure sustainability. The standards above 

are considered to be both achievable given the current availability of technology and sufficiently stretching, as 

they are currently ahead of Building Regulations requirements, which makes Code Level 4 mandatory by 2013 

and eventually Code level 6 across the board for all new homes by 2016 and other buildings by 2019.  
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Achieving zero carbon 

2.1.27 Policy Aim: To maximise the contribution to reducing carbon emissions, particularly given 

Westminster’s existing urban fabric and sustainable re-use of buildings.  

Policy CMP 2.2:  Zero carbon  
 
All subterranean development, new build development of 200sqm or more, or extensions creating additional 
gross external floorspace of 51000sqm

 
or more additional gross external floorspace will meet the standard for 

zero carbon development on-site, except where it can be demonstrated that this is not possible due to the 
specific constraints of the site or its surroundingsas defined by national building regulations.  The zero carbon 
stanrd means no net regulated carbon emissions.   
 
Developments should follow the zero carbon policy triangle which prioritizes carbon compliance (Co2 emission 
reductions on-site) above an allowable solutions action or payment.  In these circumstances, the development 
will achieve the greatest possible CO2 emission reduction on-site and make a payment to offset unmet CO2 
emissions to the level of the zero carbon standard. 
 
The zero carbon standard means no net regulated carbon emissions, and is the equivalent to a 100% 
improvement over Part L of the Building Regulations 2010. 

Allowable solutions payments will be based on the difference between the level of carbon compliance 
achieved and the performance required to achieve zero carbon under the building regulations.    

Offset payments will be calculated as follows:   

Target Emission Rate - Building Emission Rate or Dwelling Emission Rate 
x Westminster’s cost per tonne of carbon 

Where: 

“Target Emission Rate” means 100% improvement on carbon emissions in Part L of the 2010 Building 
Regulations.   
“Building Emission Rate” is the actual level of emissions achieved by non-residential development 
“Dwelling Emission Rate” is the actual level of emissions achieved by residential development 
“Westminster’s cost per tonne of carbon” is set out in the Policy Application below, but will be reviewed as 
necessary. 
 
For developments other than subterranean development, the offset payment will only be secured where it 
exceeds £2,000.  

 

 

Policy Application 

2.1.28 The requirement for zero carbon only relates to new or additional floorspace.  Refurbishments have 

been excluded because they will already be providing a significant improvement to the existing building 

performance in order to meet Building Regulations.  It would be perverse to disincentivise smaller 

refurbishments, thereby making them less likely to proceed (and therefore the carbon emissions associated 

with the existing building would not be reduced to current Building Regulations) or more likely to be 
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demolished and replaced with a new build, with the significant loss of embodied energy that this would entail.  

It is also more difficult and costly to achieve the standards using the existing building fabric compared to a new 

build.  However, major refurbishments have been included as these provide such a significant opportunity to 

improve the built fabric of the city.  Changes of use have also been excluded as it is not possible to readily 

assess the difference in energy consumption between use classes, and there would be many instances where 

the change of use actually results in a decrease in overall energy demand. 

2.1.29 Westminster defines zero carbon as zero ‘regulated carbon’ or just those emissions covered by Part L 

of the Building Regulations: heating, fixed lighting, hot water and building services.  It does not include CO2 

emissions from energy used through space heating and cooling, hot water, lighting, or building services.  This 

definition is in line with the government’s current definition of zero carbon, covering emissions from regulated 

energy use only and includes the flexibility of a local ‘allowable solution’ in the form of the zero carbon offset 

fund.  The assessments required in Policy CMP 2.1 include mandatory criteria for energy / carbon emissions.  

Therefore, although zero carbon will be measured as a percentage improvement on the 2010 Building 

Regulations, there is a direct relationship to the assessments.  For example, Westminster’s zero carbon 

standard will have been met if a new development meets the Code for Sustainable Homes Level 5 or the 

BREEAM zero net emissions standard. 

 

N.B. As noted above, the assessment standards to be used for extensions is currently being finalised.  These will 

be reviewed and incorporated into Figure 2.1 once they are available. 

2.1.30 The government has set a timetable for all new buildings to be zero carbon by 2019, with new 

residential buildings to be zero carbon by 2016. Therefore, for new residential buildings this requirement 

simply brings forward Building Regulation requirements from 2016, and for new non-residential buildings it 

brings it forward from 2019.  Accordingly, the requirement does not operate over the 15 year lifetime of this 

plan, but rather is an interim measure until the Building Regulations catch up.   
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2.1.31 The London Plan Policy 5.2 sets out the steps that should be taken to achieve the emissions 

reductions, as reflected in Core Strategy Policies CS27 Design, CS38 Decentralised Energy Networks and CS39 

Renewable Energy: 

1. Be lean: use less energy.  Much of the reduction in emissions will be achieved through good building 

design, such as measures taken under Policy CMP 2.1. 

2. Be clean: supply energy efficiency.  Utilise Combined Heat & Power (CHP) and Combined Cooling, Heating 

& Power (CCHP) where possible (Policy CMP 2.3). 

3. Be green: use renewable energy. Installation of renewable energy to contribute towards the remaining 

requirements, with additional advantages to the occupier through reduced bills and Feed In Tariffs (Policy 

CMP 2.4). 

2.1.32 Where zero carbon cannot be achieved on-site because of the specific site constraints, the 

development should maximise carbon reductions to the greatest extent possible.  A payment to offset the 

remaining regulated carbon emissions will be expected.   

Demonstrating Compliance with the Standard 

2.1.33 Applicants will be required to demonstrate which level of emissions reduction has been achieved.  

This will require the calculation of the building emissions rate, expressed in KgCO2/sqm/annum.  This 

information is required for Part L of the Building Regulations, but will also need to be provided with the 

planning application to demonstrate compliance. Two common approaches to demonstrating compliance 

typically used are: 

SAP (Standard Assessment Procedure) The government's Standard Assessment Procedure for rating the energy 

performance of dwellings. Indicators are used to demonstrate compliance with AD L1A of the Building 

Regulations. The current version is SAP 2009. 

SBEM (Simplified Building Energy Model) The Simplified Building Energy Model is the National Calculation 

Methodology for measuring the energy performance of non-domestic buildings, demonstrating compliance 

with Part L of the Building Regulations. 

2.1.34 In the case of SBEM (Simplified Building Energy Model) calculations this will be the ‘Calculated CO2 

emission rate from notional building’, and in the SAP (Standard Assessment Procedure for the Energy Rating of 

Dwellings) the Dwelling CO2 Emission Rate (DER). The applicant should confirm either that the design will 

achieve zero regulated carbon, or should justify why this cannot be achieved and detail the anticipated rating.  

Details of workings to support this, in the form of SAP or SBEM must be supplied with the planning application.   

A post construction certificate will be required and secured by a condition. 

 Zero Carbon Offset  

2.1.35 The development of the zero carbon offset fund will enable developers to contribute to carbon 

reduction projects in the built environment where it has been demonstrated zero carbon cannot be achieved 

on-site through design.  The carbon offset fund will be a ring fenced pot of money managed by Westminster 

and used solely for retrofitting projects and to reduce carbon dioxide emissions in the city.  A minimum of 

£2,000 has been included to ensure that, for development other than subterranean development, the cost of 

implementing the payment does not exceed the amount collected.  However, this has not been applied for 

subterranean development as the council does not want to encourage this type of energy intensive 

development and considers that the full cost should be met by the developer. 
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2.1.36 The cost per tonne of carbon is set at 50% of the discounted abatement cost of non-trade carbon as 

established by the Department for Energy and Climate Change.   

Allowable solutions payments should estimated at time of planning application, but actual payments should  

be based on final SAP, SBEM etc calculations at the time of completion.  The expenditure of the agreed 

amount should be in accordance with nationally agreed arrangements.   

2.1.37 All new residential developments should meet Code for Sustainable Homes Level 4, in accordance 

with Policy CMP 2.1.  Level 4 includes a mandatory requirement to achieve a 25% improvement on Part L of 

the 2010 Building Regulations.  Similarly, for new non-residential development, a rating of ‘Excellent’ should be 

achieved, which also corresponds with a 25% improvement, Therefore, the offset payments will mostly be to 

offset the additional 75% reduction anticipated by the zero carbon standard. 

2.1.37A  Applicants will not be required to model non-regulated energy performance.  Where it can be 

demonstrated that non-regulated energy use will be reduced these reductions can be off-set from residual 

regulated energy use. 

Reasoned Justification 

2.1.38 There is a strong case to seek a ‘zero carbon’ standard in Westminster for qualifying development.  

Westminster’s carbon footprint from buildings (commercial and residential) is increasing (Department of 

Energy and Climate Change
ii
), which conflicts with national and regional objectives to mitigate climate change 

and address issues such as fuel poverty, peak oil and security of energy supply (nationally and regionally). 

DECC figures
iii
 produced annually show that Westminster receives the lowest carbon reduction funding from 

the energy companies; the reason given to Westminster from the energy companies is due to the complexity 

around the management of our buildings and heritage of the built environment in Westminster.  

2.1.39 The Climate Change Act 2008 imposes a national target to reduce CO2 levels by 80% by 2050. The 

government has stated that given the difficulties in meeting this target in other sectors, that domestic 

buildings should exceed an 80% reduction and be as close to zero carbon as possible.  This will be challenging in 

Westminster due to the quality and extent of heritage assets, and therefore a flexible solution has been 

sought. The rate at which the UK must achieve this target is agreed by carbon budgets, covering five year 

periods. In May 2009 the levels of the first three were approved by Parliament. The government recently 

announced the fourth ‘carbon budget’ covering the period 2023-2027 which requires a 50% reduction below 

1990 levels (a much steeper reduction than the first three carbon budgets).  

2.1.40 The level of new build that comes forward, even taking account of scheduled tightening of the 

building regulations is not likely to be at a fast enough rate to mitigate the continued emissions from existing 

sites, and will not achieve the London Mayoral target reductions. Both new build development of at least 

200sqm and extensions of at least 500sqm, as well as all subterranean development will have particularly 

significant environmental impacts. For this reason these types of development should be aiming to meet zero 

carbon on-site, to offset the more limited potential for emissions reduction from the existing stock. 

Redevelopment of existing buildings should nonetheless be encouraged to improve their sustainability to help 

with carbon reduction targets, to reduce vulnerability to future rising fuel costs, and to ensure adaptability to 

the effects of future climate change.  However, the zero carbon standard is not applied to any retained built 

fabric, which also recognises the greater challenges for achieving the standards as compared to new build and 

extensions.   
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2.1.41 The policy, which is intended to complement policies on Retrofitting, Heritage and Extensions and 

Alterations, will incentivise improved performance in other policies including Renewable Energy, CHP and Heat 

networks, and overheating in order to reduce on-site CO2 emissions, and therefore the level of offset charge. It 

is recognised that in some instances, due to site constraints, technical feasibility, heritage and design issues or 

viability, a development will be unable to fully meet the minimum sustainable design standards on-site.  The 

sustainability hierarchy approach introduces a degree of flexibility to ensure that development can still take 

place through the offsetting mechanism. 

 

Heating and cooling networks and combined heat and power  
 

2.1.42 In addition to energy efficient design and use of buildings as promoted through the general design 

standards policy, greenhouse gas emissions can also be reduced by supplying the heat and energy we require 

locally, through decentralised district heat and energy networks and through the use of renewable sources, 

where appropriate. 

 

2.1.43 Policy Aim: Through the use of decentralised energy generation and local distribution networks, we 

will reduce carbon emissions from buildings, improve Westminster’s local air quality, and reduce dependency 

on the national grid.  

 

Policy Application  

2.1.44 The applicant will develop and submit an Energy Strategy, which will include:  

- the location of the development and any district or communal heating (and cooling) networks within 

the vicinity of the proposed scheme (using local information and the London Heat Map);  

- documentary evidence of investigations/discussions with neighbouring site owners seeking to further 

this objective of increasing heat and CHP networks 

- the location of any plant (energy centre) within the scheme; 

- how the constructed plant (energy centre) will be either connected now, or at a later date to 

neighbouring networks (specification of the pipes, heat exchangers, proposed routes and information 

of “punch points” through the walls, etc);  

- the heating or cooling loads required for the site (which will be stored and fed into the London Heat 

Map); 

Policy CMP 2.3: Heating and cooling networks and combined heat and power  

All existing Combined Heat & Power (CHP), Combined Cooling, Heating and Power (CCHP) and Heating 
Networks, associated systems and networks must be retained or upgraded or brought back into use. 

Where appropriate, applications should include an Energy Strategy which establishes the existing and 
proposed district or communal heating (and cooling) networks within the vicinity of the proposed scheme, 
together with details of how the proposal will use these networks. 
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- how the heating (and or cooling) network will be managed;  

- how the future connections and exchanges in heat / cooling will be would be managed once 

operational.    

Development will then be expected to deliver the scheme in accordance with the proposals and this will be 

secured through condition.   

Reasoned Justification 

2.1.45 Heating and Cooling Networks, and combined Heat and Power are an efficient manner in which to 

reduce the city’s carbon footprint.  High levels of development density throughout the city and of 

developments that have various heating and cooling profiles, combine to make Westminster suitable for 

community heating and cooling networks.  With the high concentration of heritage assets across the city, the 

retrofitting of district heating is an easy and non-visually intrusive way in which to deliver carbon reduction.  

2.1.46 The efficient use of fuel in combustion in Heating and Cooling Networks, and combined Heat and 

Power Energy Centers, is the second tier in the London Energy Hierarchy (London Plan 2011) and can help a 

building to minimise its carbon emissions and make the building more energy self-sufficient.  Encouraging the 

use of heat networks and CHP / CCHP (plant that generates both electricity and heat for space heating and hot 

water and in some instances cooling) within Westminster’s boundaries will have a number of direct positive 

impacts: 

 A reduction in carbon emissions through an increase in the economies of scale created through the use 

and expansion of heat networks; 

 Less energy lost through the transmission of electricity over long distances from centralised power 

stations; 

 The preservation and expansion of existing heat / CHP / CCHP networks thereby allowing future 

development and expansion; 

 The generation of low carbon heat and electricity within the boundaries of Westminster;   

 In some circumstances, may deliver carbon reduction within historic buildings without affecting their 

significance;  

 Local energy resilience and security through local generation and balanced load provision;   

 Reduce the need for air conditioning and assist in the delivery of policies in Part 3.  

 The creation of networks that may in future allow the replacement of gas plant with biomass, hydrogen, 

fuel cells or any other future low or zero carbon technology that also complies with current and future 

air quality legislation. 

2.1.47 As set out in the Core Strategy the most effective way to supply energy efficiently is to connect to an 

existing decentralised energy network, where economies of scale already exist. If this is not possible then the 

use of on-site combined heat and power plants are the next best method. A Combined Cooling, Heat and 

Power plant is preferential to a Combined Heat and Power plant. Where there is more than one building within 

a development site, they should all be connected into one site wide system.  
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2.1.48 Biomass will only be an acceptable fuel for use in Westminster for heat and power generation if 

emissions of air pollutants including NO2 and particulates are comparable to or less than contemporary best 

practice gas combustion plants of a comparable scale and it complies with the council’s Air Quality policies. 

 

Requirement for renewable energy generation 

2.1.49 Policy Aim: To reduce the carbon footprint of Westminster, and to reduce the city’s dependency on 

the national grid, through the use of renewable technologies on development sites.  

Policy CMP 2.4: Requirement for renewable energy generation 

Where feasible, The council expects all minor new developments over 200sqm to integrate appropriate 

renewable technologies into the design of the scheme, except where the council considers where an 

exemption is appropriate. 

 

Policy Application: 

2.1.50 The policy aims to ensure that development in Westminster delivers on the third part of the London 

Plan energy hierarchy (after energy efficiency measures and the clean supply of energy):  

1.  Be lean: use less energy. 

2.  Be clean: supply energy efficiently. 

3.  Be green: use renewable energy. 

2.1.51 The council expects that renewable technologies are integrated into the design of all minor 

development schemes, and that these deliver the maximum possible energy generation for the development. .   

This policy is intended to complement the council’s Sustainability Hierarchy set out in the Design policy, which 

aims towards meeting zero carbon on-site through design, and will generally promote energy efficiency and 

carbon reduction. It also supplements Core Strategy Policy CS39 which considers renewable energy in relation 

to major development. 

2.1.52 In exceptional circumstances where the council considers that it is not practicable due to local 

environmental, viability (short-term and long-term impacts), heritage issues or site constraints, then the 

requirement to install this shall be reconsidered. On historic buildings, the installation of energy efficient 

measures should usually be considered prior to consideration of renewable technologies. Renewable 

technologies should always be sensitively designed and sited and have no adverse impact on historic fabric 

(see retrofitting policy for further advice).    

2.1.53 The list of renewable technologies considered appropriate for smaller developments within 

Westminster includes: biomass;
iv
 community heating networks; biomass fuelled heating; energy from waste; 

photovoltaic solar panels; solar water heating panels; wind; hydrogen fuel cells; and ground-coupled heating 

and cooling.  
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2.1.54 Connecting to a waste heating or cooling source that has not been previously linked into will also 

count as a renewable energy source, such as capturing the waste heat from the underground network.  

2.1.55 Every scheme should come forward with the named renewable technology, its estimated energy 

generation over the period of a year, the carbon savings that this technology will deliver on-site, and plans 

should highlight the proposed location, within or on the scheme of the technology. Full product specifications 

and images should also be provided so that the visual impact can be assessed.    

2.1.56 The applicant may also be asked to monitor the energy generated by the renewable energy, to ensure 

that the predicted energy generated is delivered within Westminster and this information is available to the 

council.   

2.1.57 The design of development may be altered to deliver the maximum energy through the use of 

renewable energy generation and in all instances the installations of renewable technologies should be 

designed to integrate with the development and deliver the development’s energy needs.  

2.1.58 All development or refurbishment must minimise their impact on existing renewable energy 

installations within Westminster and should be designed so as not to cause overshadowing.  Any new 

development maybe asked to compensate the effected parties for any loss in power of the original scheme, as 

agreed by the council.  Where the loss of energy generation on the neighbouring renewables is too great, 

refusal may be recommended.   

Reasoned Justification: 

2.1.59 Westminster has specific local circumstances which warrant and justify this policy approach.  

Westminster’s energy consumption is increasing rather than decreasing with higher carbon emissions than all 

other London Boroughs, and with trends towards greater use of air conditioning. With over 76% of the city 

covered by conservation areas and the largest concentration of listed buildings in the country, it is less able to 

offset emissions from existing stock with new build development.  

2.1.60 Due to its built up nature 90% of residential properties are flats. During the period April 2006 to 

March 2009 92.1% of residential planning applications were for schemes involving 1-9 units, with 86% of office 

developments being classified as minor development in the same period. Many of the buildings currently in 

existence are still expected to be in use in 2050, therefore there will not be as many new build developments 

to offset emissions from the existing ‘ hard to treat’ stock, and therefore this policy will ensure that minor 

developments begin to reduce their impact in terms of energy use. 

2.1.61 Many of Westminster’s properties have solid walls which can only be insulated with applied 

insulation, which can be costly, and for externally applied solid wall insulation is less likely to achieve planning 

permission due to its visual impact. There are also less “dwellinghouses”
v
, so many properties will not benefit 

from permitted development rights in relation to issues such as upgrading windows, or applying external solid 

wall insulation. It is recognised that these are factors which make retrofitting certain types of energy efficiency 

measures in Westminster difficult to achieve. 

2.1.62 This stand alone policy encourages the generation of renewable energy in minor development (as 

well as major development already covered by Core Strategy Policy CS39 Renewable Energy), and will assist in 

attaining the highest possible level of the council’s Sustainability Hierarchy (as set out in the Design Policy CMP 

2.1) and will have a number of direct positive impacts: 

Comment [WPA23]:  
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 Emissions of carbon dioxide will be lowered which will reduce our climate change impact and may 

also result in improved air quality; 

 Reduce the impacts of rising energy costs on the residents and businesses of the city;  

 Reduce the city’s reliance on the national grid, and increase its energy security, with less potential 

impact from future power ‘brownouts’. 

2.1.63 Some of Westminster’s developments may not be suitable for increased energy efficiency, or 

community energy networks, but most will have the ability to generate energy through the installation of 

renewable technologies such as solar panels. 

   

Large-scale and new infill redevelopment 

2.1.64 Policy Aim: TO achieve new buildings of exemplary design quality, which enhance local distinctiveness 

throughout Westminster.  

 

Policy CMP 2.5:  Large-scale and New Infill Redevelopment  

Large-scale new infill and backland redevelopment will take opportunities to improve conserve or enhance the 
quality and character of local areas, having regard to the criteria set out below. 
 
A) Large scale redevelopment will respond imaginatively to its context and: 
 

1. create new compositions and points of interest; 
2. provide high quality new streets, squares and open spaces where appropriate, linked to the 

surrounding street pattern, to maximise accessibility; 
3. take into account existing and likely future patterns of traffic and pedestrian movement, including 

pedestrian desire lines; 
4. retain existing and create new features to make an easily understandable urban environment, 

including active building frontages with clearly defined edges and safe public routes; and 
5.  ensure servicing and parking are sited and designed sensitively to minimise their visual impact. 

 
B) New infill development: 
 

1. In areas of varied townscape of significant quality, the form and design of infill development will 
respond positively to context, including building plot widths, architectural characteristics and the 
materials and detailing of existing buildings where these contribute positively to the character and 
appearance of the area. 

2. Within uniform terraces or groups of buildings of unified design and significant quality, new infill 
development will replicate the predominant design of the group. 
 

In areas of low quality, varied townscape, infill development will take opportunities to enhance the area, have 
sufficient independence of form and design to create new compositions and points of interest and have regard 
to the form and materials of adjoining buildings, where these make a positive contribution to the area.  
 

C) Backland Development 

1 On private gardens or where it interrupts green corridors, backland development will be resisted, 
expect where it is ancillary and subordinate to the main dwelling and sensitively designed, 
incorporating green infrastructure where appropriate. 
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2 On brownfield sites, backland development should respect the scale of the surrounding townscape 
and respond positively to its context.  

 

 

Policy Application 

2.1.65 The council expects all new development to be of exceptional exemplary quality. Building on the 

council’s ‘Excellence in Design’ initiative
vi
 the council will seek new infill and large scale redevelopment which 

makes a positive contribution to local areas, having regard to their character.  

2.1.66 Infill development involves the development of a small gap in an otherwise built up frontage or area 

of townscape. Large scale development in this policy means development which is of sufficient size to 

differentiate it from the surrounding townscape. Opportunities for backland development are more limited in 

Westminster and involve landlocked sites, without a street frontage. 

2.1.67 A different design approach is likely to be appropriate for infill, backland and extensive development 

and this will vary according to context. In assessing design, the council will have regard to the variety or 

uniformity and quality of the surrounding context, including impact on heritage assets. In most cases, new 

development should nonetheless respond to context and follow the discipline imposed by the established 

pattern of development in the area. 

2.1.68 The densely developed, low scale and varied townscape character of Westminster means that most 

redevelopment opportunities in the city are for infill development. Such development usually occupies small 

plots in areas of established townscape and it is particularly important that it is well integrated with its 

surroundings. The degree to which development should be integrated into its surroundings will depend upon 

the uniformity and quality of the surrounding townscape, for example whether it is in a conservation area, 

forms part of a set-piece of townscape or if it is an area of undefined character. Detailed characterisation has 

been undertaken for conservation areas, which make up 76% of the city, in conservation area audits.  

2.1.69 Within areas of high quality varied townscape, usually in conservation areas, infill development 

should be well integrated into its surroundings through the appropriate choices of scale, form and materials 

that respond to the type and quality of the existing townscape. Contemporary design will be acceptable, 

provided that it is of the highest design quality and both respects and responds imaginatively to its context, 

taking into account key elements such as building lines, height, width and scale. 

2.1.70 In areas of unified townscape of significant quality such as consistent terraces or architectural set-

pieces, scholarly replica rebuilding will usually be sought. For example, this will be appropriate in order to 

restore or complete an otherwise coherent, distinctive piece of townscape which forms a single composition, 

or where a building of historic or townscape value has been lost.  

2.1.71 In areas of low quality varied townscape, with a less clearly defined character, new infill development 

should positively improve the quality of the area but should nonetheless respect its context. These areas are 

likely to be outside conservation areas and may have undergone some unsympathetic change. In such areas, 

well-designed, new development can play a vital role in regeneration. 

2.1.72 Backland development, i.e. development which is behind building frontages and on a landlocked site, 

is more common in certain parts of north Westminster. Any new development on land in rear gardens 
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including private communal gardens will usually be unacceptable. Where a garden building is considered 

acceptable, it should be designed to be subordinate to the frontage building and incorporate green 

infrastructure where possible. In some circumstances, backland sites might be on brownfield sites and for 

example comprise industrial warehouse buildings or a group of lock up garages. In these cases, there is likely 

to be more flexibility in terms of design approach but development should nonetheless respect the scale and 

character of adjoining townscape and incorporate appropriate access and landscaping. 

2.1.73 Opportunities for large scale development are more limited in Westminster and where these exist a 

different design approach is likely to be appropriate. In such circumstances the opportunity exists to generate 

new compositions and points of interest. Their design and layout should promote legibility of the area. 

Planning briefs will be prepared to provide design guidance for major development sites.  

2.1.74 This approach does not reflect a particular stylistic preference but recognises that in some parts of the 

city, there is greater potential for intervention and improvement, while in other areas, the quality of existing 

townscape is such that greater respect for context will be required. In all locations, the council seeks to 

encourage outstanding architecture and design which has a positive impact on its surroundings. 

2.1.75 All infill and large scale new development will also be required to adhere to general design principles 

and standards. Housing developments should also refer to the specific housing policies and set out how they 

have addressed the ‘Building for Life’ criteria. 

Reasoned Justification 

2.1.76 The London Plan stresses the importance of identifying local neighbourhood character and ensuring 

that new design responds to this
vii

. The unique character of Westminster derives in part from its exceptional 

wealth of buildings, which date from the beginning of the eighteenth century onwards. These vary from highly 

uniform residential terraces, squares and crescents which form architectural set-pieces, to the relatively 

modest workers housing and mews and in contrast, areas of varied townscape characterised by architecture 

from a wide variety of eras and in a variety of styles. Across all eras, there are many examples of buildings 

which are of the highest architectural quality. New buildings need to be of equally high quality and contribute 

positively to the future architectural wealth of the city and enhance its character, whilst respecting local 

distinctiveness. However, the unique qualities of the city mean that a blanket approach to design is not 

appropriate and policy therefore seeks to respond to locally distinctive character, ensuring the more unified 

the townscape, the greater the respect for the original scale, form and materials that should be shown by new 

development. Where the character of a terrace or area is relatively homogeneous, it is considered that designs 

should reflect this and not detract from this uniformity. Extensive development should create new points of 

interest which enhance local areas. Where backland development is acceptable, there may be scope for more 

imaginative modern design which respects the scale and context of its surroundings. 

 

Alterations and Extensions 

2.1.77 High land values combined with the density and low scale of the existing townscape means that there 

is significant pressure for extensions to existing buildings. In recent years this has also led to pressure for 

subterranean development. The policies below set out the criteria for these forms of development and provide 

additional detail to the design principles Policy CMP 2.1. 
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2.1.78 Policy Aim: To ensure that alterations and extensions to existing buildings are designed to be 

sustainable, attractive and neighbourly, and that these respect the character of existing buildings and areas 

and the amenity of adjoining occupiers.  

Policy CMP 2.6: Alterations and Extensions 

A) Alterations and extensions will respect the architectural character of the existing building. In addition, 
extensions will: 

1. be subordinate to the existing building;not visually dominate the existing building; 

2. normally be confined to the rear; and 

3. Incorporate a high standard of thermal performance. 

B) Alterations and extensions will not: 

1. disrupt any existing uniformity of the street, or ignore significant patterns, rhythms or groupings of 

buildings; 

2. occupy a significant proportion of the garden space, yard or other enclosure; 

3. result in the loss of, obscure or otherwise detract from architectural features which contribute to the 

existing building; 

4. involve the loss of characteristic townscape spaces or gaps between buildings;  

5. involve the infilling, enclosure or harmful alteration of front lightwells; or  

6. have an adverse visual impact, including being over-dominant or visually intrusive in public or private 

views from ground or upper levels. 

C) In addition to the above, alterations and extensions at roof level, including roof terraces, will not: 

1. disrupt the uniformity of terraces with a consistent roofline or adversely affect the character of 

terraces with an attractive varied roofline; 

2. adversely affect roof forms or profiles which are completed compositions, which make a contribution 

to the local skyline or which were originally designed to be seen against the sky; or 

3. result in the loss of historic, unusual or locally distinctive roof forms, roof coverings or roof features 

(such as chimney stacks). 

D) Living roofs and walls should be incorporated wherever they accord with the above, are structurally viable 

and have no adverse impact on heritage assets. 

E) Minor external additions to buildings such as plant, telecommunications and other equipment and 

associated cables and fixings will be concealed within the building envelope where feasible or designed and 

sited to minimise their visual impact. All redundant equipment should be removed prior to installation of new 

equipment. 

 

Policy Application 
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2.1.79 The design of all extensions and alterations should adhere to the standards and principles set out in 

the general design Policy CMP 2.1. They will be expected to respect the architectural character, proportions 

and detailing of the existing building, terraces or groups of buildings and the wider area and adopted 

sustainable design standards. The design and access statement should set out how these issues have been 

addressed.  

2.1.80 Extensions to the front of properties will rarely be acceptable due to their impact on the character of 

the streetscape and new extensions should normally be confined to the rear. Where the uniformity that often 

exists on the street frontage is not found at the rear, there may be more scope for alterations and extensions. 

However, the quality of design is no less important.  

2.1.81 Overly large extensions can disfigure a building and upset its proportions. Any extension should 

therefore remain architecturally subordinate to the main building, and on rear extensions should terminate at 

the penultimate storey level, or lower, to ensure that the main building’s composition is not harmed. 

Extensions should not extend rearward beyond the existing general building line on uniform terraces. Full 

width extensions are almost never acceptable at first floor level and above but may be acceptable at basement 

and ground floor level, where this will not harm the character of the area and original building. Past alterations 

or extensions to surrounding properties will not necessarily be regarded as a precedent for subsequent 

proposals for alterations and extensions. 

2.1.82 It is generally most appropriate for detailed design and materials of extensions to reflect that of the 

existing building. Where the character of a terrace or area is relatively homogeneous, design should reflect 

this.  In exceptional, locally-appropriate circumstances, where the characteristics of a terrace are more varied, 

there may be scope for more modern materials or detailing, provided that the design is a well-conceived, 

contemporary alternative and continues to respect the architectural integrity and detail of the main building.  

2.1.83 All extensions (including roof extensions) will also be expected to accommodate a higher standard of 

thermal performance than the existing building and incorporate sustainable design features and green 

infrastructure wherever possible. 

2.1.84 Townscape spaces and gaps can be important to the character of a street or area. Some parts of the 

city such as Maida Vale and St John’s Wood are characterised by villas with large gardens and open gaps and 

other areas of terraced housing, such as Pimlico, also feature characteristic gaps at corner plots. The infilling of 

these spaces is often damaging to the overall townscape and will be resisted.  

Lightwells 

2.1.85 The consistent pattern of open front lightwells along terraces is a characteristic feature of the 18
th

 

and 19
th

 century terraced housing, which makes up a significant proportion of Westminster’s built 

environment and makes a particular contribution to local character. Infillling of open lightwells can have a 

harmful impact on the character of consistent terraces, reducing uniformity of the street elevation. This will 

therefore normally be resisted. 

Conservatories 

2.1.86 High-level conservatories located on rooftops and closet wings, can appear particularly prominent 

and incongruous. They are often at odds with existing buildings in terms of materials, style and detailing and, 

since conservatories are primarily ‘garden rooms’. All conservatories should comply with the general principles 

in relation to extensions, should be of lightweight design and relate directly to the garden area.  
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Roof extensions and alterations 

2.1.87 The variety of roof forms in Westminster has developed over several centuries and consists of 

examples from all eras of the city’s development. The resulting roofscape contributes significantly to the city’s 

character. All alterations at roof level should be sensitively integrated into their surroundings. In assessing 

applications for roof extensions, consideration will be given to height, form, detailed design and materials.  

2.1.88 The roof is often the most significant design element of a building and some buildings will not be 

suitable for any roof extension. This includes buildings that form part of terraces or groups with an unbroken 

or predominantly unbroken roofline, buildings that are already the same height as, or taller than the prevailing 

building height in the area, buildings which have characteristic historic roof forms and buildings that are 

completed architectural compositions or have roof profiles that contribute to the local skyline. Heritage assets 

in particular may retain historic roof structures and any proposals for roof extension will require particular 

care. On heritage assets or where visible in long views or from sensitive viewpoints such as the Royal Parks, 

substantial structures on roofs will not be acceptable. Conservation area audits identify characteristic roof 

forms within areas of architectural and historic interest and will be used to guide development of roof 

extensions within conservation areas.  

2.1.89 The council will seek the provision of living roofs in all development where these are structurally 

viable and will cause no harm to historic roof forms or the character and appearance of an area. Green roofs 

are especially encouraged where they complement existing wildlife habitat, open space and green corridors. 

Roof terraces will only be acceptable where they accord with the general roof extensions and amenity policy. 

Applicants should also refer to the green infrastructure policy. 

 

 

Small-scale alterations 

2.1.90 Small-scale alterations also have a significant impact on townscape character. Architectural features 

on existing buildings, such as cornices, mouldings, architraves, porches, balcony balustrades and chimneys 

should be retained wherever possible and reinstated where appropriate. Windows and doors are crucial in 

establishing the character of any building. Where existing windows and doors contribute to the townscape 

value of a building, they should be retained or replicate the original. The use of uPVC will not normally be 

acceptable. The cladding and painting of masonry can also spoil the appearance of buildings and can be 

particularly damaging if the building forms part of a uniform group. Dormer windows should normally be of a 

modest size. 

2.1.91 Minor external additions to buildings may include balustrades, fire escape routes, 

telecommunications equipment including satellite dishes and aerials, security equipment including cameras 

and alarms, micro-generation equipment, any associated cables and fixings, as well as air conditioning units, 

flues and water tanks. It is important to try and minimise the cumulative impact of these small-scale changes 

on townscape. 

2.1.92 Wherever possible, additions such as air conditioning equipment, water tanks and plant should be 

concealed within the building envelope. Where this cannot be achieved the council will expect such equipment 

to be of the minimum size, and screened, painted or otherwise finished to match adjoining facing materials in 

a way which respects the building’s character. Further advice on plant and machinery can be found in the next 

chapter in Policy CMP 3.12.  
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2.1.93 Telecommunication and micro-generation equipment can usually be sited in locations which minimise 

its visual impact. This should always be of the smallest possible size, located away from principal buildings 

elevations and concealed behind parapets. Communal satellite dishes or digital systems will be most 

appropriate on blocks of flats. Fire escape routes can also often be concealed or designed and screened to 

reduce their visual impact.  

2.1.94 As this type of equipment may be periodically replaced as technologies change, it is important that 

any redundant equipment is removed to avoid excessive visual clutter and where appropriate the council will 

apply conditions to planning permissions to require this.  

2.1.95 In listed buildings, any new services such as air conditioning, extract ducting, trunking etc must also 

be carefully designed to minimise its impact on the fabric and appearance of historic interiors.  

Article 4 Directions 

2.1.96 Where it can be demonstrated there is a threat to local character, local authorities have the power to 

make an ‘Article 4 Direction.’ This allows the council to withdraw permitted development rights for certain 

types of minor works which do not require planning permission. Where small-scale works are identified 

through public consultation or other surveys as having a negative impact on character of an area, then it may 

be appropriate to withdraw permitted development rights. This will be done on the basis of impact on local 

character and in consultation with local communities. Examples may include protection of distinctive boundary 

walls and railings from removal as part of proposals for front garden parking and protection of historic doors 

and windows in an unaltered group of buildings. There are a number of existing Article 4 Directions in 

Westminster set out in the Appendix. These areas will be kept under review and enforcement action taken on 

unauthorised works which have had a detrimental impact on character. 

Further guidance 

2.1.97 Implementation of these policies will be complemented by detailed advice and guidance in 

Supplementary Planning Documents on sustainable design and heritage. The council has also produced 

supplementary planning guidance Development and Demolition in Conservation Areas, with respect to 

extensions to buildings in conservation areas, and Roofs, a Guide to Alterations and Extensions.  Amenity 

considerations will also be important when considering applications for extensions to existing buildings and 

further advice is set out in the following chapter. Residential extensions should also have regard to the advice 

in the housing chapter. 

Reasoned Justification 

2.1.98 There is a constant need to adapt existing building stock to meet changing demands. In Westminster, 

the densely developed built environment and low scale of development leads to substantial pressure for 

extensions and other alterations to existing buildings. Westminster has an exceptional built environment and it 

is important that all works to alter and extend existing buildings can be successfully integrated with their 

surroundings, ensuring that characteristic townscape qualities and the architectural integrity of buildings and 

areas are not undermined.  

2.1.99 All extensions and alterations should be sensitively designed and detailed so that they are 

sympathetic to their surroundings and do not introduce forms and materials that are at odds with their 

surrounding context or are intrusive in views. Providing detailed criteria for the design of alterations and 

extensions will help to implement Core Strategy Policies CS27 Sustainable Design, CS28 Health, Safety and 

Well-being, and CS25 Views. 
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Subterranean Development  

2.1.100 Policy Aim: To ensure that all subterranean development is sensitively designed and constructed, in 

order to minimise any adverse impacts on biodiversity, flooding and groundwater conditions, the amenity of 

adjoining occupiers and the character of the local area.  

Policy CMP 2.7: Subterranean Development 

A) Subterranean development will:  

1. extend under no more than 50% of the front or rear garden area; 
2. include landscaping, incorporating adequate planted material with at least 1.5  [?] metre soil depth 

across the garden as a whole, with deeper tree pits provided where appropriate;   
3. not result in the loss of trees of townscape, ecological or amenity value; 
4. be passively ventilated wherever practicable, or mechanically ventilated with heat recovery (using the 

lowest carbon option); 
5. not normally involve the excavation of more than one additional basement storey; 
6. have no adverse visual impact on the existing building or the surrounding area;   
7. not result in the loss of existing boundary walls where they contribute positively to the character and 

appearance of the building and/or the surrounding area; and 
8. protect heritage assets and, in the case of listed buildings, not result in the subversion of the 

buildings’ original hierarchy of spaces or otherwise adversely affect their significance. 

B) All applications for subterranean development will be accompanied by a structural methodology statement 
and appropriate self-certification. A full construction method statement may also be required, providing detail 
on excavation and construction techniques including details of the potential impact of subterranean 
development on the existing and neighbouring structures. 

C) New or extended basement areas under the adjacent highway will:  

1.  retain a minimum vertical depth below the footway or carriageway of 900mm; and 
2. not encroach more than 1.8m under any part of the adjacent highway. 

 

Policy Application 

2.1.101 Subterranean development includes any proposed development which extends under the ground 

level of an existing property or its curtilage. Policy CMP 2.7 will be applied mainly in respect of residential 

properties but will also be relevant to commercial properties in residential area where excavation works will 

have similar impacts on adjoining residential properties.  

2.1.102 All  applications for subterranean development should be supported by information prepared using 

appropriate professional expertise which demonstrates that all impacts of the proposed development have 

been adequately considered, taking into account amenity, biodiversity, local character and structural integrity.  

A structural methodology statement should be prepared and sign off by a Chartered Civil Engineer (MICE) or 

Structural Engineer (MI Struct.E). 

2.1.103 All subterranean developments, regardless of size, must submit a sustainable design assessment and 

achieve the zero carbon standard (Policies CMP 2.1 and 2.2). Carbon reduction interventions are likely to be 

needed to the host building to achieve zero carbon for the basement floorspace.  If development cannot meet 
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the zero carbon standard, applicants will be required to offset carbon emissions as required by Policy CMP 2.2.  

They will also still need to meet the minimum sustainable design standard required in Policy CMP 2.1.  

Applications for more than one additional storey of basement accommodation (each storey is approximately 

3m) will not normally be considered acceptable due to the requirement for mechanical ventilation and these 

are unlikely to be able to meet the minimum sustainable design standards. Restricting the depth of basement 

extensions will also minimise any impacts on ground water flow, water levels and drainage. Where mechanical 

ventilation is considered acceptable, systems should include heat recovery to ensure that heat from evacuated 

warm air can be re-used to pre-warm incoming supply air when needed. Applicants should demonstrate that 

the energy efficiency of the proposed ventilation system has been considered and the most energy efficient/ 

lowest carbon option has been used.  

2.1.104 To avoid the loss of trees and other soft landscaping subterranean development should extend under 

no more than 50% of the garden area (between the boundary walls and existing building), with the remainder 

of the space used for drainage and planting. A minimum of 1.5m  of [?] of soil should also be retained above 

the top cover of the whole area of the basement to allow for planting and tree pits across the entire garden. 

This applies to both the front and rear gardens. In cases where the removal of trees is permitted, the council 

will usually require their replacement t within the curtilage of the property. An adequate landscaping scheme 

should be submitted with all applications for subterranean development, and an arboricultural report should 

be provided where appropriate.  

2.1.105 External alterations undertaken as part of subterranean development, including lightwells, plant, 

vents, skylights and means of escape should be discreetly located and sited, generally immediately adjacent to 

the rear of the building. Where lightwells are not an established part of the townscape their introduction will 

not be acceptable if it will harm the architectural integrity of the building and the character of the surrounding 

area. Where the introduction of a lightwells or skylights is considered acceptable, these should also be of the 

minimum size, discreetly located and not result in harmful illumination or light spill. Further policy on plant 

and machinery, noise, and light pollution can be found in Chapter 3. 

2.1.106 It is also particularly important to ensure that any extension does not harm heritage assets.  Any 

basement excavation to historic buildings should be proportionate to the size and hierarchy of the original 

building. Alterations associated with subterranean development may also have an impact on structural 

integrity, plan form, original features and fabric. Boundary walls can also be characteristic of many areas in 

Westminster and where these make a positive visual contribution to the area and/or setting of heritage assets 

these should be retained and protected. Archaeological assessments will need to be undertaken in conjunction 

with applications for subterranean development where they are in Areas of Special Archaeological Priority or 

sites with known archaeological potential. 

2.1.107 In line with the flooding policy below basement dwellings will not be permitted in areas at high risk of 

flooding and flood risk assessments may be required. Protection to basements that have the potential to flood 

needs to be provided either by the installation of a pumped system where the risk of flooding is high or by the 

installation of a flap valve where the risk to flooding is low. Basement extensions should not increase the risk 

of flooding on-site or beyond, and safe access and egress may be required in areas identified as at risk from 

surface water flood risk. To ensure subterranean developments do not add to the impermeable surfacing of 

the Borough, Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDs) or other measures may be required. 

2.1.108 Subterranean development in a dense urban environment is also a challenging engineering 

endeavour which can potentially carry risk of damage to both the existing and neighbouring structures if it is 
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ill-planned, poorly constructed and does not properly consider geology and hydrology. A structural 

methodology statement should be provided which has been prepared and signed off by a Chartered Civil 

Engineer (MICE) or Structural Engineer (MI Struct.E) and geo-hydrologist where appropriate and should 

provides specific details of ground condition, effect on water table and subterranean drainage, excavation, 

temporary works and construction techniques, including details of the potential impact of subterranean 

development on existing and neighbouring structures. The amount of information required will be 

proportionate to the size of the development. The structural integrity of the development during the 

construction is not controlled through the planning system but through Building Regulations and the Party 

Wall Act.  

2.1.109 Basement excavation can cause significant disruption to neighbouring occupiers during the course of 

works. Applicants for basement excavation are encouraged to consult with neighbouring occupiers prior to 

submitting an application, providing evidence that all structural matters, including effects on the water table, 

nearby trees and on adjoining properties have been properly considered by a chartered civil engineer.  

Evidence of engagement with neighbouring occupiers including where possible a schedule and timetable of 

works may be requested as supporting information with planning applications. A construction method 

statement may also be requested to demonstrate a commitment to undertaking development in a neighbourly 

fashion. In cases where the construction of basements has the potential to cause significant nuisance, the 

council may also apply conditions related to construction management. The construction management policies 

in the next chapter should be referred to for further advice.  

2.1.110 Basement vaults can restrict the space available for services in the highway and thereby make it 

difficult to access cables, pipes, sewers, etc. for maintenance and to provide essential items of street furniture.  

In order to ensure that services and essential street furniture can be provided, the council will seek to ensure 

that adequate space is available between the highway and any basements proposed under the highway. 

2.1.111 The assessment and enforcement of applications for subterranean development intersects with a 

large amount of other legislation and will involve joint working across the council. Other relevant legislation 

and areas of responsibility of different parts of the council are set out in Appendix 2.1 at the end of this 

chapter.   

Reasoned Justification 

2.1.112 Subterranean development has become increasingly popular in recent years as a way of providing 

additional space in densely developed parts of central London, both as extensions to existing, usually 

residential properties and as part of new developments for commercial, retail and storage purposes. While 

such development is often largely concealed from public view, it is important that it is carefully designed, to 

ensure it causes no harm to the amenity of adjoining occupiers, to biodiversity, heritage assets or the 

character of the area and that it does not result in drainage, flooding or structural problems. 

2.1.113 The environmental impact of subterranean development also has potential to be significant and result 

in increased carbon emissions, due to additional requirements for lighting, ventilation and pumps. By limiting 

the extent of basement developments and requiring them to meet sustainable design standards, negative 

environmental impacts may be reduced. 

2.1.114 Subterranean development in a dense urban environment is also a challenging engineering 

endeavour which can potentially carry risk of damage to both the existing and neighbouring structures and 

infrastructure if it is ill-planned, poorly constructed and does not properly consider geology and hydrology. 
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While the Building Control Regulations determine whether the detailed design of buildings and their 

foundations will allow the buildings to be constructed and used safely, national policy guidance PPG 14 states 

that the stability of the ground in so far as it affects land use is a material consideration which should be taken 

into account when deciding a planning application.  

2.1.115 This will assist in delivery of Core Strategy Policies CS27 Sustainable Design, CS28 Health, Safety and 

Well-being and CS29 Flooding. 

 

Sustainable Urban Drainage and Flood Resilience 

2.1.116 The greatest risks of flooding in Westminster are from the River Thames and from surface water. 

Surface water flooding occurs when intense rainfall is unable to soak into the ground or drain away. The Core 

Strategy mainly considers flood risk from the River Thames, and the City Management Plan considers surface 

water flooding. This is addressed though the implementation of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems, which 

help to control the volume and speed of run-off from a site throughout the city, and protection of permeable 

surfaces. The City Management Plan also considers flood resilience in those areas particularly at risk of all 

types of flooding.  

2.1.117 Policy Aim: To minimise the risk of flooding by ensuring that development manages surface water, 

and to reduce the impact of flooding through the use of flood resistant/ resilient measures and materials.  

Policy CMP 2.8: Sustainable Urban Drainage and Flood Resilience 

A) All development should seek to incorporate Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) or show 
alternative sustainable options to manage surface water.  
 

B) The loss of permeable surfaces in gardens and open spaces will be resisted, except where other mitigating 
measures are incorporated to achieve net improvement or neutral impact on flood risk. 
 

C) Where development is required to produce a flood risk assessment it must demonstrate that it will reduce 
flood risk through appropriate layout and design, use flood resilience measures and materials, and 
improve flood resistance to reduce the impact of any flood, and ensure safe access to/ egress from the 
site.  
  

 

Policy Application 

2.1.118 There are a number of Sustainable Urban Drainage System techniques available, including rainwater 

tanks, permeable paving and living roofs. Regard should be had to the drainage hierarchy in the London Plan 

(Policy 5.13). 

2.1.119 Flood Risk Assessments (FRAs) are required by Planning Policy Statement 25 Development and Flood 

Risk (and by the Draft National Planning Policy Framework) for certain developments to demonstrate how 

flood risk will be managed. This includes sites over one hectare in Flood Zone 1 and for all sites in Flood Zones 

2 and 3. Westminster’s Draft Surface Water Management Plan (2011) also identifies areas where FRAs should 

be required, where areas of flooding will affect houses, businesses or infrastructure. These have been defined 

as Local Risk Zones. Flood Risk Assessments should consider: 
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 The location of different types of land use within the site, locating more flood-resistant uses in areas 

with higher risk of flooding; 

 The layout and design of buildings and spaces to take account of flood risk, for example by dedicating 

particular flow routes or flood storage areas; 

 Measures to reduce the impact of any flood, through flood resistance/resilience measures/materials;  

 Incorporating sustainable drainage and rainwater storage to reduce run-off to adjacent areas; 

 Providing linkages or joint approaches for groups of sites, possibly including those in surrounding 

areas; and  

 Incorporating water efficiency measures to reduce foul water released to the combined sewer.  

 

 

Map 2.1: Flood Zones 

 

Reasoned Justification 

2.1.120 The City of Westminster has a high risk of surface water flooding (Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment 

June 2011 and draft Surface Water Management Plan 2011). New development can place a burden on the 

already challenged capacity of London’s drainage network. Requiring all development, where it is practical to 

do so, to incorporate SUDS and to retain permeable surfaces will lead to a steady reduction in the overall 

amount of run-off and reduce susceptibility to surface water flooding. Permeable surfaces represent a vital 

drainage resource. Retaining these can help to prevent flash flooding from increased hard surfacing and 

increased need for drainage capacity.  
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2.1.121 The impact of flooding in areas at risk from all types of flooding can be reduced through 

consideration of layout, design and materials. The location, layout and design of different types of land use 

within development sites should ensure most vulnerable uses are in lowest flood risk areas will help avoid or 

minimise the risk of flooding. The use of flood resistant/resilience measures and materials can minimise the 

impact of any flood event on the site.  

Waste  

2.1.122 Together with the Core Strategy, the Waste Development Plan Document, and the Municipal Waste 

Management Strategy, the City Management Plan waste policies represent a coordinated council approach to 

maximise waste self sufficiency, through the reduction and re-use of waste and the provision of sufficient 

opportunities for new waste management facilities.  

2.1.123 The Core Strategy sets out the council’s overarching approach to planning for waste. In particular, 

Policy CS43 protects all existing waste and recycling management sites in Westminster, and also requires 

major new development to provide on-site recycling and composting waste management facilities. Despite 

having little scope for additional large scale waste management facilities, the Core Strategy also provides 

criteria for the identification of new waste management sites.  

2.1.124 However there is greater scope for on-site waste management and recycling as part of new 

development. The City Management Plan waste policies provide a further opportunity to set out in more detail 

approaches to the provision of on-site waste and recycling facilities and waste management facilities.  

Waste and recycling storage 

2.1.125 Policy Aim: To maximise the contribution to the recycling of waste within new developments 

Policy CMP 2.9: Waste and recycling storage 

A) All new development where it creates additional floorspace or a change of use likely to lead to a 
significant increase, or change in nature, of waste must provide adequate facilities for the segregation 
of waste and storage of recyclable materials. 
 

B) The council will require storage capacity that is commensurate with the proposed uses and activities 
within the development, and the likely waste levels that will be produced.  This will include separation 
and storage provision for: 
1. cooking oils and fat; 
2. medical waste; and 
3. hazardous waste. 

 

Policy Application 

2.1.126 This policy will apply to the following kinds of development: new developments; redevelopments; 

residential conversions; large extensions to existing buildings; most changes of use likely to cause a significant 

increase in waste, or change in type of waste, including all those involving Class A3 (restaurants and cafés), A4 

(drinking establishments), A5 (hot food take-aways), and D2 (assembly and leisure) uses. Changes in use that 

are unlikely to cause significant changes to waste production, for example Class A1 (shop) to Class A2 (banks 

and professional services), will not usually be required to provide details of waste facilities.  ‘Large extensions’ 
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will be assessed on an individual basis taking into account the circumstances of the site and potential for 

additional waste generation.  

2.1.127 Where extensions to commercial developments are proposed that may result in additional waste 

being generated, the council will require additional off-street storage for waste and recyclable materials. In 

large new developments, storage facilities for waste and recyclable materials, which are also made available to 

neighbouring properties, will be encouraged. Good design and layout of new developments can help to secure 

opportunities for waste storage. 

2.1.128 All applications will include the submission of a waste management statement setting out details of 

waste and recycling storage. Additional guidance on waste and recycling storage capacity is set out in 

Appendix 2.2 in the Appendices to this chapter, and within the council’s Waste and Recycling Storage 

Requirements guidance note. Every development must provide space for separate containers to store the 

range of waste, as well as equipment to compact, bale or process it and, where appropriate, separate 

containers for recycling. 

2.1.129 The council will seek to ensure the continued provision of waste storage facilities through appropriate 

conditions and will enforce against non-compliance.  

Reasoned Justification 

2.1.130 There is an increasing need for greater waste self sufficiency in London. The London Plan includes a 

target to ensure there are facilities to deal with 85% of London waste arising by 2020, allied with targets to 

increase composting and recycling of municipal waste to 45% by 2015, and commercial and industrial waste to 

70% by 2020.  

2.1.131 Responsible management by occupiers of existing premises can do much to reduce the amount of 

waste and the time it is left on the streets. In new developments, the council wants to ensure that waste will 

not be left on the street at all. Waste stored on the pavement has a detrimental effect on residential amenity 

and the environment by being unsightly, an obstacle to pedestrians and people with disabilities, and is 

potentially a health hazard. Adequate storage for waste and for separating recyclables is important to 

achieving this.  

 

On-site Waste Management Facilities 

2.1.132 Policy Aim: To encourage the development of efficient and safe waste management facilities. 

Policy CMP 2.10: On-site Waste Management Facilities 

A) The council will support decentralised, ‘closed loop’ waste management solutions that produce 
beneficial by-products in the form of electricity, heat or soil conditioner.  
 

B) An Environmental Impact Assessment will be required where appropriate to ensure no adverse health 
or environmental impacts. 

 

 

Policy Application 
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2.1.133 This policy will be applied in line with Core Strategy Policy CS43 which requires major new 

development to provide on-site recycling and composting waste management facilities. It should also be 

viewed alongside the overarching and integrated approach to design set out in design principles policy CMP 

2.1, and relevant CHP and air quality policies.  

2.1.134 New waste management facilities should be well-designed and integrated into the overarching design 

of the development at the outset. A waste management facility should not necessarily be viewed as a ‘bad 

neighbour’, or as a major use of floorspace. The policy does not stipulate size of waste management facility, 

but it should be of a scale appropriate to the size of the development and the likely waste levels generated by 

the activities proposed.  

2.1.135 An Environmental Impact Assessment will be required if the disposal is by incineration, if the area of 

the development exceeds 0.5ha, or if the installation is to be sited within 100m of any controlled waters. The 

storage and handling of organic waste can result in local odour impacts unless properly managed.  

2.1.136 Planning conditions will be applied in respect of: 

 transport modes; 

 the hours of operation where these have an impact on neighbouring land use; 

 landscaping; 

 plant and machinery; 

 timescale of operations; and 

 impacts such as noise, vibrations, odour, and dust. 

 

Small-scale Waste Management Facilities 

Whilst the policy does not prescribe specific on-site waste management facilities, the council may consider the 

following types of small-scale facilities, where appropriate:  

 In vessel composters – this involves the composting of material inside a vessel where conditions are 

optimised for the breakdown of materials. After the initial enclosed process the compost is matured in a part 

open air process. It can accommodate green waste, as well as paper and food waste.  

Anaerobic digestion plant – this involves the biological treatment of biodegradable organic waste within a 

vessel, in the absence of oxygen, using microbial activity to breakdown the waste in a controlled environment. 

It can generate biogas which can be used to create heat and/or electricity, as well as soil conditioner. 

Gasification – the treatment with heat of mixed waste within a vessel, in the absence or limited use of oxygen. 

It can generate biogas which can be used as a fuel and/or electricity. 

Small–scale public recycling facility - not strictly a waste management facility but a collection point for 

householder waste, predominantly for recycling and recovery purposes.  

The types of facilities prescribed in the policy are all proven and improving technologies, suitable for urban and 

restricted sites. All the plants are commercially available and offer a wide range of processing capacities.  

Furthermore they are often of a modular nature which means that the processing capacity can be easily 

increased or decreased dependent upon how the building is being used.  
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Reasoned Justification 

2.1.137 This policy approach is a reflection of the built up nature of Westminster and the severe limitations of 

land supply. There is currently no potential for standalone large waste management facilities or even co-

location of a range of facilities within the borough. Major new development which provides new homes, 

employment and service uses are likely to make a considerable contribution to the amount of waste produced, 

and should therefore provide a means for managing this waste. 

2.1.138 Closed loop and decentralised waste solutions provide numerous benefits, including: 

 Removal of waste from the waste stream; 

 Reduced need to transport waste and associated costs; 

 Provision of heat and electricity to uses within the development; 

 With addition of heat exchangers, potential for provision of cooling within the development; 

 Opportunities to ‘sell’ electricity; and 

 Use of soil improver and composting material on any on-site or nearby green landscaping. 
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2.2  Tall Buildings and Views 

2.2.1 Westminster is highly sensitive to the impact of tall buildings and the Core Strategy states that within 

Westminster, the majority of locations will be inappropriate for tall buildings due to the impact on heritage 

assets and views. The following policies provide further guidance on how we will determine applications for 

tall buildings, and all forms of development which affect significant views. 

 

Tall buildings 

2.2.2 Policy Aim: To protect Westminster’s historic townscape and skylines  

Policy CMP 2.11:Tall buildings 

A)  Tall buildings, including redevelopment of or extensions to existing tall buildings, will not be permitted 
where they have a harmful impact on:  
 

1. the setting of heritage assets including the Palace of Westminster and Westminster Abbey World 
Heritage Site; 

2. significant views, both strategic and local;  
3. the settings of open spaces, the Grand Union and Regent’s Canal or the River Thames; 
4. adjacent buildings by overshadowing; or 
5. the microclimate of the surrounding area. 

 
B)  Where the principle of a tall building is considered acceptable then it is expected to be of the highest 
sustainable architectural and urban design quality and it will:  
 

1. enhance the skyline of Central London by its profile, proportions and facing materials; 
2. relate to the existing capacity of the local public transport and highway networks;  
3. provide a favourable mix of land use which would facilitate shorter journeys to work, energy 

conservation and support other sustainability objectives; 
4. define and provide a landmark at points of significant urban activity and accord with the scale and 

character of the area and existing open space;  
5. enhance accessibility and local pedestrian movement by design at ground level and by the provision 

of open space and active frontages at street level;  
6. provide high quality landscaping treatment in any associated public areas; 
7. minimise the effects of overshadowing and overlooking, especially within predominantly residential 

areas;  
8. avoid the effects of wind turbulence and other adverse microclimatic impact;  
9. ensure that on-site vehicle parking provision and movement is restricted to underground areas; and 
10. have no adverse impact upon telecommunications channels and air traffic control and movements. 

 

Policy Application 

2.2.3 Tall buildings are defined in the London Plan (2011) as those that are substantially taller than their 

surroundings, cause a significant change to the skyline or are larger than the threshold sizes set for the referral 

of planning applications to the Mayor 
viii

. Within Westminster, the low scale of the townscape means that even 

buildings of a modest height are likely to be significantly higher than their surroundings. Such buildings have a 

greater visual and environmental impact than other building types. The Core Strategy identifies only one 

location in Paddington as suitable for a tall building and states that in the rest of the Westminster, tall 
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buildings are unlikely to be acceptable. In considering the impact of taller buildings elsewhere, including works 

of extension and redevelopment of existing tall buildings, the council will have regard to the impact on 

heritage assets and protected views, open spaces and the character and amenity of the surrounding buildings. 

Tall buildings also pose problems of microclimate, overshadowing and overlooking. This can be especially 

harmful to residential environments and amenity spaces and can also adversely impact on biodiversity and 

disrupt the functioning of renewable energy equipment.  

2.2.4 Where it has been established that the principle of a tall building is acceptable, the visibility and 

impact of high buildings over a wide distance means that the council will expect exceptional design standards. 

New tall buildings will only be permitted where it can be demonstrated these will enhance the local and 

London skyline and bring substantial benefits to local areas and communities. Design at street level should be 

carefully considered and buildings should be integrated into the public realm, creating attractive new public 

spaces around them.  

2.2.5 Tall buildings also have greater environmental impacts. All proposals for tall buildings will be expected 

to fulfil the requirements of the overarching design principles and standards and demonstrate the extent to 

which they incorporate sustainable standards and contribute to the well-being of the natural environment. 

Any potential adverse impacts on microclimate or overshadowing shall be identified and avoided or 

substantially mitigated by careful siting and design.  

2.2.6 The implications of the intensity of use which results from tall buildings should also be established 

and emerging public transport infrastructure should provide sustainable access to tall buildings. The density of 

tall building developments means that they rely on frequent and sustained servicing arrangements which must 

be fully measured, integrated and provided for off-street.  

2.2.7 In addition to the normal requirements in relation to planning applications, applications for new high 

buildings must be accompanied by an Environmental Impact Assessment. This should include a design 

statement including an assessment of the proposal in relation to the local context and any impact upon views, 

the skyline, landmarks and other buildings or areas of special designation. A traffic assessment is likely to be 

required as part of the statement. Where protected views are affected applications should be accompanied by 

independently verified Accurate Visual Representations (AVRs). In considering the impact of proposals for tall 

buildings, the council will and developers should have regard to the English Heritage/CABE Guidance on Tall 

Buildings (2007).  

Reasoned Justification 

2.2.8 Tall buildings are not in keeping with the established scale and character of much of Westminster, 

which is predominantly a low lying city, with the overwhelming majority of buildings, even in the commercial 

areas, less than six storeys high.  

2.2.9 Tall buildings can have an adverse impact on the skyline of the city, intruding on cherished views of 

Westminster’s historic environment, damaging the settings of listed buildings, conservation areas and historic 

parks and open spaces.  They can give emphasis to places where no such emphasis is required and can create 

functional problems, requiring complicated servicing arrangements, generating overshadowing and other 

micro-climatic conditions.  

2.2.10 This policy builds upon the Core Strategy policy and sets out criteria for determining applications for 

tall buildings, in those exceptional circumstances where it can be demonstrated they would have no harmful 

impact on the historic environment, views and amenity. It also sets out how we will determine applications for 
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proposals which affect significant views. This will assist in the delivery of Core Strategy Policies CS3 Paddington 

Opportunity Area, CS4 Victoria Opportunity Area, CS25 Views, CS24 Heritage and CS27 Sustainable Design. 

 

Views 

2.2.11 Policy Aim: To protect and enhance important views, both strategic and local.  

Policy CMP 2.12: Views 

A) All development will protect and enhance views identified as of significance (including strategic views, 

local views of metropolitan importance and local views).  

B) Local views (including those of metropolitan importance) may include views of: 

1. listed or other distinctive buildings,  
2. landmark buildings,  
3. Important groups of buildings and townscape gaps,  
4. monuments and statues,  
5. parks, gardens and squares,  
6. the Grand Union and Regents Canals,  
7. the River Thames,  
8. the Westminster World Heritage Site. 
 

C) Development which will affect any identified view will: 
1. be based on and respond positively to an understanding of the elements which contribute to the 

composition and significance of the view;  
2. provide an assessment of the impact of the proposed development on the composition and 

significance, having regard to seasonal and diurnal change; and  
3. consider the potential for view enhancement. 

D) Developments will not: 

1. impinge on or detract from important views groups of buildings or skylines; 
2. appear too close or high in relation to a landmark, significant feature or building; or 
3. appear behind, and mar the silhouette of, a landmark, significant feature or building. 
 

 

 

 

Policy Application 

2.2.12 A number of protected views identified within the London Plan cross Westminster. The council will 

and developers should have regard to the guidance on their protection given within the London Plan
ix
 and 

London View Management Framework SPG (2010)
x
. Westminster is committed to their protection and in 

particular to ensuring the protection of views towards and across Westminster World Heritage Site, as well as 

the many important views to and from Royal Parks and of the River Thames. 
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2.2.13 Locally identified views may be of particular landmarks or listed buildings or of distinctive groupings 

of buildings and historic skylines. These may be part of historic layouts or designed landscapes or may have 

emerged or been created through gradual evolution of the townscape. These contribute to the legibility and 

character of local areas. Gaps between buildings are also a valuable part of the townscape and frequently 

allow views of gardens and trees beyond. Canal and river views and views into and out of open spaces 

including parks, gardens and squares are particularly important to the character of Westminster. There are 

often longer views or prospects visible from these spaces and their open character means they are particularly 

sensitive to intrusion by inappropriate development.  

2.2.14 Westminster World Heritage Site is an internationally recognised landmark and there are many iconic 

views towards it. Some of these are protected by the London View Management Framework but there are also 

many unexpected and less familiar views from local areas towards the World Heritage Site, which are worthy 

of protection. 

2.2.15 In considering proposals which affect important views, the council will have regard to the relative 

significance of views. Westminster’s exceptional historic environment and river setting means that some local 

views are considered to be of particular ‘metropolitan’ importance. These are views of some of the city’s most 

significant landmarks. Local views of metropolitan importance are listed in the Appendix at the end of this 

chapter and further analysis of each of these views will be provided in the Westminster Views SPD. Other local 

views are identified in Conservation Area Audits, including those from adjoining boroughs to Westminster, 

where appropriate. Local views of significance may also be identified in planning briefs, in consultation with 

local communities and other stakeholders or as a result of the development management process. 

2.2.16 Development proposals of all sizes can have positive and negative impacts on important views. Such 

proposals may be small-scale, such as new advertisements or roof plant and extensions affecting the 

foreground or middle ground of a view, or they can be much larger, involving large-scale buildings which can 

have an impact on the background or skyline.  

2.2.17 In order to assess the impact of development on views, their composition and significance must first 

be understood and an assessment of this provided. Applicants should provide accurate illustrative material to 

show the potential impact of proposals on views, where appropriate. The different way in which views are 

experienced when moving across the viewing area and the impact of seasonal and diurnal change should be 

considered as part of views’ analysis. Views analysis should have regard to the relative significance of views 

and depth of analysis should be proportionate. 

2.2.18 The council will resist any development that would have a damaging impact on such views and will 

seek to ensure that any development proposal is compatible with these views in terms of setting, scale and 

massing. The council also recognises that views change over time and proposals should also consider elements 

which detract from views and whether there is potential to enhance existing views through sensitive 

redevelopment or open up new views, where appropriate. New views are likely to emerge and this may 

incorporate the built heritage of the future. The lists of local views will therefore be kept under review. 

2.2.19 Development in adjoining boroughs can have an impact on views from and across Westminster and 

vice versa. In some instance protection of views is likely to require some liaison with adjoining boroughs. 

Westminster will work with partners to ensure the impact of development on protected views is understood 

and managed. In some circumstances the council will object to development in adjoining boroughs, where this 

has a significant impact on views from or across Westminster. Local views can originate from both within and 

outside the borough and Westminster will also have regard to protection of local views originating in other 

boroughs and will identify these in conservation area audits and planning briefs, where relevant.  
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Reasoned Justification 

2.2.20 Views to, from and across Westminster make a significant contribution to the appreciation of 

Westminster’s exceptional townscape and are important to the character and setting of heritage assets. 

Westminster is crossed by a number of protected views which are identified in the London Plan but there are 

also many other important local views, which make a significant contribution to its character. The London Plan 

states that the principles of its Policy 7.12 can also be used for the assessment and management of local 

views
xi
. The Core Strategy provides an overarching policy in relation to views at Policy CS25. This policy builds 

upon this, setting out how we will identify and manage local views. This will also assist in the delivery of Core 

Strategy Policies CS24 Heritage and CS27 Design. 
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2.3 Heritage  

2.3.1 Westminster’s heritage assets include all elements of its historic environment: its listed buildings, 

conservation areas, the World Heritage Site, historic parks and gardens, archaeological remains and other 

locally important historic features and buildings. These buildings, places and spaces are what make 

Westminster so unique and add significantly to the quality of life and economic well-being in the city. The 

extent of heritage assets (see figure 2.1) make this a particularly significant issue in Westminster. The 

importance of heritage is embedded throughout the Core Strategy, which also includes one overarching 

heritage policy CS24, which outlines the council’s objective to conserve its heritage assets, while allowing their 

sensitive upgrade. More detailed heritage policies are set out below. Some parks and gardens in Westminster - 

addressed in the open spaces chapter - are also protected by heritage designations. 

Map 2.2: Heritage Designations 

 

 

 

 

 

Listed Buildings 
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2.3.2 Policy Aim: To ensure that the special architectural and historic interest of listed buildings is 

protected.  

 

Policy CMP 2.13: Listed Buildings 

A)  In determinating planning and listed building applications with the Council will have special regard to the 
desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest 
which it possesses. Development will conserve listed buildings and their settings and will: 

1. be based on a proportionaten analysis of the significance of the building and an assessment of the 
impact of proposals on that significance; 

2. relate sensitively to the period and architectural detail of the original building; 

3. protect or, where appropriate, restore features which contribute to the significance and retain original 
or historic fabric;  

4. protect architectural items of interest from damage or theft while buildings are empty or during the 
course of works; and 

5. apply sustainable and inclusive design principles which do not conflict with the above. 

B)  Changes of use of a listed building will have no harmful impact on its significance and will secure its future 
long-term conservation. 

C)  Where development includes internal alterations to listed buildings these will also be expected to protect 
the architectural or historic integrity, structure, detailing and fabric of the interior and protect or restore the 
plan form where this is considered to be of special architectural or historic interest. 

 

Policy Application 

2.3.3 In order to protect listed buildings, the council will control external and internal works that affect 

their special architectural or historic interest. Listed Building Consent is required for any alterations, including 

some repairs, which would have an impact on the special interest of a listed building.  

2.3.4 Before undertaking any works to listed buildings it is essential to make an assessment of why the 

building or structure is significant and identify all the elements, both internal and external, which contribute to 

this.  

2.3.5 An assessment of the significance of the building is required as part of a Historic Buildings Impact 

Assessment. The complexity of the assessment required should be proportionate to the size, overall 

significance and complexity of the site in question and the proposed works. Proposals for works to listed 

structures should also be supported by detailed drawings, photographs and schedules of works. These should 

clearly identify all features of interest and confirm their retention. 

2.3.6 On listed buildings, new interventions should be the minimum necessary and all new works will be 

expected to relate sensitively to the architectural detail and style of the original building. This should take into 

account the evolution of the building and later phases of work which may also contribute to its significance.  
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2.3.7 Wherever possible existing detailing, fabric and features of the building should be preserved, repaired 

or, if missing or hidden, should be reinstated or better revealed. In almost all cases the materials used for 

alterations, extensions or repairs should match the original and the use of non-traditional materials will not 

normally be acceptable. Original and historic fabric should be retained and protected wherever possible. 

2.3.8 Any development which affects listed buildings internally also needs to be highly sensitive to the 

historic fabric and significance of the building’s interior, including its plan form, hierarchy of spaces, structure 

and internal architectural detail. Original plan form of historic buildings should be protected or reinstated and 

not be compromised by unsympathetic alteration and extension. Proposals for lateral conversions between 

historic buildings which compromise their original plan form will be resisted where they adversely affect the 

historic integrity of the building. Breaches between party walls will not be acceptable in sensitive parts of listed 

buildings.  

2.3.9 The council will expect all works, whether they are repairs or alterations, to be carried out in a correct 

scholarly manner, under proper supervision, by a specialist with appropriate expertise.  

2.3.10 Setting is often an essential part of a building's character. In some circumstances the setting may 

comprise a clearly defined garden or grounds which have been laid out to complement its design or function. 

However, setting of a building can also be expansive and can be affected by development at some distance 

away. Applications that preserve those elements of the setting that make a positive contribution to or better 

reveal the significance of a listed building will be supported.  Where applications do not do this, the wider 

benefits of the proposals will be weighed any harm caused to the listed building. 

Any development which has an adverse impact on the setting of a listed building will be refused.  

2.3.11 The historic use of the building is part of its significance and in general the council considers that the 

best use for a building will be that for which it was built. However, most listed buildings need to remain 

economically viable if they are to be maintained in the long-term. Sometimes changes of use will be the best 

way to secure a long-term future for a building and their conservation. Where a change of use is proposed, the 

building should be capable of being converted into the new use without harmful extensions or modifications, 

especially if the change of use would require new openings, staircases, and substantial subdivisions to the 

historic floor plan or loss of historic fabric. Issues such a fire protection, sound proofing, servicing and access 

will also require detailed consideration. In finding the optimum viable use for a listed building other land use 

policies may need to be applied flexibly and imaginatively to achieve long-term conservation. In some 

circumstances, short-term uses may provide a way to help keep a building weather-tight and in use pending 

long-term solutions. 

2.3.12 Historic fixtures and fittings are at particular risk of damage or theft when buildings are vacant, 

undergoing building work or on the market. Proposals relating to listed buildings should set out how this risk 

will be managed. If architectural features are damaged or stolen they must be reinstated; this will be likely to 

require a new listed building consent application. 

2.3.13 The council will encourage the sensitive upgrading of listed buildings to improve environmental 

performance and create inclusive access. However, the design standards will be applied flexibly in relation to 

listed buildings. Further advice is set out in the retrofitting and design standards policies. 

2.3.14 Given the high concentration of listed buildings within Westminster, detailed guidance on protection, 

repair and alteration of listed buildings will be set out in a Heritage Supplementary Planning Document.  
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Reasoned Justification 

2.3.15 Westminster has over 11,000 listed buildings and structures and their conservation is a key objective 

of the council. These include a huge range of building types from all periods which together provide a record of 

the evolution of the city and contribute significantly to its character providing attractive places to live and work 

and including many of London’s most cherished landmarks.  

2.3.16 The council recognises the need to meet changing demands and allow historic buildings to evolve. 

However, listed buildings also represent a finite resource and any development which affects listed buildings 

and their settings needs to be highly sensitive to the historic fabric and significance of the building. This will 

assist in the delivery of Core Strategy policies in relation to Heritage (CS24) and Design (CS27).  

 

Conservation Areas 

2.3.17 Policy Aim: To conserve the character and appearance of Westminster’s conservation areas.  

Policy CMP 2.14: Conservation Areas 

A)  Development within conservation areas or affecting their setting will preserve or enhance the character 
and appearance of the conservation area.  The assessment of the effect of the proposed development will 
consider: 

1. be based on an analysis of local context, having regard to any adopted conservation area audit; and 

2. the extent to which the proposed development take takes opportunities to enhance the character 
and appearance of conservation areas and their settings. 

B)  Enhancement opportunities will include: 

1. redevelopment or improvement of any building, feature or element which detracts from the 
character of the area or its setting; and 

2. reinstatement of missing architectural detail or features.  

C)  In considering the wider potential benefits of development proposed within conservation areas the Council 
will attach particular weight to the desirability of not:Development will not: 

1. involveing the loss of traditional, historic or important features including shopfronts, doors, windows 
and other decorative detail; 

2. introduceing design details and materials, such as uPVC and aluminium windows and doors, which are 
out of character with the building and area; or 

3. harming the significance of a building or feature identified as contributing positively to the 
conservation area. 

D)  Changes of use of will make a positive contribution to the character, function and appearance of 
conservation areas and their settings. The council will consider the contribution of existing uses to the 
significance of an area when assessing change of use applications. 

E)  Development outside a conservation area should not harm the setting of that area.  
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Policy Application 

2.3.18 All development should have regard to local context and distinctiveness and the contribution to the 

local scene of buildings, landmarks, views, open spaces or other features of architectural, historical or 

topographical interest. General design principles are set out in a separate policy but it is particularly important 

within conservation areas that design is appropriate to its context and based on an understanding of 

Westminster’s distinctive character areas. 

2.3.19 Westminster has an outstanding range of conservation areas with examples of built form from each 

of the phases of the city’s development: this includes areas of Georgian and Victorian terraced housing, more 

modest mews and workers housing, 20
th

 century and post-war housing estates, areas dominated by 

government and institutional uses and more mixed central areas such as Soho and Marylebone. Detailed 

characterisation of individual areas to inform development proposals is being undertaken in conservation area 

audits and these will be a key consideration when assessing development proposals in conservation areas.  

2.3.19A  The level of assessment, and evidence base required, should be proportionate to the significance of 

the heritage asset concerned and the degree of change proposed. 

2.3.20 New development in conservation areas should should have a positive impact on local 

characterpreserve or enhance the character and appearance of the conservation area. In line with its 

aspiration to seek exemplary design standards, the council will expect development in conservation areas to 

take opportunities to enhance the area, wherever these arise. Where a building or feature has been identified 

as having a neutral or negative impact on an area, a proactive approach to improvement will be sought. Where 

proposals involve demolition, Policy CMP2.14 should be referred to. 

2.3.21 Where small-scale alterations that would usually require planning permission are identified in 

conservation area audits through public consultation or other surveys as having a negative impact on the 

character of an area, then it may be appropriate to withdraw permitted development rights through the use of 

Article 4 Directions. This will be done on the basis of impact on local character and in consultation with local 

communities. Examples may include protection of distinctive boundary walls and railings from removal as part 

of proposals for front garden parking and protection of historic doors and windows in an unaltered group of 

buildings.  

2.3.22 Outline applications are not acceptable within conservation areas as detailed information about 

proposed development is necessary to understand the impact on the character and appearance of the 

conservation area and to allow consultation with local residents. The design and access statement should set 

out how proposals have responded to the policy considerations above. In assessing applications, the council 

will have regard to national planning guidance as set out in the Draft National Planning Policy Framework and 

guidance prepared by English Heritage including their Guidance on Conservation Area Appraisals and 

Management
xii

. 

2.3.23 It is not only aesthetic qualities which contribute to the character of conservation areas. Land uses 

and activities are fundamental to the character and appearance of Westminster’s conservation areas. 

Particular uses are of historic importance to certain areas and some are of national or international 

importance. These have influenced the evolution and built form within an area and may continue to have a 

strong effect on its character today. Different users of buildings and spaces also change and shape their 

character over time and some conservation areas are strongly influenced by the communities which occupy 

them.  
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2.3.24 In considering applications for change of use the contribution of particular uses to the character of 

areas needs to be considered. The value that the local community places on particular buildings or uses is also 

important. 

2.3.25 Development outside conservation areas can also have an impact on their setting. Where 

development affects the setting of a conservation area, an assessment of its impact on the character and 

appearance of the area will be required. It should be recognised that this setting can be expansive and 

development located some distance away can have an impact. For example a high or bulky building could 

affect a conservation area some distance away or alter views of a historic skyline. Local character does not 

necessarily recognise borough boundaries
xiii

 and understanding setting will necessitate joint working. Any 

development which adversely affects the setting of a conservation area will be refused and the council will 

encourage change which enhances the setting of conservation areas. 

Reasoned Justification 

2.3.26 Over 76% of Westminster is within a designated conservation area and their protection and 

enhancement is a key objective of the council. The council has a duty to preserve or enhance the character and 

appearance of conservation areas
xiv

.  

2.3.27 In line with the Core Strategy’s aim to promote exemplary design standards and conserve heritage 

assets, the aim of this policy is to ensure all new development will take opportunities to enhance the character 

of Westminster’s conservation areas wherever possible.  

 

Demolition  

2.3.28 Policy Aim: To conserve heritage assets and encourage the retention of existing buildings rather than 

demolition.  

Policy CMP 2.15: Demolition  

A)  The council will resist the loss or substantial loss of listed buildings (and structures) in all but exceptional 
circumstances; and unlisted buildings, where these are considered to make a positive contribution to the 
character and appearance of conservation areas and/or are identified as unlisted buildings of merit in adopted 
conservation area audits. 

Exceptions may be made to the above where it can be demonstrated that: 

1. the proposed development would result in substantial public benefit that outweighs the loss of the 
building; or 

2. all of the following apply: 
i. the nature of the designated heritage asset prevents all reasonable uses of the site;  
ii. no viable use of the heritage asset itself can be found in the medium term that will enable its 

conservation; and 
iii. conservation by grant-funding or some form of charitable or public ownership is not possible.  

In all cases, firm and appropriately detailed proposals for the future redevelopment of the site have been 
approved and their implementation assured by planning condition or agreement. 

In considering the above the council will have regard to the relative significance of the building and the 
embodied energy and the sustainability of conversion compared with refurbishment. 
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B)  The council will resist the loss of buildings that make a positive contribution to the character and 
appearance of conservation areas and/or are identified as unlisted buildings of merit in adopted conservation 
area audits.  In considering such applications, the council will adopt a proportionate approach, requiring 
applicants to demonstrate either: 

1 that the demolition and the proposed redevelopment would enhance the character and appearance 
of the area beyond that which would be achieved through retention of the existing building; or 

2 the proposed development would result in substantial public benefit that outweighs the loss of the 
building; or 

The level of evidence required will be commensurate with the assessed significance of the heritage asset 
concerned and the extent of loss of significance, or harm, proposed. 

In all cases, firm and appropriately detailed proposals for the future redevelopment of the site have been 
approved and their implementation assured by planning condition or agreement. 

In considering the above the council will have regard to the relative significance of the building and the 
embodied energy and the sustainability of conversion compared with refurbishment. 

C)  The council will also encourage improvement, re-cladding or refurbishment (where appropriate) of unlisted 
buildings which have a ‘neutral’ impact on the character of conservation areas, rather than their demolition 
and redevelopment. 

DC)  Demolition behind retained facades may be allowed where this involves the retention of façades which 
make a significant contribution to local townscape, the development will maintain the scale of original rooms 
behind principal facades and the demolition is considered otherwise acceptable having regard to the above 
policy considerations. 

Policy Application 

2.3.29 The loss of any listed building should be wholly exceptional. In most instances the council will 

therefore resist their demolition or substantial demolition. In conservation areas, national guidance
xv

 states 

that the council should identify buildings which make a positive contribution to the character of the area and 

there should be a presumption against their demolition. Westminster’s conservation area audits identify such 

buildings as ‘unlisted buildings of merit’. Where a building that makes a positive contribution to an area is 

identified either through the development management process or as a result of a conservation area audit, 

there will be a presumption against demolition. 

2.3.30 The council accepts that in some circumstances the loss of a heritage asset (either a listed building or 

unlisted building of merit) may also be the only option and this may be allowed where it will secure substantial 

public benefit or where there is no other viable option.  Decisions on acceptability of demolition will be 

reached having regard to the relative significance of the building and following the guidance in the Draft 

National Planning Policy Framework
xvi

. 

2.3.31 Outside conservation areas, permission is not normally required for demolition of unlisted buildings. 

However, the importance of the historic environment and extent of conservation area coverage across 

Westminster means that permission will be required for the demolition of the majority of buildings in the city. 

Not all buildings within conservation areas contribute to their character and the redevelopment of buildings 

agreed to make a negative or neutral contribution to the character of the area will often offer an opportunity 

for beneficial change which will improve the local area, as set out in the conservation areas policy. 
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2.3.32 Some buildings neither detract from nor make a significant contribution to the character of 

conservation areas and are identified as making a ‘neutral’ contribution to the character of a conservation area 

in conservation area audits. In these circumstances, the acceptability of demolition will be considered having 

regard both to its impact on the character of the conservation area and, any wider benefits of 

redevelopment.and the desirability of retention of the existing building on sustainability grounds. 

2.3.33 In addition to consideration of their heritage value, the council recognises the inherent sustainability 

of retention and refurbishment of existing buildings compared with the whole life energy costs and waste 

impacts that would result from demolition and replacement of a building. The re-use of existing buildings 

preserves the ‘embodied’ energy expended in their original construction, minimises construction waste and 

reduces the use of new materials. The council will also therefore consider which option is the most sustainable 

when considering applications for demolition and dDevelopers will need to demonstrate that the proposed 

replacement building integrates exemplary principles of sustainability in all aspects of its design, and meets the 

council’s minimum standards set in respect of sustainability. Refurbishments should also meet the council’s 

minimum sustainable design standards, as should any new development. Where re-cladding is considered 

appropriate, this should incorporate external insulation. 

2.3.34 However, in some circumstances, where it has been agreed that the substantial demolition of a 

building is acceptable, the retention of the building façade may nonetheless be important, where this makes a 

significant contribution to the character and appearance of the area and townscape. In these circumstances, 

the retention of the building façade may offer a compromise allowing protection of facades of townscape 

merit while allowing new accommodation to be developed behind this. The council will, however, seek to 

avoid the ‘stage set’ effect which results from insensitive development behind retained facades. The new 

building and retained façades should retain an architectural relationship. Such proposals will need to 

demonstrate substantial other benefits which outweigh objections to demolition on sustainability grounds. 

2.3.35 In any circumstances where the demolition of a heritage asset has been deemed acceptable, 
developers should record the asset prior to demolition and deposit evidence in a publically accessible location. 

Reasoned Justification 

2.3.36 Westminster’s historic environment is one of its greatest assets. Historic buildings are a finite 

resource and their loss should be resisted in all but exceptional circumstances.  

2.3.37 Replacing a building also demands a considerable investment of energy. The energy embodied in the 

existing building will be lost, and more will be used in its demolition and in the manufacture and transportation 

of replacement materials and reconstruction. It is usually much more efficient to retain the existing building, 

particularly when its energy performance is good, or where it can easily be improved. 

 

Westminster World Heritage Site 

2.3.38 Policy Aim: To ensure that the outstanding universal value of the Westminster World Heritage Site is 

recognised and protected.  
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Policy Application 

2.3.39 When considering development which will affect the Westminster World Heritage Site, the council 

will and developers should, have regard to the impact of development proposals on its significance and 

Outstanding Universal Value. Applicants should refer to the Statement of Outstanding Universal Value which 

explains why the site was inscribed and provides details of its authenticity and integrity. Applications should be 

accompanied by an assessment of how works will affect the outstanding universal value of the World Heritage 

Site as part of the Heritage Impact Statement. The external manifestations of outstanding universal value are 

known as ‘attributes’. The council will work with partners to draw up a list of the site’s key attributes and 

developers should explain how these will be affected by development proposals. 

2.3.40 The striking silhouette and iconic views of the Palace of Westminster and Westminster World 

Heritage Site are one of its key attributes which contribute significantly to its Outstanding Universal Value. The 

London View Management Framework (LVMF) seeks to protect the silhouette of the Palace of Westminster 

and applicants should have regard to the guidance within the LVMF and local views towards the World 

Heritage Site, which are set out in Westminster’s conservation area audit SPDs and the emerging Westminster 

Views SPD. 

2.3.41 The setting of the World Heritage Site is the area around it in which change or development is capable 

of having an impact on its Outstanding Universal Value. Development at some distance from the site may 

affect its setting and large development both within and outside the city should be carefully considered to 

ensure that this sustains and enhances the special qualities of the site and has no adverse impact on views. 

The council will work with partners to ensure the impacts of development on the wider setting of the world 

heritage site are understood, including considering the need for a buffer zone to protect its immediate setting 

and defining the extent of the wider setting area where development may impact on the site.  

2.3.42 A management plan for the site was agreed in 2007 and sets out the framework for future work in 

relation to protection and management of the World Heritage Site. The plan states that a steering group will 

be established and sets out a wide range of objectives, covering issues including public realm, transport, 

tourism, setting and views. The steering group will be consulted on major development proposals which affect 

the world heritage site. 

2.3.43 In determining applications within or affecting the World Heritage Site the council will also have 

regard to the guidance in Circular 07/09: Protection of World Heritage Sites
xvii

 the ICOMOS guidance on 

Heritage impact assessments for World Heritage Sites
xviii

 and the UNESCO ‘Operational Guidelines for the 

Implementation of the World Heritage Convention’ 
xix

. The conservation area audit for the Palace of 

Westminster and Westminster Abbey Conservation Area provides guidance on the site and its immediate 

surroundings. Specific Guidance with regards to public realm issues can be found in the Westminster Way SPD. 

There will be further guidance in the Heritage SPD.  

Policy CMP 2.16: Westminster World Heritage Site 

Development within or affecting the setting of the Westminster World Heritage Site will:  

1. be based on an understanding of the Outstanding Universal Value of the site, having regard to the 

adopted World Heritage Site Management Plan and Statement of Outstanding Universal Value; and 

2. protect and enhance the Outstanding Universal Value, the immediate and wider setting and 

important views across, out of, and into the site. 
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2.3.44 Where development is outside the city, Westminster will work with partners to understand the 

impacts of development on the wider setting of the Westminster World Heritage Site and will object to any 

development in adjoining boroughs which adversely affects its setting and views. 

Reasoned Justification 

2.3.45 Westminster Abbey, the Palace of Westminster and St Margaret’s Church was inscribed as a World 

Heritage Site in 1987. World Heritage Sites are recognised as internationally important and their inscription by 

UNESCO highlights their Outstanding Universal Value, which is a key material consideration to take into 

account when determining planning applications. 

 

 

Retrofitting sustainability measures  

2.3.46 Policy Aim: To ensure a sustainable future for historic and other buildings subject to heritage 

protection.   

Policy CMP 2.17: Retrofitting sustainability measures  

A) The council will encourage improvements to the environmental performance of buildings subject to 
heritage protection. 

B) Development proposals which affect such buildings will also incorporate measures to improve their 
energy efficiency where these do not adversely affect their significance. 

C) The installation of renewable energy and equipment will be acceptable where it is sited and designed 
to minimise its visual impact, does not result in loss of historic fabric or otherwise affect the 
significance of the building.  

Policy Application 

2.3.47 Where works involve the conversion, extension or other refurbishment and upgrading of a building 

subject to heritage protection, the council will expect consideration to be given to how the environmental 

performance of the building can be improved. Proposals for retrofitting historic and other buildings subject to 

heritage protection will be encouraged where they have no adverse impact on their significance. This applies 

to listed buildings and unlisted buildings in conservation areas. 

2.3.48 When considering any proposal to upgrade and retrofit a listed or historic building, an assessment of 

significance should first be undertaken to establish which parts of the building are most sensitive to change. 

Minor interventions to historic buildings should be considered first as these are usually non-contentious, may 

not require permission and can provide significant benefits at low cost. Simple measures such as draught 

proofing, energy and water efficient appliances and roof insulation can bring substantial improvements and 

have minimal other impacts, both visually and on historic fabric and traditional construction. A higher standard 

of thermal performance will always be possible in new extensions to historic buildings. 

2.3.49 The more significant the intervention, and the more significant the heritage asset, the more 

contentious proposals are likely to be. Micro-generation equipment can be beneficial for the energy 
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performance of older buildings but this should always be located in discreet locations and ingenuity may be 

needed to avoid unacceptable impacts on character and appearance.  

2.3.50 In the case of unlisted buildings in conservation areas which are not of historic interest, there will be 

much greater scope for retrofitting. 

2.3.51 Applicants should provide sufficient information to demonstrate the impact of works on the 

significance of the building, the degree of intervention required and the benefit they offer and resulting 

improvement to the buildings performance. They will be expected to demonstrate that they have considered 

and implemented appropriate small-scale energy efficiency measures prior to considering more significant 

interventions including installation of renewable energy technologies and equipment. The amount of 

information required will be proportionate to the significance of the asset and size of development. Further 

detailed guidance on this issue is in Westminster’s guidance document on Retrofitting Historic Buildings
xx

. 

Further guidance can also be found in the English Heritage guidance on Energy Efficiency and Historic 

Buildings
xxi

. 

Reasoned Justification 

2.3.52 Retrofitting of buildings subject to heritage protection, including listed buildings and unlisted 

buildings in conservation areas is crucial to ensure that they have a sustainable future that will contribute to 

the important challenge of climate change.  

2.3.53 The council supports the retention and refurbishment of such buildings and wherever possible will 

seek improvements to their environmental performance and thermal upgrading in sympathetic ways which do 

not adversely affect their significance. 

Archaeology 

2.3.54 Policy Aim: To ensure that archaeological remains are identified and conserved and that all 

development has regard to potential archeological implications of proposals.  

Policy CMP 2.18: Archaeology  

A)  All development will be required to conserve the following Scheduled Ancient Monuments and their 
settings: 

1  Chapter House and Pyx Chamber next to the Cloisters, Westminster Abbey; and 
2  The Jewel Tower. 

B)  Where development will affect areas or sites of special archaeological priority or potential or where 
development is proposed on non-designated sites suspected of having archaeological potential the council will 
expect: 

1 all archaeological deposits of national importance to be preserved in situ; 

2 deposits of local archaeological value to be properly evaluated prior to commencement of the 
development and where practicable preserved in situ. Any impacts of development on preserved 
deposits to be minimised through design; and 

3  if the preservation of archaeological remains in situ is impossible, full investigation, recording 
and an appropriate level of publication to be undertaken by an accredited investigating body. 

C)  Where archaeological investigation is necessary the council will require a written scheme of investigation to 
be completed and agreed prior to commencement of the development, and will secure its implementation 
through conditions. Archaeological investigation will incorporate a proportionate level of community 
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involvement. 

Policy Application 

2.3.55 Sites of Archaeological Interest are particularly sensitive to development. The council will therefore 

expect applicants to demonstrate that they have properly assessed and planned for the archaeological 

implications of their proposals. An archaeological assessment should form part of the Heritage Impact 

Statement where appropriate and information submitted should be proportionate to the significance of the 

archaeology. 

2.3.56 The most important archaeological remains are Scheduled Ancient Monuments and are protected 

under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979.  

2.3.57 Areas of Special Archaeological Priority are areas which have been specifically identified as high in 

archaeological potential. In Westminster these are Ludenwic and Thorney Island, Paddington and Lillestone 

Villages, Marylebone Village, Tyburn settlement and Ebury Village. The areas of archaeological priority are 

listed in the Historic Environment Record (HER) maintained by English Heritage.  

2.3.58 There are many other sites which may have archaeological potential in Westminster. The HER also 

contains further information about sites and areas of archaeological significance, including the Thames 

foreshore, banks and river walls, and applicants should consult this prior to submitting an application, where 

appropriate. 

2.3.59 In areas of special archaeological priority, as well as in sites and areas of archaeological significance, 

we will require planning applications to be supported by an archaeological assessment, and will not validate 

such applications without this information. In these areas, applicants should seek professional archaeological 

advice in planning for the archaeological implications of their proposals. 

2.3.60 There will always be a presumption in favour of the preservation of significant archaeology in situ. The 

ability to record archaeological evidence will not be a factor in deciding whether a proposal that would result 

in destruction of archaeological remains should be given consent. 

2.3.61 The council will apply conditions to secure the implementation of written schemes of investigation 

prior to commencement of developments, where appropriate. Developers or archaeological contractors will 

be expected to make information obtained as a result of archaeological investigations or evaluations public 

through an appropriate level of publication and to deposit copies in the HER.  

 
2.3.62 Archaeological investigations may also provide valuable educational and cultural opportunities for 

local communities.  Schemes of archaeological investigation should include an element of community 

involvement which is proportionate to the significance of the archaeology and the scale of the investigation.  

This may range from the provision of viewing points and interpretation materials at archaeological excavations 

to public access to sites through open days, volunteering opportunities, museum based workshops and 

exhibitions. 

2.3.63 In considering applications where there may be archaeological implications the council will and 

applicants should have regard to advice in London's Foundations
xxii

. 

Reasoned Justification 
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2.3.64 Archaeological remains are irreplaceable. They are a finite resource which once lost cannot be 

renewed. They are often fragile and vulnerable to damage or destruction. 

2.3.65 Archaeological remains contain irreplaceable information about the city’s past and hold the potential 

for an increase in future knowledge. They are valuable for their own sake, and for their role in education, 

leisure and tourism.   

2.3.66 Westminster contains a wide variety of archaeological remains. Investigation to date has revealed 

evidence of prehistoric, Roman, Saxon medieval and post medieval archaeology and a great deal more exists 

which is yet undisturbed.  
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Heritage assets in the wider historic environment 

2.3.67 Policy Aim: To encourage the protection of the wider historic environment.  

Policy CMP 2.19:  Heritage assets in the wider historic environment 

The retention and conservation of non-designated heritage assets will be encouraged. This may include 
significant buildings, structures, archaeological deposits, open spaces and street furniture identified as a 
result of area-based surveys, by local communities or in the course of the development management 
process. 

Policy Application 

2.3.68 Within Westminster, there are extensive designated heritage assets, including listed buildings and 

conservation areas. However, outside areas which benefit from statutory protection, this means that some 

buildings or structures which are important in a local context may be overlooked and unprotected. Policy CS24 

of the Core Strategy identifies the importance of the wider historic environment, of which these form part. The 

council may from time to time identify buildings, spaces and structures outside conservation areas which are 

of architectural or historic interest but do not benefit from statutory protection. This may arise as part of the 

development management process, through local surveys, the creation of local lists or as a result of requests 

from local communities. 

2.3.69 Although this does not bring any additional planning controls over alteration or demolition, identified 

non-designated heritage assets are a material planning consideration when determining an application that 

affects them. Recognition of the unique qualities of a building or structure may encourage their conservation 

or retention as part of redevelopment and regeneration schemes.  

2.3.70 Open space, gardens and parks can also be of local historic interest. Many of these are recognised on 

the London Inventory of Parks and Gardens of Local Historic interest which has been produced by the London 

Parks and Gardens Trust
xxiii

. Where an open space is on the London Inventory of Historic Parks and Gardens, 

any proposals for new development should respect its special local historic interest and landscape character. 

2.3.71 Where buildings of interest in the wider historic environment are identified, the council may 

withdraw permitted development rights for certain types of minor works which may have a detrimental 

impact on their character but do not require planning permission.  

Reasoned Justification 

2.3.72 Policy CS24 of the Core Strategy recognises the importance of the wider historic environment and 

national guidance encourages local authorities to protect all heritage assets. Many heritage assets which do 

not benefit from statutory protection or designation, can nonetheless be of significance to local communities 

and contribute to historical understanding and the character of the townscape. This may include unlisted 

buildings of interest, open spaces parks and gardens, street furniture or archaeological deposits.  
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2.4 Townscape and Streetscape management 

2.4.1 The public realm incorporates all areas which are free for the public to use or see, and includes 

streets, squares and parks. A well-designed and managed public realm contributes to the attractiveness, 

accessibility and legibility of the city.  

2.4.2 Westminster’s public realm provides the setting for many heritage assets and is a key component in 

helping to create a successful city for the people who live, work and visit. We are committed to protecting the 

public realm where this contributes to the character of local areas and to ensuring any new additions including 

new paving, seating, signage, pavements, cycle stands, public art and lighting are well-designed and only 

installed where appropriate. This will help to ensure Westminster’s public realm is accessible, safe and 

sustainable and will assist in the delivery of Core Strategy Policies CS24 Heritage, CS27 Sustainable Design; 

CS28 Health Safety and well-being; CS32 Planning Obligations and Delivering Infrastructure; CS34 Open Space; 

CS40 Pedestrian Movement and CS42 Major Transport infrastructure. Policies below also address issues of 

streetscape management, including the impact of commerce and events on the public realm as well as advice 

on the design of advertisements and shopfronts. Policies in relation to parks, trees and green open spaces are 

set out in another chapter. 

 

Attractive, Accessible and Secure Streets  

2.4.3 Policy Aim: To ensure the public realm is designed to be attractive, accessible and safe for all users. 

Policy CMP 2.20: Attractive, Accessible and Secure Streets  

A) The council expects a well-designed and clutter-free public realm and will require that priority is given to 

the pedestrian.  

B) New street furniture, equipment or features in the public realm will only be installed where necessary and 

will: 

1. be well-designed and use high quality and durable materials; 
2. not introduce unnecessary clutter or detract from the character of the area or setting of heritage 

assets; 
3. leave adequate and legible ways for pedestrians, particularly those with mobility and sensory 

impairments; and 
4. be energy efficient and generate energy where appropriate. 

C) The council will retain and maintain identified historic street furniture of interest.  

D) Listed lighting columns will not carry sign plates or other additions and historic lighting equipment will be 

retained in its original fuel and distribution. 

E) Existing street furniture, equipment or features in the public realm that do not meet these criteria or have 

become redundant will be removed when maintenance or capital works are undertaken. 

F) New hard landscaping will be of a high quality and appropriately engineered surface that is fit for purpose, 

appropriate to its context and meets the needs of all users. Its colour and texture should underline the sense 

of place.  
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G) Where they are considered appropriate, floodlighting and architectural lighting schemes will be visually 

unobtrusive, use discreet fittings and cabling and minimise energy use and light pollution.  

Policy Application: 

2.4.4 The Core Strategy prioritises ease of movement for all users of the public realm. To ensure streets 

remain uncluttered, new equipment or structures in the street should only be installed where they are 

essential and should be carefully positioned to protect visual amenity, reduce obstructions and ensure access 

for all, particularly those with mobility and sensory impairments.  

2.4.5 Works and improvements to streets will be considered in respect of their cumulative effect on the 

character and appearance of the city, particularly where they might affect the character or setting of a 

heritage asset. Redundant street furniture and equipment will be removed where this does not contribute to 

the character of streets. 

2.4.6 In all cases the council will expect a high quality of design, landscaping, materials and construction 

and this should reflect the guidance in the Westminster Way SPD. Transport for London’s Streetscape 

Guidance will also be relevant to any public realm improvements on the Transport for London Route Network 

and the Transport for London – Pedestrian Comfort Guidance for London sets out how to achieve comfortable 

conditions for the pedestrian (including those with wheelchairs, prams or buggies). 

2.4.7 Materials chosen for new items of street furniture, paving etc should be durable to minimise future 

maintenance problems. Legal agreements may be used, where appropriate to ensure appropriate 

management regimes are in place and secure future maintenance of the public realm. Generally all street 

furniture in Westminster should be black, unless specifically agreed through the exceptions procedure as set 

out in the Westminster Way SPD. 

2.4.8 In addition to new interventions in the public realm, Westminster has a remarkable collection of 

historic street furniture, including bollards, street lamps, benches, letter boxes, historic signage and telephone 

boxes. These are heritage assets in their own right and the council will expect their appropriate maintenance 

and protection, and the removal of clutter which detracts from their setting. Many items of street furniture are 

listed and conservation area audits also identify items of historic or other street furniture which contribute to 

the character of conservation areas and should be retained in public realm projects or streetworks. 

2.4.9 Retention of historic lighting may compromise the lighting levels of some areas. In such cases 

alternative solutions using remote controlled, wall mounted lighting will be employed rather than introducing 

extra columns.  This may be necessary where the pedestrian density and anti-social activity might demand a 

higher lighting level at certain times. Otherwise a reasoned case for maintaining a lower than standard light 

distribution will be balanced against heritage assets and townscape considerations. Other ways of locating 

street information will also be necessary, rather than using historic lamp columns. These will need to be 

designed to ensure they have the least visual impact on local townscape.  

2.4.10 Hard landscaping also makes a significant contribution to the character of the public realm and all re-

paving work should be designed with sensitivity and using suitable materials which reflect the context, for 

example the enclosed character of mews and small private courtyards and forecourts will demand a different 

treatment to new paving on principal routes. The council will seek the retention and repair of high quality or 

historic paving materials and features (such as coal hole covers) and will seek high quality new street surfacing 

through section 106 agreements where appropriate. 
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2.4.11 In some circumstances, the range of projects and interventions covered by this policy may need 

planning permission, advertisement or listed building consent, or the council may be consulted on these as a 

result of referrals from statutory undertakers. Other public realm works will be the result of developers 

improving the public realm after development and as a result of legal agreements, or the placing of equipment 

in the projects undertaken by the council itself or through partnership projects which may or may not include a 

public authority. In all cases, the council will work with partners to promote a safe, well managed, attractive 

and clutter-free environment that puts the pedestrian first. 

2.4.12 Where permission is required, the Design and Access Statement should set out how the above 

principles have been applied. Where a formal consent process is not required by the council as planning, 

highway or licensing authority, proposals for new street furniture and public realm projects will  adhere to the 

principles set out in this policy and the Westminster Way SPD are used. The council will also use planning 

obligations to secure appropriate public realm improvements, and public realm credits may be used to 

facilitate investment in key public realm projects in the city. Further guidance can be found in the planning 

obligations and public realm credits SPDs. Policies in relation to highways and open spaces should also be 

referred to. 

Reasoned Justification 

2.4.13 Westminster’s high quality public realm is constantly under threat from poorly designed or 

uncoordinated development and signs and equipment used to control traffic and pedestrians, public utility 

equipment, street furniture and advertising. It is important to ensure the public realm is carefully designed and 

that interventions in the public realm enhance the character and appearance of the city and minimise visual 

intrusion from unnecessary clutter. This will help ensure the public realm remains easy to access and safe for 

all users and also contributes to a more elegant townscape. Many aspects of works in streets or open space 

management do not require formal permissions and consents, but this policy seeks to address the activities of 

major developers and landowners as well as the council, its partners and contractors in procuring schemes 

that are minimalist, sensitive and sustainable. 

 

Front Gardens, Boundary Walls and Railings  

2.4.14 Front gardens and boundary treatments are also part of the public realm. Front gardens can provide 

an attractive soft edge to the street, contribute to biodiversity and help reduce the urban heat island effect 

and risk of flooding. Creating a clear distinction between private and public space, with forecourts and front 

gardens also helps to avoid conflicts between who has ownership, control and use of spaces. Boundary 

treatments are an important aspect of determining whether areas are public, private or communal. Boundary 

treatments can be 'hard', such as walls or fences, or 'soft' such as hedges or gardens. Hard boundary 

treatments are often used for private spaces where as softer boundary treatments are more common in public 

spaces. 

2.4.15 Policy Aim: To protect front gardens and encourage retention or reinstatement of characteristic 

boundary features within the public realm.  

Policy CMP 2.21: Front Gardens, Boundary Walls and Railings  

A) The loss of front gardens and creation of non-permeable surfacing for parking will be resisted. 
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B) The loss or alteration of boundary walls and railings will not be acceptable where they: 

1. contribute positively to the setting of a heritage asset; 
2. form part of a uniform group with consistent boundary treatment; or 
3. make an important visual contribution to the street scene or individual building. 

 
C) Where appropriate, boundary features will be reinstated where these have been removed. New boundary 
walls or railings will: 

1. replicate an existing or traditional pattern which is characteristic of the immediate locality; or  
2. use a design and materials appropriate to the existing or proposed building and street-scene. 

Policy Application 

2.4.16 Much of Westminster was developed in the 18
th

 and 19
th

 centuries and Georgian and Victorian 

terraced houses characterise large areas of the city. These, as well as later mansion blocks, were designed to 

be set back behind basement lightwells with railings, giving a strong uniform appearance to many streets. In 

some areas of the city and especially parts of north Westminster such as the Queens Park Estate and St John’s 

Wood, houses are set back with large gardens and forecourts. Here boundary walls are more prevalent.  

2.4.17 In areas with large front gardens, there may be enough space behind boundary walls to accommodate 

car parking and such works often lead to the loss of boundary features, and creation of open forecourt areas, 

to the detriment of the character and uniformity of the street and often resulting in loss of biodiversity where 

there are hedges and front gardens. Where such works require planning permission, the important 

environmental and aesthetic contribution of front gardens will be considered along with contribution of 

boundary treatments to the character of streets will be considered when assessing applications.  

2.4.18 The use of non-permeable surfacing for front garden parking will not normally be acceptable, due to 

the potential impact on flooding, biodiversity and character of streets. Where front garden parking is 

permitted, this should not occupy more than 50% of the front garden area and a landscaping scheme should 

be submitted to demonstrate how the impact of proposals on visual amenity and biodiversity will be 

mitigated. The use of forms of permeable surfacing which are appropriate to the context and incorporation of 

soft landscaping and retention of hedges is encouraged. 

2.4.19 In many conservation areas and in front of listed buildings, the front boundary treatments are of 

particular importance to the street scene and can be of historic interest in their own right. Conservation area 

audits identify characteristic boundary treatments the council wishes to see retained as well as areas where 

the loss of boundary features has been detrimental to local character. Where missing, the council will 

encourage the reinstatement of railings. Their design should usually be based on historic evidence and 

precedent and should generally be painted black. 

2.4.20 In some cases works involving railings and boundary walls will be permitted development and will not 

require a planning application. However, the council will encourage retention of characteristic boundary 

features and may use Article 4 Directions to protect boundary features which contribute to the local areas. 

2.4.21 Westminster’s Railings SPG provides further detail of traditional railing design in Westminster. The 

parking and urban greening policies should also be referred to. 

Reasoned Justification 

2.4.22 In some areas of the city, houses are set back behind front boundary walls and railings with front 

gardens. Front gardens which incorporate soft landscaping and trees bring significant environmental benefits, 
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reducing the risk of flooding and the urban heat island effect and adding to biodiversity. They also provide a 

soft edge to the street, and combined with the consistent treatment of boundary walls, this is important to the 

areas character. 

2.4.23 Front railings and boundary walls are common and attractive feature on many of Westminster’s 

streets. The council wishes to protect front gardens and encourage both the retention of characteristic 

boundary treatments and, where they are missing, their reinstatement. Walls, hedges and railings all 

contribute to the attractiveness of Westminster’s streets and help reduce conflicts between management of 

areas of public and private space.  

 

Managing commerce and events in the public realm 

2.4.24 Streets and other public places can be the location for additional retail activity and special events. 

These can add to the vitality and interest of the city for residents, businesses and visitors and are a vital part of 

Westminster’s economy but they also need to be sensitively managed and designed so that they do not 

detract from the amenity of the city and its principal users and uses. This will help in the implementation of 

Core Strategy Policies CS27 Design; CS32 Planning Obligations and Delivering Infrastructure; CS34 Open Space; 

CS40 Pedestrian Movement and CS42 Major Transport infrastructure. 

2.4.25 Policy Aim: To ensure that trading and events in the street are well managed, causing minimal 

disruption to local residents and pedestrians. 

Policy: 2.22 Managing commerce and events in the public realm  

A) Traders in the street (or trading from premises extending into the street) will not compromise pedestrian 

safety, continuity, pedestrian clear zones, and traffic conditions or detract from visual, residential or business 

amenity.  

B) Stalls, structures and other equipment will be acceptable where they are well-designed and sympathetic to 

their context and: 

1. can be removed at the end of trading to allow the thorough cleansing or the area, or in the case of semi-
permanent kiosks or structures, they: 

i. do not detract from the setting of any heritage asset; and  
ii. are capable of quick removal for highways, cleansing or other works or for special events; and 

2. are energy efficient and generate energy where appropriate. 
Where appropriate, a single, larger structure should be used to house several separate functions, or a cluster of 
stalls, in preference to a number of smaller stalls or structures. 
  

C) Events in the public realm and associated structures will: 

1. not adversely affect the appearance and character of the city or adversely affect heritage assets;  
2. maintain access for adjoining occupiers and make arrangements for parking for residents;  
3. accommodate existing waste and recycling operations or provide alternative arrangements; 
4. maintain access for emergency vehicles; and 
5. give priority to the free flow of pedestrians, particularly those with mobility and sensory impairments and 

particularly at station entrances and other busy locations. 

D) Barriers will not be used to contain crowds or queues unless part of a planned event or management regime as 
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part of a premises license.  

E) All additional costs to the authority resulting from an event or intervention, feasibility studies for it or other 

service costs resulting from it are expected to be fully borne by the promoter of commercial activities. The costs 

for community and not-for-profit cultural events may be partially subsidised by the council and other public 

bodies. 

Policy Application 

2.4.26 With the exception of semi permanent street trading equipment, most activities covered by this 

policy relate to items that are temporary and may move hour-by-hour. These structures and activities will not 

always require planning permission but need to be carefully managed to ensure they do not detract from 

visual, residential or business amenity and that matters such as public health, pedestrian and traffic safety and 

waste management are all taken into account. These are managed through a combination of planning and 

licensing regimes. 

2.4.27 Market managers, street inspectors and event organisers, and those who grant event licenses, will be 

expected to use these principles to guide their day-to-day work and on-site enforcement /compliance 

activities. Where the activities within a premises cause patrons to queue on the street or come out of the 

premises to smoke or drink and this causes a nuisance, then the matter will be reviewed with the premises 

license on renewal and may require the license to be changed to prevent the nuisance. Both temporary and 

semi-permanent interventions should be designed and sited so that they can be quickly removed, do not cause 

obstructions and do not detract from the setting of any nearby listed buildings or damage important views, or 

the character of Conservation Areas, the riverside or the World Heritage Site. 

2.4.28 Where public realm improvement schemes are implemented for highway management or amenity 

reasons and a trading pitch is within the project area, it may need to be removed or the trading area 

transferred to another location in the city. 

2.4.29 When considering erection of temporary structures for events, it is important to ensure that all 

relevant matters such as public health, pedestrian and traffic safety and waste management have been taken 

into account and sufficient time should be allowed in advance of the event for any permissions or consents to 

be obtained. The equipment for such temporary events will be allowed on a more flexible set of guidelines 

than items that will affect the appearance of the city for a long time. However, all events within open spaces 

need to be sensitively managed to ensure no adverse impact on heritage assets or trees and, where located in 

London Squares, should have regard to the London Squares Preservation Act 1931. Following any event, 

affected areas should be reinstated to their former state and any damage made good. Conditions may be 

attached to permissions for temporary structures to ensure that the impact is minimised. For example, these 

may require reinstatement of affected areas to their former state within a given timescale or, submission of 

additional information.  

2.4.30 Further detailed guidance on managing commerce and events in the Street can be found in the 

Westminster Way SPD. English Heritage has produced guidance on temporary structures in historic places. 

Reasoned Justification  

2.4.31 Trading and events in the street add activity and colour. In many instances, events and well managed 

markets add a valuable dimension to city life. In other places isolated traders can add to the shopping 

experience and amenities for residents and workers by providing for those very quick sales for which there is 
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not time to go into a shop. However, it is important to ensure that trading and events in the street are well 

managed, causing minimal disruption to local residents and pedestrians, particularly those with mobility and 

sensory impairments and particularly at station entrances and other busy locations.  

 

Public Art 

2.4.32 Policy Aim: To ensure that new development in Westminster makes a contribution in to the artistic 

environment of the city through the provision of new public art.  

Policy CMP 2.23: Public Art 

Public art as part of new developments 

A) The provision of public art will be expected as an integral part of the design on the site of new major 
developments. 

B) Such artwork should be of a high standard of design and execution using high quality, long lasting 
materials. 

Public art in the public realm 

C) The creation of new sculpture or memorials in the public realm will be resisted in parts of the city that 
already contain a large number of such works. 

D) Where it is sited on the highway, or in Westminster’s parks and gardens, financial provision will be made 
for the future maintenance of new public art. 

 

 

 

Policy Application 

2.4.33 Public art includes bespoke work designed especially for its setting by artists and craftsmen.  Public 

art may be integrated into the fabric of a building or, where landscaping has been specially designed for such 

an intervention, a free standing piece. 

2.4.34 Art in the public realm includes: 

 Bespoke works by artists and craftsmen 

 Works integrated into the fabric of buildings including decorative detail, artist designed panels, 

reliefs, glazing, cladding or murals 

 Artist designed landscaping which may include two dimensional work; ornamental ironwork, 

paving, or joinery, and which may incorporate free standing three dimensional work  

 Facilities for the public display of art, including performance or exhibition space.  
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2.4.35 Art in the public realm should be truly public.  It should be readily visible, and publicly accessible.  

Installations within atria are rarely acceptable, except in publicly accessible buildings such as hospitals or 

libraries. Public art should not overwhelm its context, but show sympathy for the form and quality of the 

surrounding environment. 

2.4.36 The scale and ambition of public art provided in relation to new development should by 

proportionate to the value of that development.  Development that has a significant impact on its 

environment should incorporate proportionately significant public art contribution.  The level of contribution 

will vary depending on the nature of the development proposal, the characteristics of the site and its 

surroundings. However, a nationally acceptable guideline is that it will be around one percent of the 

construction costs. 

2.4.37 In some circumstances the council’s preferred model of public art provision, that developers provide 

art on the site of a new development or incorporated into the fabric of that development, will not be possible 

or practicable.  This may occur when the size of the development is insufficient to generate a significant sum 

for public art, where public realm space is limited, or where the design of the building does not allow the 

incorporation of art.   

2.4.38 In these circumstances it may be desirable for the council to accept a contribution towards the 

provision of  public art on an alternative site, either directly by the council or by a third party.  This option will 

only be acceptable where: 

The sum available for public art is too small to produce an effective, high quality public art intervention and 

The council has identified a local opportunity for public art, or an opportunity for a defined city wide 

programme of public art. 

2.4.39 Temporary installations, partnerships with London’s public and private galleries, outreach and schools 

programmes may provide opportunities in public art provision where permanent on-site installations cannot 

be achieved.  

2.4.40 Temporary works of public art add interest, excitement and dynamism to the streetscene. The use of 

temporary works allows for greater flexibility in selection and allows for greater participation by the 

community. The added contribution of constantly changing public art is considered to be of great potential 

value to the life and vitality of the public realm in Westminster. 

2.4.41 Similarly schools programmes, and other educational programmes can help with the greater 

appreciation of existing art in public places. 

2.4.42 Where works of public art are sited in the public realm, we will ensure that such works are endowed 

to secure their appropriate maintenance in perpetuity and their retention secured by conditions in planning 

permissions, undertakings or agreements. Where works of art form part of a development, or are on private 

land, the council will expect those pieces to be maintained to a high standard by the land owner.  

2.4.43 All works of public art should identify, by means of plaque, signature or other means the artist and 

where appropriate, the title of the work. 

2.4.44 Statues and Memorials are the subject of a separate SPD, Statues and Memorials in Westminster 

(2007). Other relevant publications are Westminster Way SPD, and the Planning Obligations SPD. 
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Reasoned Justification 

2.4.45 Public art creates an environment of quality, and demonstrates a commitment to high quality public 

places. It helps to create a sense of place and enlivens and animates a place by creating a visually stimulating 

environment. 

2.4.46 Public art provokes thought and inspires questioning; it provides both formal and informal learning 

opportunities, both during and after the commissioning and creation of the public art. Public art can contribute 

to community involvement, helping to foster stable, inclusive communities. 

2.4.47 The benefits of public art are widely and increasingly recognised, by the development and local, 

regional and national government sectors. There is broad agreement that the promotion of public art can have 

positive outcomes in a number of different ways, including quality of place, education, economic and social 

inclusion.  

2.4.48 The provision of public art relates to the Core Strategy through Policies CS27 Design, and CS32 

Planning Obligations. 

 

Shopfronts and Advertisements 

2.4.49 Shopfronts and advertisements can contribute greatly to local distinctiveness and the economic well-

being of the city. Where well-designed, shopfronts contribute to vibrant streets and they also provide natural 

surveillance and active frontages creating a safer public realm. Advertising, both on buildings and within the 

public realm can also have a significant impact on our streets but  needs to be carefully designed and sited to 

avoid any negative impact on visual amenity and can also have serious implications for public and road safety. 

The policies below will provide the detail which supports the implementation of Core Strategy Policies CS24 

Heritage, CS27 Design, and CS28 Health Safety and Well-Being. 

 

Shopfronts 

2.4.50 Policy Aim: To ensure new shopfronts are well-designed and retain existing shopfronts of interest. 

This will contibute to local distinctivess and to the creation of vibrant and successful retail centres. 

Policy CMP 2.24: Shopfronts 

New shopfronts or alterations to existing shopfronts will be acceptable where they: 

1. relate satisfactorily to the design, proportions and materials of the upper parts of the building; 
2. complement their context and the quality and character of adjoining shopfronts, where these form 

part of a consistent group where original shopfronts survive; 
3. do not harm or obscure original architectural detail such as corbels, console brackets, fascias, pilasters 

and stallrisers and do not remove existing shopfronts of historic or architectural interest; 
4. reinstate missing architectural detail where appropriate; 
5. do not involve the installation of solid or perforated external shutters; 
6. are not entirely or largely openable; and  
7. are accessible to all and wherever possible provide a level threshold to the entrance. 

Policy Application 
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2.4.51 New or replacement shopfronts should use high quality design and materials and be designed so that 

the ground floor relates satisfactorily to the upper parts of the building in terms of its materials, detail, colours 

and proportions. Shopfront design should also seek to harmonise with and enhance the character of the street 

scene reflecting any important pattern created by adjoining shopfronts, for example the bay widths, depth of 

fascias, common stallriser height and vertical or horizontal subdivision. This will be particularly important 

where shopfronts have been designed and detailed as groups. Design solutions will vary according to the 

individual building and local context but all new shopfronts should use high quality, sustainable materials. Poor 

quality shopfronts in a locality should not be used as a precedent or reference when considering context. 

2.4.52 The council will seek to retain existing shopfronts of architectural or historic interest, as these 

contribute to the distinctive character of retail areas. Where possible, proposals for alteration of such 

shopfronts should retain or reinstate traditional details such as corbels, console brackets, fascias, pilasters and 

stallrisers. Where they make a significant contribution to the character of a street, such shopfronts should be 

retained, even where a change of use from retail is considered acceptable. 

2.4.53 Shopfronts with a high degree of opening, particularly fully opening shopfronts, often relate poorly to 

the upper parts of the building and will generally be unacceptable. If poorly designed, they can create a void at 

ground floor level that can harm the appearance of a building. They can also give rise to amenity problems, by 

allowing transmission of noise from uses and activities within the building (see also noise policies).  

2.4.54 Whilst recognising the need for shopfront security in some instances, solid roller shutters, including 

perforated shutters, have a deadening visual impact on street frontages, prevent passive surveillance and 

encourage graffiti. They have a negative impact on the character of the area, contribute to an unsafe 

environment and fear of crime and are almost always unacceptable, except in specially justified circumstances. 

Any security features required should generally be located internally. 

2.4.55 Providing inclusive access to shops is particularly important as the design of a shop entrance can have 

a major impact on the ease of entry to people of limited mobility, impaired visibility, wheelchair users or those 

with pushchairs. Wherever possible and on all modern shopfronts, the threshold should be level. On some 

traditional historic shopfronts, a level threshold may be difficult to achieve but it will almost always be possible 

to improve access by other means or provide the service in another way. Further advice is given in the 

Inclusive Design SPG (2007). 
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2.4.56 Examples of shopfronts of architectural or historic interest are identified in conservation area audits 

and detailed guidance on design of new shopfronts will be set out in the Shopfronts and Advertisements SPD. 

 

Reasoned Justification 

2.4.57 Shopfronts are important to the character and attractiveness of many of Westminster’s streets and 

contribute to the commercial success of businesses and vibrancy of the city’s public realm. These range from 

small parades of traditional shopfronts in residential centres and specialist shopping areas, to larger shops and 

department stores on Westminster’s nationally and internationally important shopping streets.  

2.4.58 Westminster’s long retail history means there are many fine examples of historic shopfronts from the 

18
th

 to 20
th

 centuries. These are heritage assets, which should be retained and restored wherever possible. 

Where shopfronts are being altered, or new shopfronts are proposed, these should be well-designed to 

complement the character of local areas and contribute to the attractiveness and success of retail areas. 

Advertisements  

2.4.59 Policy Aim: To ensure that advertisements in Westminster are of high quality, well suited to the 

building or street for which they are proposed, do not compromise public safety and make a positive 

contribution to the character and appearance of an area.   

Policy CMP 2.25: Advertisements 

A) New signs and advertisements will cause no harm to visual amenity or public safety and will: 
1. relate in terms of size, detailed design and materials to the use, character, scale, proportions and 

architectural features of the building to which they are fixed; 
2. be sensitively located within the street-scene and respect the predominant character and appearance 

of the area; 
3. not obscure existing architectural detail and on shops, be confined to fascia level; 
4. in the case of shop blinds, comprise traditional, retractable canvas awnings; and 
5. have no harmful impact on heritage assets or important views. 

 
B) The following forms of advertising will be unacceptable: 
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1. LED and video screens, moving digital displays and message boards and intermittent, flashing or light-

projecting signs; 
2. significant advertising in residential areas; 
3. internally illuminated box fascias or projecting signs in residential areas; 
4. illuminated advertisements adjacent to or visible from the Royal Parks or London Squares; 
5. high level signs and banners; 
6. balloon advertisements and advertisements on cranes; 
7. signs and advertisements on street furniture or ground surfaces, especially in conservation areas, 

London squares, or adjacent to Royal Parks, listed buildings or other sensitive locations;  
8. portable advertisements, including ‘A’ boards on the public highway; and 
9. vehicles used mainly or wholly for advertising. 

C) Specific guidelines will apply to certain types of advertising are set out in Standards for Specific 

Advertisement Types in Table 2.2 below. 

 

Table 2.2 STANDARDS FOR SPECIFIC ADVERTISEMENT TYPES 

HOARDINGS AND SHROUDS  
Decorative displays, including works of public art, on hoardings or shrouds enclosing development sites will 
normally be acceptable, providing that: 

 They are temporary, and relate sensitively to their context 

 They contain a minimum of obvious or intrusive commercial advertising content or display 
 

 
ESTATE AGENTS BOARDS  
In Regulation 7 Direction areas, estate agents boards will not be permitted on residential properties.  
On commercial properties one board will be permitted per property where it 

 is less than 0.54 square metres in size and is located below 3m above ground floor level or is less than 
1.1 square metres in size and located between 3m and 4.6m above ground level; 

 Is not of three-dimensional design; 

 Is not illuminated; and 
On listed buildings, only where they are displayed inside the building or attached to perimeter railings and not 
larger than 0.27 square metres. 

 
TEMPORARY BANNERS AND SEASONAL DISPLAYS 
Promotional banners or other forms of temporary advertising displayed on buildings or street furniture will not 
be acceptable.  
Temporary banners to promote public cultural events, including Christmas displays, may be allowed where:  

 they are in place for no more than the duration of the event, and 

 they include a decorative and attractive display, 

 any commercial element is kept to a minimum, and must not exceed 10% of the banner. 
Wholly commercial banners will not be acceptable.  

 
FLAGS  
Proposals for flagpoles and flag or banner advertisements will be unacceptable except where 

 they are displayed on buildings in New Bond Street, Old Bond Street and Regent Street, and consist of 
no more than one flagpole per building and comply with locally specific design considerations. 

 Outside these areas, flags may be acceptable on department stores, theatres, cinemas, large hotels, 
embassies and cultural institutions.  

 Flags may also be acceptable where they are small ‘Rainbow’ flags within the designated Soho flag 
streets, designed in accordance with published guidance. 
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THEATRES 
On theatres the council may allow some high-level signage and three-dimensional signage in agreed locations, 
where this is appropriately fixed so as not to harm heritage assets. 
Internally illuminated signs on theatres may be acceptable where they: 

 Are of a size sympathetic to the scale and architecture of theatre; 

 Are sensitively located; and 

 Are well detailed in terms of materials and design. 

 Do not incorporate flashing or moving imagery 

 Have no adverse impact to highway safety.  

Policy Application 

2.4.60 Where carefully designed, outdoor advertising can contribute to attractiveness and variety in 

townscapes of commercial parts of the city. However, the proliferation of advertising can, however, have a 

harmful impact on individual buildings and the character of areas. It is therefore important to ensure that the 

size, design and siting of adverts has been carefully considered, is related to the use of the building and does 

not harm visual or residential amenity, heritage assets or impact harmfully on highway safety. 

2.4.61 In busy commercial streets in conservation areas, the council will use its powers flexibly. 

Advertisements should relate sensitively to the building to which they are fixed and to the character and 

appearance of the area. Shop signs should be at fascia level and be externally illuminated. Internally 

illuminated box fascias and projecting signs are not normally appropriate in conservation areas, unless they 

can be related successfully to the design and detailing of the building and do not detract from the character of 

a group of buildings or a street. 

2.4.62 Advertisements should not impinge on significant views, including views from parks and open spaces, 

local views of Metropolitan Importance as identified in Appendix 2.3 or locally significant views as identified in 

our conservation area audits or as a result of the development management process. 

2.4.63 Within conservation areas, internally illuminated signs will generally be unacceptable.  Special 

consideration will be given to proposals for advertisements in areas, such as Piccadilly Circus, where such 

advertisements make a positive contribution to their character and appearance of that area.   The existence of 

a concentration of such advertisements will not justify its expansion into previously unaffected areas.  High 

level signs may be acceptable on certain building types, such as major department stores, cinemas and pubs. 

2.4.64 Advertisements on street furniture, such as telephone kiosks, waste and recycling bins, or wall 

mounted cigarette bins are not acceptable.  An exception may be made where acknowledging the trademark 

manufacturer or service supplier associated with the street furniture. 

Theatres 

2.4.65 Theatres are a unique and important building type.  The great majority lie within conservation areas, 

and many are listed as being of special architectural or historic interest.   

2.4.66 The council recognises the importance of lighting and signage to the character of theatres and the 

excitement of theatre-going experience as well as their economic viability.  
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2.4.67 It is therefore important to strike a balance between allowing signage which reflects the vibrancy of 

theatre while ensuring that this does not detract from the special interest of buildings and visual amenity in 

the wider locality. In some instances this means a more flexible approach to signage may be appropriate.  

2.4.68 Where internally illuminated signs are acceptable, consideration will be given to the intensity of light 

levels in internally illuminated signs. Illuminated signs will be expected to minimise energy use through the use 

of low energy technology and controlled lighting up times. 

2.4.69 The impact of signs on the appearance of the building during both daylight and night time hours will 

be considered. Some theatres by virtue of their historic importance, such as Grade I listed theatres for 

example, may always be inappropriate for internally illuminated signs.  Others may lend themselves more 

readily to this approach.  

2.4.70 All proposals which involve sound will be refused in line with the Environmental Protection Act 1990. 

Theatre signage should also accord with the general advertisements policy at CMP 2.24 A1-6 above. 

Shrouds  

2.4.71 Advertising on hoardings and shrouds has a significant impact on visual amenity and is inappropriate 

as permanent or temporary features in Westminster.   

2.4.72 Temporary hoardings or shrouds around building sites or empty sites which disguise unsightly building 

works or vacant land are a welcome contribution to the look and feel of the city. These should not normally be 

used for displaying commercial advertisements.  However, in commercial streets, advertisements on building 

site hoardings at ground floor level may be acceptable.  

2.4.73 Large displays above ground floor level can have an adverse impact on amenity and are not normally 

appropriate. In some circumstances well-designed shrouds, which respond sensitively to their context, with 

minimal advertising content, may be acceptable. 

2.4.74 Advertising on shrouds and hoardings will only be permitted where the shroud or hoarding is 

necessary for works carried on at that site, and will only be permitted for the duration of those works.  A 

schedule and timetable of works may be required as supporting information for an application to display 

advertisements on shrouds.  

2.4.75 Such shrouds should aim to mitigate the harm caused to the appearance of the area by use of a full 

scale representation of the building or a work of public art.  Third party advertising is not acceptable on such 

shrouds. 

Temporary Banners  

2.4.76 Temporary banners are those which, suspended from purpose designed street lighting columns or 

buildings, are erected to publicise a specific cultural event in the immediate locality. This may include 

established cultural events such as Pride, or seasonal events such as Chinese New Year or Christmas lights. 

Such banners will not be suitable for display in all of Westminster’s streets. They are more likely to be 

acceptable in major West End streets, BID areas and in major or district shopping centres. Proposals in other 

areas will be judged on their merits.  

2.4.77 Where temporary display is considered acceptable, no two events should be the subject of such a 

display concurrently. 
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2.4.78 Christmas Lights and other illuminated displays will be expected to minimise energy use through the 

use of low energy technology and controlled lighting up times. 

2.4.79 In circumstances where temporary banners are acceptable they should be displayed upon purpose-

designed street furniture and should not harm the setting of heritage assets, having regards to the provisions 

of the main advertisements policy and the heritage assets policies. 

2.4.80 Advertisements such as promotional banners, on light columns and other street furniture, introduce 

visual clutter to streets and have a significantly adverse affect on the appearance of the streetscape and the 

amenity of areas.  

Flags  

2.4.81 Flags are a traditional and colourful feature of the London scene, and the flags flown on public 

buildings and foreign diplomatic premises are a part of the character of central London. In recent years, 

however, commercial establishments have increasingly sought to use flags on angled poles as a form of display 

and as advertisement. 

2.4.82 Flags and banners can have an adverse impact on the appearance of buildings and the streetscape, by 

obscuring the façade of buildings and contributing to visual clutter. On streets throughout the city flag 

advertisements will generally be unacceptable in principle, with the exception of national flags, county flags, 

the flags of saints and the flag of the Commonwealth, European Union or United Nations.   

2.4.83  In certain commercial streets such as Regent Street, Old and New Bond Streets, there is a long 

standing tradition of flag display and are therefore appropriate locations for flags.  Nonetheless flags on these 

streets, and on the building types listed in the policy, remain subject to design considerations in terms of the 

size, siting and angle of flagpole.  If these elements cannot be satisfactorily designed, applications for flag 

advertisements may be unacceptable. 

2.4.84 Design Standards for Flags in Old and New Bond Street and Regent Street are:  

 Only one flag per building, or per three bays on Regent Street 

 Flags should be free flying, not tethered 

 The maximum acceptable flagpole length is 3m  

 Maximum acceptable flag size is 2m x 1m 

 Poles should be angled at 45
° 
on Old and New Bond Streets, and 30° on Regent Street 

Further information on the Soho Flag Streets and design of ‘Rainbow Flags’ is contained in the Soho Flags SPG 

(2005).  

Map 2.3: Regulation 7 Areas (relating to Estate Agents’ Boards, below) 
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Estate Agents’ Boards 

2.4.85 In certain areas the proliferation of estate agents' boards is a particular problem. The council controls 

the display of these boards in several designated ‘Regulation 7’ areas, which are described in the guidance 

booklet, ‘Boardwatch: A Guide to the Design and Display of Estate Agent’s Boards’ (2000). In order to protect 

the visual amenity of the area, and to preserve the character of Westminster’s conservation areas, applications 

to display estate agents boards on residential buildings in these areas will normally be refused. This was first 

agreed in 1992 in consultation with a committee of agents formed by the Office Agents' Society and Shop 

Agents' Society and has worked successfully ever since. 

2.4.86 The Regulation 7 directions in Westminster were most recently issued for a period of 15 years from 

14
th

 May 2010. Other areas may be designated as and when necessary. The Regulation 7 areas are shown on 

the figure above. 

 

Portable Advertisements 

2.4.87 The display of portable hand-held advertisements is prohibited by the London Local Authority Act 

2007 in specified locations.  

2.4.88 The display of advertisements on a vehicle used principally for that display, or worn on a costume is 

prohibited throughout Westminster by the Road Traffic Regulations Act 1984a (as amended) and City of 

Westminster (Waiting and Loading Restriction) Order 2002 (and amendments). 
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Reasoned Justification 

2.4.89 Advertisements have the potential to make a profound impact on the built environment and the 

amenity of residents and visitors. 

2.4.90 Advertising is a prominent feature in the street scene, and makes a significant contribution to the 

character of many parts of Westminster, especially in the more commercial parts of the West End. As well as 

having the practical purpose of providing information about businesses, goods, events and other matters, its 

presence often has a great influence on the appearance of a street as seen by the passer-by.  

2.4.91 The Core Strategy provides the overarching policy in relation to good design and heritage assets but 

does not provide specific guidance on design of advertisements. Advertisements are controlled by the 

Advertisement Regulations, which state that regard must be paid to amenity and public safety.  Detailed policy 

is required to set out how in Westminster public safety and amenity, including visual amenity is to be 

protected from inappropriate advertising.  
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Part 2: Appendices  

Appendix 2.1: Powers and responsibilities in relation to subterranean development 

Responsible Body/Individual Issues considered Main Relevant Legislation 

Planning 

 

Issues of layout, siting, external 
appearance, impact on the 
neighbourhood and wider 
environmental impact. 

Town and Country Planning Act 
(1990) 

Planning (Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas) Act 1990 

Building Control Issues associated with engineering, 
design, on-site operations, safe 
working, ensuring construction 
work undertaken is professional 
and competent  

Building Regulations 

Health and Safety at Work Act 

Highways  Licensing of skips, works under any 
part of the highway. 

Highways Act 1980 

Environmental Health Control of works which cause  a 
nuisance by generating excessive 
noise, grit and dust. 

Environmental Protection Act 

Property Owner/Applicant Notification of adjoining occupier 
of works to party wall between 
two properties or  

Party Wall Act 
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Appendix 2.2: Waste and Recycling Storage Requirements 

Waste and recycling storage areas must be provided either as internal rooms, or as clearly and permanently 

marked (with wall and floor boundaries marked) parts of a larger room, or as an area within the development 

encased and screened from view from the street. The council will not accept proposals that do not make such 

provision. Development which cannot provide space sufficient to store all of its waste off-street until it is 

collected, will not be permitted. 

At least one sign must be displayed inside and another outside each waste storage area, with the words 

‘Waste Storage Area’ or, where appropriate, ‘Waste and Recycling Storage Area’. The sign should also indicate 

the size of the floor area provided for waste and recycling storage. This is to ensure that all users of the 

building remain aware of the purpose of the area, and that it continues to be used for its intended purpose. 

Waste storage areas must be accessible from the street. They should be positioned so that: 

a) sacks and bins do not have to be moved more than 20 metres; 

b) Eurobins or similar wheeled containers do not have to be moved more than 10 metres; and 

c) there is no gradient along which Eurobins or similar wheeled containers, compacted or baled 

waste, or recyclable materials have to be moved by waste collectors, unless the fall is away from 

the storage area at a gradient of less than 1:14.  

The maximum number of storage containers for unsorted waste provided for any premises should be no more 

than: 

a) ten dustbins;  

b) eight Eurobins (660-1,280 litres) or wheeled bins of any type; or 

c) one skip container. 

(One skip is the equivalent of eight Eurobins, and one Eurobin is the equivalent of ten dustbins). If 

these limits would be exceeded, larger waste containers or compactors, or balers must be used. 

Waste compactors are recommended, and may be required for, the following types of development (details of 

sizes of compactors and areas required for them are given in the council’s ‘Waste and Recycling Storage 

Requirements’ guidance note): 

a) residential developments with managed waste systems and porterage (compactor) 

b) office developments over 2,500sqm (a small compactor) 

c) office developments over 10,000sqm
 
 (a rotary compactor) 

d) office developments over 15,000sqm (a portable skip compactor)  

e) light industrial units over 1,500sqm
 
 (a small compactor)  

f) small light industrial units where the gross combined floor space  exceeds 1,500sqm
 
 (a small 

compactor) 

g) fast food outlets with eat-in facilities (a small compactor or wheeled container compactor) 

h) restaurants (expected to have a high output of waste, a rotary compactor, otherwise a small sack 

compactor or wheeled container compactor) 

i) hotels up to 250 bedrooms (a small compactor or wheeled container compactor) 

j) hotels of 250 or more bedrooms (a rotary compactor, or a portable skip compactor, or a static 

compactor). 

 

Sufficient space should be provided for the appropriate compactor type in new developments 
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Appendix 2.3 List of Local Views of Metropolitan Importance 
V1  Buckingham Palace from the Mall 

V2  Buckingham Palace from bridge in St James’s Park 

V3  St James’s Palace from Marlborough Road 

V4  St James’s Palace from Piccadilly 

V5  Carlton House Terraces from the Mall 

V6  Foreign Office from St James’s Park 

V7  Admiralty Arch from the Mall 

V8  Wellington Arch from Constitution Hill 

V9  Marble Arch from Hyde Park 

V10  Royal Albert Hall 

V11  A,B&C The Albert Memorial from Kensington Gore 

V12  Kensington Palace from Hyde Park 

V13  Palace of Westminster from Hyde Park 

V14  Palace of Westminster from Lambeth Road 

V15  A&B Palace of Westminster from Queen Elizabeth II Walkway 

V16 Palace of Westminster from Golden Jubilee Bridge 

V17  Victoria Embankment towards the Palace of Westminster Clock Tower 

V18 Churches of St Clement Danes and St Mary-le-Strand 

V19 Royal Courts of Justice Law Courts from the Strand 

V20 St Martin in the Fields from Pall Mall 

V21 St Paul’s Cathedral from Victoria Embankment outside Somerset House 

V22 Dome of St Paul’s from Somerset House River Terrace 

V23 Somerset House from Waterloo Bridge  

V24  A&B Battersea Power Station from Grosvenor Road & Chelsea Bridge 

V25  Lambeth Palace from Lambeth Bridge  

V26 Westminster Cathedral from Victoria Street 

V27 Regent Street to Piccadilly 

V28 Regent Street to All Soul’s Langham Place 

V29 Waterloo Place towards Piccadilly 

V30 A&B Piccadilly Circus from Piccadilly & Lower Regent Street 

V31 A&B Whitehall Views north & south 

V32 A&B Trafalgar Square from outside the National Gallery & from the north Terrace 

V33 A&B Trafalgar Square from Spring Gardens & Whitehall 

V34 Horse Guards and Whitehall Court from St James’s Park 

V35 Horse Guards from Horse Guards Road 

V36 The Holme across the Regent’s Park Lake 

V37 Houses of Parliament from Parliament Square 

V38 Westminster Abbey from Tothill Street 

V39 York Gate and St Marylebone Church from York Bridge approach 

V40 Big Ben Clock Tower from the bottom of Constitution Hill 

V41 Somerset House internal courtyard views 

V42 A&B Waterloo Bridge looking downstream & upstream 

V43 A&B Golden Jubilee Bridge looking downstream& upstream 

V44 Westminster Bridge looking downstream 

V45 South Bank Arts Complex from Waterloo Bridge 
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Appendix 2.4: List of Views protected by the London Plan 

 

London Panoramas 

 From Parliament Hill to the Palace of Westminster 

 From Primrose Hill to the Palace of Westminster 
 
Linear Views 

 The Mall to Buckingham Palace 

 Westminster Pier to St Paul’s Cathedral 

 King Henry’s Mound, Richmond to St Paul’s Cathedral 
 
River Prospects 

 Blackfriars Bridge 

 Waterloo Bridge 

 The South Bank 

 Golden Jubilee/Hungerford Footbridges 

 Westminster Bridge 

 Lambeth Bridge 

 Victoria Embankment between Waterloo and Westminster Bridges 

 Jubilee Gardens and Thames side in front of County Hall 

 Albert Embankment between Westminster and Lambeth Bridges along 

 Thames Path near St Thomas’ Hospital 
 
Townscape Views 

 Bridge over the Serpentine, Hyde Park to Westminster 

 St James’s Park Bridge to Horse Guards Road 

 Parliament Square to the Palace of Westminster 
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Appendix 2.5 Article 4 Directions in Westminster 

 

Address 
 
 
 
 
 

GDO Date and 
Section (All 
Schedule 1 
Unless Stated 
Otherwise) 

Types of Development for which Planning Permission is 
Required by Direction and Date of Approval 
 
 
 

Queens Park 
Estate, W10 
 

1988 GDO, 
Class A, Part 1, Sch.2, 
Class D, Part l,Sch.2, 
Class A, Part 2, Sch.2 
Class B, Part l,Sch.2 
Class C, Part 2, Sch.2 
Class G, Part 1, Sch.2 
Class H, Parti, Sch.2 
 
 
 
 
 

 Alterations affecting the appearance of any elevation 
which is visible from the highway. 

 Erection of a porch or similar enclosure visible from 
the highway. 

 Changing roof materials or roof colours. 

 Erecting or locating tanks for domestic oil storage, 
where they are visible from the highway. 

 Erection of gates, fences, boundary walls or other 
means of enclosure, visible from the highway. 

 Painting of exterior of premises, which is visible from 
the highway, including boundary walls, fences, gates, 
etc. 

 Installation alteration or replacement of a satellite 
antenna visible from a highway (12.1 1.92). 

Sussex Gardens, 
W2. Garden areas 
fronting numbers 
168-208 (even) 

1977-81 GDOs 
Class II, Para 1 
 
 

 The erection or alteration of the means of enclosure 
of the gardens, (20.8.82). 

 
 

6-10 Moncorvo 
Close, SW7 
 

1977-81, GDOs Class I, 
Paras 1 and 3 
 

 The enlargement or improvement of any part of the 
dwelling house, or the erection or alterations of 
buildings or enclosures within the curtilage. (3 . 1 2. 
84) 

Nos 1,4,8,1 1,12 
and 13 Relton 
Mews, SW7 
 

1 988 GDO Class C, Part 
2, Sch.2 
Paras 4&5 
Art. 5 

 The painting or repainting of the exterior. (21.1 .93) 
 
 
 

No 4 Relton 
Mews, SW7 
 
 

1988 GDO 
Class A, Part 1, Sch.2, 
Para l(a) 
Art.4 

 The enlargement, improvement or other alterations. 
(21.1.92) 
 
 

Abbey Garens 1963 GDO 
Part 1. Classes 1 and II 

 Affecting external appearance of any part of a 
dwelling house facing a street, including parts not 
visible from street level 

 The erection or alteration of a building or enclosure 
within the grounds of a dwelling house 

 The erection or alteration of any means of enclosure 

 The painting of the exterior of any building, apart 
from the painting of doors. (31.12.69) 

Bridstow Place 1973 GDO 
Class I and Para I, Class 
II 
 

 Any development affecting the external appearance 
of a dwelling house, including the erection of 
structures or hardstandings within the curtilage 

 The erection or material alterations of gates, fences, 
walls or other means of enclosure on the boundaries. 
(5.5.75) 
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i
 Many local Planning Authorities are setting such standards. See separate note. 

ii
 http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/statistics/indicators/ni186/ni186.aspx  

iii
 http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/news/pn10_102/pn10_102.aspx  

iv
 Biomass and Energy from Waste will have to comply with the City’s Air Quality and Traffic Policies (for deliveries and 

waste production transportation).    
v
 as defined by part 1 of the Town and Country( General Permitted Development) Order 1995 as amended. The definition 

of dwellinghouses in this part does not cover properties split into flats. 
vi

 Living City  
vii

 London Plan 2011 Policy 7.4 Local Character, and Policy 7.6 Architecture. 
viii

 Greater London Authority. London Plan (2011); paragraph 7.25. 
ix
 Mayor of London. London Plan (2011); pp223-228. 

x
 Mayor of London. London View Management Framework SPG. 2010, and draft revised Framework. 2011. 

xi Mayor of London. London Plan (2011);Policy 7.12, part . 
xii

 English Heritage. Understanding Place: Conservation Area Appraisal Designation and Management. 2011. 
xiii

 Mayor of London. London Plan (2011); paragraph 7.13 
xiv

 Planning (listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 
xv

 English Heritage (2011): Understanding Place: Conservation Area Appraisal Designation and Management.  
xvi

 Draft National Planning Policy Framework, paragraph 184. 
xvii

 CLG and DCMS. Circular 07/09: Protection of World Heritage Sites 
xviii

 ICOMOS. Guidance on Heritage impact assessments for World Heritage Sites. 2011. 
xix

 UNESCO. ‘Operational guidelines for the implementation of the World Heritage Convention’. 2008. 
xx

 Westminster City Council. Retrofitting Historic Buildings. 2011 
xxi

 English Heritage. Energy Efficiency and Historic Buildings. 2011. 
xxii

 Greater London Authority. London’s Foundations. Protecting the Geodiversity of the Capital. 2009. 
xxiii

 http://www.londongardensaonline.org.uk/ 

Bristol Gardens 1977 GDO 
Class I paras 1-4 and 
Class II 
 

 Any enlargement of a dwelling house or material 
alteration affecting its external appearance 

 Construction of outbuildings or hardstanding within 
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Part 3: Quality of life, health and well being 
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3.2 SECURITY MEASURES  
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3.3 AMENITY  
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3.4 OVERHEATING  
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CMP 3.16  HOUSING - PREVENTING NOISE INTRUSION FROM EXTERNAL SOURCES 171 

CMP 3.17 NOISE FROM PLANT AND MACHINERY AND INTERNAL ACTIVITIES 172 

CMP 3.18 PROTECTING TRANQUIL OPEN SPACES 174 

  

3.7 LIGHTING  

CMP 3.19 LIGHTING AND LIGHT POLLUTION 177 

  

3.8 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT  

CMP 3.20 CONSTRUCTION IMPACT MANAGEMENT 180 

CMP 3.21 CONSTRUCTION, EXCAVATION AND DEMOLITION WASTE 183 

CMP 3.22 CONTAMINATED LAND 184 

 

Westminster’s Strategic Objectives 

3. To maintain and enhance the quality of life, health and well-being of Westminster’s residential 

communities; ensuring that Westminster’s residents can benefit from growth and change, providing more 

employment and housing opportunities, safety and security, and better public transport and local services; to 

work with our partners to foster economic vitality and diversity, improved learning and skills, and improved 

life chances in areas of deprivation.  

3.0.1 Westminster is a unique place, with a range of commercial uses, vibrant and diverse residential 

neighbourhoods. This creates places of character and variety where the range of uses and the quality of the 

environment is essential to maintain Westminster as an attractive place to live, work and visit.  

3.0.2 The mix of uses requires careful consideration to ensure that the amenity of residential neighbourhoods 

and commercial occupiers is protected. The nature of Westminster with its 24 hour uses, constant buzz of activity 

and people, extensive commercial development and high volumes of traffic create a range of environmental 

pressures. These factors influence people’s perceptions and experience of the city, and contribute to overall sense 

of place, but can also be damaging to quality of life.  

3.0.3 These sensory aspects influence how places and spaces feel and are recognised by the council as an 

important element to consider in all development proposals. All development will have some impact on residential 

amenity, amenity of commercial occupiers and in turn a direct impact on quality of life of people living or working 

in the city. To mitigate the impact of development, design measures will be applied to developments to reduce the 

impact of noise, air and light pollution. Other environmental concerns include managing and mitigating the 
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negative impacts from construction, vibration, plant and machinery, overheating and contaminated land. Together 

these factors impact on the health and well-being residents and workers in Westminster. 

3.0.4 The range of activities and uses means that there are significant numbers of people in the city at certain 

times of the day, or for particular functions and events. All development and the public realm will be designed to 

create secure places by removing opportunities for crime, improving security and reducing the potential 

vulnerability to security threats.  

3.0.5 Another essential part of maintaining the quality of life in Westminster is the provision of social and 

community facilities to support communities. Development, population growth and high land values in 

Westminster place pressure on social and community infrastructure, sustainable communities should provide a 

sufficient, appropriate and diverse range of services to meet local people’s needs.  

3.0.6 The Core Strategy (Adopted January 2011) and the City Management Plan as a whole provide a range of 

policies which together will secure a better quality of life for all in Westminster. The policies contained in these 

documents address the wider determinants of health and supporting people’s well being, through policies on 

employment, housing, physical environment and transport infrastructure. This chapter specifically provides 

detailed policies which strengthen the protection of Westminster’s environment, contributing to the delivery of 

sustainable development, making land available for a range of social and environmental objectives and improving 

people’s quality of life, in accordance with the government’s overarching objectives as set out in Planning Policy 

Statement 1 (PPS 1) Delivering Sustainable Development. 
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3.1 Supporting Needs of Local Communities 

3.1.1 In Westminster a range of people use social and community facilities including residents, workers and 

visitors. The estimated residential population is 249,600 (ONS, MYE 2009), this combined with workers and visitors 

of over 1 million people, means there is potentially a  significant number of people wanting to use social and 

community facilities in Westminster. However developing land for social and community uses is difficult to 

achieve, as there are more financially viable development options, this combined with the increasing demand for 

community facilities means that these types facilities are protected and encouraged throughout Westminster. 

3.1.2 Core Strategy Policy CS33 Social and Community Infrastructure, sets out the overarching approach as 

detailed below: 

All social and community floorspace will be protected except where existing provision is being 

reconfigured, upgraded or is being re-located in order to improve services and meet identified needs as 

part of a published strategy by a local service provider. In all such cases the council will need to be satisfied 

that the overall level of social and community provision is improved and there is no demand for an 

alternative social and community floorspace. In those cases where the council accepts a loss or reduction 

of social and community floorspace the priority replacement use will be residential.  

New social and community facilities will be encouraged throughout Westminster and will be provided on 

large scale development sites.  

The polices which follow will help to implement Core Strategy Policy CS33 and the support London Plan Policies 

3.16 to 3.19.  

3.1.3 Social and community facilities fall into a range of Use Classes C2, D1, D2 and possibly some sui generis 

uses of the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (as amended). It includes facilities for education, 

training, healthcare, childcare, sports and leisure, policing, youth, community halls and places of worship, public 

toilets alongside other uses which serve the needs of local communities.  

 

Reconfigured, upgraded or relocated social and community floorspace  

3.1.4 Policy Aim: Provides further detail to tests in Core Strategy Policy CS33. To provide a cascade of options 

for local service providers, to guide decisions on the reconfigured, upgraded or re-located community floorspace. 

Provides the process to test demand and specifies a marketing period and criteria for establishing reasonable rent 

at an affordable level. 

Policy CMP 3.1: Reconfigured, upgraded or relocated Social and Community floorspace  

A)      Social and community floorspace, which is being upgraded and reconfigured should be re-located: 

1.  on- site, to ensure community facilities continue to be accessible to the local community; or 

2. where there is a need for the facility to be on an alternative site, it is off-site in the vicinity, close to 
the existing community, or 

Comment [WPA1]: Social and 
Community Floorspace 
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3. outside Westminster provided the council is satisfied that the local service provider has 
demonstrated that provision of the service outside of the borough will improve services and meet 
identified needs. 

Securing an Alternative Social and Community Use/User 

B)      In order for the council to be satisfied that there is no demand for a social and community use for that 
floorspace as set out in Policy CS33 of the Core Strategy, the Local Service Provider would need to 
demonstrate that: 

1.         the existing social and community floorspace has been actively marketed as a social and community 
use for a period of not less than 12 months;  

and, if the existing social and community floorspace is a public facility (see Glossary); 

2. this floorspace has been marketed at reasonable market rent, price and other terms for public social 
and community floorspace. 

 

Policy Application  

3.1.5 Social and community floorspace will be protected, unless it can be demonstrated to the council’s 

satisfaction that there is no demand from other social and community users for this floorspace. This will be shown 

by the long-term vacancy and active marketing of the premises for community uses for at least 12 months.  In 

addition, public facilities These premises should be marketed widely and thoroughly on reasonable rent, price and 

other terms with regard to the range of social and community uses, and on terms that are comparable to the 

market conditions in that locality. For the loss of social and community floorspace to be acceptable marketing 

evidence would need to be provided to the council. If after marketing under these conditions attempts to find an 

occupier have been unsuccessful the council will consider an alternative use residential use. 

Reasoned Justification 

3.1.6 Public service providers are starting to produce their own asset management plans to coordinate the 

delivery of services. The council encourages this and understands that due to rationalisation of budgets this could 

result in the reduction of floorspace for these uses or possibly the re-location this floorspace outside of the 

borough. However, these strategies should demonstrate value for money. In these cases, co-location could 

improve services and meet identified needs.  

3.1.7 Where possible the council’s preference would be not to allow services to re-locate outside of the 

borough. Other options should be considered first. However, for services which serve larger catchment areas, like 

hospitals, it may be appropriate. Joint working with other local authorities may identify opportunities for the 

consolidation of facilities and better services.  

3.1.8 By ensuring sites are marketed for an adequate period means another social and community use/user can 

occupy this floorspace. This approach is in accordance with London Plan Policy 3.16 and resists the loss of social 

and community infrastructure. The council encourages the early marketing of a site(s) as this assists in identifying 

the possible future community use.  

 

Comment [WPA2]: Social and 
Community Floorspace 

Comment [WPA3]: Social and 
Community Floorspace 
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New Social and Community Facilities 

3.1.9 Policy Aim: To set out the criteria for requiring social and community floorspace from new development. 

Policy CMP 3.2: New Social and Community Facilities 
A) The council will require large scale development all development over 50 residential units or 5,000sqm of 

residential or commercial floorspace to provide social and community floorspace.  If it is not practical or 
viable to provide the floorspace on-site, the floorspace should be provided off-site in the vicinity. If these 
options are not possible, a financial contribution will be required in lieu of on-site or off-site development. 

 
B) All smaller developments will be encouraged to provide social and community floorspace. 
 
C) The scale of the social and community infrastructure provided will be commensurate with the scale of 

development. 

Policy Application  

3.1.10 In applying this policy a cascade of requirements will apply to ensure large scale development sites 

provide social and community facilities. On-site provision is preferred by the council as this will ensure facilities 

remain within the community. In cases where this is not practical, developers will need to demonstrate to the 

council’s satisfaction that on site provision is not realistic. As an alternative, providing social and community 

floorspace in the vicinity will support the local community. If it is not appropriate or practical to provide social and 

community facilities on-site or off-site an applicant would need to demonstrate that a payment in lieu is the only 

option.  

3.1.11 Smaller development sites of less than 50 residential units or 5,000 sqm commercial or residential 

floorspace may be suitable for social and community facilities. The council will encourage development on these 

sites and look favorably on applications which deliver a suitable size space for social and community uses.  

3.1.12 All financial contributions to social and community floorspace collected as part of this policy will be 

calculated and spent in accordance with the Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document. 

3.1.13 Development schemes will need to provide a social and community use which must be of a type and size 

appropriate to residential or commercial uses on the site.  

Reasoned Justification 

3.1.14 Residential and commercial development can lead to increased pressure on existing social and community 

infrastructure, either cumulatively or individually. The residential population is projected to increase in 

Westminster every year until 2033
i
, additional residential development brings new communities these require 

services to support communities. Across Westminster there will be significant growth in commercial development 

including retail, leisure and offices
ii
. The population of Westminster over the course of a typical working day is 

boosted by a further 550,000 workers and 260,000 tourists
iii
. This proposed growth will bring more workers, many 

of these will choose to use walk in facilities, dentists and sports facilities close to where people work. On occasions 

tourists may use existing community facilities. The London Plan reflects the pressure on services in Policy 3.16 

requiring additional and enhanced social and infrastructure provision to meet the needs of its growing diverse 

population. Furthermore the coalition government has introduced the concept of greater personal choice relating 

to the provision of healthcare services, this means there is a greater need for social and community facilities.  
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3.1.15 To create sustainable communities which can support the residents, workers and visitors who live or use 

Westminster it is essential that the council seeks to provide new facilities or collects funding to support existing 

infrastructure to ensure that adequate community facilities exist. Payments in lieu / financial contributions will be 

used to mitigate the impacts of growth.  

 

Quality Social and Community Floorspace 

3.1.16 Policy Aim: To deliver good quality and accessible new social and community floorspace. This will ensure 

the efficient and continued use of all social and community facilities across Westminster. 

Policy CMP 3.3: Quality Social and Community Floorspace 

A) All new social and community floorspace will:  

1. be appropriate in design and layout for the identified community use/user; or 

2. designed to be flexible (multi use space) to accommodate a range of different uses/users; if there is no 
identified community use/user;  and 

3. be of a higher quality than the previous facility in cases where the proposal involves upgrading, 
reconfiguring or relocating existing floorspace; and 

4. be accessible within buildings and by a range of sustainable transport options. 

B)         All new social and community floorspace will be encouraged to be designed to provide access by 
appropriate organisations and the local community which will be secured through legal agreement. 

Policy Application  

3.1.17 This policy applies to all new social and community floorspace created through change of use, upgrading 

and reconfiguring existing premises, relocating existing floorspace and new build. 

3.1.18 If the user of the facility is known, the use of the facility should influence the design and layout of the 

building. For proposals with unknown users, flexible multi use floorspace will be acceptable. This type of space can 

then be accommodated to combine uses which share space. A good example of buildings which share spaces are 

libraries which provide space for reading, studies, research, space for exhibitions and often separate rooms for 

community activities. 

3.1.19 Facilities should be easily accessible to all parts of the community and meet the inclusive design standards 

as set out in Policy CMP 2.1 Design Principles & Standards (D) and be safe and easy to reach on foot, by cycle and 

by public transport. 

3.1.20 High quality social and community floorspace is accessible well-designed floorspace, with good levels of 

daylight and all utilities provided to relevant safety standards. By ensuring that existing community floorspace is 

re-provided to a higher quality than previously provided this should create useable new community space. 
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3.1.21 Uses such as serviced offices, hotels, education facilities and health clubs can be suitable for occasional 

use as social and community facilities.  Community groups should be allowed to access rooms or spaces at 

discounted rates. This will create the opportunities for affordable floorspace for the community and third sector.  

3.1.22 Part B of the policy seeks to encourage all new social and community floorspace is accessible to all. For 

private social and community floorspace in appropriate cases this should involve providing access to facilities at off 

peak times at discounted rates. For public social and community facilities this will involve the use by appropriate 

organisations and the community outside peak hours.  

Reasoned Justification 

3.1.23 By providing either fit for purpose or multi use floorspace will ensure community space remains in use 

across the city. Population growth, increases in workers and visitors means there will continue to be a requirement 

for social and community floorspace to support communities.  

3.1.24 Securing high quality and accessibility of social and community floorspace is supported by London Plan 

Policy 3.16, Policy 3.18 to ensure sufficient provision of schools and London Plan Policy 3.19 which addresses 

deficiencies in sport provision.  

3.1.25 The policy meets a range of council strategies. The council plays a key role in facilitating the provision of 

community space locally providing opportunities for flexible space for a range groups including the voluntary / 

third sector. Private social and community uses are encouraged to contribute to the overall amount, quality and 

range of affordable facilities.  

 

Play spaces 

3.1.26  Policy Aim: To achieve an adequate supply and distribution of play space across the city, maximise 

opportunities for play, and define what play spaces and opportunities for play should provide and incorporate. 

Policy CMP 3.4: Play spaces 

A. External play space and facilities will be required as part of new housing developments which include 20 or 

more family units or 10 or more affordable housing units of 2 or more bedrooms.   

Play spaces secured either on or off a development site will be appropriate in terms of: 

1. size and scale of the space; 
2. natural daylight and sunlight; 
3. meeting the needs of various age groups; and 
4. safety and positioned to allow adequate natural surveillance. 

B. Off-site play spaces should be located in the vicinity of a housing site. 

C. Opportunities for informal play and play within more natural environments will also be secured where it is 

more appropriate or not possible to secure formal play areas. 
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D. Opportunities will also be encouraged where appropriate for facilities suitable for adults including outdoor 

gyms and fitness trails. 

 
Policy Application 

3.1.27 New play spaces should aim to be in accordance with both the Mayors Supplementary Planning Guidance 

‘Providing for Children and Young People's Play and Informal Recreation’ (2008) and the Westminster Play 

Strategy.  

3.1.28 Areas deficient in publicly accessible play space were highlighted as part of the Open Space Strategy (see 

Map WR5: Play Space Provision and Demand within the Open Space Strategy), there will be a particular emphasis 

on any new development of an appropriate scale within an area deficient in publically accessible play space to 

contribute to improving and providing additional play space and opportunities.  

3.1.29 Given the context of Westminster and only where deemed suitable and appropriate, the concept of 

informal play can extend to and be interpreted as ‘Play Streets’.  An example of an appropriate place for a ‘play 

street’ in the city might be within a housing area along a street with no through traffic (for example, a cul-de-sac), 

that is, in places where it could be proved the potential conflict between varying existing users was minimal (for 

example,. in the above case local residents without children needing a space to park and local children keen to 

play).   

3.1.30 Other opportunities for informal play may be the inclusion of a piece of robust sculpture or a boulder that 

can successfully work for all ages. 

3.1.31 Where appropriate, adult outdoor gyms and fitness trails should be included within parks to avoid them 

becoming negative spaces late at night.  They should only be added in places where they will not alter or detract 

from the existing character and feel of the park and will not dominate the space, preferably at sites that already 

have an emphasis on outdoor sports. 

3.1.32 The council recognises there may be places where play space provision associated with certain types of 

housing development may be difficult, for example, on conversion schemes.  Where the creation of a new play 

facility is not an option the council will seek improvements to nearby existing play facilities as an alternative 

planning benefit. 

Reasoned Justification 

3.1.33 Play is essential for the healthy development of children.  Formal play spaces include traditional and 

natural play areas, and are designated areas.  Informal play spaces are those not designated solely for that purpose 

and not restricted only for children and their carers for example a sculpture which can be climbed on, open 

grassed mounds, a platform for feeding ducks etc.   

3.1.34 This policy and other policies in the Open Space section CMP 6.1 support London Plan Policy 3.6 and 

Westminster’s Play Strategy. The Westminster Play Strategy outlines the key priority reasons for and intended 

outcomes from play provision across Westminster. 
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3.1.35 Play areas should seek to be in accordance with the Westminster Play Partnerships vision that ‘every child 

and young person has the right to accessible, stimulating, play opportunities which will enable their development 

as healthy individuals and keep them safe from bullying and street crime’.   

3.1.36 Likewise, play space across the city should be grounded and built upon the play partnerships key values as 

set out in the Westminster Play Strategy. 

3.1.37 Where possible and in accordance with the Westminster Play Partnership aims, all play spaces and 

opportunities should be inclusive with access to quality play for all children, with increased access for children with 

learning difficulties and disabilities.  New play space should expand and improve play spaces in disadvantaged 

areas to increase free access to play and strengthen the links with schools to ensure children can move easily 

between out of school learning and play activities. 

3.1.38 Play spaces should be designed with crime prevention in mind and should be suitable to their contexts 

and/or appropriately designed to fit in, for example, a climbing tower in a play area within a historic London 

square or church yard open space may need to be located in a specific place or screened by planting so as to not 

have a negative visual impact on the existing open space. 

 

Public Toilets 

3.1.39 Policy Aim: To promote the provision of public toilets in Westminster and seek suitable replacement 

facilities, where required. 

Policy CMP 3.5: Public Toilets 
 
A) Safe, secure and publicly accessible  
 
B) toilets will be required in proposals for: 

1. Large retail developments; 
2. Leisure and entertainment developments; 
3. Tourist attractions; and 
4. Transport interchanges. 

 
C) These should be accessible for all, with space for changing facilities for disabled people and baby changing / 

feeding. 
 

D) The loss of existing public toilets provision will be permitted where services are to be re-provided to a higher 
standard in the immediate vicinity. 
 

Policy Application 

3.1.40 Public toilets will be provided as part of commercial development and transport infrastructure proposals.  

These should be clearly sign-posted within schemes to ensure they are easily located. These should be maintained 

as part of the overall maintenance of any development. Large retail sites are defined as those over 2,500 sqm as 

defined in PPS4 Planning for Economic Growth
iv
. 
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Reasoned Justification 

3.1.41 Inclusive and accessible toilet provision is essential across Westminster to meet the needs of all residents, 

workers and visitors. Without these facilities particular groups like people with disabilities, older people, carers 

with children and tourists may be put off from spending long periods of time exploring the city.  

3.1.42 The lack of toilets can affect the economy, deterring tourists from visiting the area. Insufficient provision 

of these facilities can create a poor street environment leading to anti-social behaviour with people caught short in 

the street, deterring people from using these public areas. The provision of these facilities impacts on health, as a 

lack of facilities deters people from walking and cycling around Westminster. 
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3.2 Security Measures 

3.2.1 Westminster’s nationally important buildings, visitor attractions, government related functions and high 

volume of residents, visitors and workers give rise to a range of different security considerations.  The range of 

activities and functions create a vibrant place. However, these require additional measures to ensure that the 

places and people remain secure and safe. 

3.2.2 The policies in this section add detail and assist in the implementation of strategic policy CS28 Health, 

Safety and Well-Being, and London Plan Policy 7.13 Safety, Security and Resilience to Emergency. 

 

Security Measures in the Public Realm 

3.2.3 Policy Aim: To ensure appropriately designed and sited security measures in the public realm. 

Policy CMP 3.6: Security Measures in the Public Realm 

A) Where required, security enhancements will be designed sympathetically to respect the surrounding public 

realm whilst allowing pedestrian movement, with particular regard to safety, convenience and directness of 

flow. 

B) When considering proposals to introduce security measures or surveillance on the public highway the 

council will require a full and robust justification for their need. 

C) New planning applications for CCTV will only acceptable where: 

1. the camera is dealing with a specific security problem, including reducing a terrorist threat; 
2. the security problem can be evaluated; 
3. there is robust intelligence supporting the use of cameras; 
4. there are sufficient resources available to maintain the camera and monitor the images from it; 
5. the camera and the images it captures comply with legal obligations on privacy and data protection;  
6. the camera is designed and sited to minimise its visual impact and has minimal adverse impact on 

heritage assets; and 
7. there is a decommissioning strategy to ensure the removal of cameras when the issue is resolved or 

circumstances change. 
 

Policy Application: 

3.2.4 Some CCTV installations will be integral to public realm and building management within developments 

and estates and will be dealt with through the policy above. The required justification should be submitted before 

significant expenditure is committed and to allow the council to review the scheme and facilitate early 

consultation. Permits to install unjustified equipment on the highway may be refused in the interests of avoiding 

unnecessary clutter in the public realm. If the council considers that the equipment is justified this will be required 

to be as unobtrusive as possible where they affect the setting of heritage assets. All justification statements will be 

supported by a full risk assessment produced by security specialists and supported by the Metropolitan Police, 

together with plans showing design concepts and extents of the proposals with a Design, Access and Heritage 
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statement. Some authorities applying for security and surveillance equipment will require specific consents or 

permits from the council and others are through various types of notification. 

3.2.5 Development should also adopt design measures as required by Policy CMP 2.1 to reduce the 

opportunities for crime and anti-social behavior in the public realm.  

Reasoned Justification 

3.2.6 All developments should be safe and adequately protected by a range of security measures including 

CCTV. The provision of CCTV is a well established approach for maintaining clean and safe streets in Westminster. 

In July 2008, the Scrutiny Commission established a Surveillance Task Force to review the Council’s use of CCTV. 

One of key factors in determining applications for new CCTV equipment was the effect cameras have on the 

people’s perceptions, despite being difficult to measure. If these cameras have a positive impact, further 

installations will be viewed positively. The task force reported that a significant number of cameras and future 

provision of cameras needed careful consideration. It stated that CCTV alone should not be the only option to 

improve the safety and security of development. Instead a range of security measures should be proposed.  

 

Security Measures in Developments 

3.2.7 Policy Aim: To maintain security by ensuring that all development is designed to be safe and secure. Due 

to the volume of people in Westminster, nationally important buildings, visitor attractions and government related 

functions give rise to additional security and terrorist concerns.  

Policy CMP 3.7:  Security Measures in Developments 

A) Where the council considers there to be a significant potential vulnerability to terrorism, development 

will include appropriate counter-terrorism measures to be accommodated within the curtilage and design 

of the development or in retro-fitting existing development that is deemed as vulnerable.  Measures may 

include: 

1. use of blast resistant materials and design; 

2. a building layout to secure servicing and utilities; 

3. use of CCTV (where appropriate see also CMP Policy 3.7 Security Enhancements in the Public Realm) 
and public address systems; 

4. effective access control for goods vehicles and other vehicles in service areas and (where provided) 
to underground car parking; and 

5. use of sensitive and imaginative traffic management and urban design measures including street 
furniture and appropriate soft landscaping including trees, planters for flower displays, will prevent 
opportunities for, and minimise the potential impact of attacks; 

B) Where appropriate, the council will request legal agreements to incorporate design measures where 
there is a significant vulnerability to terrorism within a proposed or existing development, and ensure 
effective management of public space and access to private space.; and 
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C) As appropriate on the guidance of the Metropolitan Police the council may introduce additional security 
measures for specific buildings or parts of the public realm. 

Policy Application: 

3.2.8 This policy deals with specific sites which have a potential vulnerability to terrorism. It will need to be 

applied alongside Policy CMP 2.1 Design Principles and Standards. Design Principles and Standards is a companion 

policy which aims to create safe and secure places through more general principles which underpin good design.  

3.2.9 The council will expect applicants to demonstrate consideration of counter-terrorism measures, in 

schemes where there is a known risk.  These issues need to be considered at the design stage; early engagement in 

pre application discussion with officers will help to identify issues.   

3.2.10 Westminster’s exceptional built environment and heritage assets need to be respected in any proposal 

submitted for counter-terrorism measures in order to maintain a balance between security and sensitive design.  

Applying the principles of Secure by Design is a good starting point for any applicant seeking planning consent. 

3.2.11 This policy will also need to be considered against Policy CMP 3.7 Security Enhancements in the Public 

Realm.  In accordance with this policy it will not be appropriate to install CCTV in all locations. 

3.2.12 The council has in place an established protocol to deal with any applications that raise security concerns.  

This protocol ensures that the Crime Prevention Advisor reviews all applications and refers those which are 

relevant to the Metropolitan Police Counter-Terrorism Security Advisors.  They will then provide advice and 

recommend specific measures.  The council may then apply planning conditions to ensure these measures are 

incorporated. 

Reasoned Justification 

3.2.13 Westminster has over 1 million workers and visitors who enter the city every day. This volume of people, 

nationally important buildings, visitor attractions and government related functions give rise to additional security 

and terrorist concerns. The Home Office and Communities for Local Government document ‘Crowded Places: The 

Planning System and Counter-Terrorism’ and Safer Places: The Planning System and Crime Prevention’
v
states that 

crowded places are most at risk from a terrorist attack. Westminster has many crowded places therefore counter 

terrorism design principles need to be considered to create safer places and buildings so people are protected. 

3.2.14 This policy is principally about excluding those who seek to cause crime or injury, and its application will 

depend on the severity of the problem and the sensitivity of the site. Measures can include those which aim to 

provide blast resistance, ensure effective management of the building, use of traffic management and mitigation 

against vehicles and measures which improve overlooking and surveillance (the latter as directed in Policy CMP 2.1 

Design Principles and Standards). 

3.2.15 This policy aims to achieve a balance in good design and safe and secure places.  Together the 

Metropolitan Police and the council each have a role to play in achieving this.
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3.3 Amenity 

3.3.1 ‘Amenity’ is a broad concept, which covers all the elements which may contribute to the enjoyment of an 

area. Anything which causes nuisance, disturbance or has an adverse visual impact, leading to loss of privacy, light 

or overshadowing, can have a negative effect on amenity and consequently on quality of life, health and well-

being. The following policy seeks to protect and improve amenity in Westminster, by ensuring that all new 

development is designed to consider and respect neighbouring occupiers. 

Protecting amenity 

3.3.2 Policy Aim: To ensure all forms of development are mindful of their impact on adjoining occupiers. 

Policy CMP 3.8: Protecting amenity 

A) All development will protect and where possible improve the amenity of neighbouring  occupiers and will: 
1. Create no harmful increase in sense of enclosure, overlooking or cause unacceptable 

overshadowing on gardens (front and back), public open space, or adjoining buildings, 
particularly those in residential or educational use; and 

2. Protect existing private amenity spaces such as gardens. 
 

B) Development will not result in a material adverse loss of daylight/sunlight to habitable rooms serving 
existing dwellings or other residential uses and development will not be allowed where the resulting level 
of light received by an existing dwelling taken as a whole is unacceptable. 

 
C) Development will not result in a material adverse loss of daylight/sunlight to educational buildings where 

affected rooms have a particular requirement for natural light. For other non-residential uses 
development will not result in a material loss of daylight/sunlight to neighbours that would mean that the 
lawful function can no longer effectively operate. 

 

 Policy Application 

3.3.3 In a densely developed and mixed use urban area like Westminster, it is particularly important to ensure 

new development respects adjoining residents and other occupiers like workers, and has no harmful impact on 

privacy, daylight, sunlight or amenity space. Reduction in daylight/sunlight levels will only be allowed where this is 

offset by particular planning advantages in the proposals or where other mitigating circumstances exist. 

3.3.4 Applicants will be expected to submit a daylight and sunlight report to demonstrate that both new 

development and relevant existing uses receive adequate daylight and sunlight. 

3.3.5 To assess whether acceptable levels of daylight and sunlight are available to habitable spaces in 

residential buildings, the council will have regard to the standards recommended in the British Research 

Establishment’s Site Layout Planning for Daylight and Sunlight – A Guide to Good Practice (1991) and any 

replacement guidance.  

3.3.6 Particular attention will need to be paid to the positioning of new windows both in existing and proposed 

buildings as well as of roof terraces and balconies. The acceptability of development which may result in problems 
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of overlooking and loss of privacy for neighbours will be based upon a detailed assessment of the orientation, 

proximity and access arrangements of adjoining properties.  

Reasoned Justification 

3.3.7 The council wishes to protect the quality of life of residents and health and well-being of people who live, 

work or study in Westminster by ensuring new development is neighbourly and has no harmful impact on amenity, 

specifically ensuring adequate sunlight, daylight and privacy.  
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3.4 Overheating 

3.4.1 Policy Aim: To enable developments within Westminster to self cool without reliance on energy intensive 

active cooling systems. 

 

Policy CMP 3.9: Overheating 

All dDevelopments providing over 200sqm of additional floorspace will be designed to comply with the CIBSE 

(Chartered Institute of Building Service Engineers) Guide A: Environmental Design (2006) standard definition to 

reduce the risk of overheating, both now and in the future without the need for alterations to the design of the 

building.  The use of passive ventilation, rather than mechanical ventilation and cooling, will be encouraged. 

 

Policy Application 

3.4.2 The council will require applicants to demonstrate that the CBSE Guide A Overheating Standard has been 

met. CIBSE Guide A: Environmental design, (2006) states that: 

 For living room, less than 1% of occupied hours are over an operative temperature of 28
o
C; 

 For bedrooms, less than 1% of occupied hours are over 26
o
C;  

 For office space and other commercial uses, less than 1% of occupied hours are over 28
o
C; 

 For community developments, such as schools and care homes, less than 1% of occupied hours should be over 

26
o
C.  

3.4.3 The proposed development should be designed, and built to comply with this standard based on the 

current Design Summer Years (DSY) standard, using Heathrow as the reference point
vi
. The methodology to deliver 

the cooling of the development should be in line with the London Plan Cooling Hierarchy
vii

, and the maximum 

potential for cooling achieved at each stage.  

3.4.4 The development should also be designed to enable ease of adaption to the same standard in the future 

(using the DSY future UKCIP02 climate change scenarios, 2050 medium-high scenario profile) without alterations to 

the design of the building. 

3.4.5 A “Design Intent Guide” should be created for operators / owners / users of the building, which will be 

kept on record as a part of the planning process and given to the operators / owners / users.  This leaflet will 

explain how the building can be cooled efficiently and effectively without extra sources of cooling, signage should 

also be placed around the building where appropriate.   For offices this can be in the form of the users Log Book.  

3.4.5A Consideration of how to cool the building should be an integral part of overall design and applicants 

should first consider how adequate cooling can be achieved without the need for mechanical air conditioning. 

3.4.16 3.4.17 The council will consider issues such as local building design, the local environmental, noise 

issues, viability (both capital investment and long-term revenue implications), heritage issues or site constraints in 

the application of this policy.  The Council recognizes that in a confined urban environment such as central 
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Westminster, where air quality and external noise could affect the standard of the internal environment, 

mechanical ventilation and cooling may be necessary.  The City Council also recognizes that retail development is 

unlikely to be capable of being fully passively ventilated due to heavy footfall and other characteristics.  School 

development should meet the relevant alternative school design standard  BB101.   

Reasoned Justification 

3.4.6 During the summer heatwave of 2003, differences of up to 9°C between city and rural temperatures were 

measured across London (Met Office), although this is an extreme, temperature differences are often found within 

Greater London area
viii

.  This places greater pressure on the built environment within central London to address 

these pressures though passive cooling measures, as well reducing its heating impacts on the surrounding 

environment.   

3.4.7 In 2006 a GLA study into the Urban Heat Island Effect
ix
 highlighted that living in high-density urban areas, 

may be an important risk factor for heat related mortality and morbidity. The effects of the 2003 heat wave were 

greatest in London in terms of the number of deaths per head of population, especially amongst the elderly 

(overall there were approximately 600 all-age extra deaths in London). There is emerging evidence that UK urban 

populations show greater sensitivity to heat effects compared to rural regions. Many of the 2003 summer excess 

deaths that occurred across London during the August heat wave event may be attributable to the urban heat 

island effect and this evidence from the August 2003 heat wave, is supported by international examples where 

deaths have occurred.  

3.4.8 The risk of the likelihood of these “extreme heat” temperatures occurring is increasing, as the UK Climate 

Impacts Programme
x
 (UKCIP) states that there will be an increase in temperatures within the urban environment 

due to a changing climate.  This will mean that London is at an increased risk from the effects of Climate Change, 

and Westminster’s workers and residents’ health will be some of the most vulnerable due to the design of the city.  

This will not only reduce the livability of the city but also its appeal as a destination of choice to work, play and 

visit.   

3.4.9 In 2002 the UK Government issued the first comprehensive set of climate change scenarios for the UK, the 

UKCIP02 scenarios.  Winters were projected to be up to 2°C warmer by the middle of the century and up to 3.5°C 

warmer by the end of the century.  Summer temperatures were projected to increase by a larger amount, by up to 

3.5°C by the middle of the century and 5°C by the end of the century.   

3.4.10 Climate change predictions (both UKCIP02 and UKCIP09) suggest that summers like 2003 are going to 

become more common.  

3.4.11 In response to the increased likelihood of prolonged heating events, the NHS launched its first Heat-

Health Watch System in 2007, and this has been reviewed and up dated every year since.  The plan measures, and 

assesses the impact and then sets out the appropriate actions for the borough, including requirements on the local 

authority, PCT and other service providers.  Within this plan the NHS recommends taking proactive actions to 

reduce overheating by addressing the fabric of the building
xi
.   This also sets out key actions for the built 

environment especially those who manage and design care homes
xii

.  

3.4.12 “Health Effects of Climate Change in the UK”xiii, produced by the Health Protection Agency, is issued as 

official government advice to hospitals, nursing homes, and other medical institutions run by the government’s 
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nationalized health care system.  It highlights that the biggest danger to health, and the most likely to occur, is a 

major heatwave.  It calls on designers to and operators of buildings to reduce the risk through design standards 

and passive cooling.  

3.4.13 Further research
xiv

 suggests that the health response to rising temperatures in London starts at 24°C 

(higher than any other UK region), but once temperatures rise above 24°C, Londoners are more sensitive to 

temperature than any other region. The reasons for this vulnerability are thought to be a combination of a large 

elderly population, poor air quality and high night-time temperatures due to the urban heat island effect. 

 

Air conditioning 

3.4.14 Policy Aim: To minimise the need for and impact from air conditioning within the city, through prioritising 

efficient building design and operation to lower internal temperature.    

Policy CMP 3.10: Air conditioning 

New mechanical air conditioning will only be acceptable where the council is satisfied that all other practical 

mechanisms for cooling within the development have been considered, in line with the cooling hierarchy: 

 

Cooling Hierarchy 

1. Minimise internal heat generation through efficient design; 

2. Reduce the amount of heat entering a building in summer through shading, albedo, fenestration, 

insulation and green roofs and walls; 

3. Manage the heat within the building through exposed internal thermal mass and high ceilings; 

4. Passive ventilation;  

5. Mechanical ventilation; and finally, 

6. Active Cooling Systems in the following order of preference -  

a. Free cooling technologies;  

b. Mechanical active cooling systems (ensuring the system used is the lowest carbon option, will 

achieve the agreed temperature range, and will not deliver unnecessary cooling). 
 

Policy Application 
 
3.4.15 Developers will need to demonstrate for any development proposals for or including air conditioning how 

the methods of cooling from the London Plan cooling hierarchy (as set out above) have been considered and 

where appropriate implemented on the site. Consideration of how to cool the building should be an integral part 

of overall design and applicants should first consider how adequate cooling can be achieved without the need for 

mechanical air conditioning. 

3.4.16 It should be demonstrated how the approach to design, operation and surrounding of a development 

have reduced the impact and risk of overheating, and that no other mechanisms of cooling can be undertaken.  It 

should also be highlighted where alterations have been ruled out due to other policy considerations.   
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3.4.17 The council will consider issues such as local building design, the local environmental, noise issues, 

viability (both capital investment and long-term revenue implications), heritage issues or site constraints in the 

application of this policy.  

Reasoned Justification 

3.4.18 Encouraging the design lead approach to cooling within Westminster’s boundaries will have a number of 

direct positive impacts: 

 reduce the need for mechanical cooling and therefore emissions of carbon dioxide will be lowered which 

will reduce our climate change impact; 

 reduce the impacts of rising energy costs on the residents and businesses, and address concerns around 

cooling poverty;  

 increase resilience in a heat wave, by having buildings that are not dependent on a single form of cooling;  

 reduce reliance on the national grid, and increase its energy supply from within Westminster; 

 reduce the negative visual and amenity impact of mechanical cooling equipment by discouraging its use. 

 

Building Plant and Machinery 

3.4.19 Policy Aim: To ensure new plant and machinery has no harmful impact on residential or visual amenity or 

the environment.  

Policy CMP 3.11: Building Plant and Machinery 

 
A) Priority will be given to sustainable building solutions and design which minimises the need for plant and 

machinery. 
 
B) Plant and machinery, along with associated ducts and wiring will: 

1. be concealed within the envelope of the building wherever possible; or 
2. located to be visibly unobtrusive and appropriately screened to reduce any visual impact.  

 
C) All plant will be designed, installed and maintained to prevent harm to amenity including: 

1. odour, emissions and air movement; 
2. noise; 
3. vibration; 
4. daylight and sunlight; and 
5. outlook and sense of enclosure. 

 
D) Redundant equipment should always be removed prior to the installation of new equipment. 
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Policy Application 

3.4.20 Plant and machinery can include a wide range of equipment types such as condensers, air handling units, 

chillers, boiler plant, lift motors, toilet extract, kitchen extract and associated ductwork, pipes and flues. Whilst 

recognising that some plant and machinery may be necessary for businesses to function, applicants will be 

required to demonstrate the need for such equipment and whether consideration has been given to alternative 

solutions. For air conditioning, this will include complying with the cooling heirarchy as set out above. Where a 

need for plant and machinery has been demonstrated, full details of how it has been designed and sited to 

minimise any harmful impacts to visual and residential amenity should be provided.  

3.4.21 The council will generally expect such equipment to be located within the building envelope wherever 

possible. In limited circumstances where this is not possible, it should be positioned in the least visually obtrusive 

location and screened or finished in a way which respects the architectural character of the building and context. 

Prominent locations to the front of buildings, including basement light wells should be avoided. In new buildings 

and extensions, adequate space should be allocated for plant. If the height of a building is likely to be raised by the 

proposal the council will assess whether this will result in a material loss of daylight or sunlight to neighbouring 

dwellings and educational buildings. Such effects and any increase in the sense of enclosure, overshadowing or loss 

of views may be unacceptable. All applications should be supported by drawings and manufacturers brochures. 

The prominence and visual impact of the plant must be justified and illustrated in relation to its context and the 

removal of redundant equipment should form part of your proposal. 

3.4.22 Air conditioning, ventilation and mechanical plant often operate throughout the day and night and the 

noise generated is a particular nuisance to local residents. Preventing noise from plant and machinery is most 

effectively achieved at source, by good initial choice of equipment, planning and design. For this reason, the 

council will require applicants to provide an acoustic report or noise impact assessment for all developments and 

changes of use that could cause a noise nuisance or an overall increase in noise levels, to show how their proposals 

will be designed and operated. The applicant must demonstrate that the machinery and plant will be designed and 

operated so that any noise emitted will achieve the standards set out in the noise policy. Details of the times 

during which machinery will be operating should be provided along with the steps to be taken to prevent excessive 

noise.  

3.4.23 Wherever primary cooking is to take place in commercial premises, it is always necessary to provide 

sufficient ventilation to carry away cooking smells and fumes to a high level to avoid any environmental nuisance 

from noise and odour emissions. Extraction and cooling equipment can have a devastating effect on the 

appearance of an area and should be installed in a sensitive manner. Details of all equipment that might emit 

pollutants and measures that will be introduced to minimise air pollution should be provided and an 

environmental performance statement will be required with most applications.  

3.4.24 Environmental health will be consulted on noise and other environmental health implications of proposals 

for plant and machinery. To ensure Westminster noise policies are complied with and amenity protected, the 

council, when granting planning permission, will impose conditions to restrict noise emissions and transmissions of 

noise or perceptible vibrations, the hours during which the plant and machinery can operate and may require the 

incorporation of acoustic insulation and/or isolation to meet these conditions. 

Reasoned Justification 
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3.4.25 The installation of plant and machinery can have a serious adverse impact on the appearance of individual 

buildings and the surrounding area, it can have a detrimental impact on the environment and on the amenity of 

neighbouring occupiers, generating noise and vibration and emitting odour and pollutants. In order to prevent this, 

it is considered that, where it can be demonstrated plant is necessary, such equipment should be sited and 

designed in such a way as to minimise both its visual impact and its nuisance factor. This will assist in the 

implementation of Core Strategy Policy CS28 Health Safety and Well-Being, CS27 Sustainable Design, CS23 

Entertainment Uses.
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3.5 Air quality 

Emissions from buildings 
 
3.5.1 Policy Aim: To minimise emissions of air pollution from building heating sources in order to improve local 
air quality., and to minimise the impact of poor air quality on occupants of developments that include uses that are 
more vulnerable to air pollution (Air Quality Sensitive Receptors) through the design of the building and 
appropriate technology. 
 

Policy CMP 3.12 : Emissions from Buildings 
All new large developments (> 1,000sqm gross additional floorspace) will achieve a standard equivalent to the 
lowest NOx (as defined in the Code for Sustainable Homes Technical Guidance or appropriate BRE Environmental 
Assessment Methodology (BREEAM) document). In the case of residential developments, this is currently 
equivalent to ≤40 mg/kWh dry NOx.  Where the development may adversely affect local air quality an Air Quality 
Assessment (AQA) will be required, including an air pollution abatement and mitigation plan. 
 
Where developments connect to district heating systems and/or use space heating systems powered by off-site 
generated electricity, these parts of the development’s heating provision are exempt from the requirements of this 
policy due to the delocalised nature of the emissions source.  
 
Where CHP systems are specified, only the heat-related emissions will be considered for the emissions assessment. 
Development including biofuel and/or biomass combustion will be resisted unless adequate abatement measures 
are adopted to reduce the air quality impact to acceptable levels or it can be shown that its use will not have a 
detrimental impact on air quality. 
Planning permission will be refused unless adequate mitigation measures are adopted to reduce the air quality 
impact or exposure to acceptable levels. 
Policy Application 
3.5.2 The council requires the cleanest technology be used to minimise emissions of pollution from buildings. 
This policy utilises criteria defined within the Code for Sustainable Homes and BRE Environmental & Sustainability 
Standard (BREEAM) documents. 
3.5.3 For the avoidance of doubt, this policy relates to gross new floorspace only and not to changes of use. 
These standards will be in addition to the mandatory requirements for the BRE assessment methodologies.    
3.5.3  An Air Quality Statement should be submitted to the council, demonstrating that the above standards 
have been achieved.  The Air Quality Statement should include: 
Details of the heating system (primary, secondary and flue type) 
Dry NOx levels and/or boiler class of the heating system(s). 
Calculation methodologies can be found within the Code for Sustainable Homes or BREEAM Assessor Manuals. 
Reasoned Justification 
3.5.4 In Westminster the major source of NOx emissions is from domestic and commercial combustion.  
Requiring consideration of air pollution, specifically NOx emissions, in the building design stage and use of 
appropriate technology is the most effective way of achieving a reduction in these emissions.  The standard 
required to achieve the criteria set out in the Code for Sustainable Homes and the BREEAM assessment methods 
represent good or best practice, are technically feasible, and can be delivered by the building industry.  
3.5.6 The Air Quality Assessment (AQA) should be submitted to the council showing the standards that will be 
achieved.  The AQA should: 
Assess the existing air quality in the study area (existing baseline); 
Predict the future air quality without the development in place (future baseline); 
Predict the future air quality with the development in place;  
Describe the demolition and/or construction impacts; 
Identify mitigation measures; and 
Assess the significance of the development impact on air quality. 
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3.5.7 Examples of where an AQA will be required include: 
Any developments likely to have an adverse  impact on air quality, particularly in sensitive areas; 
Proposals that introduce sensitive receptors into an area of poor air quality; 
Non-residential development where the proposed  floorspace area is 1000 sqm or more, or the net site area is 1 
hectare or more; 
Residential proposals where the proposed number of new units resulting from the development (by 
redevelopment, change of use, extension or conversion) is 10 or more or the site area is 0.5 hectares or more; 
Proposals that will result in an increase in vehicle trip generation in the local area, and which will result in increases 
of traffic volumes; 
Proposals which may result in increased congestion and lower vehicle speeds than is present on the existing road 
network; 
Proposals which significantly alter the composition of traffic such that adverse air quality impacts may arise, such 
as an increase in heavy goods vehicles; 
Proposals that introduce or increase car parking facilities by 300 spaces or more; 
Commercial development with a floor space of more than 2500sqm;  
Proposals involving biofuel, biomass and/or CHP; 
Development that has the potential to result in significant emissions of pollutants from industrial activities, include 
plant and equipment including generators, chilling/cooling systems and boiler plant; 
Proposals that will generate significant air pollution as a result of demolition, excavation and/or construction 
works. 
3.5.8 Air Quality Sensitive Receptors include schools, day care centres and nurseries, hospitals, care homes for 
the elderly and other similar institutions.   
 
Reasoned Justification 
3.5.9 Requiring consideration of air pollution in the building design stage and use of appropriate technology is 
the most effective way of achieving a reduction in non-road transport emissions. The policy is intended to apply to 
the minimisation of air pollution from the source. A s106 contribution towards a local offset fund will not be 
sought from the outset, and would need to comply with the requirements of the council’s forthcoming Planning 
Obligations SPD. 
3.5.10 Biofuels and biomass are renewable sources of fuel for producing heat and power that helps deliver 
significant reductions in CO2 emissions. However, the combustion of these fuels emits pollutants (PM10 / PM2.5 / 

NOx / SO2) which are undesirable in an Air Quality Management Area and a Smoke Control Area. With the 

abatement technology currently available, it may be difficult to achieve acceptable emission levels and a policy is 
necessary to ensure no negative impact is suffered as a result of biofuel/mass combustion. 

 

 

Minimising air pollution and exposure to poor air quality 
 
3.5.5 Policy Aim: To minimise emissions of air pollution from both static and traffic-generated sources in order 

to improve local air quality, and to minimise the impact of poor air quality on occupants of developments that 

include uses that are more vulnerable to air pollution (Air Quality Sensitive Receptors) through the design of the 

building and appropriate technology. 

 

Policy CMP 3.13: Minimising air pollution  

A) The council requires developers to undertake an Air Quality Assessment (AQA) where a development may 
negatively affect local air quality.  Where the AQA shows that a new development is likely to have an 
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adverse impact on air quality the developer will submit an air pollution abatement and mitigation plan.    

B) Development including biofuel and/or biomass combustion will be resisted unless adequate abatement 
measures are adopted to reduce the air quality impact to acceptable levels or it can be shown that its use 
will not have a detrimental impact on air quality. 

C)A) Planning permission will be refused unless adequate mitigation measures are adopted to reduce the air 
quality impact or exposure to acceptable levels.  

 

Policy CMP 3.14: Minimising exposure to poor air quality 

A) The council requires developers to undertake an Air Quality Assessment (AQA) where the development may 
expose new Air Quality Sensitive Receptors to poor air quality.  Where the AQA shows that a new 
development is likely to expose new Air Quality Sensitive Receptors to poor air quality, the developer will 
submit a mitigation plan.    

 
B)A) Planning permission will be refused unless adequate mitigation measures are adopted to reduce the air 

quality exposure to acceptable levels.  

Policy Application 

3.5.6 The Air Quality Assessment (AQA) should be submitted to the council showing the standards that will be 

achieved.  The AQA should: 

 Assess the existing air quality in the study area (existing baseline); 

 Predict the future air quality without the development in place (future baseline); 

 Predict the future air quality with the development in place;  

 Describe the demolition and/or construction impacts; 

 Identify mitigation measures; and 

 Assess the significance of the development impact on air quality. 

3.5.7 Examples of where an AQA will be required include: 

 Any developments likely to have an adverse  impact on air quality, particularly in sensitive areas; 

 Proposals that introduce sensitive receptors into an area of poor air quality; 

 Non-residential development where the proposed  floorspace area is 1000 sqm or more, or the net site 
area is 1 hectare or more; 

 Residential proposals where the proposed number of new units resulting from the development (by 
redevelopment, change of use, extension or conversion) is 10 or more or the site area is 0.5 hectares or 
more; 

 Proposals that will result in an increase in vehicle trip generation in the local area, and which will result in 
increases of traffic volumes; 
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 Proposals which may result in increased congestion and lower vehicle speeds than is present on the 
existing road network; 

 Proposals which significantly alter the composition of traffic such that adverse air quality impacts may 
arise, such as an increase in heavy goods vehicles; 

 Proposals that introduce or increase car parking facilities by 300 spaces or more; 

 Commercial development with a floor space of more than 2500sqm;  

 Proposals involving biofuel, biomass and/or CHP; 

 Development that has the potential to result in significant emissions of pollutants from industrial 
activities, include plant and equipment including generators, chilling/cooling systems and boiler plant; 

 Proposals that will generate significant air pollution as a result of demolition, excavation and/or 
construction works. 

3.5.8 Air Quality Sensitive Receptors include schools, day care centres and nurseries, hospitals, care homes for 

the elderly and other similar institutions.   

 

Reasoned Justification 

3.5.9 Requiring consideration of air pollution in the building design stage and use of appropriate technology is 

the most effective way of achieving a reduction in non-road transport emissions. The policy is intended to apply to 

the minimisation of air pollution from the source. A s106 contribution towards a local offset fund will not be 

sought from the outset, and would need to comply with the requirements of the council’s forthcoming Planning 

Obligations SPD. 

3.5.10 Biofuels and biomass are renewable sources of fuel for producing heat and power that helps deliver 

significant reductions in CO2 emissions. However, the combustion of these fuels emits pollutants (PM10 / PM2.5 / 

NOx / SO2) which are undesirable in an Air Quality Management Area and a Smoke Control Area. With the 

abatement technology currently available, it may be difficult to achieve acceptable emission levels and a policy is 

necessary to ensure no negative impact is suffered as a result of biofuel/mass combustion. 
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3.6 Noise and vibration 

3.6.1 The diverse mix of uses and 24-hour nature of activities in some parts of the city makes Westminster 

significantly noisier than other parts of London. Much of this high level noise is generated by transport, 

accompanied by noise and vibration emitted from commercial and entertainment activities. This causes problems 

particularly during the evenings, late at night and in the early hours of the morning.  

3.6.2 The Core Strategy sets out ways in which the council will work to reduce noise pollution and its impacts 

and sets criteria to protect Noise Sensitive Receptors, not only housing but also uses like educational 

establishments, hospitals, hotels, hostels, concert halls, theatres, law courts, broadcasting and recording studios. 

The following section of the City Management Plan sets out policies to monitor and manage noise through acoustic 

reports and planning conditions  to protect tranquil open spaces, criteria to improve housing quality by preventing 

noise from external and internal sources and the reduction of noise from plant and machinery or internal activities.  

Preventing Noise and Vibration Transmission    

3.6.3 Policy Aim: To protect occupants of new and existing developments from structural transmission of noise 

and vibration within and between developments. 

 

Policy CMP 3.15: Preventing Noise and Vibration Transmission    

A) Design features and operational measures are required in order to minimise and contain transmission of 
noise and vibration within developments and from adjoining developments, to protect noise sensitive 
receptors. Where developments will affect existing or new noise sensitive receptors, applicants are 
required to demonstrate that these will be designed and can be operated to prevent the transmission of 
audible noise or perceptible vibration through the fabric of the building or structure. 

B) The maximum limits to be met within all developments that include new or existing residential uses are:  
1. indoors 35 dB LAeq 16hrs daytime (07.00 to 23.00hrs); and 
2. inside bedrooms 30 dB LAeq 8hrs night-time (23.00 to 07.00hrs). 

C) Where existing residential units or other noise sensitive receptors could be affected, the design of the 
development must ensure that there will be no increase of noise above existing levels. 

Policy Application 

3.6.4 Where an acoustic report has identified potential noise impacts, conditions will be applied when granting 

planning approval to restrict noise emissions, transmission of noise or vibration and hours of operation, and to 

require acoustic measures to meet these conditions and to require, where appropriate, such conditions to be 

complied with before new plant is operational or the development is used. 

Reasoned Justification 

3.6.5 Good design can minimise and prevent transmission of noise and vibration from one building to another 

and from one part of a development to another. Building Regulations address noise and vibration transmission 

between residential rooms, but do not address the transmission of noise and vibration between different uses, 

such as between commercial and residential uses. Much of Westminster is characterised by mixed use, whereby 

commercial and residential developments are in close juxtaposition. In consequence, there are numerous 
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complaints about transmission of noise and vibration, to which the council is expected to respond, many of which 

prove complex to resolve as they result from shortcomings in the design and structure of the buildings themselves.  

The policy sets limit levels to reduce the incidence of such problems. 

 

Housing – Preventing Noise Intrusion from External Sources 

3.6.6 Policy Aim: To ensure that residents will not be subject to excessive noise within residential 

developments. 

 

Policy CMP 3.16: Housing – Preventing Noise Intrusion from External Sources 
A) Where residential development is proposed, the applicant will be required to demonstrate that this will be 

designed so that WHO Guideline levels can be met according to the following criteria. If these cannot be met 
with windows open the proposal must demonstrate that with windows closed the policies to prevent 
overheating will be met. 
 

B) for new residential development: 
1. indoors 35 dB LAeq 16hrs daytime (07.00 to 23.00hrs); 
2. inside bedrooms 30 dB LAeq 8hrs night-time (23.00 to 07.00hrs); and 
3. inside bedrooms 45 dB LAmax to be exceeded no more than 15 times per night-time from sources 

other than emergency sirens. 
 

CB)  for new residential development, and existing buildings to be converted for residential use and where it can 
be demonstrated that the standards for new residential development cannot be met: 

1. indoors 40 dB LAeq 16hrs daytime (07.00 to 23.00hrs); 
2. inside bedrooms 35 dB LAeq 8hrs night-time (23.00 to 07.00hrs); and 
3. inside bedrooms no more than 50 dB LAmax to  exceeded no more than 15 times per night-time (23.00 

to 07.00hrs) from sources other than emergency sirens. 
 

Policy Application 

3.6.7 WHO standards are for residential rooms with their windows open. In some circumstances in 

Westminster it is not possible for WHO standards to be met with windows open, so, where this is not possible and 

there are no possible design solutions to achieve these standards, and the standards can demonstrably be met 

with windows closed, a development will be considered for possible approval. This will still be subject to the 

proposed development meeting the City Management Plan policies to prevent overheating and meeting noise 

emission policies related to plant and equipment where mechanical ventilation may be required as part of the 

solution.  

3.6.8 It is recognised that meeting maximum noise level limits is particularly challenging in the context of 

Westminster’s noise environment, not least because emergency vehicle sirens are likely to cause exceedences in 

residential developments, even with windows closed. The criterion to be applied is therefore for the defined 45 

dBLAmax level not to be exceeded more than 15 times per night-time from sources other than emergency sirens. 

This would mean that residents could well be disturbed to some degree in their sleep, so all possible solutions will 

be required to reduce such intrusions of maximum noise level to as infrequent a number as possible. This may be 
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achieved by design measures such as locating bedrooms and main living rooms away from the sides of the 

development most affected by noise and the use of other measures, including green planting to subdue noise. 

Reference should be made to BS8233:1999, which supersedes BS8233:1987, to which PPG24 refers, rather than to 

WHO guidance which remains controversial, and older. 

Reasoned Justification 

3.6.9 Building Regulations address noise within and between adjoining residential developments, but do not 

make provision to protect a residential development from existing ambient noise in the vicinity of a development. 

Noise levels in Westminster are exceptionally high and remain relatively high throughout the night. World Health 

Organisation (WHO) ‘Guidelines for Community Noise’ are based on evidence of levels of noise acceptable to 

prevent sleep disturbance and to enable ordinary conversation within a home uninterrupted by noise from outside 

as well as well as levels of noise that are not excessively intrusive. WHO standards relate to residential rooms with 

their windows open. In some circumstances in Westminster it is not possible for WHO standards to be met with 

windows open. 

3.6.10 The indoor elements of WHO Guidelines are applied within this policy to meet their objectives, but it is 

accepted that in Westminster it will not be possible to achieve noise levels in gardens and outdoor areas of a 

residential development to meet WHO outdoor standards. 

 

Noise from Plant and Machinery and Internal Activities 

3.6.11 Policy Aim: To control levels of noise from plant or machinery and internal activities that could be to the 

detriment of noise sensitive properties. 

 

Policy CMP 3.17 : Noise from Plant and Machinery and Internal Activities 

Where development of new or existing premises will include plant or machinery, or will contain activities that 
cause noise from amplified music or human voices or unamplified music, the applicant will be required to 
demonstrate that this will be designed and operated so that any noise emitted by plant and machinery and from 
internal activities will achieve the following standards in relation to the existing external background noise level at 
the nearest noise sensitive receptors, at the quietest time during which the plant operates or when there is 
internal activity at the development: 

(A)  where the existing external ambient noise level will exceed WHO Guideline levels over any period of 
LAeq,16hrs 55 dB daytime (07.00-23.00hrs) and 45 dB night-time (23.00-07.00hrs), either: 

1. where noise emitted from the proposed development will not contain tones or be intermittent 
sufficient to attract attention, the emission level (LAeq,15min) should not exceed 10 dB below the 
minimum external background noise level at the nearest openable windows of noise sensitive 
properties rooms at the most affected facade over the relevant period or periods. The background 
noise level should be expressed in terms of LA90,15min; or 

2. where noise emitted from the proposed development will contain tones or be intermittent 
sufficient to attract attention, the emission level (LAeq,15min) should not exceed 15 dB below the 
minimum external background noise level at the nearest openable windows of noise sensitive 
properties rooms at the most affected facade over the relevant period or periods. The background 
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noise level should be expressed in terms of LA90,15min. 

(B)  where the existing external ambient noise level will not exceed WHO Guideline levels over any period of 
LAeq,16hrs 55 dB daytime (07.00-23.00hrs) and 45 dB night-time (23.00-07.00hrs), and can be demonstrated 
not to have a detrimental effect on the relative tranquillity of Tranquil Open Spaces  either: 

1. where noise emitted from the proposed development will not contain tones or be intermittent 
sufficient to attract attention, the emission level (LAeq,15min) should not exceed 5 dB below the 
minimum external background noise level at the nearest openable windows of noise sensitive 
properties room sover the relevant period or periods. The background noise level should be 
expressed in terms of LA90,15min; or 

2. where noise emitted from the proposed development will contain tones or be intermittent 
sufficient to attract attention, the emission level (LAeq,15min) should not exceed 10 dB below the 
minimum external background noise level at the nearest openable windows of noise sensitive 
properties rooms over the relevant period or periods. The background noise level should be 
expressed in terms of LA90,15min. 

(C)  Where it can be demonstrated that noise from the development, at the nearest noise sensitive receptors, 
will not exceed the WHO Guideline indoor levels a lesser standard will be considered.  

 (D)  where emergency plant or a generator is to be installed, noise emitted from it must not exceed 10 dB (LAeq 

15 min) above the lowest background (LA90 15 min) noise level within a 24-hour period. Where emergency plant 
or a generator is installed the council will permit this to be tested for up to one hour per month between 
09.00 and 17.00hrs Monday to Fridayagreed times and not on public holidays or at weekends.  Load testing 
will be permitted at agreed times for eight hours once every six months. 

 

Policy Application 

3.6.12 An acoustic report will be required where development of new or existing premises or a temporary event 

will include plant or machinery or will contain activities that cause noise and vibration from amplified music and 

human voices or unamplified music and where developments will include residential or mixed residential and 

commercial uses, unless it can be demonstrated that the noise and vibration from the development would not 

affect noise sensitive properties or tranquil spaces. 

3.6.13 Where an acoustic report has identified potential noise impacts, conditions will be applied when granting 

planning approval to restrict noise emissions, transmission of noise or vibration and hours of operation, and to 

require acoustic measures to meet these conditions and to require, where appropriate, such conditions to be 

complied with before new plant is operational or the development is used. 

Reasoned Justification 

3.6.14 Plant and machinery in developments emits noise which has the potential to be intrusive and disturbing 

to those in noise sensitive properties such as residential, schools and many other kinds of noise sensitive 

receptors. For example, air conditioning can cause noise from fans and other mechanical equipment which is 

noticeable above ambient noise and as a contributor to it. Aside from the direct effect of noise from a specific 

development, the cumulative effect of each new development with plant and equipment has the potential to raise 

ambient noise levels over time.  
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3.6.15 As noise levels in Westminster are high, policies are designed to reduce levels over the long-term, by 

progressively reducing noise from each site as developments occur, by requiring noise from developments to be a 

defined level less than existing ambient noise levels.  

3.6.16 However, in areas of Westminster in which noise levels are lower than elsewhere and do not exceed WHO 

Guideline levels, it is both more difficult to reduce relative noise levels so far and may be less necessary to achieve 

a satisfactory level of ambient noise. In these circumstances a slightly lesser standard may prove sufficient. It is not 

only noise levels that may prove problematic, but also the tonal qualities of sounds, which may produce screeches 

or deep booming that are intrusive over other components of the ambient noise. Intermittent sounds also give 

annoyance, such as those produced by plant and equipment switching on and off.  

3.6.17 These policies are designed to reduce noise levels and reduce annoyance from tonal or intermittent 

sounds or noise levels that are too high at times when they would be intrusive. Emergency plant may be permitted 

although noise levels from these may be higher than from plant used more regularly, and, for that reason are 

permitted to emit higher levels of sound than other plant on the grounds that their use is only for emergency and 

for testing for limited periods of time, occasionally. Emergency plant will not be used for any other purpose.  

 

 Protecting Tranquil Open Spaces 

3.6.18 Policy Aim:  To protect open spaces which are relatively tranquil from noise intrusion. 

Policy CMP 3.18: Protecting Tranquil Open Spaces 

 
A) Development must not have a detrimental effect on the relative tranquillity of Tranquil Open Spaces. 

 
B) Changes to highways or road traffic management will not have a detrimental effect on the relative tranquillity 

of Tranquil Open Spaces. Where development of new or existing premises or temporary events  will include 
plant or machinery, or will contain activities that cause noise from amplified music or human voices or 
unamplified music, the applicant will be required to demonstrate that this will be designed and operated so 
that any noise emitted by plant and machinery and from internal and external activities will achieve the 
following standards in relation to the existing external background noise level at the nearest edge of the 
nearest Tranquil Open Space, or for development within a Tranquil Open Space 5 metres from the noise 
source, at the quietest day and evening time (07.00-23.00 hrs) during which the plant operates or when there 
is internal or external activity at the development, either: 

 
1. where noise emitted from the proposed development will not contain tones or be intermittent 

sufficient to attract attention, the emission level (LAeq,15min) should not exceed 10 dB below the 
minimum external background noise level at the nearest edge of the nearest Tranquil Open Space, or 
for a development within a Tranquil Open Space 5 metres from the noise source. The background 
noise level should be expressed in terms of LA90,15min; or 

        
2. where noise emitted from the proposed development will contain tones or be intermittent sufficient 

to attract attention, the emission level (LAeq,15min) should not exceed 15 dB below the minimum 
external background noise level at the nearest edge of the nearest Tranquil Open Space, or for a 
development within a Tranquil Open Space 5 metres from the noise source. The background noise 
level should be expressed in terms of LA90,15min. 
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C) This applies to all open spaces that have been defined by the council as Tranquil Open Spaces and any future 

update of this list.  
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Policy Application 

3.6.19 An acoustic report will be required where development of new or existing premises or a temporary event 

will include plant or machinery or will contain activities that cause noise and vibration from amplified music and 

human voices or unamplified music and where developments will include residential or mixed residential and 

commercial uses, unless it can be demonstrated that noise and vibration from the development would not affect 

noise sensitive properties or tranquil spaces. 

3.6.20 Where an acoustic report has identified potential noise impacts, conditions will be applied when granting 

planning approval to restrict noise emissions transmission of noise or vibration and hours of operation, and to 

require acoustic measures to meet these conditions and to require, where appropriate, such conditions to be 

complied with before new plant is operational or the development is used. 

3.6.21 The following open spaces have been defined by the council as Tranquil Open Spaces on the basis of 

systematic assessment of their relative tranquillity. There may be updates of this list from time to time. 

1.  Hyde Park 
2.  Kensington Gardens 
3.  Regent’s Park 
4.  Green Park 
5.  St James’s Park   
6.  Victoria Tower Gardens North 
7.  Paddington Recreation Ground 
8.  Inigo Jones Gardens 
9.  Westbourne Estate Canalside Gardens 
10.  Ebury Square 
11.  St Mary’s Paddington Churchyard 
12.  Golden Square 
13.  Soho Square 
14.  Queen’s Park Gardens 

15. Edbrooke Road Gardens 

16. Shrewsbury Road Gardens 

17. St Mary’s Paddington Churchyard (north) 

18. Porchester Square Gardens 

19. St Stephen’s Gardens 

20. Temple Gardens (Victoria Embankment Gardens) 

21. St George’s Square 

22. St Anne’s Churchyard Soho 

23. Violet Hill Gardens. 

 

Reasoned Justification 

3.6.22 One of the benefits of open spaces is the tranquillity they can provide for those who use them to relax 

and enjoy beautiful green places. Although no open spaces in Westminster are quiet in absolute terms, many are 

relatively tranquil. However that relative tranquillity could readily be spoiled by excessive noise. This policy sets 

out criteria to be applied to developments, events and activities which have the potential to disturb the tranquillity 

of those open spaces defined as in need of such protection. The list excludes those open spaces that are already 
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noisy, not because they would not benefit from protection, but because they have already lost a measure of their 

tranquility, and have to be enjoyed in other ways. 

 

Map 3.1: Tranquil Open Spaces 
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3.7 Lighting 

3.7.1 Excessive lighting associated with development, temporary structures, events, security lighting, 

floodlighting, advertising boards and street lighting can have a negative impact on health, affect sleep patterns, 

cause annoyance to residents, and can affect wildlife and impede the view of the night sky, as well as being an 

inefficient use of energy. Light pollution can also detract from the character of conservation areas and listed 

buildings. Core Strategy Policy CS28 Health, Safety and Well-Being, aims to ensure a healthy and safe environment 

and to protect residential amenity.  

 

Lighting and light pollution 

3.7.2 Policy Aim: To ensure that the use of lighting is efficient so that it does not cause annoyance or have 

detrimental effects on health, residential amenity, biodiversity, energy use, or the character of Westminster.  

Policy CMP 3.19: Lighting and Light Pollution 

A) Details of any external lighting as part of a development, temporary structure or event will be required as part 
of a planning application. Applicants will be required to demonstrate that the proposed lighting scheme 
minimises glare and light spill and that illumination levels are no more than required for the purpose for which 
they will be provided and are energy efficient. 

B) Details will be provided of external light spill and glare from internal lighting to be provided as part of a 
development or temporary structure or event, with proposed measures to minimise this and proposed curfew 
hours when internal lighting will be substantially reduced or switched off. 

C) Proposals for external lighting, other than approved floodlighting, will meet the criteria of the Institution of 
Lighting Engineers’ Guidance Notes for the Reduction of Obtrusive Light’ (ILE) for day and evening (07.00 to 
23.00hrs) and for night (23.00 to 07.00hrs). The following Environmental Zone Lighting Area (EZLA) standards 
will apply: 

EZLA 1. Within the Central Activities Zone except within the Royal Parks, ILE Zone E4 standard; 

EZLA 2. Outside the Central Activities Zone except within the Royal Parks, ILE Zone E3 standard; and 

EZLA 3. Within the Royal Parks, ILE Zone E2 standard. 

D) Where a scheme requires the deliberate use of upward light, such as for floodlighting of a development or 
structure, a report of the proposed external lighting scheme should demonstrate that upward waste light will 
be minimised by proper application of appropriate directional luminaires and light controlling attachments. 
Applications for floodlighting should indicate proposed hours of operation in relation to lighting up time. 

Policy Application 

3.7.3 Where external lighting is required for a development, temporary structure or event, details must be 

provided of the proposed lighting scheme with evidence of how this will minimise glare and light spill, how 

illumination levels will be minimised and how the scheme will achieve energy efficiency. 
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3.7.4 Where there may be external light spill and glare from internal lighting, proposals must be presented of 

measures to minimise this, including ‘curfew’ times when internal lighting will be substantially reduced or switched 

off. 

3.7.5 All proposals for external lighting, other than approved floodlighting, must include evidence of how these 

will meet the set of criteria of the Institution of Lighting Engineers’ ‘Guidance Notes for the Reduction of Obtrusive 

Light’ relevant for the Environmental Zone Lighting Area in which the development is proposed. Westminster’s 

Environmental Zone Lighting Areas (EZLA) (as shown in Map 3.2) are: 

EZLA One: The Core Central Activities Zone except the Royal Parks; 

EZLA Two: Outside the Core Central Activities Zone except the Royal Parks; and 

EZLA Three: those areas of the following Royal Parks within the City of Westminster: 

Kensington Gardens and Hyde Park; 

The Regent’s Park; 

Green Park; and 

St James’s Park. 

3.7.6 The Institution of Lighting Engineers (ILE) Environmental Zone standards to be applied are: 

In EZLA One, Zone E4 standard; 

In EZLA Two, Zone E3 standard; and 

In EZLA Three, Zone E2 standard. 

3.7.7 Criteria in the ILE Environmental Zone standards address: Sky Glow percentage in terms of the upward 

light ratio of the installation; vertical illuminance in Lux of light into windows before and after curfew; source light 

intensity in Candelas before and after curfew; and building illuminance before curfew hours, in terms of Luminance 

in Candelas per square metre. 

3.7.8 For proposals which require the deliberate use of upward light, such as for floodlighting, a report of the 

proposed external lighting scheme should demonstrate how upward waste light will be minimised, including how 

directional luminaires and light controls will achieve this. The proposed hours of operation should be provided in 

relation to Lighting-up Times. 

3.7.9 Where planning permission is granted for developments which involve the installation of external lighting 

apparatus (including advertising panels) conditions will be attached to ensure: 

(i)    no glare or conflict with street or traffic lighting or road users; 

(ii)    no glare affecting watercourses or areas of importance to wildlife; 

(iii) minimal upward spill; 

(iv) that energy efficient equipment is used; and 
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(v) defined hours of use, where appropriate. 

3.7.10 Proposals for external lighting schemes should demonstrate how energy efficiency will be achieved. This 

should cover: 

 use of energy-efficient luminaires; 

 selection of appropriate optics; 

 positioning of luminaires to distribute light efficiently; 

 use of electronic lamp control equipment; 

 application of appropriate capacitors to maximise power factor correction; 

 electrical design that enables sections of lighting to be switched off or dimmed; and 

 any other light-saving and energy saving measures. 

Map 3.2 Environmental Zone Lighting Areas 

 

Reasoned Justification 

3.7.11 Artificial lighting is necessary for street lights, signs, shopfronts and to ensure personal safety and 

security; it is also used to floodlight sporting facilities, significant buildings, structures and monuments. This policy 

is required to ensure that any necessary lighting is provided without causing glare or avoidable upward spill which 

would be detrimental to sensitive receptors, such as residents and wildlife and that does not waste energy.  
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3.8 Managing the impacts of construction 

3.8.1 The demolition and construction phases of any development including works to utilities can have a 

significant impact on both residential and business amenity and the environment. This can create noise, vibration, 

dust, air and light pollution and last for long periods of time. Although not all of these activities are directly 

controlled by planning legislation, the council is keen to encourage developers to manage the impacts of 

construction and to ensure that any negative effect of such work on the environment and amenity is minimised. 

The overarching Core Strategy policies which protect amenity and encourage sustainable design are CS27 Design 

and CS28 Health, Safety and Well-Being, while CS40 Pedestrian Movements and Sustainable Transport ensures 

that the construction impacts are managed and will have minimal impact on amenity. CS32 Planning Obligations 

and Delivering Infrastructure highlights the council’s power to enter into agreement with developers to mitigate 

the construction impact of their scheme as where and when appropriate.  

Construction impact management 

3.8.2 Policy Aim: To promote the considerate management of construction sites to protect the environment 

and the amenity of local residents and businesses. 

Policy CMP 3.20: Construction Impact Management 

A) Site owners, developers and contractors will mitigate the negative impacts of construction sites through 

appropriate site management and monitoring and will: 

1. keep disturbance to surrounding areas to a minimum; 

2. ensure safe and clear access is maintained for all users of surrounding public space; 

3. provide appropriately designed hoardings, including use of acoustic screening and security measures; and 

4. provide suitable and timely information to those likely to be affected by the construction works. 

B) Major development (large scale) or other development that could cause significant disturbance due to their 

location or the anticipated length of the demolition, excavation or construction period will adhere to 

Westminster’s or another agreed Code of Construction Practice. A construction management plan will be 

provided including details of relevant codes of construction practice and Site Environmental Management 

Plans.  

 

Policy Application 

3.8.3 All development will be expected to minimise any negative impacts of construction on the environment 

and local amenity. Where possible, the council will expect all construction to be completed in a timely manner. The 

council requests that companies carrying out works in Westminster follow the following principles: 

 Be considerate;  

 Be quiet;  

 Be clean; 
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 Be tidy;  

 Be safe;  

 Be responsible;  

 Be accountable;  

 Keep people informed; and  

 Facilitate good and appropriate conditions for site workers. 

Noise and hours of work 

3.8.4 Construction and demolition sites can cause excessive noise and vibration. This can be disturbing to 

adjoining occupiers and those occupying noise sensitive and other properties, particularly but not exclusively in the 

evening and at weekends. All construction works should therefore be contained within standard working hours 

(Mon to Fri 8.00am to 6.00pm and Sat 8.00am to 1.00pm with no working on Sundays and Bank/Public Holidays ). 

The council will apply conditions to planning applications to ensure these hours are adhered to. Construction 

works can also be disturbing for those using Tranquil Open Spaces for quiet enjoyment. The council will seek to 

keep construction noise pollution in these sensitive locations to the minimum. 

Impact on the public realm 

3.8.5 Developers will be expected to manage construction sites to mitigate negative visual impacts and ensure 

safe and clear passage and access is maintained for all users of surrounding public space. Construction activities 

can lead to obstruction/ closure of pathways and road networks which may contribute to legibility and wayfinding 

problems.  

3.8.6 Hoardings around construction sites should be designed both to aid wayfaring and be visually attractive. 

They should incorporate clear signage for pedestrian movements and, for large sites, the Legible London scheme 

should be used. Hoarding designs should aim to implement an appropriate art or community engagement scheme 

and incorporate facilities for public viewing, especially for major construction schemes and/ or works located in 

sensitive locations. 

3.8.7 Developers and contractors should install transformers, substations and other utility provisions within the 

construction site for health and safety reasons. Where street furniture or parking needs to be relocated, this 

should be in the vicinity to ensure that there will be as little impact on public realm as possible. Developers/ 

contractors will need to reinstate them on site or in accordance with an agreed Construction Management Plan 

after the construction works are completed and this may be secured by condition.  Where parking is displaced by 

construction works and, if parking spaces cannot be reinstated elsewhere and/ or temporarily relocate, a parking 

suspension charge will be payable to the council.  

Dust and air quality management 

3.8.8 The council will limit the disturbance from dust due to construction and demolition by expecting all 

developers and their contractors to follow the London Councils’ Best Practise Guidance The control of dust and 

emissions from construction and demolition
xv

 .  

3.8.9 For major developments required to comply with the ‘Westminster Code of Construction Practice’ (CoCP), 

developers will submit dust and air quality management information as part of their Site Environmental 

Management Plan (SEMP) for approval by the council.  The dust and air quality management information must 
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contain a detailed methodology laying out the description of, controls over, and, where applicable, monitoring 

plan of all relevant activities.  The plan must consider the entire lifetime of the demolition and/or construction 

project and its full sequence of works.  

Code of Construction Practice 

3.8.10 Where construction or demolition activities might cause major impact to residential and business 

amenity, developments should have an agreed Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) which sets out standards and 

procedures for managing the environmental impact of the construction project.  

3.8.11 Westminster Environmental Inspectors will then enforce the obligations set out in the CoCP. Officers will 

assess the potential impact of the project before advising whether we will seek to apply the CoCP. If the Code is 

applied, the council will be seek to recover the Environmental Inspectors’ time in monitoring the construction 

activities until the project is completed. Westminster’s CoCP may be enforced through planning conditions and/ or 

obligations but the onus will be on developers to ensure that their contractors and subcontractors comply with it. 

The council may also employ specialist consultants where appropriate or will secure joint appointments with 

developers.  

3.8.12 It is usual practice for major infrastructure projects/ upgrade programmes to compile a code that is 

specific for that project, such as the Crossrail Construction Code, or the Victoria Station Upgrade Code of 

Construction Practice. The code should mirror Westminster’s Code of Construction Practice and include the most 

up-to-date legislation and best practice from other projects to ensure the project’s impact is controlled, mitigated 

and monitored at the highest standard. Where relevant, the Construction Code of the relevant infrastructure 

projects, such as the Crossrail Construction Code and the Construction Code for the London Underground Victoria 

Station Upgrade will be developed and negotiated in partnership with the promoter.  

Construction Management Plans 

3.8.13 The council will require applicants to provide Construction Management Plans where appropriate to 

demonstrate how a development will minimise impacts from the movement of goods and materials during the 

construction process. Construction Management Plans should deal with the hours of site activity; pick-up and 

delivery times for materials and equipment; limits on construction vehicle size; trip numbers and routes; the safety 

of road users during construction; and any temporary use of the highway for siting of construction plant. They 

should also deal with any temporary disruption or severance of highway links needed during the development 

process, as well as any other relevant measures needed to manage the construction phase. 

Conditions 
 
3.8.14 The council may also apply conditions related to construction management to ensure management of the 

site has considered for example, the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors, loading and unloading of 

plant and materials, storage of plant and materials used in constructing the development, the erection and 

maintenance of security hoardings including decorative displays and facilities for public viewing, measures to 

control the emission of dust and dirt during construction a scheme for recycling/disposing of waste resulting from 

demolition and construction works. The council will take in account the character of the surrounding area when 

applying conditions. 
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Community Engagement 

3.8.15 To ensure the impact on local areas is understood and mitigated, developers should undertake a 

proportionate level of community engagement from an early stage and regular briefing/ coordination meetings 

with local stakeholders are encouraged. Developers and their contractors are also encouraged to create 

employment and training opportunities for local communities in their construction and administrative activities.  

Further advice and guidance 

3.8.16 In considering applications, the council will have regard to detailed guidance set out in the Noise 

Strategy
xvi

 and the Mayor’s Best Practice Guide for Construction and Demolition. Other relevant policy 

considerations are set out in noise, waste, design and transport policies. The council has further powers relating to 

the control of noise, dust smoke and air pollution through the Control of Pollution Act 1974, Clean Air Act 1993, 

Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 1988, Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and the 

Environmental Protection Act 1990. Developers are advised to consult the council’s Environmental Health Service 

to ensure that the necessary requirements are satisfied. 

 

Reasoned Justification 

3.8.17 To encourage developers and contractors to be more aware of local environmental issues and the impact 

on adjoining occupiers. On an average day, more than 600 building projects are under way in Westminster. This is 

a sign of a healthy, developing city but these activities can also disturb and inconvenience residents, businesses 

and passers-by. The council wishes to encourage developers, site managers and builders to take pride in their sites, 

and to ensure the development proceeds without making life unpleasant for those who live and work nearby. 

3.8.18 Impacts from construction and demolition, and also from on-site emissions from construction/demolition 

plant, can have adverse impacts on local air quality and cause nuisance.  Construction and demolition sites are 

therefore expected to meet the highest possible standards for controlling emissions to air. 

 

Construction, excavation and demolition waste 

3.8.19 Policy Aim: To maximise the reuse and recycling of construction, excavation and demolition waste. 

CMP Policy 3.21: Construction, excavation and demolition waste 

A) The council will require the recovery and reuse of demolition, excavation and construction waste and 
materials where appropriate, and preferably on-site, in the first instance.  

 
B) Where recovery and reuse is not possible, the council will require the recycling of demolition, 

excavation and construction waste. 
 
C) The council will require the production of a waste management plan when appropriate, to ensure the 

efficient handling of construction, excavation and demolition waste. 

Comment [WPA18]:  
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Policy Application 

3.8.20 The council will require the recovery and reuse of demolition, excavation and construction waste to be 

maximised, subject to this being achieved without unacceptable environmental effects, such as noise, dust, 

vibration, and pollution, or subject to site constraints.  

3.8.21 Where appropriate the council will consider imposing conditions requiring developers to consider the 

feasibility of transporting construction, excavation and demolition waste by rail or water. 

3.8.22  The council may request the production of a waste management plan to set out how waste will be 

controlled during the process of demolition and construction, above and beyond the requirements set out in 

current Waste Management Regulations.  

Reasoned Justification 

3.8.23 10.4m tonnes of construction, excavation and demolition waste were produced across London in 2008, 

equivalent to 47% of all waste produced. Although re-use and recycling rates for construction, excavation and 

demolition waste in London are already high – estimated at 82% for 2008, there is still potential for an increased 

level of re-use and recycling. The London Plan contains a policy to exceed recycling and composting levels in 

construction excavation and demolition waste by 95% by 2020.  

3.8.24 There are also clear benefits to a developer who can achieve a standard of resource efficiency and 

sustainable waste management. The outcomes can be: 

 reduced purchasing costs for raw materials 

 reduced handling and transport costs 

 reduced waste disposal costs 

 increased revenue for recovered materials 

 compliance with environmental legislation 

 improved market position through increased competitiveness and better public image.  

 

Contaminated land 

3.8.25 Policy Aim: To ensure that contaminated land is identified and remediated. 

Policy CMP 3.22: Contaminated Land 

A) Planning applications for the development of land which is contaminated will be encouraged.  

B) Where land for development has been subject to or is adjacent to uses such as gasworks, sewage 
installations, landfill, railways, scrap-yards, riverside wharves, industrial processes, or dry-cleaning, 
developers must carry out a detailed survey and, where contamination is identified, a strategy and 
measures for the remediation of the site. 

C) Where a site may have contained oil-storage or other hydrocarbon-storage tanks or asbestos from 
existing or previous developments, or the development will involve excavation works where previous uses 
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are unknown, a preliminary contaminated land risk assessment must be provided by the developer, to 
establish whether there may be existing contamination in the soil, groundwater or surface waters of the 
site and whether a full site investigation will be necessary. Where planning permission is subsequently 
granted it will, if necessary, be subject to planning conditions requiring a further detailed survey and a 
strategy and measures for remediation of the site.  

 

Policy Application 

3.8.26 Particular consideration will be given to the potential presence of contamination where the proposed 

development is for uses such as housing, or a school, hospital or children’s play facilities.  Investigations of land 

potentially affected by contamination should be carried out by or under the direction of a suitable qualified person 

and in accordance with BS10175 (2001) ‘Code of Practice for the Investigation of Potentially Contaminated Sites’. A 

tiered approach to risk assessment should be applied which conforms to the Defra and Environment Agency 

‘Model Procedures for the Management of Contamination’ (CLR11). 

3.8.27 Where a site contains or is known to have contained oil-storage or other hydrocarbon-storage tanks or 

asbestos from existing or previous development or where the previous use of the site is unknown and 

development will require disturbance of the soil by excavation, a preliminary contaminated land risk assessment 

must be provided by the developer, based on a desk study and site reconnaissance. 

Reasoned Justification 

3.8.28 Development of land which is or may be contaminated is encouraged as this may bring about remediation 

works. 

3.8.29 Compliance is required with the Contaminated Land Act (England) Regulations 2000, made under Part IIA 

of the Environment Act 1995. Planning guidance on contaminated land provided in Planning Policy Statement PPS 

23, ‘Planning and Pollution Control’ explains that land contamination, or the possibility of it, is a material 

consideration in taking decisions on individual planning applications. 

3.8.30 Contaminated land can endanger human health if not remediated or removed prior to development and 

leaching from these sites can cause damage to people and wildlife. Records of site contamination in Westminster 

are available from 1965 but no accurate records exist for industrial processes and waste disposal in Westminster 

before that date. Because land in Westminster cannot be assumed to be free from pollution, initial screening for 

the potential presence of pollution is required where the ground will be disturbed by excavation works or there 

are other reasons why contamination may be present. 
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Westminster’s Strategic Objectives 

4. To increase the supply of good quality housing across all parts of the city to meet Westminster’s housing 

target, and to meet housing needs, including the provision of affordable housing and homes for those with special 

needs. 

4.0.1 Building upon the Core Strategy’s vision of a high quality residential environment, and its overarching 

aims to prioritise residential uses and to encourage development which promotes Westminster’s World City 

functions, this chapter sets out how we will achieve this vision, not only by ensuring adequate housing provision, 

but going beyond this, to ensure we create thriving, successful and sustainable residential communities. 

4.0.2 In addition to the strategic objective above, the Core Strategy includes three overarching policies in 

relation to housing which should be read in conjunction with this chapter. These are summarised below: 

CS 14 Optimising Housing Delivery  – This protects residential uses, floorspace and land and states that a 

reduction in the number of units in residential schemes is not acceptable, other than affordable housing 

or converted units within houses. It states that larger development sites should optimise the number of 

residential units, taking into account other policies.  

CS 15 Meeting Housing Needs  – This requires an appropriate mix of homes in terms of size, type, and 

affordable housing provision, protecting hostels, HMOs and specialist housing floorspace. It allows new 

specialist housing  where this contributes to meeting local needs. 

CS 16 Affordable Housing  – This protects affordable housing floorspace and aims to achieve at least 30% 

of new homes to be affordable.  

4.0.3 To assist in implementing these policies, this chapter provides the detailed policies the council will use 

when making decisions on housing developments. It is divided into three sub-sections, as set out below: 

i Increasing the Supply of Homes 

4.0.4 Westminster has a growing residential population and it is crucial that new housing development is 

maximised and land and buildings used efficiently if we are to meet our housing targets. However, development 

should also contribute to Westminster’s uniqueness and reflect the needs and aspirations of our local 

communities. The first section of the document therefore focuses on how we will achieve this increase in the 

supply of housing in the city whilst responding to Westminster’s unique character and circumstances. It sets out 

what we consider to be appropriate housing densities to maximise housing supply, while maintaining quality of life 

and reflecting the character of localities. It also considers how the council can use its powers in relation to under-

used housing, for example where homes are in use for short-term lets or are vacant. 

ii Creating High Quality Housing 

4.0.5 In parallel with increasing the provision of new homes, it is crucial that new housing is of an appropriately 

high quality, which will contribute to quality of life for all residents. This section includes policies to ensure housing 

design is fit for purpose and well thought-out, and sets out standards we will apply to ensure this. This includes 

creating comfortable living accommodation, with adequate space and storage. It also seeks to ensure new housing 

Comment [WPA1]:  
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is adaptable for future uses and needs. Creating high quality housing is an essential part of the creation of safe, 

cohesive and healthy neighbourhoods. 

4.06 Good housing also incorporates exemplary sustainable design, high quality outdoor spaces and 

appropriate facilities for local communities. These issues are addressed in other chapters of this document and 

policies in relation to open space, design, quality of life, health and well-being should also be consulted when 

considering proposals for housing development. 

iii Encouraging Mixed communities  

4.07 This section focuses on promoting mixed communities. This recognises that successful neighbourhoods 

are balanced neighbourhoods, which provide equality of opportunity and a high quality of life for people of all ages 

and backgrounds. To achieve this, these policies seek to ensure new housing development can meet a variety of 

needs, including family-sized accommodation, accommodation for older people, students and vulnerable people. 

An increase in the supply and quality of affordable homes in the city is also a crucial part of creating mixed 

communities. In order to achieve this, policies in this chapter set out how we will achieve a mix of housing, both 

market and affordable, particularly in terms of tenure and price, so that we can support a wide variety of 

households and  meet the needs of local people. 
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4.1 Increasing the supply of homes  

4.1.1 To ensure that there is a net increase in the number of new homes, land and buildings must be used 

efficiently to ensure they deliver the homes that are needed, whilst providing sustainable residential 

environments, and curtail the net loss of homes in individual schemes. Dwellings are also unavailable for use as 

homes when they are kept empty or used as short-term lets. 

 

Housing Density 

4.1.2 Policy Aim:  To ensure that housing developments do not constitute ‘over-development’ in the context of 

the surrounding townscape; whilst at the same time ensuring that land and buildings are used efficiently to 

maximise the number of residential units. 

Policy CMP 4.1: Housing Density 

The density of new housing developments should optimise output for the  different types of location within the 

relevant density range shown in  should conform to the following density ranges: 

 

DENSITY RANGES  (habitable rooms and dwellings per hectare) 

Indicative average dwelling size Habitable rooms 

 per hectare 

Units  

per hectare 

ZONE 1  

3.8 plus hr/unit  

650 – 1100 h.r.h. 

 

140 -290 u/ha 

3.1 – 3.7hr/unit 175 – 355 u/ha 

2/7 – 3.0 hr/unit 215 -405 u/ha 

ZONE 2  

3.8 plus hr/unit  

250 - 700 h.r.h. 

55 – 185 u/ha 

3.1 – 3.7hr/unit 70– 225 u/ha 

Comment [WPA2]:  
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2/7 – 3.0 hr/unit 
 

90 – 260 u/ha 

ZONE 3 

3.8 – 4.6 plus hr/unit  

200 – 350 h.r.h. 

 

45 – 90 u/ha 

3.1 – 3.7hr/unit 55 – 115 u/ha 

2/7 – 3.0 hr/unit 70 – 130 u/ha 

 

 

Map 4.1: Residential Density Zones 

 

Policy Application  

4.1.3 The council has divided the city into three zones shown on the Proposals Map and on Map 4.1. The Table 

above sets out a range of appropriate densities for each zone, with overlap between the ranges to allow for 

flexibility. 
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4.1.4 Housing density will be an important tool in assessing whether applications are optimising housing 

delivery and using buildings and land efficiently. In some circumstances, the use of unit densities in preference to 

habitable rooms will also ensure that adequate numbers of homes are being provided on individual sites. 

4.1.5 The ranges above will be applied with a degree of flexibility, particularly in the case of smaller schemes, 

taking into account: 

 townscape and design policies 

 residential amenity, including daylighting and sunlighting controls, for existing residents and new 

residents in the proposed housing 

 off street parking spaces, the mix of housing units including family housing and affordable housing and 

garden space 

 the desirability of maintaining any special feature of the urban fabric in any area. 

 

4.1.6 Density is calculated using the following formulas:  

Density: units per hectare (units/ha) = number of unitsi 
                                                                                         net residential site area in hectaresii 
 

Density: habitable rooms per hectare (hr/ha) =   number of habitable rooms iii 
 net residential site area in hectares 
 

4.1.7 Schemes which are at the higher end of, or above, the density ranges in the table in Policy CMP 4.1 must 

be exemplar design and meet the highest sustainability criteria.  

Reasoned Justification  

4.1.8 To ensure that housing developments are appropriate in terms of scale of development and provision of 

ancillary space to ensure that new housing development provides a satisfactory residential environment; whilst 

ensuring that sites maximise their potential to contribute to the number of new homes.  

4.1.9 An important aspect of the residential environment is the density of housing development. Use of 

appropriate residential density to new developments will ensure that developments deliver an optimum number 

of units whilst ensuring a good overall design and amenity.  Density is a measure of the intensity of housing use 

and can be used to control the size and bulk of buildings, protect local character, and to assist developers in 

preparing their proposals. 

4.1.10 The three density zones reflect the existing character and function of different parts of Westminster, from 

the high density central area to the suburban character of parts of St John’s Wood and Queens Park. 
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Empty Homes 

4.1.11 Policy Aim:  To ensure that empty homes contribute to Westminster’s housing target and ensure that 

residential units provide homes for residents 

Policy CMP 4.2: Empty Homes  

The council will encourage bringing empty homes back into use. 

Policy Application  

4.1.12 The council will respond to service requests from residents and others affected by the condition of vacant 

dwellings and use its powers to resolve the issues presented by such properties. 

Reasoned Justification 

4.1.13 The London Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) has a target for Westminster to 

reduce vacant dwellings by 81 per annum.  

 

Use of Homes for Temporary accommodation 

4.1.14 Policy Aim: To prevent homes being used by non-permanent residents 

Policy CMP 4.3: Preventing housing being used as temporary accommodation 

Planning permission will not be granted for the use of housing as temporary sleeping accommodation. The council 

will use its powers to take enforcement action against such unauthorised uses. 

 

Policy Application  

4.1.15 This may involve the exploration of legal conditions relating to housing stock, such as section 106 

agreements to ensure homes are occupied for a minimum number of days per year.   

Reasoned Justification 

4.1.16 Housing used as temporary sleeping accommodation reduces the number of homes available for 

permanent residents. Such housing does not contribute to meeting housing needs. 

4.1.17 "Under Section 25 of the Greater London Council (General Powers) Act 1973 planning permission is 

required to use residential premises as temporary sleeping accommodation. To make sure that the property is 

used for permanent residential purposes, it must not be used as sleeping accommodation by the same person for 

less than 90 nights in a row. This applies to both new and existing residential accommodation. 
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4.1.18 Also, under Section 5 of the Greater London Council (General Powers) Act 1984 you cannot use the 

property for any period as a time-share (that is, where any person is given a right to occupy all or part of a flat or 

house for a specified week, or other period, each year).   

 

Residential Accommodation serving the global market  

4.1.19 Policy Aim: To acknowledge that housing in Westminster’s highest value areas is often unavailable to 

permanent residents due to its high cost. 

Policy CMP 4.4: Residential Accommodation serving the global market 

In Westminster’s 5 highest value residential areas, developments which retain or increase the amount of 

residential floorspace but entail the loss of one residential unit, may be permitted where the lost unit is over 100 

sqm. Where a loss of a residential unit is agreed, a payment to the Affordable Housing Fund will be required. 

Policy Application 

4.1.20 In Value Band A (see Map 4.5), the provision of Core Strategy Policy CS14 Optimising Housing Delivery 

which does not permit the loss of residential units except in the two cited exceptions, will be applied more flexibly 

to schemes involving the loss of one residential unit, if the unit to be lost is over 100sqm.  

4.1.21 Where a decrease in the number of units is permitted a payment will be required to the council’s 

Affordable Housing Fund in order to facilitate provision of a home elsewhere. The amount will be calculated by 

multiplying the floorspace of the unit lost by the appropriate per metre payment in lieu (see Policy CMP 4.13). 

Reasoned Justification 

4.1.22 Core Strategy Policy CS14 does not permit developments which would result in a reduction in the number 

of residential units, except in affordable housing or in single family houses. This is to ensure that the number of 

homes in Westminster increases in order to meet growing housing needs. However, the council recognises that in 

the prime central London areas, existing and new housing often does not provide homes for residents but are 

purchased by overseas investors. This phenomenon is a consequence of Westminster’s global city role whereby 

the residential market in certain parts of Westminster is underpinned by wealth generated from across the globe. 

For this reason, the council considers that schemes that reconfigure residential floorspace and reduce the number 

of units in these areas do not always lead to a reduction in the number of homes available to residents. Market 

price information suggests that this particularly applies to flats over 100sqm, as smaller flats in these prime areas 

may still have the potential; to house permanent residents. However, to permit schemes which would lose more 

than one unit would, cumulatively, have a significant effect on housing numbers in the city.  
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4.2 High Quality Homes 

Housing Quality Standards 

4.2.1 Policy Aim:  To ensure that all housing developments are of a standard that ensures the health and well-

being of its occupants; are responsive and sensitive to the surrounding historical and natural environment; and are 

functional, attractive and sustainable. 

Policy CMP 4.5: Housing Quality Standards 

All new housing, and housing resulting from conversion, will be designed to a standard that ensures the health and 

well being of its occupants and will meet the following:  

A) All housing development should be designed to: 

1. be environmentally sustainable; 

2. provide acceptable daylight and sunlight to every new home; 
3. meet Lifetime Homes Standards; 
4. be safe and secure; 
5. provide functional and attractive living environments; 
6. be built to last; and 
7. be responsive and sensitive to the surrounding historical and natural environment. 

 

B) Residential Space Standards 

Residential development should meet the space standards set out in Appendix 4.1 (in Part 4: Appendix) 

C) Outdoor Amenity Space  

1. Housing developments should maximise opportunities for providing amenity space for residents.  

2. Where possible, Nnew residential developments should provide 5m2 of amenity space for each 

dwelling designed two persons, and a further 1m2 for each additional person. 

3. Where possible, Pplay space will be required in residential developments with 20 family sized units 

and those that include 10 or more affordable housing units of 2 or more bedrooms. 

 

D) Wheelchair Housing 

1. In all housing developments of 25 or more dwellings, the council will require that 10% of the units 

should be designed to be wheelchair accessible or easily adaptable for residents who are wheelchair 

users. 

2. Wheelchair accessible/adaptable units will be expected in developments of non-self contained 

residential accommodation. 
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Policy Application  

4.2.2 All new housing development should be built to last and will be expected to provide well-designed, high 

quality living environments, both internally and externally, incorporating principles of inclusive, secure and 

sustainable design. This applies equally to market and affordable housing. 

4.2.3 Housing development should incorporate adequately sized rooms and flexible and convenient layouts, 

using the standards in Appendix 4.1. Housing conversions should also aim to meet these standards wherever 

possible. The residential space standards in Appendix 4.1 may be applied more flexibly to Intermediate housing at 

the discretion of the Director of Housing, in order to ensure affordability to households on moderate incomes 

needing two and three bedroom homes.  

4.2.4 The layout should also incorporate sufficient storage space, both internally and externally, including cycle 

storage and facilities for recycling and refuse. More detailed standards for internal and external spaces, including 

room sizes, layout, and storage space are provided in the London Housing Design Guide. These standards will be 

applied having regard to Westminster’s local context and character. 

4.2.5 Applicants will also be required to adhere to the general design principles policy including sustainable 

design standards set out at Policy CMP 2.1, as well as complying with other policy requirements relating to 

provision of community facilities, minimising potential for noise disturbance, ensuring natural ventilation, reducing 

potential for overheating and incorporating adequate parking, cycle and refuse storage. A general policy in relation 

to protecting amenity is set out in Policy CMP 3.8 and should be referred to for advice on overlooking, privacy, 

daylight and sunlight. 

4.2.6 Five sqm of amenity space will normally be required for each dwelling designed for two persons, and a 

further 1m
2
 should be provided for each additional person. In addition to this, residential developments with 20 

family sized units and developments which include 10 or more affordable housing units of 2 or more bedrooms will 

be required to provide play space. Houses should have access to private gardens wherever possible. The City 

Council recognises that there may be occasions where the provision of gardens in a redevelopment may not be 

possible. Provisions of gardens may also conflict with conservation area objectives. However, in these cases it may 

be that tree planting and landscaping could contribute to amenity value.  Dwellings on upper floors should have 

access to a terrace or balcony, though in some constrained sites, such as some sites within conservation areas,, 

balconies and roof terraces are not always appropriate. The use of roof areas should be maximised to provide 

residents’ amenity and the opportunity for public open space, subject to consideration of design, overlooking and 

noise disturbance issues. Wherever possible, balconies should have adequate space for furniture and circulation. 

4.2.7 The type and amount of amenity space will be assessed on a scheme basis taking into account the size of 

site, its location, the character of the surrounding area, the number of residential units proposed, likely occupiers, 

feasibility, and proximity to neighbouring public open spaces and play facilities. Communal spaces should be 

designed to ensure ease of future management and applicants should demonstrate that suitable management 

arrangements are in place to ensure the maintenance of shared spaces. 

4.2.7A  The City Council recognises the particular challenges of providing outdoor amenity space on some highly 

constrained sites within the Core CAZ and this requirement will be applied flexibly in such instances. 
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4.2.8 All new housing developments should incorporate inclusive design principles and meet the Lifetime 

Homes Standard, but the Council recognises that in some instances, particularly those involving conversions, this 

may not be possible. Such developments should aim to meet as many of the standards as feasible. Flexibility will 

be given for listed and historic buildings. 

4.2.9 Where affordable housing is provided as part or all of a development, the 10% wheelchair housing will be 

applied to both the market and affordable housing elements of the development. Dedicated off-street parking 

places must be provided in association with these units. In the case of wheelchair units provided for the affordable 

housing sector, the units need to be adaptable and not already adapted, as fitting out needs to be client specific 

and therefore be carried out just prior to occupation. A commuted sum to cover this adaptions cost will be 

requested for wheelchair housing in the affordable sector. 

4.2.10 Wheelchair accessible/adaptable units will also be expected in developments of non-self contained 

residential accommodation, including student housing but the number of wheelchair units in such schemes will be 

agreed with the applicant, taking into account the size of the development, type of accommodation, and the 

intended users.  

 

Reasoned Justification 

4.2.11 Standards for the design and sustainability of a building and provision of external amenity space are 

essential to achieving high quality residential accommodation which is adaptable and flexible for future needs. 

Well-designed sustainable housing developments will contribute to Westminster’s distinctiveness and the quality 

of the natural environment - helping to address and mitigate for the impacts of climate change through sustainable 

design – and improve the long-term health and well-being of communities, families and individuals through 

inclusive design and the provision of adequate internal and external space. This will ensure homes are adaptable to 

climate change and the changing needs to occupiers and communities over their lifetime. 

4.2.12 Standards for the internal parts of dwellings are necessary to ensure adequate space, privacy, security and 

daylight and sunlight are provided in homes for the health and well-being of occupants. The London Plan states in 

Policy 3.5 that LDFs should incorporate minimum space standards that generally conform with Table3.3. Table 4.1 

(Part 4: Appendix)  is taken from the standards set out in Table 3.3 and paragraph 3.36 of the London Plan with an 

added small studio dwelling category with a minimum size of 32.5 sqm. This size standard has been applied 

successfully in Westminster since 1991. If well designed, such accommodation can provide more affordable homes 

for people who wish to live in central London and/or close to their place of work; who otherwise would not be able 

to do so. For the same reason, the council has also opted for a 37 sqm minimum size for 1 bedroom flats in the 

market and intermediate sectors. No new studio dwellings will be permitted in the social housing sector as there is 

an existing oversupply and limited demand.  

4.2.13 Provision of private and communal outdoor space in housing developments provides residents with a 

sense of ownership and is beneficial to their health and well-being. Garden space can be especially important for 

families. Outdoor spaces are greatly valued for their amenity value and contribution to local character and 

biodiversity. 
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4.2.14 Lifetime Homes are homes designed for people to remain in for as much of their life as possible. The 

Lifetime Homes Standard is designed to provide housing that is more flexible and adaptable than that required 

under Part M of the Building Regulations. The standards cover both external and internal aspects of housing 

developments and are designed so that as people move through the life cycle from school age to adulthood, 

parenthood, retirement and old age, their home is adaptable enough to meet their changing requirements. 

Building Regulations now require new dwellings to have access and facilities for disabled people. The requirements 

of these Building Regulations, known as Part M, will be met where it is reasonably safe and convenient for disabled 

people to “visit new dwellings and to use the principal storey. The provisions are expected to enable occupants to 

cope better with reducing mobility and to ‘stay put’ longer in their own homes, although not necessarily to 

facilitate fully independent living for all disabled people” (Part M, 1999). London Plan Policy 3.8 (Housing Choice) 

requires development to meet Lifetime Homes Standards and 7.2 ‘an inclusive environment’ provides further 

advice on inclusive design.  

4.2.15 There is a shortage of wheelchair homes in London and the number of households requiring this type of 

accommodation is likely to increase as the population ages and more people with disabilities are cared for in their 

own homes. It is important that housing provision for wheelchair users is made within non-self contained 

accommodation so as not to exclude disabled people from accessing this type of accommodation. The Building 

Regulations only apply where “a building is newly erected, or has been substantially demolished to leave only 

external walls” (paragraph 0.1 Part M 1999). They do not apply to the conversion of existing houses into flats or 

the change of use of buildings which in the city is an important source of housing provision, accounting for about 

20% of new housing in recent years. 

Note: The ‘Lifetime Homes Standard’ is defined in the 1999 Joseph Rowntree publication ‘Meeting Part M: 

Designing Lifetime Homes’ (available on www.jrf.org.uk ). The Mayor of London / Habinteg publication ‘Lifetime 

Homes – Living Well Together’ (2003) offers advice as to how the standard can be achieved. This document and 

the 16 Lifetime Homes standards can be viewed on www.lifetimehomes.org.uk . Advice is also contained in the 

DCLG’s good practice guide ‘Planning and Access for Disabled People’ (2003). 

 

 

http://www.jrf.org.uk/
http://www.lifetimehomes.org.uk/
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4.3 Mixed Communities 

4.3.1 Successful neighbourhoods are balanced neighbourhoods, which provide equality of opportunity and a 

high quality of life for people of all ages and backgrounds. To achieve this, these policies seek to ensure new 

housing development can meet the range of housing needs in the city, including family-sized accommodation.  

Homes of Different Sizes  

4.3.2 Policy Aim: To ensure that new housing meets needs. 

Policy CMP 4.6: Homes of Different Sizes 

(A) The City Council will ensure that an appropriate mix of unit sizes is achieved in all housing developments. 

(B) The City Council will normally require 30% of housing units in housing developments to be at least three 

bedroom and will require 5% of this housing to have five or more habitable rooms.   

A) In developments of less than 20 units/2,000 sqm the council will require the following size mix of market 

housing: 

1. In Core CAZ: 

 up to 30% of units 1 bed; 

 50% should be 2 beds; and 

 between 20 and 50% 3 bed plus. 
  
2. Outside Core CAZ:  

 up to 25% of units 1 bed; 

 at least 50% of units must be 2 bed; and 

 at least 30% of units to be 3 bed plus. 
 
B) In developments with 20 or more units/over 2,000 sqm the council will require the following size mix of market 
housing: 

 20% 1 bed;  

 50% 2 bed;  

 15% 3 bed; and 

 15% 4 bed plus. 
 
C) In Affordable Housing the size mix should be: 
 

1. Social Housing:  

 as per Appendix 4.2 in Part 4:Appendices. 
 

2. Intermediate: 

 34% 1 bed;  

 33% 2 bed; and 

 33% 3 bed. 

Policy Application  

Comment [WPA6]: Housing Mix 
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4.3.3 This policy applies to all housing development including conversions. Regarding parts (A) and (C) of this 

policy, iIt is recognised that smaller developments will require some flexibility in these proportions, the City 

Council may accept a lower level of family accommodation where the proposed housing is located in a very busy, 

noisy environment, such as within the Core CAZ. Where the required proportions do not result in a whole number, 

then the City Council will expect that number to be rounded up or down to the nearest whole number according to 

usual conventions.  but should nonetheless  contribute to meeting the strategic needs set out in Table 4.1 below.  

4.3.4 Appendix 4.2 in Part 4:Appendices at the end of this chapter sets out the detailed requirements to meet 

social housing needed at a strategic level in Westminster as a whole and this will always be applied to larger sites; 

whilst sites with less than 20 units will aim to meet those proportions. The size/person mix of affordable housing in 

individual schemes will need to be agreed with Director of Housing. 

4.3.5 In order to create sustainable, fit for purpose housing units, which are not immediately outgrown when 

household size increases, a) and b) below will apply to all residential developments and to all tenures. For this 

reason the number of persons accommodated in each unit should be provided alongside details of bedroom 

numbers. For example all 2 bed units should have 2 double bedrooms, thereby having the capacity to house 4 

people (this is a 2 bed/4 person unit). One bedroom units should normally be one bedroom flats but in some 

circumstances a proportion of studio accommodation as part of one bedroom unit provision may be considered 

appropriate, but these need to be well designed to maximise space and need to have a minimum usable floor area 

of 32.5 sqm. Studios will not be appropriate in the social housing sector.  

a) All 2 bed units must be able to accommodate 4 persons 

b) The following units will not be permitted: 

1 bed/ 1 person flats or studios 

2 bed / 2 person units 

2 bed / 3 person units 

3 bed / 3 person units 

3 bed / 4 person units 

4 bed / 4/5 person units 

Reasoned Justification 

4.3.6 Core Strategy Policy CS15 Meeting Housing Needs states that residential developments will provide an 

appropriate mix of units in terms of size. Table 4.1 below sets out dwelling size needs as assessed in the North 

London Sub-Region Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) (2011) and the City of Westminster Housing 

Needs Study (2006). The council Housing Waiting List was also used to assess the affordable housing needs. 

4.3.7 This table has been used to inform the detailed policy to apply to different tenures on individual housing 

development. Table 4.2 in Part 4: Appendices sets out the detailed requirements to meet affordable homes needs 

at a strategic level in the city as a whole, and will be applied to larger developments.  

4.3.8 The need for 2 bedroom homes is high in all sectors because Westminster has a high proportion of 

families with 1 or 2 children (In 2001, 82% of families with children in Westminster had 1 or 2 children). Residential 

units with 2 bedrooms (3/4 habitable rooms) provide homes for smaller families with children, as well as being an 

attractive option for adult sharers, and contribute to the provision of homes for families in Westminster. However, 

Comment [WPA7]:  
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flats and houses with 3 or more bedrooms (4+ habitable rooms) are the ‘family-sized homes’ referred to in this 

document. 

4.3.9 The proportions applicable to market housing reflect the findings of the SHMA. The council recognises the 

role that studio and one-bed apartments can play in providing comparatively more affordable market homes for 

people who wish to live close to their place of work. The policy therefore provides developers with the freedom to 

choose to provide a higher proportion of 1 bed units inside Core CAZ than in areas outside the Core CAZ. The 

proportions set out in the policy ensure that housing developments meet the very high need for 2 bed units in all 

tenures. At the same time they provide a degree of flexibility for smaller residential schemes as to the relative 

proportions of family-sized homes and 1 bed units.  

4.3.10 It is important that the dwelling size mix on larger sites adhere to the proportions set out above in order 

to ensure that these schemes deliver the homes that are needed. 

4.3.11 A slightly looser approach has been taken to smaller sites to reflect their lesser strategic importance and 

possible site constraints; whilst closely reflecting known needs. Smaller sites within Core CAZ have been given 

greater flexibility to increase or decrease the proportion of one bedroom units in the market sector to 

acknowledge the attractiveness of central locations to working people without children, and at the same time 

allowing a greater proportion of family sized accommodation if desired; whilst ensuring that all smaller sites 

contribute to the need for 2 bedroom accommodation across both market and affordable tenures. 

4.3.12 Studio accommodation, whilst not ideal in terms of space standards, can provide a more affordable form 

of housing for single people, which enables them to live close to their place of work or study.  They may therefore 

be acceptable as part of a mix of one bedroom accommodation in the market and intermediate tenures. The 

Named Streets are included in ‘Outside Core CAZ’ in this policy because these streets are in predominantly 

residential areas and therefore the mix of units should be the same as for the surrounding area. 

Table 4.1: Level of need for sizes of dwellings in different tenures to meet strategic needs
iv

   

DWELLING SIZE NEEDS 

 Social Intermediate Market 

studio lower lower lower 

1 bed lower high lower 

2 bed very high  high very high 

3 bed very high high lower 
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4+  bed  medium lower medium 

 

 

 

Family Housing Areas  

4.3.13 Policy Aim: To protect family homes and increase the supply of new family-sized homes in seven 

designated areas of the city where there are existing concentrations of houses which contribute to these areas’ 

character and function. 

 

Policy CMP 4.7: Family Housing Areas 

In the 7 Family Housing Areas:  

A)  Single dwelling houses (and in Pimlico and Knightsbridge single dwellings above basement flats) will be 

protected from conversion. 

B) The loss of HMOs in single houses of less than 400 sqm will be permitted where the house is being returned to 

a single family dwelling or creates at least two family sized dwellings 

C) The loss of one residential unit In purpose built flats or converted houses will be permitted if: 

1. neither of the original units is 3 bed plus; and 
2.  the resultant unit is 3 bed plus.  

 
 

Map 4.2: Family Housing Areas 
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Policy Application 

4.3.14 The seven designated Family Housing Areas are shown on Map 4.2 and are Bayswater, Belgravia, 

Knightsbridge, Maida Vale, Pimlico, Queen’s Park and St John’s Wood. 

4.3.15 Single dwelling houses in these areas will be protected from conversion into smaller units. In Pimlico and 

Knightsbridge this protection will also cover houses which remain unconverted above basement level. In the case 

of very large single household houses (over 400 sqm) in these seven areas, the council will consider proposals for 

conversion, provided that each new residential unit provides family-sized accommodation.  

4.3.16 The loss of one purpose built flat to allow the amalgamation of two flats to create a larger residential unit 

will be permitted if neither of the original units is 3 bed or more and the resultant unit will have 3 or more 

bedrooms. 

4.3.17 The loss of HMOs (sui generis) which occupy single houses less than 400 sqm will be permitted in these 

areas. This exception to Core Strategy Policy CS15 will not apply to HMOs occupying other residential buildings, 

flats or interconnected houses in these areas. 

Reasoned Justification 

4.3.18 The council has identified these seven areas of Westminster where there are many houses which have not 

been converted for protection from conversion. These areas provide a size and type of housing that is important in 
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meeting housing demand in Westminster. The seven Family Housing Areas cover the main concentrations of family 

houses in the city and include about 45% (4,650 homes) of the total amount of single family houses in 

Westminster.  This is less than 5% of the total housing stock.  In these areas, the continued use of houses as family 

homes makes a positive contribution to the local character. 

4.3.19 These areas are considered to be particularly attractive for families with children, and therefore 

developments which involve the loss of one residential unit in order to create a family-sized unit will be allowed in 

order to allow families that are outgrowing their one or two bedroom homes to extend into an adjacent unit.  This 

exception to Core Strategy Policy CS14 Optimising Housing Delivery, preventing a reduction in the number of 

residential units in purpose built flatted accommodation, is justified as it would encourage families with children to 

stay in the area. Two bedroom houses with gardens, like those typical in Queens Park, can provide attractive 

homes for smaller families, and returning such housing to their original use as a single family dwelling will 

contribute to the character of the Family Housing Area.  

4.3.20 A partial exception to the protection afforded to HMOs by Core Strategy Policy CS15 Meeting Housing 

Needs is considered justified as this would add to the supply of family homes in these areas and benefit these 

areas’ character and function.  However, larger HMOs which house many people, and HMOs in flats in these seven 

areas will be protected, as these two types of property are less likely to provide permanent homes for families with 

children. 
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4.4 Specialist Housing 

4.4.1 Core Strategy Policy CS15 Meeting Housing Needs protects hostels, HMOs and specialist housing 

floorspace, and seeks to ensure that a variety of housing types are provided in the city to meet Westminster’s 

housing needs. Specialist housing can be C2, C3, C3(B), C4, or sui generis residential uses which are important in 

meeting the needs of vulnerable people that require some level of support or people who cannot afford self 

contained accommodation and/or is close to their place of work or education. It also includes other shared 

accommodation such as those of religious communities 

4.4.2 Specialist accommodation may have some overlap in terms of the use so for example some non-self 

contained accommodation could be classified as sui generis (HMO) or Hostel, or C2 and many could also be a social 

and community use and therefore Core Strategy Policy CS33 Social and Community Infrastructure would also 

apply. It will be a matter of fact and degree how such housing is classified. It includes housing for older people, 

housing for vulnerable people, other non-self contained accommodation and student housing. Much specialist 

housing is also ‘affordable housing’ and in accordance with Core Strategy Policy CS16 all affordable housing 

floorspace is protected as affordable housing, even if it is redeveloped to serve a different client group. 

 

Housing for Older People 

4.4.3 Policy Aim:   To ensure that the range of housing needs of older people is met. 
 

Policy CMP 4.8: Housing for Older People 

A) The council will support development of housing for older people, in particular ‘extra-care’ housing services,  

provided that it fulfills the aims of the council’s ‘Older People: Housing with Care Strategy’ (2007) and meets 

identified needs. 

B) The council will expect the development of market-led self contained sheltered housing in Use Class C3, to 

contribute to the supply of affordable housing in accordance with Policy CS16.  

C) The council will resist development that involves the net loss of floorspace of specialist residential 

accommodation for older people unless: 

1. adequate replacement accommodation for older people in Westminster will be provided;  

2. it can be demonstrated that there is a surplus of accommodation for older people in the area; or 

3. the accommodation is needed to meet different residential needs as part of a published strategy by a 

local service provider. 

Policy Application 

4.4.4 Policy CMP 4.8 relates to all housing designated for occupation by older people. Housing for older people 

includes: 
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 sheltered housing – commonly self contained homes with on-site support available, sometimes also 

offering support to older people living locally - (usually within Use Class C3); 

 residential care homes – commonly bedsit rooms with shared lounges and eating arrangements (within 

Use Class C2); 

 nursing homes – similar to residential care, but accommodating ill or frail elderly people, and staffed by 

qualified nursing staff (also within Use Class C2); 

 dual registered care homes – residential care homes where nursing care is provided for those residents 

who need it (also within Use Class C2); 

 Extra-care homes – a form of sheltered housing, commonly self contained units for rent, supporting 

independent living with a high level of care and support services available.  

4.4.5 Residential care and nursing homes are usually registered with the Care Quality Commission as a care 

home. 

4.4.6 The council will encourage a mix of tenures in residential developments intended for older people. 

4.4.7 Where existing homes for older people no longer meet contemporary standards, the council will 

favourably consider conversion or redevelopment to provide extra-care homes. 

4.4.8 Where C) 1) or 2) applies the council will firstly; use the Housing and Adult Services’ Commissioning needs 

analysis to assess the need for accommodation for older people and; secondly, if there is a need, seek the views of 

other service providers of accommodation for older people in Westminster to ascertain if there is a demand for 

the site for accommodation to meet the needs of older Westminster residents. If there is no demand then 

providers of specialist housing for vulnerable people or other groups such as students (that is, Higher Education 

Institutions operating in Westminster) or workers, will be contacted to ascertain if there is a demand for the site. If 

there is no such demand the site should be used for C3 general housing. All existing Affordable Housing floorspace 

will need to be replaced as Affordable accommodation. 

Reasoned Justification 

4.4.9 The council’s Older People: Housing with Care Strategy (2007) sets out its strategy for older people and 

aims to ensure that older people are enabled to live in the housing of their choice which is of the highest quality, 

achieving and sustaining a good quality of life. It sets out the "Westminster Standard for Older People's Housing", 

and includes a programme to: 

 upgrade existing schemes to meet this standard, 

 provide new housing options such as extra-care, which combines independent living with elements of 

residential care and nursing care; and leasehold schemes, and 

  developing community based hubs of outreach services and a range of preventative services to assist 

older people to remain in their own homes for as long as possible. 

Housing for vulnerable people 
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4.4.10 Policy Aim: To ensure that the range of housing needs of Westminster’s vulnerable residents is met. 

Policy CMP 4.9: Housing for vulnerable people 

A) The council will support applications for accommodation for vulnerable people which meets the needs of 

Council commissioning teams responsible for vulnerable adult service provision. 

B)  In considering proposals for hostels or other specialist housing for vulnerable people, the council will take 
into account: 
1. the concentration of existing hostels or specialist housing for vulnerable people in the local area; 
2. the potential impact on the residential amenity of the surrounding area; 
3. the suitability of the building or site; and 
4. the suitability of the proposed accommodation for the intended residents. 

 
C) The council will resist development that involves the net loss of floorspace of specialist residential 

accommodation for vulnerable people unless: 
1. the accommodation is being redesigned to better meet needs; or 
2. the accommodation is needed to meet different residential needs as part of a published strategy by 

a local service provider. 

 
Policy Application 

4.4.11 Accommodation for vulnerable people takes many forms but is usually: 

 Hostels ( sui generis) 

 HMOs (C3(B )or sui generis) 

 Residential Care Homes (C2) 

 Supported self contained accommodation (C3(A)) 

Most accommodation for vulnerable people will also be affordable housing. 

4.4.12 A known special housing need is one which has been identified by Housing and Adult Services’ 

Commissioning needs analysis. 

4.4.13 Core Strategy Policy CS15 Meeting Housing Needs permits the loss of specialist housing floorspace if the 

accommodation is needed to meet different residential needs as part of a published strategy by a local service 

provider. Where this does not apply, applications for loss of sui generis or C2, residential accommodation used or 

previously used as residential accommodation for vulnerable people will be considered with reference to the 

following procedure:  

4.4.14 Firstly, the council will use the Housing and Adult Services’ Commissioning needs analysis to assess the 

need for accommodation for vulnerable people and; if there is a need, seek the views of other service providers of 

accommodation for vulnerable people in Westminster to ascertain if there is a demand for the site for 

accommodation to meet the needs of vulnerable Westminster residents. If there is no demand then providers of 

Comment [WPA8]: Affordable Housing 
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specialist housing for other groups those such as students (that is, Higher Education Institutions operating in 

Westminster) or workers will be contacted to ascertain if there is a demand for the site. If there is no such demand 

the site should be used for C3 general housing. All existing Affordable Housing floorspace will need to be replaced 

as Affordable accommodation.  

4.4.15 Where existing residential accommodation for vulnerable people no longer meet contemporary 

standards, the council will expect the accommodation to be upgraded or re-provided elsewhere in the city.  It is 

recognised that on occasion, the upgrading of accommodation may lead to a decrease in the number of people 

accommodated in order to better meet the needs of vulnerable people. Upgrading or re-provision, either on site or 

elsewhere in Westminster, should not decrease the amount of specialist floorspace. Where there is a loss of 

floorspace the cascade above will be followed. 

Reasoned Justification 

4.4.16 The government has identified strategic targets for the council’s Supporting People Strategy to increase 

the range and choice of housing open to people with learning disabilities to enable them to live as independently 

as possible, and to improve the quality of life and independence of vulnerable older people by supporting them to 

live in their own homes where possible. 

 

Other non-self contained accommodation  

4.4.17 Policy Aim: To ensure that the range of housing needs of Westminster’s residents is met. 

Policy CMP 4.10: Other non-self contained accommodation  

A) Hostel and HMO accommodation which does not have adverse effects on residential amenity will be protected 

unless: 

1. as part of a published strategy by a local service provider, the accommodation is needed to meet 
different residential needs or it no longer meets contemporary requirements but is being re-provided 
in a different format to serve the same client group on this or another site in the city;  

 
2. the accommodation does not meet current legislative standards and is incapable of being upgraded to 

meet those standards;  

3. the accommodation is being replaced by another form of affordable housing which meets identified 

needs; or 

4. it is vacant and has been marketed at a fair rate for at least 18 months and in the case of hostels, there 

is also no demand from another organisation for a hostel in that location. 

B) Planning permission for new HMOs or hostels will not be permitted from C3 housing. In considering other 
proposals for hostels or HMOs the council will take into account: 

 
1. the potential impact on the residential amenity of the surrounding area (including parking); 
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2. the suitability of the building or site; and 
 

3.  the concentration of HMOs and hostels in the local area. 
 

 

Policy Application 

4.4.18 This policy applies to all non-self contained accommodation, excluding self contained accommodation for 

vulnerable and/or older people covered by preceding policies. 

4.4.19 Part A of this policy applies to general needs Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs ) and hostels, student 

housing (in HMOs or hostels or C2 use), housing for specific workers such as nurses, housing occupied by religious 

orders, and other bedsit accommodation. HMOs in the context of this policy are HMOs capable of accommodating 

seven or more people and are classified as a sui generis use in the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order.  

4.4.20 Part B of this policy applies to the same types of accommodation with the exception of new student 

housing, which is covered by Policy CMP 4.11 below. 

4.4.21 When HMO or hostel accommodation is being replaced by another form of affordable housing, the 

proposed cost of housing to the identified need it is to serve must be agreed with the council.  

4.4.22 As stated in Core Strategy Policy CS15, change of use from hostels and HMOs must be to another 
residential use.   In the Family Housing Areas, HMOs in houses less than 400 sqm, will be permitted to change use 
to C3 housing where the house will be returned to a single family dwelling or creates at least 2 family-sized 
dwellings (CMP 4.7). 

 
Reasoned Justification 

4.4.23 Hostels and houses in multiple occupation provide a source of less expensive market housing within the 

city. 

 

Student Accommodation 

4.4.24 Policy Aim:  To support universities and further education colleges operating in Westminster to remain 

successful and retain students; whilst ensuring that student housing is not developed at the expense of housing for 

residents. 

CMP 4.11: Student Accommodation 

A)  Proposals for student housing developments must: 

1. be proposed by higher education institutions operating in Westminster;  

2. be for their own students; 
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3. not involve the loss of C3 housing; and 

4. comprise a range of units to meet different needs, including non-self contained units, and include 
shared facilities. 

B)   Self-contained C3 student housing units will be expected to contribute to the supply of affordable housing in 
accordance with Policy CS16.  

Policy Application 

4.4.25 A range of unit sizes will need to be provided to reflect different students’ needs, including disabled 

students and those with children.  

4.4.26 It is recognised that student housing does not incur the same demand for outdoor amenity space, internal 

floorspace or car parking requirements that general needs housing creates.  

4.4.27 When applying Core Strategy Policy CS1 Mixed Use in the Central Activities Zone to increases in floorspace 

from private higher education establishments, the council may consider the provision of student accommodation 

as an acceptable means of meeting the residential requirement.  

4.4.28 Conditions will be applied to student housing developments to limit their occupation to students studying 

at a Westminster university or college. 

 

Reasoned Justification 

4.4.29 The demand for student accommodation from both undergraduate and post-graduate students continues 

to grow. The council wishes to support Higher Educational Institutions in Westminster, and the provision of 

adequate levels of student accommodation will help them to thrive and grow by attracting the best national and 

international students to Westminster’s universities.  

4.4.30 Student accommodation can be a financially attractive form of residential development as it does not 

normally incur affordable housing obligations and does not rely on mortgage based credit. However, this type of 

housing represents an opportunity lost for other more pressing housing needs and therefore will only be 

considered when proposed by a Higher Education institutions operating in Westminster for the housing of its own 

students. 

4.4.31 The council supports replacement of non-purpose built with purpose built student housing which provides 

a higher quality living environment for those studying at universities as it frees up housing that could be used for 

residents.  
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4.5 Affordable Housing 

4.5.1 Provision of affordable housing is more important in Westminster than in some other areas due to the 

large mismatch between incomes and the cost of market housing in Westminster.  Table: 4.2 below shows the high 

cost of market housing for the very cheapest part of Westminster. 

Table 4.2: Housing Costs in Westminster (2011) 

 Single 

room/bedsit 

1 bed flat or studio 2 bed 3 bed 4 bed 

a) Social 

rented costs 

per week 

 

 

n/a 

 

 

Studio £87.15 

1 bed £103.14 

 

 

£115.77 

 

 

£128.88 

 

 

£147.93 

b) Market 

costs to rent 

per week 

 

£134 

 

£310 (1 bed)* £420* £575* £890 (4 bed 

plus)* 

c) Weekly 

Market costs 

to buy  (from 

Hometrack)  

n/a £333  (1 bed) £472 £627 No data 

      
a) Lower quartile rents in cheapest parts of WCC *GLA rents map for NW8 (lower quartile) 
b) Average council formula rents  
c) Hometrack data for lowest quartile/area 

 
4.5.2 Affordable housing is defined in Planning Policy Statement 3 – Housing (Annex B). Planning Policy 

Statement 3 (PPS3) indicates that affordable housing should: 

 meet the needs of households whose needs are not met by the market and who are eligible for affordable 

housing, and 

 be provided at a cost they can afford, taking into account local household incomes and market housing 

costs, and 

 be affordable to future households unless arrangements are in place for subsidies to be recycled into 

alternative affordable housing provision. 

4.5.3 National Planning Policy Statement 3 states that affordable housing includes the following: 
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Social rented housing and intermediate affordable housing, and a third type affordable rented housing which 

was introduced in 2011. 

4.5.4 New affordable housing in Westminster is produced from 2 main sources: 

 private residential/mixed use developments 

 building to higher densities on existing housing estates (for example, the council’s Housing Renewal 

Programme) 

4.5.5 Both will normally be provided in partnership with a Registered Social Landlord who will act as developer. 

In the past affordable homes have been part funded by HCA (Housing and Communities Agency) grant. The 

council’s Affordable Housing Fund (which is partly sourced from mixed use schemes which do not provide the 

policy required residential floorspace and partly from market housing schemes which cannot provide the required 

affordable housing) also plays an important role in providing affordable homes, in particular in funding the Housing 

Renewal Programme. Funding for future affordable homes is currently uncertain and will impact on the types of 

affordable housing, in terms of affordability, rent levels and unit sizes, that are feasible. The policies in this section 

presume nil HCA grant.  

4.5.6 Forthcoming housing and welfare reforms will mean the council’s demand and supply profile for social 

housing is likely to change in future. The council is also developing an intermediate housing strategy which will 

influence demand for future intermediate housing products.  The Mayor produced proposals for a revised housing 

strategy which was consulted on in August 2011, which addresses the new affordable rent tenure and affordability.  

4.5.7 Reflecting PPS3 and London Plan policy, Core Strategy Policy CS16 states that the affordable housing 

should be provided on site. It sets out a cascade of off-site options where on-site provision is not practical and 

viable, including, where all other options in the cascade have been proved impractical or unfeasible, a Payment in 

Lieu to the council’s Affordable Housing Fund. 

 4.5.8 Affordable Housing Land Use Credits ( a form of off-site provision, mainly available to large landowners) 

could also be considered as a form of off-site provision in some circumstances.  

 

Affordable Housing requirements from private residential development 

4.5.9 Policy Aim: To ensure the maximum reasonable amount of affordable housing is achieved from private 
residential development. 

 

Policy CMP 4.12:  Affordable Housing requirements from private residential development 
 

1. In Core CAZ, Paddington Opportunity Area and the Named Streets:  

i. schemes of 2,500 sqm or more additional residential floorspace will be required to provide 25% of 

additional residential floorspace as affordable housing; and  

ii. schemes between 1,000 sqm (or 10 units if less than 1,000 sqm) and less than 2,500 sqm of additional 

residential floorspace, will be staircased as shown in Table 4.3  up to the 25% requirement. 
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2. Outside Core CAZ, Paddington Opportunity Areas and Named Streets:  

i. schemes of 5,000 sqm or more additional residential floorspace will be required to provide 35% of 

additional residential floorspace as affordable housing; 

ii. schemes (other than those on sites with low existing use values) between 1,000 sqm (or 10 units if less 

than 1,000 sqm) and 5,000 sqm of additional residential floorspace will be staircased as shown in Table  

4.4 up to the 35% requirement; and 

iii. schemes on sites with a low existing use value between 1,000 sqm (10 units if less than 1,000 sqm) and 

2,500 sqm of additional residential floorspace will be staircased as shown in Table 4.5 up to the 35% 

requirement. 

 

Table 4.3  Sites in Core CAZ, Paddington Opportunity Areas and the Named Streets  

Additional residential floorspace/units 

(floorspace is gross external sqm) 

 %   floorspace required as Affordable       

Housing 

10 + units but < 1,000 sqm  10% 

1,000 - 1,249  10% 

1,250 - 1,499  12.5% 

1,500 - 1,749  15% 

1,750 - 1,999  17.5% 

2,000- 2 ,249  20% 

2,250 - 2,499  22.5% 

2,500+  25% 
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Table 4.4  Sites outside Core CAZ, Paddington Opportunity Areas and the Named Streets, (other than 

those on sites with low existing use values) 

Additional residential floorspace/units 

(floorspace is gross external sqm) 

 %   floorspace required as Affordable Housing 

10 + units but < 1,000 sqm  10% 

1,000 - 1,249  10% 

1,250 - 1,499  12.5% 

1,500 - 1,749  15% 

1,750 - 1,999  17.5% 

2,000- 2 ,249  20% 

2,250 - 2,499  22.5% 

2,500 – 2,999  25% 

3,000 – 3,499  27.5% 

3,500- 3,999  30% 

4,000 – 4,999  32.5% 

5,000+  35% 
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Table 4.5  Sites outside Core CAZ, Paddington Opportunity Areas and the Named Streets, where the 

proposal is on a site with a low existing use value 

Additional residential floorspace/units 

(floorspace is gross external sqm) 

 %   floorspace required as Affordable Housing 

10 + units but < 1,000 sqm  10% 

1,000 - 1,249  10% 

1,250 - 1,499  15% 

1,500 - 1,749  20% 

1,750 - 1,999  25% 

2,000- 2 ,249  30% 

2,250 - 2,499  32.5% 

2,500+  35% 

 

4.5.10 This policy applies to all schemes where there is an increase in residential floorspace of 1000sqm, or 10 or 

more units where the floorspace increase is less than 1000 sqm. Existing residential floorspace will not be included 

in the requirement calculation. The policy applies to all residential and mixed use schemes regardless of the 

number of new units created, which in the case of extensions, could create no additional units. In every case 

affordable housing requirements are expressed as a percentage of the additional gross external floorspace. 

4.5.11 In circumstances where the council accepts a reduced affordable housing requirement on the basis of 

viability evidence submitted by the applicant, the council may consider provisions for re-appraising the viability of 

schemes in the S106 agreement to cover circumstances where the economics of delivery change in favour of the 

applicant.  

Reasoned Justification 

4.5.12 The strategic London-wide target that 50% of new housing should be affordable, includes affordable 

housing from all sources, such as 100% housing association schemes and non-self contained accommodation, and 

not just that secured through the requirement made of private sector residential development proposals.  

Government policy guidelines seek to balance the amount and need for affordable housing against the likely 

development potential of sites, taking into account the implications of competing land uses and making realistic 

assumptions about levels of public subsidy likely to be available. The government has indicated a sharp reduction 

in grant availability and the proportions above therefore presume nil grant. 
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4.5.13 Affordable housing requirements have a significant influence on the likelihood of development sites being 

identified and brought forward by landowners and developers.  The requirements for affordable housing must 

therefore be set at levels which do not limit overall supply and delivery to meet the growing need for housing of all 

types in accordance with Core Strategy Policy CS14 Optimising Housing Delivery. This particularly applies in 

Westminster where there is strong competition for the use of sites for non-housing purposes and high existing 

use/land values.  Nevertheless, where development of a site is being considered by the current owner, they will 

need to ensure that the policy requirements are taken into account in their investment analysis.  Similarly, where a 

site is on the market, the council will expect that affordable housing requirements, as with other policies, will be 

reflected in the price developers pay for the site.  The council considers, therefore, that affordable and private 

housing provision can best be achieved by the use of realistic area and/or site specific housing requirements that 

are known at the outset. 

4.5.14 The proportion of residential floorspace that will be required as affordable housing in schemes of 

different sizes in different parts of the city seeks to maximise the amount of affordable housing delivered without 

acting as a restraint to residential development. The floorspace proportions of affordable housing in the policy 

have been tested in the Affordable Housing Viability Assessment (DTZ July 2010) and found to be viable (including 

as a nil grant scenario) in most scheme types in 14 out of 16 land value areas in Westminster.  The Affordable 

Housing Viability Assessment endorsed maximum floorspace requirements as follows: 

- sites in Core CAZ, Paddington Opportunity Area and the Named Streets - 25% affordable housing 

floorspace  

- sites outside Core CAZ, Paddington Opportunity Area and the Named Streets - 35% affordable housing 

floorspace.  

4.5.15 Higher percentages than these although viable for some schemes in many parts of the city, would not be 

universally applicable and therefore Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 use these proportions as ‘maximum proportions’ of 

floorspace. In the DTZ Assessment, larger scheme archetypes in Harrow Road/Queen’s Park and Church Street 

areas were pushed beyond the margins of viability with nil grant .Some schemes in these areas may therefore 

need to provide a viability assessment in order to show that 35% of affordable floorspace is not achievable. 

4.5.16 The characteristics of many smaller housing sites in Westminster, where development potential is 

constrained by conservation or planning considerations, and where economies of scale are less pronounced, will 

make it much more difficult for them to bear the cost of affordable housing provision than will commonly be the 

case for larger sites. Land outside Core CAZ, Paddington Opportunity Area and the Named Streets, with a low 

existing use value has a steeper staircasing whereby they reach the 35% requirement at 2,500 sqm of additional 

residential floorspace. This is because sites which do not have an alternative use value and are protected by other 

policies, for example, some social and community sites or depot or bus garage sites, though rare in Westminster, 

have a lower land value and therefore affordable housing provision is more viable than for sites with higher use 

values. The use of ‘staircasing’ the proportion of affordable housing requirements for smaller schemes reflects 

these difficulties and has worked well in Westminster in the past. 

 

Off- site provision of Affordable Housing and Payments in Lieu 

4.5.17 Core Strategy Policy CS16 sets out the cascade of options which will apply when the council considers it is 

not practical or viable to provide the affordable housing on-site.  
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4.5.18 Policy Aim: To set out the parameters for off-site provision of affordable housing and payments in lieu 

and how these will be calculated. 

 

Policy CMP 4.13: Off-site provision of Affordable Housing and Payments in Lieu 
 

A. This cascade will be applied when the council considers it is not practical or viable to provide the 
affordable housing on-site. Applicants are required to demonstrate to the council’s satisfaction that they 
are unable to comply with each part of the policy cascade before they can move to the next. 
 
1. The affordable housing should be provided off-site in the vicinity of the development. 

2. Off-site provision beyond the vicinity of the development will only be acceptable where the council 

considers that the affordable housing provision is greater, and or of a higher quality, than would be 

possible on- or off-site in the vicinity, and where it would not add to an existing localised 

concentration of social housing. 

3. Payment in lieu to the council’s Affordable Housing Fund.. 

B. The  amount of affordable housing floorspace to be provided off-site will be as per Policy CMP 4.12; plus 

 an additional amount to reflect the increase in market housing which is possible on-site if some or all 

the affordable housing requirement is provided off-site.; plus  

 where the off-site provision is in an area with a lower residential land value than the development 

site, a greater quantity of residential floorspace will be required in accordance with the multiplier 

table 4.7. 

C. Sites used for off-site provision of affordable housing must be agreed with the council at application 

stage. 

D. Payments in Lieu will be calculated by taking the affordable housing floorspace requirement as per Policy 

CMP 4.12 and applying the following per meter sums to the Value Areas defined in Map 4.5: 

Developments in Payment in Lieu Value Band A  - £7,700 per sqm 

Developments in Payment in Lieu Value Band B - £4,900 per sqm 

Developments in Payment in Lieu Value Band C - £3,600 per sqm 

Developments in Payment in Lieu Value Band D - £2,000 per sqm. 

 

Policy Application 

4.5.19 Sites used for the off-site provision of affordable housing (including Affordable Housing Credit sites) 

should be within Westminster, have no extant permissions for change of use to affordable residential and should 

not be included in the council’s 5 – 15 yr list of housing sites. Normally the site would be in commercial use, but 
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the council will consider sites in other uses subject to other policies. In some circumstances the council may 

consider off-site provision on existing residential sites, but for residential sites to be considered for off-site 

provision of affordable housing: 

1. The residential schemes taken together must deliver an overall increase in housing units and 

residential floorspace.  

2. Any existing affordable floorspace on a site will need to be replaced and will not therefore be included 

as off-site provision of affordable housing (this would include former residential properties in C2 or sui 

generis use). 

3. The off-site provision cannot be on Council or Registered Social Landlord Housing Estates.  

4.5.20 An existing concentration of social housing is defined as a Local Super Output Area (LSOA) where the 

latest census data shows that 50% or more households living in that area are living in social rented housing. These 

areas are shown with in the darkest shade on Map 4.3 and in these areas off-site provision of social rented housing 

or Affordable Rent housing which meets the needs of those eligible and requiring social rented homes, will not be 

permitted.  This map will be reviewed as appropriate. 

4.5.21 The use of Affordable Housing Credits is an alternative mechanism to enable off-site provision.  Affordable 

Housing Credits can provide a beneficial outcome for both the council and the developer in some circumstances 

where affordable housing cannot be provided on-site. Policy CMP 4.14 details how an Affordable Housing Credit 

System will work. 

Map 4.3 Social Rented Housing 
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Calculating off-site provision 

Table 4.6 Formula for calculating off-site provision 

(A) 

Amount of 

affordable 

housing 

floorspace 

required 

(based on 

appropriate 

Table 4.3, 4.4, 

or 4.5 of 

Policy CMP 

4.12) 

 

x 

(B) 

i) Increase in market 

floorspace from not 

providing all or some 

affordable on-site.  

ii) Divided by the amount 

of market floorspace 

from not providing all or 

some affordable on-site 

(total floorspace minus 

affordable floorspace 

that would have been 

provided (see (A)); 

iii) Multiplied by 100 

(expressed as a number) 

 

x 

(C) 

Multiplier (where 

applicable) 

See Table 4.7 

 

= 

 

 

Amount of affordable 

housing floorspace required 

off-site 

 

Table 4.7 Multipliers to be applied to off-site provision of Affordable Housing  

Off-site provision of 

affordable housing 

Land Value Band 

Host residential sites 

in Value Band 1 

Host residential sites 

in Value Band 2 

Host residential sites 

in Value Band 3 

Host residential sites 

in Value Band 4 

Band 2 1.5    

Band 3 1.8 1.2   

Band 4 2.0 1.4 1.2  

Band 5 2.6 1.7 1.5 1.3 
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Map 4.4: Residential Value Zones 

 

4.5.22 Appendix 4.3 sets out four example calculations for determining the amount of affordable housing 

floorspace to be provided off-site.  

Where the affordable housing is being provided in the vicinity of the development site, some flexibility in the 

application of the multipliers in Table 4.7 may be given.  

Off-site provision of affordable housing beyond the vicinity of the development site will be expected to achieve the 

highest standards of sustainable design and amenity provision. 

Where the affordable housing is being provided by drawing down Affordable Housing Land Use Credits, Policy CMP 

4.14 will apply. 

 

Calculating Payments in Lieu of Affordable Housing provision 

4.5.23 ‘Payment in Lieu Value Bands’ shown in Map 4.5 reflect the residual land value difference of providing on-

site affordable housing compared to a 100% market housing scheme. Areas in Value Band A show the greatest 

difference in residual value, and areas in Value Band D the lowest difference.  Source: DTZ Affordable Housing 

Viability Study: Payments in Lieu – April 2011 
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Table 4.8: Formula for Payment in Lieu (PiL) 

Amount of affordable 

housing floorspace 

required (as per 

appropriate Table 4.3, 4.4 

or 4.5 of Policy CMP 4.12) 

x Per sqm sum (as per 

Policy CMP 4.13 4.) 

= PiL 

Four examples for calculating payments in lieu of affordable housing provision are illustrated in Appendix 4.4.  

Map 4.5: Affordable Housing Payment in Lieu Value Band Areas 

 
 

Reasoned Justification 

4.5.24 Off-site provision of affordable homes can benefit the council by getting more and higher quality 

affordable housing than would have been achieved on-site.  

4.5.25 Off-site provision of social rented housing or Affordable Rent housing which meets the needs of those 

eligible and requiring social rented homes, will not be permitted in LSOAs with 50% or more households in social 

housing because such provision will merely add to the existing concentration and have a negative effect on 

maintaining sustainable, balanced communities. 
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4.5.26 The payment in lieu figures are taken from the Affordable Housing Viability Study: Payments in Lieu of 

Affordable Housing (DTZ April 2011) and reflect the difference in residual land value between the developer 

providing 100% private units on site (as opposed to providing the policy compliant affordable percentage on site). 

This method therefore takes into account the full range of development costs and revenues involved (for example, 

sales values and build costs), rather than being based on a single factor. It therefore does not need updating or 

inflating annually in line with changes in any single factor. Because of this methodology the figures also reflect 

schemes where some portion of the affordable housing requirement is provided on-site and some being subject to 

a payment in lieu. The Payment in Lieu figures are only likely to need reviewing if the broad balance of factors 

changes substantially – for example if build costs are inflating consistently faster than sales values, or vice versa.  

 

Affordable Housing Credits  
 
4.5.27 Policy Aim: Where it is not practical or viable for the affordable housing requirement to be provided on 

site; the use of Affordable Housing Credits can provide an alternative method for providing affordable housing off-

site which achieves a substantially better outcome, including the provision of more, higher quality affordable 

homes provided earlier. 

Policy CMP 4.14: Affordable Housing Credits 

A) Proposals for residential development intended for use as an Affordable Housing Credit site must:  

i. be agreed as an affordable housing credit site at application stage;  

ii. have no extant permissions pertaining to affordable residential use or be included in the council’s 5 – 

15 yr list of housing sites; 

iii. achieve the highest standards of sustainable design and amenity provision; 

iv. accord with housing mix and sustainable living policies and be within the appropriate housing density 

range; 

v. not add to an existing localised concentration of social housing; and 

vi.  fund the development and maintenance of a monitoring database for each credit site.  

B) The use of Affordable Housing Credits to comply with the Affordable Housing Policies CS16 and CMP 4.12 

will only be considered where the council agrees it is not practical or viable to provide the affordable 

housing on-site. The policy cascade set out in Policy CMP 4.13 will also apply. 

 

C) The maximum draw-down of affordable housing credits from any one scheme will be 10 residential units. 

D) When it is agreed that use of Affordable Housing Credits is an acceptable way of complying with Core 

Strategy Policies CS16  Affordable Housing or CS1 Mixed Use in the CAZ, more affordable homes and 

residential floorspace should result than would have been possible on-site.  
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Policy Application 

4.5.28 An Affordable Housing Credit system should deliver a substantially better planning outcome for the 

council by providing more affordable homes, homes that are provided earlier, and homes which have the highest 

standards of sustainable design and amenity provision, in comparison to what could have been provided on site.  

 
Affordable Housing Credit developments 

4.5.29 In considering whether a proposal should be agreed as an Affordable Housing Credit site, the council will 

take into account the scheme’s location, scale, and quality; the number, size mix and tenure of affordable units to 

be provided; and the probability of the site coming forward for residential use in any event. 

4.5.30 Parts of the policy application for Policy CMP 4.13: Off-site provision of Affordable Housing and Payments 

in Lieu will apply to Affordable Housing Credit developments, including Table 4.7: Multipliers to be applied to off-

site provision of Affordable Housing. 

4.5.31 In considering location, the council will take into account the social mix of households in the local area, 

including the tenure of unimplemented and uncompleted residential schemes with planning permission. 

4.5.32 Residential schemes to be used as Affordable Housing Credit sites will normally be a combination of 

housing for those who require social housing and those who are eligible for Intermediate affordable housing; but 

can be single tenure developments. Single tenure developments can only provide draw downs for that particular 

tenure as required by Policy CMP 4.15.  

4.5.33 Once planning permission is granted for a residential scheme agreed as an Affordable Housing Credit site, 

that credit should be used up within 8 years of the date of permissionfrom practical completion.  However, a credit 

cannot be taken into account until the residential development is ‘practically completed’. Within the 8 year period, 

applications for use of those affordable housing credits may be submitted. Any credits not used or allocated to a 

residential or mixed use planning permission will cease to be considered as Affordable Housing Credits after 8 

years from the date of planning permission for the Affordable Housing Credit development. 

 
Use of Affordable Housing Credits 

4.5.34 Affordable housing in agreed Affordable Housing Credit developments may be drawn-down in lieu of 

Affordable Housing requirements arising from the Affordable Housing Policies CS16 and CMP 4.12 and 4.13; or in 

lieu of residential floorspace required by Core Strategy Policy CS1 Mixed Use in the Central Activities Zone. 

4.5.35 The draw-down of affordable housing credits is a form of off-site provision so the cascade set out in 

Policies CMP 1.1 and 4.13 must be followed. For any residential development where affordable housing is 

required, the affordable housing should be provided on site in accordance with Core Strategy Policy CS16. Where 

this is not practical or viable, off-site provision in the vicinity is the next option, only when this is not possible will 

off-site beyond the vicinity be considered. Therefore when affordable housing cannot be provided on site, it should 

be provided in the vicinity or drawn down from a credit site in the vicinity. Only when these two options have been 

explored and shown to be not possible will off-site provision or draw-down from a site beyond the vicinity, be 

considered.  
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4.5.36 This policy will also apply to partial on-site or off-site provision and partial affordable housing credit draw 

down, so that if a residential development contains some, but not the full affordable housing requirement, the 

cascade set out in Policy CMP4.13 will apply and if, working through the cascade, a developer has available 

affordable housing credits, these credits must be used rather than a payment in lieu.  

4.5.37 The draw-down of affordable housing credits will be at the discretion of the council. Once it has been 

agreed that affordable housing credits can be used, the full draw down will apply in all cases, irrespective of the 

financial viability of the host development; or the credit site, or housing units within the credit site. Payments in 

Lieu will be requested where there are insufficient credits available or more than 10 units need to be provided off-

site to meet policy requirements. Payments in Lieu cannot be used as an alternative to credit draw downs where a 

developer has available Affordable Housing Credits. 

4.5.38 Draw downs should follow the same tenure mix as other development and will correspond with the 60% 

social:40% intermediate need Policy CMP 4.15, unless agreed otherwise by the Director of Housing. 

4.5.39 Once a credit unit has been attached to a particular scheme it will be unavailable for use in connection 

with other proposal sites until the permission has expired or the council has agreed otherwise.   

4.5.40 Residential units agreed as Affordable Housing Credits can only be used as credits by that developer. They 

cannot be traded to another developer. This personal use will be secured by S106 agreement at the time the credit 

site is approved. 

Calculation of credit draw down 

4.5.41 The financial viability of Affordable Housing Credit schemes or units will not be taken into account when 

calculating the required draw-down required for residential or mixed use schemes. 

A) The number of residential units to form the basis for a drawn down in lieu of affordable housing provision 

required by Core Strategy Policy CS16 will be calculated as follows: 

i. the amount of affordable housing required as per Policy CMP 4.12; plus 

ii. an additional amount to reflect the increase in market housing which is possible on-site if some or all 

the affordable housing requirement is provided off-site; plus 

iii. where the off-site provision is in an area with a lower residential land value than the development site, a 

greater quantity of residential floorspace will be required to be drawn down in accordance with the 

multiplier table, 4.7.  Then, 

iv. the floorspace to comprise the draw-down will be converted to a unit figure by dividing the floorspace 

draw-down by the average floorspace (GEA) per unit in that Affordable Housing Credit Scheme. 

B) When the council agrees that the requirements for mixed use from Core Strategy Policy CS1 can be met by 

the drawing down of Affordable Housing Credits, the amount of floorspace required will be calculated as 

per Policy CMP 1.2 B).  The floorspace will be converted to a unit figure as per A) iv. above. 
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Meeting the Range of Affordable Housing Needs 

4.5.42 It is vital that new affordable housing meets the needs of eligible households in Westminster in terms of 

both the type and size of accommodation, and its affordability. 

4.5.43 The following tenures are included in the PPS3 definition of affordable housing: 

Social Rented Housing – housing for eligible households in need for which guideline target rents are 

determined through the national rent regime; and  

 Intermediate affordable housing - housing that costs more than social housing but less than equivalent 

market housing and meets the needs of eligible income groups set out in the London Plan and the 

Mayor's annual reviews. The draft replacement London Plan indicates that he intends to raise the eligible 

income to £74,000 per year for intermediate affordable homes with more than 3-bedrooms. In 

Westminster, most intermediate homes have been Shared Ownership homes. 

Affordable rented housing – this is rented housing which meets the PPS3 definition of affordable housing, 

but is outside the national rent regime and is intended for households that are eligible for social rented 

housing. Rents should not exceed 80% of local market rents.  

4.5.44 Market rents in Westminster are the third highest in the country, so there is a need to ensure Affordable 

Rented Housing is affordable to households eligible for social housing. The council has adopted a position on the 

application of Affordable Rent within the city as an “Affordable Housing Statement” including advice on acceptable 

gross rental ranges appropriate to individual affordable housing dwelling sizes. Developers and Registered 

Providers will be expected to take into account advice from the Director of Housing on affordable rent when 

bringing forward developments that include a requirement for affordable housing. The position statement on 

Affordable Rent will be reviewed from time to time, taking into account possible changes in demand and income 

profiles for affordable housing. 

4.5.45 Service charges are an integral component of housing cost so need to be taken into account when 

assessing affordability. 

4.5.46 The London Plan gives a tenure mix for affordable housing of 60% social rented housing and 40% 

intermediate affordable housing, with grant for traditional shared ownership. The government is moving towards a 

very much reduced level of funding for all affordable housing and it is likely that only Affordable Rented Housing 

will be eligible for grant funding. In the future this tenure will need to serve both social housing needs and those 

eligible households on intermediate incomes. Funding for Shared Ownership housing is only available where the 

tenure is offered in conjunction with an HCA approved development programme that includes Affordable Rented 

homes. However, the council desires to encourage home ownership and at the council’s discretion, this type of 

affordable housing may form part of the intermediate provision.  In this Plan ‘Intermediate housing’ is Affordable 

Housing which meets the needs of eligible households on intermediate incomes, including Intermediate Affordable 

Housing, Affordable Rented Housing, Shared Ownership housing, and some forms of low cost home ownership. 

The council will only consider low cost homes ownership in the form of discounted market sales where this 

discount to market value applies to re-sales in addition to first sale, and is covered by legal condition as part of a 

planning permission. 
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4.5.47 Policy Aim: To ensure that new affordable housing meets needs. 

Policy CMP 4.15: Meeting the range of affordable housing needs 

1. Schemes including affordable housing should provide 60% of units to be social housing and 40% to meet the 
needs of households eligible for intermediate affordable homes. 
 

2. Affordable housing to meet the needs of  households eligible for intermediate housing will be required to 
meet the following 3 income bands: 

 25% - between lower quartile incomes and the mid-point between lower quartile  and  median incomes 

 25% -between the mid-point between lower quartile incomes to median incomes and median incomes  

 50% - median to permitted income thresholds   

3.    Service charges must be minimised. This can be achieved by: 

 ensuring that affordable and market dwellings do not share the same corridors, stairs,  lifts or entrance 
lobbies; 

 designing the communal parts of affordable housing for durability and low maintenance costs; and 

 the use of management agreements and sinking funds. 

Policy Application 
4.5.48 Tenure mix and rent levels will need to be agreed with the Director of Housing early in the application 

process. 

4.5.49 There may be some circumstances where the council may wish to depart from the 60% social housing: 

40% intermediate affordable split. For example: 

 in schemes where very small numbers of affordable homes are being provided; 

 in Housing Renewal schemes where it has been agreed that existing tenants can be re-housed on site; 

 a higher proportion of homes for those eligible for social rented housing in areas where high 

residential values mean that homes for the intermediate sector will not be ‘affordable’ to those on 

the full range of eligible intermediate incomes; or 

 a higher proportion of homes to meet intermediate incomes in areas with high concentrations of 

social housing. 

4.5.50 The council expects Affordable Rent levels aimed at those households eligible for social housing to take 

account of welfare benefit policy. These benefit caps are likely to be subject to change. All rent levels will need to 

be agreed with the Director of Housing.   

4.5.51 A mix of dwelling sizes will need to provided for all three income bands so that those in the lowest 

quartiles of intermediate incomes can access 2 and 3 bedroom homes. In order to achieve this, the council Section 

will use 106 agreements to set a framework for the size and income bands of the housing designed to meet 

intermediate housing need in any individual development.  

4.5.52 To convert income thresholds into housing costs, the Mayor's Housing Supplementary Planning Guidance 

(2005) indicates that intermediate affordable housing should cost: 

•  no more than 3.5 times the household income threshold to buy; and 

•  no more than 40% of net household income including rent and service charges. 

Affordability criteria will need to be in compliance with the London Plan.  
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4.5.53 Rent levels for different size of dwellings intended to meet both social housing needs and intermediate 

incomes will be set out in an Affordable Rent Statement which will be published by the council and updated as 

appropriate. 

4.5.54 Service charges will be included in the assessment of affordability. The council will encourage the use of 

management agreements between developers and Registered Providers to reduce the impact of high service 

charges, and ‘sinking fund’ mechanisms by developers in agreement with Registered Providers to mitigate against 

high service charges where they exist.  

4.5.55 On occasion, the council may require affordable housing to be provided as a form of specialist housing.  

The form and tenure of this type of housing will be agreed with the Director of Housing. 

 
Reasoned Justification 

4.5.56 It is recognised that where very small numbers of affordable housing units are being provided that the 

60/40 tenure split may not be achievable or desirable, though the new Affordable Rented tenure should make it 

easier to provide housing that meets both social and intermediate needs on small sites.  

4.5.57 To date, provider financing factors have driven the delivery of intermediate homes, rather than the 

requirements of eligible households. The government’s revised funding framework for the delivery of affordable 

homes, which requires greater levels of provider debt borrowing will make it even more difficult to break the 

connection with market value of homes, which skews provision toward the top end of the affordability spectrum, 

to enable delivery of a balanced range of intermediate homes.   

4.5.58 The council wants intermediate schemes to be pitched at a point which is accessible, affordable and 

sustainable for those who are currently excluded from the mainstream housing market according to their needs 

and/or aspirations.   

4.5.59 The law requires that occupiers receiving the same common services should pay the same service charge 

regardless of tenure. Service charges can be a significant proportion of overall housing costs, and can, if measures 

are not taken to minimise maintenance costs, render affordable housing unaffordable to those it is meant to serve. 

4.5.60 Specialist housing, for example to house older people or those with learning disabilities, help meet the 

growing need for this type of accommodation. 
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Part 4: Appendices  

 Appendix 4.1: Space standards for new residential development 

Dwelling No.  bedroom/persons Essential GIA (Gross Internal 

Area) (sqm.) 

Studio 1b/2p 32.5 

Flats 1b/2p 37 

(50 in social housing) 

* 
2b/4p 70 

* 
3b/5p 86 

* 
3b/6p 100 

* 
4b/6p 99 

 4b/7p 109 

 4b/8 119 

2 storey houses 

/apartments 

2b/4p 83 

 3b/5p 96 

 3b/6p 106 

 4b/6p 107 

 4b/7p 117 

* 
4b/8p 127 
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3 storey houses 3b/5p 102 

* 
4b/6p 113 

* 
4b/7p 123 

* 
4b/8p 133 

All Built-in general internal storage space free of hot water cylinders 
and other obstructions, with a minimum internal height of 2m and a 
minimum area of 1.5 sqm should be provided for 2 person dwellings, 
in addition to storage provided by furniture in habitable rooms. For 
each additional occupant an additional 0.5 sqm of storage space is 
required. 

* Adapted from London Plan Table 3.3 Minimum space standards for new development 
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Appendix 4.2: Social Housing Unit Size Split  

Dwelling Size 
No of bedrooms/ persons 
accommodated 

Overall % social housing 
dwelling mix 

% split persons per unit 

Studio – 1-2 person 
(1 double bedroom) 

 
 
5% 

 
NIL studios 

1 bed – 2 person 
(1 double bedroom) 

 100% 1 bed 2 person units 
 

2 bed  - 4 person 
(All 2 double bedrooms) 

    
40% 
 

 
100% 4 person 
 

3 bed – 5 person 
(2 double and 1 single bedroom)  

 
40% 

50% 5 person 
 

3 bed – 6 person 
(3 double bedrooms) 

 50% 6 person 
 

4 bed – 6 person 
(2 double and 2 single bedrooms) 

 
15% 

37% 6 person 

4 bed – 7 person 
(3 double and 1 single bedroom) 

 33% 7 + person 

4 bed + - 8 plus person 
 

 40%  
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Appendix 4.3: Calculating amount of affordable housing floorspace to be provided off-site 

Example 1: 

5,000 sqm residential scheme in Core CAZ in Value Band 1 where off-site provision of affordable housing is 

agreed on a site in Value Band 3 

(a) 

Amount of affordable 

housing floorspace 

required 

x (b) 

Additional affordable housing to 

take into account the increase in 

market floorspace 

1,250 ÷ 3,750 x 100+1 

(% increase expressed as a number) 

x (c) 

Multiplier 

= Amount of affordable 

housing floorspace 

required off-site 

1,250 sqm x 1.33 x 1.8 = 2,993 sqm 

 

Example 2: 

3,000 sqm residential scheme (not with a low existing use value) outside Core CAZ, Paddington Opportunity 

Area and the Named Streets, in Value Band 2 where off-site provision of affordable housing is agreed on a site in 

Value Band 3 

(a) 

Amount of affordable 

housing floorspace 

required 

x (b) 

Additional affordable housing to 

take into account the increase in 

market floorspace 

825 ÷ 2,175 x 100+1 

x (c) 

Multiplier 

= Amount of affordable 

housing floorspace 

required off-site 

825 sqm x 1.38 x 1.2 = 1,366 sqm 

 

Example 3: 

12,000 sqm residential scheme in Core CAZ in Value Band 2 where off-site provision of affordable housing is 

agreed on a site in Value Band 2 

(a) 

Amount of affordable 

housing floorspace 

required 

x (b) 

Additional affordable housing to 

take into account the increase in 

market floorspace 

3,000 ÷ 9,000 x 100+ 1 

x (c) 

Multiplier 

= Amount of affordable 

housing floorspace 

required off-site 

3,000 sqm x 1.33 x n/a = 3,990 sqm 
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Example 4: 

10,000 sqm residential scheme (not with a low existing use value) outside Core CAZ, Paddington Opportunity 

Area and the Named Streets, in Value Band 2 where 2,000 sqm of affordable housing is to be provided on-site.  

Off-site provision of some affordable housing is agreed on a site in Value Band 4 

Step 1 

(a) 

Amount of 

affordable 

housing 

floorspace 

required 

x Step 2 

(b) 

Additional affordable 

housing to take into 

account the increase in 

market floorspace 

13,000 ÷ 9,000 +x 100 

 Step 3 

Affordable 

floorspace 

required off-site 

1,0003,500 x 

1.1123 = 

1,1114,305 sqm 

4,305 – 2,000 = 

2,305 sqm 

x Step 4 

(c) 

Multiplier 

= Amount of 

affordable housing 

floorspace required 

off-site 

3,000 sqm x 1.1133  2,3051,111 sqm x 1.4 = 3,2271,111 sqm 
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Appendix 4.4: Calculating payments in lieu of Affordable Housing Provision 

Example 5:  Council agrees residential scheme of 1,500 sqm in St James’s, and the council agrees PiL for the 

affordable housing provision 

Amount of affordable housing floorspace required x Per sqm sum = PiL 

225 sqm x £7,700 = £1,732,500 

 

Example 6:  Council agrees residential scheme of 2,400 sqm in Bayswater, and the council agrees PiL for the 

affordable housing provision 

Amount of affordable housing floorspace required x Per sqm sum = PiL 

780 sqm x £3,600 = £2,808,000 

 

Example 7:  Council agrees residential scheme of 10,000 sqm in Soho, 2,000 sqm of affordable housing will be 

provided on-site and the council and agrees that the remainder of the requirement can be a PiL 

Step 1 

Amount of affordable housing 

floorspace required 

Step 2 

Shortfall in affordable housing 

provision 

2,500 – 2,000 

x Per sqm 

sum 

= PiL 

2,500 sqm 500 sqm x £4,900 = £2,450,000 

 

Example 8:  Council agrees residential scheme of 9,000 sqm in St John’s Wood (Band 3).  Off-site provision of 

3,000 sqm affordable housing (to serve intermediate needs) is agreed in Church Street (Band 4).  The balance of 

affordable housing requirement is to be via a PiL 

Step 1 

Amount 

of 

affordabl

e housing 

floorspac

e 

required 

x Step 2 

Shortfall in 

affordable 

housing 

provisionIncrea

se in market 

housing by not 

providing 

affordable 

onsite 

3,1503,000 ÷ 

5,8506,000 +x 

1001 

x Step 3 

Multiplie

r (Band 3 

to Band 

4) 

= Amount 

of 

affordabl

e housing 

floorspac

e 

required 

off-site 

- Step 4 

Amount 

being 

provide

d off-

site 

x Step 

5 

Per 

sqm 

sum 

for 

PiL 

Band 

D 

= PiL 

3,150 

3,000 

x 1.5 x 1.2 = 5,670 

4,500 

- 2,670 

1,500 

 £2,00 = £5,340,000 
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sqm sqm sqm 

(shortfall

) 

0 3,000,000 

 

                                                      
i
 Habitable rooms include all living rooms, bedrooms and kitchens if they are more than 12.5 sqm. Bathrooms, toilets, landing 
and lobbies are excluded. Net residential site area includes internal roads and ancillary open spaces.  
ii
 Net residential area includes internal roads and ancillary open spaces. 

iii
 Residential density figures should be based on net residential area which includes internal roads and ancillary open spaces. 

iv
 WCC. SHMA and Housing Needs Study 2007, Westminster Housing Waiting Lists. 
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